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I

DECLARATION OF MEXICO ON THE EQUALITY OF WOMENAND
THEIR CONTRIBUTION TO DEVELOPMENTAND PEACE, 197'5
The World
Aware that
population,
are
present economic
part of efforts
satisfaction
of

Conference

of the International

Women's Year9

the problems of women, who constitute
half of the worldss
the problems of society as a whole, and that changes in the
9 political
and social situation
of women must become an integral
to transform
the structures
and attitudes
that hinder the genuine
their needs,

Recognizing
that international
co-operation
based on the principles
of the
Charter of the United Nations should be developed and strengthened
in order to
find solutions
to world problems and to build an international
community based
on equity and justice,
Recalling
that in subscribing
to
Nations undertook
specific
commitments:
scourge of war .,..> to reaffirm
faith
and worth of the human person, in the
large and small, and to promote social
larger
freedomP',

the Charter,
the peoples of the United
"to save succeeding generations
from the
in fundamental human rights,
in the dignity
equal rights of men and women and of nations
progress and better standards of life in

Taking note of the fact that since the creation
of the United Nations very
important
instruments
have been adopted, among which the following
constitute
landmarks:
the Universal
Declaration
df Human Rights, the Declaration
on the
Granting of Independence
to Colonial
Countries and Peoples, the International
Development Strategy for the Second United Nations Development Decade, and the
Declaration
and Programme of Action for the Establishment
of a New International
Economic Order based on the Charter of Economic Rights and Duties of States,
Taking into account that the United Nations Declaration
on the Elimination
of
"discrimination
against women is
Discrimination
against Wcnen considers that:
incompatible
with human dignity
and with the welfare
of the family and of society,
prevents
their
participation,
on equal terms with men9 in the political,
social,
economic and cultural
life of their
countries
and is an obstacle to the full
development
of the potentialities
of women in the service of their countries
and
of humanity",
3010 (XXVII) of
Recalling
that the General Assembly, in its resolution
18 December 1972, proclaimed
1975 as International
Womenvs Year and that the Year
promoting equality
between
was to be devoted to intensified
action with a view to:
men and women, ensuring the integration
of women in the total development effort,
and increasing
the contribution
of women to the strengthening
of world peace,
Recalling
further
that the Economic and Social Council, in its resolution
1849 (LVI) of 16 May 1974, adopted the Programme for International
Women's Year,
-2-

and that the General Assembly,
called
for full
implementation

in its resolution
of the Programme,

3275 (XXIX)

of 10 December

1974,

Taking into account the role played by women in the history
of humanity,
especial&
in the struggle
for national
liberation,
the strengthening
of
-of imperialism,
colonialism,
international
peace, and the elimination
neo-colonialism,foreign
occupation, zionism,alien
domination,racism
and apartheid,
.Stressing
that greater
and equal participation
of women at all levels
decision-making
shall decisively
contribute
to accelerating
the pace of
development
and the maintenance of peace,

of

Stressing
also that women and men of all countries
should have equal rights
and duties and that it is the task of all States to create the necessary
conditions
for the attainment
and the exercise thereof,
Recognizing
that women of the entire world, whatever
differences
exist
between them, share the painful
experience
of receiving
or having received
unequal
treatment,
and that as their
awareness of this phenomenon increases
they will
become natural
allies
in the struggle
against any form of oppression,
such as is
practised
under colonialism,
neo-colonialism,
Zionism, racial
discrimination
and
apartheid,
thereby constituting
an enormous revolutionary
potential
for economic
and social
change in the world today,
Recognizing
that changes in the social and economic structure
even though they are among the prerequisites,
cannot of themselves
immediate improvement in the status of a group which has long been
and that urgent consideration
must therefore
be given to the full,
and early integration
of women into national
and international
life,

of societies,
ensure an
disadvantaged,
immediate

Emphasizing that under-development
imposes upon women a double burden of
exploitation,
which must be rapidly
eliminated,
and that full
implementation
of
national
development policies
designed to fulfil
this objective
is seriously
hindered
by the existing
inequitable
system of international
economic relations,
Aware that the role of women in child-bearing
should not be the
inequality
and discrimination,
and that child-rearing
demands shared
responsibilities
among women, men and society as a whole,
RecogniBing
effective
methods
opportunities
as
and to contribute

cause of

also the urgency of improving
the status of women and finding
more
and strategies
which will enable them to have -the same
men to participate
actively
in the development
of their
countries
to the attainment
of world peace,

Convinced that women must play an important
role in the promotion,
achievement
and:maintenance
of international
peace, and that it is necessary to encourage their
effprts
towards peace, through their
full participation
in the national
and
international
organizations
that exist for this purpose,
Considering
that it is necessary to promote national,
regional
and
international
action,
in which the implementation
of the World Plan of Action
adopted by the World Conference of the International
Women's Year should make a
significant
contribution,
for the attainment
of equality,
development
and peace,
-3-

,’

Decides
---

to promul.#ate

the fol1o.wing

p&xiples:

Equality
between women and men means equality
in their dignity
1.
worth as human beings as well as equality
in their rights,
opportunities
responsibilities.

and
and

2.
All obstacles
that stand in the way of enjoyment by women of equal
status with men must be eliminated
in order to ensure their full integration
national
development
and their participation
in securing and in maintaining
international
peace.
It is the responsibility
3.
so that women may be integrated
care.

into

into

of the State to create the necessary facilities
society while their children
receive
adequate

National
non-governmental
organizations
should contribute
to the
4.
advancement of women by assisting
women to take advantage of their opportunities,
by promoting
education
and information
about women's rights,
and by co-operating
with their respective
Governments.
Women and men have equal rights and responsibilities
in the family
5.
and in society.
Equality
between women and men should be guaranteed in the
family,
which is the basic unit of society and where human relations
are nurtured.
creatively
and
responsibly
in
family
life
Men should participate
more actively,
for its sound development
in order to enable women to be more intensively
involved
in the activities
nf their
communities and with a view to combining effectively
home and work possibilities
of both partners.
6.
Women, like men, require
opportunities
for developing
their intellectual
potential
to the maximum, IIational
policies
and programmes should therefore
provide
them with full
and equal access to education and training
at all levels,
while elirsuring that such programmes and policies
consciously
orient them towards
new occupations
and new roles consistent
with their need for self-fulfilment
and the needs of national
development.
The right
of women to work, to receive equal pay for work of equal value,
7.
to be provided
with equal conditions
and opportunities
for advancement in work,
and all other women?s rights
to full and satisfying
economic activity
are strongly
Review of these principles
for their effective
implementation
is
reaffirmed.
now urgently
needed, considering
the necessity of restructuring
world economic
relationships.
This restructuring
offers
greater possibilities
for women to be
integrated
into the stream of national
economic, social,
political
and cultural
life.
as well as all cultural
media
a. All means of communication and information
should regard as a high priority
their responsibility
for helping to remove the
attitudinal
and cultural
factors
that still
inhibit
the development of women and
for projecting
in positive
terms the value to society of the assumption by women
of changing and expanding roles.
Necessary resources
should be made available
in order that women may be
9.
able to participate
in the political
life of their countries
and of the
international
community since their
active participation
in national
and world
-4-

affairs
at decision-making
and other levels
in the political
of womenVs full
exercise of equal rights
as well as of their
and of the national
well-being.
10. Equality
of rights
carries
with
is therefore
a duty of women to make full
and to perform their duties to the family,

field
is a prerequisite
further
development

it corresponding
responsibilities;
use of opportunities
available
the country and humanity.

11. It should be one of the principal
aims of social education
respect for physical
integrity
and its rightful
place in human life.
body, whether that of woman or man, is inviolable
and respect for it
fundamental
element of human dignity
and freedom.

to teach
The hwnzan
is a

has the right to decide freely
12. Every couple and every individual
responsibly
whether or not to have children
as well as to determine
their
and spacing, and to have information,
education
and means to do so.
freely

13. Respect
for herself

for human dignity
encompasses the right
whether or not to contract
matrimony.

of every

it
to them

and
number

woman to decide

14.
The issue of inequality,
as it affects
the vast majority
of the women
of the world, is closely linked with the problem of under-development,
which exists
as a result not only of unsuitable
internal
structures
but also of a profoundly
unjust world economic system.

The full and complete development
of any country requires
the maximum
15.
participation
of women as well as of men in all fields:
the under-utilization
of the potential
of approximately
half of the world's
population
is a serious
obstacle to social and economic development.
16.
The ultimate
end of development
is to achieve a better
quality
of life
for all, which means not only the development
of economic and other material
resources but also the physical,
moral, intellectual
and cultural
growth of the
human person.

In order to integrate
women into development,
States should undertake
'
17.
the necessary changes in their
economic and social policies
because women have the
right to participate
and contribute
to the total
deveiopment
effort.
18. The present state of international
economic relations
poses serious
obstacles to a more efficient
utilization
of all human and material
potential
for accelerated
development
and for the improvement
of living
standards
in
developing
countries
aimed at the elimination
of hunger, child mortality,
unemployment, illiteracy,
ignorance'and
backwardness., which concern all of
humanity and women in particular.
It is therefore
essential
to establish
and
implement with urgency the New International
Economic Order, of which the Charter
of Economic Rights and Duties of States constitutes
a basic element,
founded on
equity,
sovereign
equality,
interdependence,
common interest,
co-operation
among
all States irrespective
of their
social and economic systems, on the principles
of peaceful
coexistence
and on the promotion
by the entire
international
community
of economic and social progress of all countries,
especially
developing
countries,
and on the progress of States comprising
the international
community,

-5-

of the full and permanent sovereignty
of every State over
19. The principle
wealth and all economic activities,
and its inalienable
its natural
resources,
right
of nationalization
as an expression of this sovereignty
constitute
fundamental
prerequisites
in the process of economic and social development.
20. The attainment
of economic and social goals, so basic to the realization
bring about the full
of the rights
of women, does not, however, of itself
integration
of women in development
on a basis of equality
with men unless specific
measures are undertaken
for the elimination
of all forms of discrimination
against
them.
It is therefore
important
to formulate
and implement models of development
that will promote the participation
and advancement,of
women in all fields
of work
and provide
them with equal educational
opportunities
and such services
as would
facilitate
housework.
21. Modernization
of the agricultural
sector of vast areas of the world
as it creates opportunities
an indispensable
element for progress,
p articularly
for millions
of rural women to participate
in development.
Governments, the
United Nations,
its specialized
agencies and other competent regional
and
international
organizations
should support projects
designed to utilize
the
maximum potential
and develop the self-reliance
of rural worn%.

is

22. It must be emphasized that, given the required
economic, social and
legal conditions
as well as the appropriate
attitudes
conducive to the full and
efforts
and measures aimed at a more
equal participetion
of women in society,
intensified
integration
of women in development can be successfully
implemented
Full
only if made an int,egral
part of over-all
social and economic growth.
participation
of women in the various
economic, social,
political
and cultural
sectors is an important
indication
of the dynamic progress of peoples and their
development.
Individual
human rights
can be realized
only within the framework of
total
development.
considered
in this Declaration
can be achieved only in a
23. The objectives
world in which the relations
between States are governed,
inter alia, by the
following
principles:
the sovereign
equality
of States, the free self-determination
of peoples,
the unacceptability
of acquisition
or attempted acquisition
of
territories
by force and the prohibition
of recognition
of such acquisition,
territorial
integrity,
and the right to defend it, and non-interference
in the
domestic affairs
of States, in the same manner as relations
between human beings
should be governed by the supreme principle
of the equality
of rights of women
and men.

:

24,
International
co-operation
and peace require the achievement of national
liberation
and independence,
the elimination
of colonialism
and neo-colonialism,
foreign
occupation,
Zionism, apartheid,
and racial
discrimination
in all its forms
as well as the recognition
of the dignity
of peoples and their right to selfdetermination.

role to play in the promotion of peace in all spheres
25. Women have a vital
of life:
in the family,
the community, the nation
and the world.
Women must
participate
equally
with men in the decision-making
processes which help to promote
peace at all levels.

-6-

Women and men together
should eliminate
colonialism,
neo-colonialism,
imperialism,
foreign
domination
and occupation,
zionism, apartheid,
racial
discrimination,
the acquisition
of land by force and the recognition
of such
acquisition,
since such practices
inflict
incalculable
suffering
on women, men
and children.
26.

The solidarity
of women in all countries
of the world should be
27.
supported in their protest
against violations
of human rights
condemned by the
United Nations.
All forms of repression
and inhuman treatment
of women, men and
children,
including
imprisonment,
torture,
massacres9 collective
punishment,
destruction
of homes, forced eviction
and arbitrary
restriction
of movement shall
be considered
crimes against humanity and in violation
of the Universal
Declaration
of Human Rights and other international
instruments.
20. Women all over
rights committed against
assault, mental cruelty,
commercial transaction.

the world should unite to eliminate
violations
women and girls
such as: rape, prostitution,
child marriage,
forced marriage
and marriage

Peace requires
that women as well as men should
29.
intervention
in the domestic affairs
of States, whether it
carried
on by other States or by transnational
corporations.
that women as well as men should also promote respect for
a State to establish
its own economic, social
and political
undergoing
political
and economic pressures
or coercion
of

of human
.
physlcal
as a

reject
any type of
be openly or covertly
Peace also requires
the sovereign
right of
system without
any type.

general and complete
30. Women as well as men should promote real,
disarmament under effective
international
control,
starting
with nuclear
women
and
men throughout
Until
genuine
disarmament
is
achieved,
disarmament.
the world must maintain their vigilance
and do their utmost to achieve and
maintain international
peace.
Wherefore,
The World Conference

of the International

1.
Affirms
its faith
in the objectives
which are equality,
development
and peace;
2.

Proclaims

its

Women's Year
of the International

commitment to the achievement

Women's Year,

of such objectives;

the entire
United Nations
system, regional
Strongly
urges Governments,
3.
and international
intergovernmental
organisations
and the international
community
as a whole to dedicate themselves
to the creation
of a just society where women,
freedom,
justice
and prosperity.
men and children
can live in dignity,
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INTRODUCTION
1.
In subscribing
to the Charter,
the Deoples of the United Nations undertook
specific
commitments:
'"to save succeeding generations
from the scourge of war "*I)
to reaffirm
faith
in fundamental
human rights,
in the dignity
and worth of the human
person, in the equal rights
of men and women and of nations
large and small, and . . .
to promote social progress and better standards
of life
in larger
freedom' e
2.
The greatest
and most significant
achievement
during recent decades has been
the liberation
of a large number of peoples and nations from alien colonial
domination,
which has permitted
them to become members of the community of free
peoples D Technological
progress has also been achieved
in all spheres of economic
activity
during the past three decades, thus offering
substantial
possibilities
for
improving
the well-being
of all peoples.
However, the last vestiges
of alien and
colonial
domination,
foreign
occupation,
racial
discrimination,
anarthcid
and
neo-colonialism
in all its forms are still
among -the Qreatest
obstacles
to ,the full
emancipation
and progress of developing
countries
an?. of all the neo-rles concerned..
The benefits
of technological
progress are not shared equitably
'& all memiiers of
the international
community.
The developing
countries,
which account for
70 per cent of the population
of the world,receive
only 30 ner cent of world incoy?e.
It has proved impossible
to achieve uniform
and balanced develo;:men-t of the
international
community under the present economic order,
ant!, for this reason,
it is urgent to implement a new international
economic order in accordance
with
General Assembly resolution
3201 (S-VI of 1 r\!av 1974).
Conventions,
declarations,
formal recommendations
and other instruments
have
3.
been adopted since the Charter came into force,
1/ with a view to reinforcing,
elaborating
and im-slementing these fundamental
p;inciples
and objectives,
Some of
them seek to safeguard
and nromote the human rights
and fundamental
freedoms of
all l)ersons without discrimination
of any kind.
Others deal with the promotion
of
economic and social progress and development
and the need to eliminate
all forms of
alien domination,
dependence, neo-colonialism,
and include
international
strategies,
programmes and plans of action.
Some have the more specific
purpose of eliminating
discrimination
on the ground of sex and promoting
the equal rights
of men and women.
These documents reflect
the ever increasing
awareness in the international
community of the uneven development
of peoples,
and of the tragedy of all forms of
discrimination,
be it on the ground of race, sex or any other ground, and the
evident will to promote progress and development
in conditions
of peace, equity and
justice.
4.
In these various
instruments
the international
community has proclaimed
that
the full
and complete development
of a country,
the welfare
of the world and the
cause of peace require
the maximum participation
of women as well as men in all
fields.
It has declared that all human beings without distinction
have the right
to enjoy the fruits
of social and economic progress and should, on their
part,
contribute
to it.
Iit has condemned sex discrimination
as fundamentally
unjust,

Y

See appendix

(p. 47 below).
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It has
an offence
against human dicnity
and an infrinmement
of human rights.
included
the full
interrration
of women in the total development effort
RS 3
stated ob,iective
of the Intern&ional
Development StrateFv for the decade of
the 1970s.
g/
Despite these solemn pronouncements and notwithstanding
5.
in particular
by the United Mations Commission on the Status
these
specialized
agencies concerned,
progress in translating
The
difficulties
practical
reality
is proving
slow and uneven.
preparation
and implementation
of these many instruments
are
complexities
created by the considerable
differences
between
etc.

the work accomplished
of Women and the
principles
into
encountered
in the
attributable
to the
countries,
regions

6.
History
has attested
to the active role which women played, together
with men,
in accelerating
the material
and spiritual
progress of peoples. and in the process
of the progressive
renewal of society;
in our times, women?s role will increasingly
emerge as a powerful
revolutionary
social force.

There are significant
differences
in the status of women in different
7.
countries
and regions
of the world which are rooted in the political,
economic and
social structure,
the, cultural
framework and the level of development
of each
country,
and in the social category of women within a given country.
However,
basic similarities
unite women to fight differences
wherever they exist in the
legal,
economic, Social,
political
and cultural
status of women and men..
8.
AS a result
of the uneven development
that prevails
in the international
economic relations,
three quarters
of humanity is faced with urgent and pressing
social and economic problems.
The women among them are even more affected
by
such problems and the new measures taken to improve their situation
as well as
their role in the process of development must be an integral
part
of the global
project
for the establishment
of a new economic order.'
In many countries
women fCrm a large part of the agricultural
work force.
9.
Because of this and because of their important
role in agricultural
production
and in the preparation,
processing
and marketing
of food, they constitute
a
substantial
economic resource.
Nevertheless,
if the rural worker's
lack of
technical
equipment,
education
and training
is taken into account, it will be seen
that in many countries
the status of women in this sector is doubly disadvantaged.
10. While industrialization
provides
jobs for women and constitutes
one of the
main means for the integration
of women in the process of development,
women
workers are disadvantaged
in many respects because of the fact that the
technological
structure
of production
in general has been oriented
towards man and
his requirements.
Therefore
special attention
must be paid to the situation
of
the woman worker in industry
and in services.
Women workers feel painfully
the
effects
of the present economic crisis,
the growth of unemployment, inflation,
mass poverty,
lack of resources for education and medical care, unexpected and
unwanted side-effects
of urbanization
and other migration,
etc.
11.
Scientific
and technological
developments
have had both positive
and negative
repercussions
on the situation
of women in many countries.
Political,
economic
and social factors
are important
in overcoming any adverse effects
of such
developments.

21

General

Assembly resolution

2626 (XXV) of 24 October
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1970.

12. During the last decades women's movements and millions
of women together
other progressive
forces acting in many countries
have focused public
opinion
the national
and international
levels
on all these problems.

with
at

the many women of regions under
13. However, that public opinion often overlooks
alien domination,
particularly
those subjected
to apartheid
who experience
daily
the terror
of repression
and who struggle
tirelessly
for the recovery
of the most
elementary rights
of the human person.
The reality
of the problems which women still
meet in their
daily life
in
many countries
of the world in their efforts
to participate
in the economic and
social activities,
in the decision-making
process and the political
administration
of their countries,
and the loss represented
by the under-utilization
of the
potentialities
of approximately
50 per cent of the world's
adult population,
have pr0mpte.d the United Nations to proclaim
1975 as International
Women's Year,
and to call for intensified
action to ensure the full integration
of women in the
total development effort,
and to involve
women widely in international
co-operation
and the strengthening
of world peace on the basis of equal rights,
opportunities
and responsibilities
of women and men. The objective
of International
Women's
Year is to define a society in which women participate
in a real and full sense in
economic, social and political
life and to devise strategies
whereby such societies
could develop.

14.

the implementation
of the
15. This Plan of Action is intended to strengthen
instruments
and programmes which have been adopted concerning
the status of
Its purpose is
women, and to broaden and place them in a more timely context.
mainly to stimulate
national
and international
action,to
solve the problems of
under-development
and of the socio-economic
structure
which places women in an
inferior
position,
in order to achieve the goals of International
Women's Year.
16. The achievement
of equality
between men and women implies
that they should
have equal rights,
opportunities
and responsibilities
to enable them to develop
their talents
and capabilities
for their own personal
fulfilment
and the benefit
of society.
To that end, a reassessment of the functions
and roles traditionally
allotted
to each sex within
the family and the community at large is essential.
The necessity
of a change in the traditional
role of men as well as of women must
be recognized.
In order to allow for women's equal (fuller)
participation
in all
societal
activities,
socially
organized
services
should be established
and
maintained to lighten
household chores and, especially,
services
for children
should be provided.
All efforts
should be made to change social
attitudes
- based
mainly on education
- in order to bring about the acceptance of shared
responsibilities
for home and children
by both men and women.
between women and men, Governments
should ensure
17. In order to promote equality
of facilities
for
for both women and men equality
before the law, the provision
equality
of educational
opportunities
and training,
equality
in conditions
of
Governments
and adequate social security.
employment, including
remuneration,
should recognize and undertake measures to implement men's and women's right to
regardless
of marital
status and their
access to
employment on equal conditions,
The State has also the responsibility
to
the whole range of economic activities.
create conditions
that promote the implementation
of legal norms providing
for
equality
of men and women and in particular
the opportunity
for all individuals
and eventually
compulsory
general
i to receive free general and primary education,
equality
in conditions
of employment,
and maternity
' secondary education,
protection.
-ll-

to ameliorate
the hard working conditions
and
18. Governments should strive
those that fall upon large groups of women
unreasonably
heavy work load, especially
Governments
in many countries
and particularly
among underprivileged
social groups.
should ensure improved access to health services,
better nutrition
and other social
services
that are essential
to the improvement of the condition
of women and their
full participation
in development
on an equal basis with men.
and couples have the right freely and responsibly
to determine the
19. Individuals
number and spacing of their children
and to have the information
and the means to
of this right
is basic to the attainment
of any real equality
do so. The exercise
between the sexes and without
its achievement women are disadvantaged
in their
attempt to benefit
from other reforms.
centres and other child-minding
facilities
are means to supplement
20. Child-care
the training
and care that the children
get at home. At the same time they are of
vital
importance
in promoting
equality
between men and women. Governments have,
therefore,
a responsibility
to see to it that such centres and facilities
are
available
in the first
place for those children whose parents or parent are employed
in self-emploxyrnent
and particularly
in agriculture
for rural women, in training
or
in education
or wish to take up employment, training
or education.
21. The primary objective
of development being to
in the well-being
of the individual
and of society
development
should be seen not only as a desirable
most
important
means of furthering
equality
of the
peace.

bring about sustained
improvement
and to bestow benefits
on all,
goal in itself
but also as the
sexes and the maintenance of

22. The integration
of women in development will necessitate
widening their
activities
to embrace all aspects of socials economic, political
and cultural
life.
They must be provided
with the necessary technical
training
to make their
contribution
more effective
in terms of production,
and to ensure their greater
participation
in decision-making
and in the planning and implementatiqn
of all
programmes and projects.
Full integration
also implies that women receive
their
fair share of the benefits
of development,
thereby helping to ensure a more
equitable
distribution
of income among all sectors of the population.
and protection
of human rights for all is one of the fundamental
23. The promotion
principles
of the Charter of the United Nations, the achievement of which is the
goal of all people,
An essential
element for securing the protection
of human
rights
and full
equality
between men and women throughout
the world is sustained
international
co-operation
based on peace, justice and equity for all and the
elimination
of all sources of conflict.
True international
co-operation
must be
based, in accordance with the Charter of the United Nations, on fully
equal rights,
the observance
of national
independence and sovereignty
including
sovereignty
over
natural
resources
and the right of their exploitation,
non-interference
in internal
affairs,
the right of peoples to defend,their
territorial
integrity,
and the
inadmissibility
of acquisition
or attempts to acquire territory
by force, mutual
advantage,
the avoidance
of the use or the threat of force, and the promotion and
maintenance
of a new just world economic order, which is the basic purpose of the
Charter of Economic Rights and Duties of States. 3-/ International
co-operation
and
a/ During the World Conference of the International
Women's
representatives
stated that reference
to the Charter of Economic
of 8tates should not be interpreted
as indicating
a change in the
delegations
on the Charter as stated at the twenty-ninth
session
Assembly,
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Year some
Rights and Duties
positions
of
of the General

peace require
national
liberation
and political
and economic independence,
and
fascism and other similar
elimination
of colonialism
and neo-colonialism,
racism and discrimination
in all
ideologies,
foreign
occupation
and apsrtheid,
forms as well as recognition
of the dignity
of the individual
and appreciation
To this end, the Plan calls
the human person and his or her self-determination.
the full participation
of women in all efforts
to promote and maintain
peace.
peace cannot be achieved unless women share with men the responsibility
for
establishing
a new international
economic order.
It is the aim of the Plan to ensure that the original
contribution
- both actual and potential
- of women is not
concepts for development
action programmes and an improved
equilibrium.
Recommendations for national
and international
with the aim of accelerating
the necessary changes in all
in those where women have been especially
disadvantaged.
24.

the
its
of

for
True

and multidimensional
overlooked
in existing
world economic
action are proposed
areas, and particularly

Since the integral
development
of the personality
of the woman as a human
25.
being is directly
connected with her participation
in the development
process as
mother, worker and citizen,
policies
should be developed
to promote the
co-ordination
of these different
roles of the woman so as to give the most
favourable
conditions
for the harmonious development
of her personality
- an aim
which is equally relevant
to the development
of man.
I.

NATIONAL ACTION

This Plan provides
guidelines
for national
action over the lo-year
period from
to 1985 as part of a sustained,
long-term
effort
to achieve the objectives
of
the International
Womenss Year,
The recommendations
are not exhaustive,
and should
be considered
in addition
to the other existing
international
instruments
and
resolutions
of the United Nations bodies which deal with the condition
of women and
the quality
of life.
They constitute
rather the main areas for priority
action
within
the decade.
26.
1975

The recommendations
for national
action in this Plan are addressed primarily
27.
Governments,
and to all public and private
institutions,
women's and youth
organizations,
employers, trade unions, mass coaunications
media, non-governmental
.
organizations,
political
parties
and other groups.

to

28.
Since there are wide divergencies
in the situation
of women in various
societies,
cultures
and regions,
reflected
in differing
needs and problems,
each
and identify
its own targets
country should decide upon its own national
strategy,
and priorities
within the present World Plan.
Given the changing conditions
of
society today, an operative
mechanism for assessment should be established
and
targets
should be linked to those set out, in particular,
in the International
Development
Strategy for the Second United Nations Development
Decade> 2/ and in the
World Population
Plan of Action. &/

k/ See Report
Nations publication,

of the United Nations World Population
Conference,
Sales No. E.75.XIII.3),
part one, chap. II.
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1974 (United

i

Changes in social and economic structures
should be promoted which would
29.
possible
the full
equality
of women and their free access to all types of
without
discrimination
of any kind, and to all types of education
development,
employment.

make\
and:

~

30. There should be a clear commitment at all levels of government to take
appropriate
action to implement these targets and priorities.
Commitment on the
part of Governments to the ideals of equality
and integration
of women in society
cannot be fully
effective
outside the larger context of commitment to transform
fundamental
relationships
within
a society in order to ensure a system that
excludes the possibility
of exploitation.

i

national
strategies
and development
plans in which women should
31. In elaborating
measures should be adopted to ensure that the set targets
and
participate,
priorities
should take fully
into account women's interests
and needs, and make
adequate provision
to improve their situation
and increase their contribution
to
There
should
be
equitable
representation
of
women
at
al1
the development
process.
and
decision-making.
Appropriate
national
machinery
and
levels
of policyprocedures
should be established
if they do not already exist.
32. lVationa1
sensitive
to
of different
improving
the
and especially

plans and strategies
for the implementation
of this Plan should be
the needs and problems of different
categories
of women and of women
age groups.
However, Governments should pay special attention
to
situation
of women in areas where they have been most disadvantaged
of women in rural
and urban areas.

programmes for the benefit
33. While integrated
the basis for action in implementing
this Plan,
women whose status is the result
of particularly
necessary.

of all members of society should
I
special measures on behalf of
discriminatory
attitudes
will
be

of interdisciplinary
and multisectoral
machinery within
34. The establishment
government,
such as national
commissions, women's bureaux and other bodies, with
adequate staff
and budget, can be an effective
transitional
measure for acceleratir
the achievement
of equal opportunity
for women and their
full integration
in nat
national
life.
The membership of such bodies should include both women and men,
representative
of all groups of society responsible
for making and implementing
policy decisions
in the public sector.
Government ministries
and departments
(especially
those responsible
for education,
health,
labour,
justice,
communication
and information,
culture,
industry,
trade, agriculture,
rural development,
social
welfare,
finance
and planning),
as well as appropriate
private
and public agencies
should be represented
on them.
the situation
of women in all fields
an. at all
35. Such bodies should investigate
levels
and make recommendations
for needed legislation,
policies
and programmes
establishing
priorities.
Follow-up
programmes should be maintained
to monitor
and evaluate
the progress achieved within the country to assess the implementation
of the present Plan in national
plans.
bodies should also co-operate
in the co-ordination
of similar
36. These national
regional
and international
activities,
as well as those undertaken by
non-governmental
Organizations,
and self-help
programmes devised by women
themselves.
' 37. Constitutional
and legislative
on the ground of sex and of equal

guarantees of the principle
rights and responsibilities
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of non-discriminati
of women and men are

~

essential.
Therefore,
general
acceptance of the principles
embodied in such
legislation
and a change of attitude
with regard to them should be encouraged.
,also essential
to ensure that the adoption and enforcement
of such legislation
itself
be a significant
means of influencing
and changing public
and private
attitudes
and values.

It is
can in

affecting
the status of women in the
38. Governments should review their legislation
Wherever
light
of human rights principles
and internationally
accepted standards.
necessary 9 legislation
should be enacted or updated to bring national
laws into
Adequate provision
should
conformity
with the relevant
international
instruments.
especially
in each of the areas
also be made for the enforcement
of such legislation,
Where they have not already done so,
dealt with in chapter II of the Plan.
Governments should take steps to ratify
the relevant
international
conventions
and
fully
implement their provisions.
It should be noted that there are States whose
national
legislation
guarantees women certain
rights
which go beyond those embodied
in the relevant
international
instruments.
bodies should be specifically
entrusted
with the responsibility
of
39. Appropriate
modernizing,
changing or repealing
outdated national
laws and regulations,
keeping
them under constant review,
and ensuring that their
provisions
are applied without
discrimination.
These bodies could include,
for example, law commissions,
human
boards and
rights
commissions, civil
liberties
unions, appeals boards, legal advisory
the office
of --ombudsman.
Such bodies should have full governmental
support to
enable them to carry out their
functions
effectively.
Non-governmental
organizations
could also play an important
role in ensuring that relevant
legislation
is adequate,
up to date and applied without
discrimination.

40. Appropriate
measures should be taken
and to provide them with every other type
of the mass communication media should be
broad co-operation
through public education
organizations
can and should be encouraged
In this context,
special attention
should
problem is most acute.

to inform and
of assistance.
heightened
so
programmes.
to play similar
be paid to the

advise women of their
rights
Accordingly,
the awareness
that they may offer
their
Non-governmental
roles with regard to womenI.
women of rural
areas, whose

,41. Efforts
to widen opportunities
for women to participate
/eliminate
discrimination
against them will require
a variety
;by society at large through its governmental
machinery and
1:
142. While some of the measures suggested could be carried
,implementation
of this Plan will require
a redefinition
of
:change in the pattern
of government expenditure.
In order
lallocation
of funds, Governments should explore all available
.Jwhich are acceptable to Governments and in accordance with

in development
and to
of measures and action
other institutions.
out at minimum cost,
certain
priorities
and a
to ensure adequate
sources of support
Governments'
goals.

Special measures should also be envisaged to assist Governments whose resources
are limited
in carrying
out specific
projects
or programmes.
The Fund for
International
Women's Year established
under Economic and Social Council
resolution
11851 (LVI) of 16 May 1974, in addition
to multilateral
and bilateral
assistance,
which
(is vital
for the purpose,
should be extended provisionally
pending further
as to its ultimate
disposition
in order to assist Governments whose
:,*consideration
Women in
;,resources are limited
in carrying
out specific
programmes or projects.
'$:countries holding special
financial
responsibilities
entrusted
by the United Nations
!and its specialized
agencies with a view to assisting
developing
countries
are called
&upon to make their
contribution
to the implementation
of the goals set in connexion
iwith the governmental
assistance
earmarked for improving
the status of women,
iespecially
of those in the under-developed
States.

d43.
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44. It is recognized
that some of the objectives
of this Plan have already been
while in others they may only be accomplished
achieved
in some countries,
some measures by their very nature will take longer to
progressively.
Moreover,
Governments are therefore
urged to establish
short--,,
implement than others.
targets
and objectives
to implement the Plan.
medium- and long-term
Secretariat
45. On the basis of this World Plan of Action, the United ITations
several most important
should elaborate
a two-year plan of its own, containing
objectives,
directed
towards the implementation
of the World Plan of Action under
the current
control
of the Commission on the Status of Women and the over-all
control
of the General Assembly.

46;. The achievement
of the first
five-year

of the following
should be envisaged
period (1975-1980):

rural

(a)
Marked increase
areas;

basic

(b)
The extension
of co-educational
technical
and vocational
skills
to women and men in the industrial
and agricultural

(c)
education

in literacy

and civic

of women, especially
training
sectors;

compulsory primary
Equal access at every level of education,
and the measures necessary to prevent school drop-outs,

(d)
Increased
employment opportunities
for
and increased
efforts
to eliminate
discrimination
employment;
(e) The establishment
and increase
in both rural
and urban areas;
(f)
The enactment of legislation
equal terms with men, equal opportunity
remuneration,
and on equality
in legal
(g)
positions

education

as a minimum by the end

%MZOUragemen't

at the local,

(11) Increased
services,
sanitation,
welfare
services;

in
in

school

women, reduction
of unemployment
in the terms and conditions
of

of the infrastructural

services

required

on voting and eligibility
for election
and conditions
of employment including
capacity and the exercise thereof;

of a greater participation
national
and international

of women in
levels,

policy-making

provision
for comprehensive measures for health education
nutrition,
family education,
family planning and other

(i)
Provision
for
such as those pertaining

on

and

parity
in the exercise of civil,
social and politicalrights
to marriage,
citizenship
and commerce;

(5) Recognition
of the economic value
food production
and marketing
and voluntary
remunerated;
(k) The direction
of formal,
non-formal
re-evaluation
of the man and woman, in order
an individual
in the family and in society;
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of women's work in the home in domestic
activities
not
and life-long
to ensure their

education towards
full realization

the
as

.

(1) The promotion of womenls organizations
economic
workerss organizaticns
and educational,
day
loan
poor
and

as an interim
measure within
and professional
institutions;

(m) The development
of modern rural technology,
cottage
industry,
pre-school
centres,
time-and-energy-saving
devices so as to help reduce the heavy work
those living
in rural
sectors and for the urban
of women r particularly
and thus facilitate
the full participation
of women in community, national
international
affairs;

(n) The establishment
of interdisciplinary
and multisectoral
within the government for accelerating
the achievement
of equal
women and their full
integration
into national
life.
These minimum objectives
47
regional
plans of action.
0

48. The active
achievement of
especially
by
and running of
dissemination

involvement
the goals of
the effective
institutions
of information

should

be developed

in more specific

machinery
opportunities
terms

in

of non-governmental
women's organizations
in the
the lo-year
World Plan of Action at every level
utilization
of volunteer
expertsand
inthe
setting
and projects
for the welfare
of women and in the
for their advancement.
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II.

SPECIbIC AFfEASFOR NATIONAL ACTION

49: '213 specific
areas included in this chapter of the Plan have been selected because
they are considered to be key areas for national action.
They should not be viewed in
iso:Lation, however, as they are all closely interrelated
and the guidelines proposed
should be implemented within the framework of integrated strategies and programmes.
A.

International
NW
---

co-operation

and the strengthening

of international

peace

condition for the maintenance and strengthening
of international
50, An essential
co-operation
and peace is the p:?omotion and protection of human rights for all in
conditions of equity among and within nations.
In order to involve more women in the
the development of friendly
relations
among
prouotion of international
co-operation,
9ation8, in the strengthening
of international
peace and disarmament, and the combating
of colonialism,
neo.~oolonialism,
foreign domination and alien subjugation,
apartheid
the peace efforts of women as individuals
and in groups,
and -acid
discrimination,
rend in national
and intornstionai
organizations
should be recognized and encouraged.
FY Women of all countries of the world should proclaim their solidarity
in support of
g; climiiz;Ltion of gross violations
of human rights condemned by the United Nations
end centrally to its principles
involving
acts against the moral and physi'cal integrity
of in&.'u'i ,uuals
or groups
of .individuals
for political
or ideological
reasons.
of intergovernmental
and non-governmental
organizations
having as their
52 . The efforts
ni:n the stronglhening
of international
security and peace and the development of
f2iendl.y relations
among nations and the promotion of active co-operation
among States
should be supported, and women should be given every enc,ouragement to participate
actively
in the endeavours of those organizations.
55, The United Nations should proclaim a special day to be devoted to international
peace and celebrated
every year, nationallg
and internationally.
Meetings and seminars
ch3u18d be organized for' this purpose by interested individuals
and groups, with wide
coveram in the press and other communications media. Women should lend their full
'aup_rort
to these objectives
and explore? as co-equals with men, weys to overoome
existing obstacles to international
co-operation,
the development of friendly
relations
among nations, and the strengthening
of international
peace. However, it must be
emi>hasi.eed that peace is a matter
for constant vigilance
and not only for a one-day
o?XXcrVarico

D

and ideas among countries should be facilitated,
540 33-1:~free "lo:! of information
with due regard for national sovereignty
and the principles
of international
la>!; the
e::cil;nga of visits
between women of different
countries to stuw common problems should
51 proToted.
E~ucntion~l, 'cutup,
scientific
and other exchange programmes should
be expanded and new forms developed in order to facilitate
mutual understanding
among
>aoples, perticulaxly
'the young, &id develop friendly
relations
and active co-operation
awng Stat.es. YOr these purposes the ITSS communications media should be utilized
:a11I-y.
Women and men should be encouraged to instil1
in their children the values of
mutual rzspeot and unders,tandin g for all nations and all peoples, racial equality,
cax~:nl
equality,
the right of every nation to self-determination
and the desire to
maintain international
co-operation,
peace and securFty in the world.
.”

r
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56. Women should have eqml op;,or-t;unity wit'n men to represent their countries
inte:mational
forums where the’aboTe
questions are discussed, and in particular
^-is.

in all
at

meetings of the organizations
of the United Nations system, inaludj.ng
bUnOil and all conferences on disarmament and international
peace,
bodies.
B.

Political

the Security
a&

other

region&d

p?.rtic.:ip&%ion

57.. Despite the fact that,qnumerically;
women constitute
half the population
of the
world, in the vast majority of countries only
a small percentage
of
them
are
in
positions O$ leadership
in the various branches of government.
Consequently,
women
are not,involved'in
the decision-making
and thefr views and needs are often overlooked
in planning for development.
As the majority of women do not participate
in the .
fOmUbtiOn
of development plans and programmes, they are frequently
unaware
of
their
implications
and less inclined
to support their implementation
and the changes the
programmes seek to bring about. Many women also lack the education,
training,
civic
awareness and self-confidence
to participate
.effectively:
in political
life.
of this Plan is to ensure that women shall have, in law and in
58. A major objective
fact, equal rights and opportunities
with men to vote and to participate
in public and
political
life at the national., Local and community levels,
and that they shall be
made aware of their responsibilities
as citizens and of the problems affecting
society
and affecting
them directly
as women.
Participation
in political
life implies participation
as voters, lobbyists,
elected representatives,
trade-unionists
and public officiaks
in the various branches
of government, including
the judiciary.

59.

60. Where legislation
does not exist guaranteeing women the right to vote, to be
eligible
for election and to hold all public offices and exercise public functions
equal terms with men, every effort
should be made to enact it by 1978.

on

61. Where special gualifioatitins
for holding public office are required,
they should
apply to both sexes equally and should relate only to the expertise necessary.for
performing the specific functions of the office.
strategies
and time-tables
for increasing
62.
Gov'ernmerits should establish'goals,
within the decade 1975-i.965 the number of women in elective
and appointive
public
offices and public functions at all levels.
63.

Speo'ial efforts

to achieve

(a) The reaffirmation
of,
the equal political
participation

these objectives
and wide publicity
of women;

could include:
for,

the official

policy

concerning

(b) The issuanoe of'special
governmental instructions
for achieving
an equitable
and the compilation
of periodic reports on
representation
of women in public 'office,
in the areas'
the number of women in the public service, and levels of responsibility
of their workj
(c)
The organization
of studies to establish
the levels of economic, social and
political
competence.of the female compared to the male population
for recruitment,
nomination and promotiok;
I
(d) The undert&ing,of
special activities
for the recruitment,
nomination and
promotion of women, especially
to fill
important positions,
until equitable
representation
of the -sexes is achieved.
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Special efforts
and campaigns should be initiated
to enlighten the female
electorate
on political
issues and on the need for their active participation
in public
affairs,
including
political
parties and other political
organizations
such as pressure
groups.

64,.

65.
Educational
and informational
activities
should also be undertaken to enlighten
the public at large on the indispensable
role of women in the political,
processes, and
on the need to promote their greater political
participation
and leadership.
66.
Special drives should be undertaken to encourage the increased participation
of
women and girls in rural,
community and youth development programmes, and in political
activities,
and to facilitate
their access to training
for leadership in such
programmes.

C.

Education and training;

is not only a basic human right recognized in
67- Access to education and training
many international
instruments,
it is also a key factor for social progress and in
reducing the gaps between sooio-economic groups and between the sexes. timany
countries
girls and women are at a marked disadvantage.
This not only constitutes
a
serious initial
handicap for them as individuals
and for their future position in
society; it also seriously
impedes the effectiveness
of their contribution
to
development programmes and the development process itself.
68. Illiteracy
and lack of education and training in basic skills are some of the
causes of the vicious circle of underdevelopment,
low productivity
and poor conditions
of health and welftire.
In a great many countries illiteraoy
is much more widespread
among women than among men, and the rates are generally higher in rural then in urban
areas.
69.
In most countries female enrolment at all levels of education is oorisiderably
below that of men. Girls tend to drop out of sohool earlier
than boys, Boys are
given precedence over girls when parents have to make a choice if education isenot
free,
There is often discrimination
in the nature and content of the education
.pmvided
and in the options offered.
Girls' choices of areas of study axe dominated
concepts and notions concerning the respective
roles of
by conventional
attitudes,
men and women in society.
70.
As long as women remain illiterate
and are subjeot to discrimination
in education
and training,
the motivation
for change so badly needed to improve the quality of life
for all will fail,
for Sn most societies it is the mother who is responsible
for the
training
of her children during the formative years of their lives.

Governments should provide equal opportunities
for both sexes at all levels
71.
education and training within the context of lifelong
education, and on a formal
non-formal
basis, according to national needs.

of
and

The measures taken should conform to the existing international
standards and, in
72.
particular,
Co the Convention and Recommendation against Discrimination
in Education,
1960, and to the revised Recommendation concerning Technical and Vocational Education,
1974, of the United Nations Educational,
Scientific
and Cultural Organization.
73.
Educational,
training
and employment strategies
should be co-ordinated
and based
on population
projections.
The content and structure of education should be such as
to ensure its relevanoe to the present and future needs of the communities, concerned,
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taking into acoount their own culture and..the advances made through technical and
scientific
developments.
It.should
also se.sk to prepare the individual
adeguateiy,.for
an active civi0 and family life and for responsible
parenthood.
74. Target dates should be established.for
the,eradioation
of illite+cy,
and high
priority
given to programmes for women and girlsbetween
the'agea of 16 and 25 years;
of literacy
should be promoted as an integral
part of other kinds
75. The acquisition
of learning activities
of direct interest
andFvaiue to the daily lives of the people.
Parallel with the efforts
of Governments, all social institutions,
such as
co-dperatives,
should be fully utilized
to
'voluntary
organiza,t~ions snd enterprises,
overcome ill,iteracy.
'*
."
76. Voluntary task forces,' especially
to teach
of young persons, could be established
literacy,
numbers, nutrition
and methods of food preservation
during vacations or
periodti'ef
ziatioriiii
servike,
Such taek'forces
should include both women and men nith'
exper't'&t$' iti ,the skills needed. The volunteers
could also train local personnel to
bedome trainers/thus
expanding ths'available
task forces.
77. Integrated
or special training programmes should be developed for girls and
wom,enin rural ,areas to enable them to participate
fully and productively
in economic
and sdcial~~development and to-take advantage of tephnologioal
advances and thereby
'
rodtica:'the 'drudgery of:their
daily lives.
Such programmes should include train.in.,g in
qo+%+n methods 'of agridulture
and'use of equipment,, co-operatives,
entrepreneui;ship,
comme&ce,' m'arketin$, animai.'husbs,nw
and fisheries,
and in health., nutrition,
family'
plsnnin'g'and education.
7%. Free and compulsory primary education for girls and,hoys without discrimination
should be pxovided and effeo-&iv&y
enforced.~s-'gu~ckly.as'.possible.
Every effort
should also be made.to provide textbooks, school lunches transport
and other essentials,
wherevek‘
possible free of 'ch?Tge.
', ,79. In order to assistin
overcoming high dropkkt
rates among school-age girls and to
enable women to participate
in literacy
and basic skills,
programmes, inexpensive
child-care
and,other arrangements shquld be organi,zed to oo+cide with school or
training _'hours to free women aa girls from confining
domestic work,
t@. ,Speci& programmes for continuing education on a part-time
basis should be
arranged'to
ensure.retenti.on
of what has been learned at school and to'assist
women in
their fkmily, ‘vocati.onai'!and
professional
activities.
81;. Programmes, curricula
and standards of,education
and training
should be the‘same
to general subjects, should
for males and females.
Courses for both,sexes, in'addition
include indtistrial
and agricultural
tep~nplogy,'pol~.~~cs,
eoonpmics, current problems
of society,;responsible
pGenthood,,f+mily
life:,
nutrit,ion
'and health.,.
.,,"..
,
82. Textbooks and other, teachi.$g
qaterials'should
be re&valuated.and,'where
necessary,
rewsitten to ensurs'that
they reflect
an image of .woinen in'positive
Wd partici,patory
roles iri.soc,iety.,
T&aching methods shquld be“revised,
wherever necessary, to make sure
that'they are &dapted to &tio&l
needs and to promote changes in discriminatory
attitudes.
should be promoted to ideptify
83. Research aotivities
education and tra;i&ig
and?& eli~~e"'ed~cat'ion~l'equality,
should be'eno&i?aged, ‘especidly!~~~b-Gisuai:‘tec~.~e~.
..
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discriminatory
practices
in
.Neh .teaching techniques
"

Co-education
and mixed training
groups should be'actively
encouraged and should
84.
provide special guidance to both sexes in orienting
them towards new occupations and
changing roles.
Widely d$versified
existing and new vocational
programmes of all types should be
‘35.
equally accessible
to both sexes, enabling girls and boys to have a wide choice of
employment opportunities,
including
those which require higher skills,
and to match
national
needs with job opportunities.
Both sexes should have equal opportunities
to
receive scholarships
and study grants.
Special measures should be developed to assist
women who wish to return to work after's
comparatively
long absence, owing in particular
to family responsibilities.
Multipurpose
training
centres could be established in
rural and urban areas to provide education and training
in various techniques and
disciplines
and to encourage a self-reliant
approach to life.
86.
Girls and boys alike should be encouraged through vocational and career guidance
programmes to choose a career acaording to their real aptitudes and abilities
rather
than on the basis of deeply ingrained sex stereotypes.
They should also be made aware
of the education and training
required to take full advantage of the employment
opportunities
available.

In.formationalcsid
formal and non-formal educational programmes should be launched
87.
to make the general public, parents, teachers, counsellors and others aware of the need
to provide girls with a solid initial
education and adequate training for occupational
life and ample opportunities
Tar further education anJ training,
Maximum use should be
made of the mass communications media, both as a tool for education and as a means for
effecting
changes in community attitudes.
D.

Employment and related

economic roles

88. This Plan seeks to achieve equality of opportunity
and treatment for women workers
and their integration
in the labour force in accordance with the accepted international
standards reoognizing
the right to woxk, to equal pay for equal work, to equal
conditions
of work and to advancement.
data show that women constitute more than a third of the world's
89. Available
eoonomically active population
and approximately 46 per cent of women of working age
(15 to 64 years)
are in the Labour force,
Of these, an estimated 65 per cent are to be
found in the developing
countries and 35 per cent in the more developed regions.
These
data,
together with the many economic activities
of women that are not now included in
the official
statistics
(see chap. III, below) demonstrate that women18 contribution
to
the national
economy and development is substantial
and has not been fully recognized,
Further,
the occupations in which most women workera are concentra'ted are not the same
of women are concentrated
aa those @which most men are employed. The vast majorib
in a limited
number of occupations at lower levels of skill,
responsibility
and
remuneration.
Women frequently
experience discrimination
in pay, promotion, working
Cultural constraints
and family responsibilities
conditions
and hiring practices.
Where job opportunities
are severely
f'urther restrict
,their employment
opporknities.
limited and widespread unemployment exists,
women's chances of obtaining
wage-earning
employment
are in practice further
reduced, even where policies of non-disorimination
have been laid down.
90.

Governments

towards

should

formulate

policies

and aation

programmes

expressly

directed

equality of opportunity
and treatment for women workers and the guarantee of
their
right to equal pay for equal work. Stich'policies
and programmes should be in
conformity with the standards elaborated by the United Nations and the International
Labour Orga.nisation.
They should include
legislation
stipulating
the prinoiple
of
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non-discrimination
on the grounds of sex or marital status ) guidelines
for implementing
the principles,
appeals procedures, and effective
targets and machinery for
implementation.
should be made to foster positive
attitudes
towards the employment
919 Special efforts
of women, irrespective
of marital status, among employers and workers end among women
and men in society at large, and to eliminate
obstacles based on sex-typed divisions
of labour.
92. In attempting to achieve gainful employment for women end to deal with problems
unemployment end underemployment, special efforts
should be made to create a variety
economic roles and to encourage and support self-employment
and self-help
activities,
especially in rural areas. Existing self-help
activities
should be encouraged and
strengthened through the participation
of women*
93* Governments should seek new sources of self-help
programmes in community development and entrepreneurial
on an equal basis to both sexes,

activities,
skills,

of
of

such as training
which should be open

and small-scale
94. In order to extend women's range of economic roles, co-operatives
industries
could be developed and encouraged with the necessary help and support of
government.
Where co-operatives
already exist, women should be encouraged to take an
active part in them. New co-operatives
and, where appropxiate,
women's co-operatives
should be organized, especially
in areas where women play a major role, such as food
production,
marketing, housing, nutrition
and health.
Co-operatives
ma+yalso be the
most appropriate
and feasible
arrangement for child-care
and could also provide
employment opportunities.
95. Essential to the effective
implementation
of such programmes is the provision
of
adequate training
in co-operatives
end entrepreneurial
skills,
access to credit and
the provision
necessary seed capital for improved ,tools, assistance with marketing,
decentsalized
development of towns in
of adequate rural social services and amenities,
such as child-care
arrangements,
rural areas and basic infrastructural
arrangements,
transportation
and conveniently
situated water supplies.
should be made to increase the participation
of rural women in the
96. Special efforts
formulation
of national plans for integrated
rural development.
Policies and
programmes for rural development should take into account the creation
of employment
opportunities
along with other essential related components, such as projects for
diversification,
import substitution
and expansion of rural activities
for farming,
forestry,
fisheries,
animal husbandry and agro-industries.
97. Specific target dates should be established
for achieving a substantial
the number of qualified
women employed in skilled
and technical work.
should also be made to increase
98, Special efforts
and policy-making
in commerce, industry and trade.

increase

in

the number of women in management

99. Access to skills and the provision
of institutional
and on-the-job
training
should
be open to women in the same way and on the same conditions
as to men so as to make
them equally eligible
for promotion.
100. Governments, employers and trade unions should ensure to all women workers the
ri&t
to mater,?ity protection,
including maternity leave with a guarantee of returning
to their former emplo,yment, and .to nursing 'breaks, in keeping with the principles
laid
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down in

protection
protection

the

1nte::national
Labour Organisation
Convention concerning maternity
(revised)
and Recommendation, 1952. Provisions
relating
to maternity
should not be regarded as unequal treatment
of the sexes.

101.. Special
attention
chould be given to the need for multilateral
approaches
to
facilitate
the combination
of family
and work res;>onsibilities.
These could include:
a bv'neral
reduction
ad/or
staggering
of working hours;
flexible
working
hours;
part-time
work for w,pmea and men; child-care
f,adilities
and 'child-care
leave systems
to assist
parents
to take care of their
children;
communal kitchens;
and various
kinds
of fiacilities
to help them discharge
househoid
tasks more easily,
Governments
and
trade unions
should ensure that
the economic and social
rights
of part-time
workers are
fully
protected.
102. Protec.tivc
lee;islation
soientilic
and technological
to all workers
as necessary.

applying
to women only
knowledge,
and should

should be reviewed
in the light
be revised,
repealed
or extended

103. Minimum wages, which play animportant
role in'the
improvement
of working
and made applicable
to cottage
industries
conditions
of women, should be enforced
aomeutic
work.
103. Special
measures
labour,.in
particular

should also be taken
that of young girls,

to eliminate
wherever
it

Dis&iminatory
treatment
of"women in national
eliminated
to the'maximum
extent.
Women workers
with men by all aspects
of such schemes.
105.

social

the exploitation
exists.

of female

security

should

schemes

should be covered equally

of

and

be

106. Goverments
should
encourage
and stimulate
conoerted
efforts,'in
particular
on
the part of employers'
and workers'
organizations,
to bring about a marked improvement
in the pooiti.on
of wornon in employment
and.should
co-operate
with all voluntary
organizations
oonoerned
with-'the
status
of women workersin
economic life'and
in
society
.as a whole.'
107. Trade vnions sh&id
adopt policies
to increase
the participation
of women in their
i.ncl.u&ing
the higher
echelons.
work at every level,
They'should
have special
programmes,
to promote
equality
of opportunity
for jobs and training
for women workers
ailcl leadership
training
for women. .They should play a leading
role in developing
new
and construrtive
approaches
to problems
faoed by workers,
paying special
attention
to
the problems
of women workers.
'E.
108. While
everyone
has
end especially
in nlral
this right
eclually
'wLth
considerable
shortages
society
to the family,
also need special
care
109. Me&ate
development,
production,
WOUKSloften
they deprive

lesser

value

Health

and nutrition
-w

an undeniable
right
to health,
oonditions
in many countries,
ha.ve often precluded
the actual
enjoyment
by women of
areas,
men.
The situation
becomes more accentuated
in societies
with
of health
personnel
and facilities
and constitutes
a high cost
and develo$ment
by impairing
the productivity
of women.' Women .
during
pregnancy,
delivery
and lactation,

nutrition
is of fundamental
importance
for the full
physical
and mental
of the individual,
and 'women have a vital
role' to play in this area in the
preparation,
processing
ana consumption
of food.
When f0oa is scarce
e:qeriSnCe
a ,greater
degree of malpytrition
than men, either
because

themselves
on women.

for the sake of their
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families

or because society

places a

110, Improved access to health, nutrition
and other social services is essential
to the
full participatfon
of women in-development
activities,
to the strengthening
of family
life: and to, a general improvement in the quality of life.
To be fully effective,
these
servioes should be integrated
into over-all
development programmes rdith priority
being
given to rural areas.
111. Governments should ensure adequate investments
eopecially in rural areas.

in public

health

programmes,

112. Comprehensive simple community health services could be developed in which the
community identifies
its own health needs, takes part in decisions on delivery
of health
care in different
oocio-economic contexts; and develops primary health care services
that are easily accessible to every member of the community. Women themselves,
especially in rural areas, should be encouraged, through adequate training
programmes,
tc provide such health oare services to their communit;ies.
Provision
should be made
to ensure that women shall have the' same access to that oare'as men. Travelling
clinics
and medical teams should make periodic vis.i.ts to all communities.

113* Within the context of general health services, Governmen& should pay particular
attenticn
to womenls speoisl health needs by provision
of: pre-natal
and gost-natal
snd delivery services; gynaecoiogical
and family planning services during the
reproductive
years; comprehensive and bontinuous health services directed to all
infants, pre-school
children and school children,
without.prejudice
on grounds of sex;
speoific caxe for pre-adolescent
and adolescent girls and for tne post-reproductive
years and old age: and research'into
the special health problems of women. Basic
health services should be reinforced
by the use of qualified
medical and paramedical
personnel.
114. Programmes should be formulated for
mortality by means of 'improved nutrition,
and maternal education.

the reduction of infant,
child and maternal'
sanitation,
maternal and child health care

115. Education programmes should be developed to overcome prejudices,
superstitions
that prevent women from using existing health facilities.
should be made to inform the urban poor and rural women about existing
facilities.

taboos and
Special efforts
medioal

116. Within the context of a massive programme of health education and services,
courses
inhdalth'edub'ation,
maternal and child care could be organized in rural and urban
These, classes
neighbourhoods,
and women should be actively
encouraged to participate.
should hc advertised by tne communication media.and by all existing social networks.
They should include informat$on about what
are available,
and how to
,," medical,facilities
reach them. l%yaic,ians should periodically
conduct physical examinations of the
participants
in as many of these class& as possible.
UT, In view of the importance of women not only as users but as providers
of:heal.th
care, steps should be taken to incorporate
them as fully informed and active
participants
in the healtkplanning
and decision-making
process at all levels and in
all phases. Efforts should be made to encourage women to participate
actively
in
Women should
community efforts
to provide primary health care and improve coverage.
also be trained as paramedics and encouraged to organize health co-operatives
and
sel.f-help programmes. 'Reomitment and.training
should be undertaken at th&*village
level to psepare'villagers
as health workers to provide basic health services for
their community.
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118. Women should have the same right

course for any health
profession
exclude women. from certain
health
grounds should be abolished.

of access as men to any training

and to continue
to the highest
levels.
professions
on traditional,
religious

establishment
Practices
or cultural

o1r
which

Improved,
easily
accessible,
safe water supplies
(including
wells,
dams, catchmen,k
piping etc.), sewage disposal and other sanitation measures should be provided both to
improve health cond? ions af families and to reduce the burden of carrying water which

119,
falls

mainly

on women and children.

120. In national
food and nutrition
policies
Governments
should give priority
to the
consumption
by the most vulnerable
groups in the population
(adolescent
girls,
pregnant
of certain
types of food produce,
such as
and lactating
women, and young children)
milk
and milk
products,
and especially
nutritious
foods.
The practice
of breast
feedin

and good feeding
food

programmes

practices

for

for the weaning period

should be encouraged.

Supplementary

mothers and children
at imminent
risk of malnutrition
should be
introduced.
Nutritional
deficiencies
should be prevented
through fortification
of
staples
or other widely
consumed foods ox by direct
distribution
of the deficient

nutrients.

121. Techniques
en& equipment
for food processing,
preservation
and conservation
at
the local
village
level
shculd be improved
and made available
to rural
women.
Co-operatives
for the production,
quality
improvement
and distribution
of food shoul&
be organized
to give impetus
to this effort
and, where appropriate,
campaigns
to
educate, the consumer
should. be orgmized.
122. Opportunities
should be created
for women to contribute
more efficiently
to the
production
of proper
typesof
food through
vegetable
gardens in rural
and urban areas
Girls
and boys should
and through
the provision
of better
tools,
seeds and fertilizer.
daily
school meal
also be encouraged
to grow food in school gardens to supplement

programmes.

123. Campaigns on nutrition

education
should be launched
through
the communications
media to explore
the most effective
techniques
for introducing
previously
unacceptable
These campaigns
she-uld also inform
nutritious
foods into the daily
diets
of people.
women how to use the family
income most economically
towards the purchase
of more
nutritious
foods and to eliminate wastage of food. The exchane of experience on
visits
and publicationsshoul.
effective
nutrition
programmes through seminars, informal
be axranged.

F.
l.24. The institution

The family

of the family,

in modern society

which is changing in its

economic, social and
of each of its.
of the child as

functions,
should ensure the di@ity,
equality and security
members, and provide
conditions
conducive
to the balanced
development
an individual
and as a social being.
cultural

In the total development process the role of women, along with men, needs to be
considered in terms of their contribution
to the family as well as to society and the
national economy. Higher status for this role in the home - as a parent,
spouse and
homemaker - can only enhance the personal dignity of a man and a woman. Household
activities
that are necessary for family life have generally been perceived as having
All societies should, however, place a higher
a low economic and social prestige.
if they wish the family group to be maintained and to
value on these activities
fulfil
its basic functions of the procreation
and education of children.
125.
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126. The family
is also an important
agent of social,
political
and cultural
If women are to enjoy equal righte,
opportunities
and responsibilities,
and
on equal terms with men to the development
process,
the functions
and roles
traditionally
allotted
to each sex within
the fe,mily will
require
continual
re-examination
and reassessment
in the light
of changing
conditions.

127. The rights
of women in all the various
forms of the family,
family,
the extended
family,
consensual
union and the single-parent
protected
by appropriate
legislation
and policy.

including
family,

change.

contribute

the nuclear
should be

with international
128. Legislation
relating
to marriage
should be in conformity
standards.
*In particular
it should ensure that women and men rshall have the same
right
to free choice of a spouse and to enter into marriage
only with their
free and
full
consent.
A minimum age for marriage
should be fixed
by law and be such as to
provide
a sufficient
period
of education
for girls
and boys, but particularly
girls,
to enable them to complete
their
education
and develop
their
potentialities
prior to
masriage.
Official
registration
of marriages
should be made compulsory.
129. All
abolished,

institutions
and practices
which infringe
in particular,
child
marriage
and the

these rights
should
be
inheritance
of widows.

130, Legislative
and other measures should be taken to ensure that men and women shall
enjoy full
legal
capacity
and the exercise
thereof
relating
to their
personal
and
property
rights,
including
the right
to acquire,
administer,
enjoy,
dispose
of and
inherit
property
(including
property
acquired
during
marriage).
Limitations,
where
such exist,
should apply to both partners
alike.
During marriage
the principle
of
equal rights
and responsibilities
would mean that both partners
should
perform
an
active
role in the home, taking
into account
the importance
of combining
home and work
responsibilities,
and share jointly
decision-making
on matters
affecting
the family
and children.
At the dissolution
of marriage,
this principle
would imply
that
procedures
and grounds of dissolution
of marriage
should be liberalized
and apply
equally
to both spouses; assets acquired
during
marriage
should, be shared on an
equitable
basis;
appropriate
provisions
should be made for the social
security
and
pension coverage of the work contributed
by the homemaker;
and decisions
relating
to
the custody of children
should be taken in consideration
of their
best interests.
131. In order to assist
in the solution
of conflicts
arising
among; members of the
family,
adequate
family
counselling
services
should be set up wherever
possible
and the
establishment
of family
courts
staffed
with personnel,
including
women, trained
in law
as well as in various
other relevant
disciplines
should be considered.
132. Programmes
of education
for personal
relationships,
marriage
and family
life,
health,
including
psycho-sexual
development,
should be integrated
into all
school
curricula
at appropriate
levels
and into programmes
for out-of-school
education,
to
prepare young people of both sexes for responsible
marriage
and parenthood.
These
programmes
should be based on the ideals
of mutual
respect
and shared rights
and
responsibilities
in the family
and in society.
Child-rearing
practices
within
each
society
should be examined with a view to eliminating
customs that encourage
and
perpetuate
ideas about superiority
or inferiority
on the basis of sex.
133. In recognition
of the growing number of single-parent
families,
additional
assistance
and benefits,
wherever
possible,
should be provided
for them.
The unmarried
mother should be granted
full-fledged
status
as a parent,
and children
born out of
wedlock should have the same rights
and obligations
as children
born in wedlock.
Special
nursing
homes and hostels
should be established
for married
and unmarried
mothers,
before and after
delivery,
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134. Social

security programmes should, to the maximum extent, inolude,children
and
family allowances in order to strengthen the economic stability
of family members.
Cross-cultural
studies might be undertaken of the influence upon the condition
of
women in the family and in society of family and children's
allowances and benefits,
motherhood awards and similar measures.
G, Population
economic and demographic factors are closely interrelated,
and change in
one or more invariably
involves
changes in others.
The status of women is both a
determinant
and a consequence of these various factors.
It is inextricably
linked with
both the development process a..& the various components of demographic change:
fertility,
mortality
and migration
(international
and internal
and the latter's
concomitant, irbanization).

135. Social,

136. The status

of women and, in particular,
their educational level, whether or not
they are gainfully
employed, the nature of their employment, and their position
within'the
family are all factors that have been found to influence family size.
Conversely,the
right of women to decide freely and responsibly on the number and
spacing of their children and to have access to the information
and means to enable
them to exeroise that right has a decisive impact on their ability
to take advantage
of educational
and employment opportunities
and to participate
fully in community life
as responsible
citizens.

137. The exercise
national life are
at marriage, age
at termination
of

of this right and the full participation
of women in all aspects of
closely interrelated
with such crucial demographio variables
as age
at birth of first child, the length of interval
between births, age
child-bearing,
and total number of children born.

138. The hazards of child-be,aring,
charactepized by too many pregnancies, pregnancies
at too early or too late an age and at too close intervals,
inadequate pre-natal,
delivery
and postnatal care and resort to illegally
induced abortions, result in high
rates of maternal mortality
and maternity-related
morbidity.
Where levels of infant
and early childhood mortali@ as well as of foetal mortality
are high, their reduction a desirable
end in itself
- may also be a prerequisite
of the limitation
of the number
of pregnancies that the average woman will experience, and of the society(s adopt'on of
a smaller ideal family size where this is a desired goal. Fewer pregnancies ma;y be
more easily achieved when there is a reasonable expectation that children born will
survive to adulthood.
139. In some parts of the world, urbanization
involves mainly a migration of young
men; in other parts, young women c,onstitute the major component in the rural-to-urban
migratory stream.
Such situations
partly reflect
differences
in women's opportunities
to work in either urban or rural occupations,
and these are related to cultural
variations
in the aooeptance of women in diverse roles.
While differences
in women's
social status are among the causes of diverse,sex
selections in the migration to cities
and towns, the consequences of such selective migration are to be found in resulting
sex imbalances, in both the urban and the rural population.
These population imbalances
can be detrimental
to individual
and family welfare and to the stability
of either
urban or rural residence,
Just over half of the total female population of the world
currently
resides in rural areas of developing countries.
In the light of the
particular'demographic,
economic and social problems of rural communities in these
'
regions, special development efforts
are required.
-28-

140. This
especially

Plan endorses
those relating

the recommendations
of the World
to the status
of women.

Population

Plan

Of Action,

141. In the elaboration

and execution
of population
policies
and programmes, within
the
framework of over-all
development,
Governments
are urged to pay particular
attention
to measures
designed
to improve
the situation
of women, especially
with reg=d
to their
educational
and employment
opportunities;
conditions
of work, and the establishment
and enforcement
of an appropriately
high minimum age at marriage.

142. While

States have a sovereign
right
to determine their
own population
policies,
individuals
and couples
should have access,
through
an institutionalized
system,
to
the information
and means that will
enabie them to determine
freely
and responsibly
Au legal,
social
the number and spacing
of their
children
and to overcome
sterility.
or financial
obstacles
to the dissemination
of family
planning
knowledge,
means and
services
should be removed.
Every effort
should be made to improve
knowled@e and
identification
of the causes of involuntary
sterility,
subfecundity
and congenital
birth
defects
and to secure their
reduction,
143. Pamily
planning
programmes
should direct
communication
and recruitment
efforts
towards women and men equally,
since successful
fertility
regulation
requires
their
mutual understanding
and co-operation,
This policy
would enable women to exercise
equally
with men their
right
to decide how many children
they will
'bear and the
timing
of the births.
Attainment
of these goals requires
the development
of means
of contraception
and birth
control
that will
be both efficient
and compatible
with
cultural
Values prevailing
in different
societies.
Family
planning
programmes
should
be integrated
and co-ordinated
with health,
nutrition
and other
services
designed
to
raise
the quality
of family
life.

144.. Governments

should make concerted
efforts
systematically
to ameliorate
conditions
of mortality
and morbidity
as part of the development
process,
and pay particular
attention
to the reduction
of those risks
that especially
affect
the health.of
women.

145. Policies

and programmes
to improve
the status
of women and to enable
contribute
fully
to social
and economic
development
must take into
account
and the ways in which it affects
the family
and working
lives
of women.

I-46. Both the causes and the consequences
examined
policies,

carefully,
especially

so as to yield
those designed

them to
migration

of varied
modes of llrbanization
should
information
needed
to
uevise
appropriate
the
to meet the varying
needs of women.

be
social

147. Rural development
programmes,
including
the creation
of suitable
industrial
and
employment
opportunities,
should be initiated
or expanded to reduce
the migration
to
urhan areas and its attendant
problems,
Decentralization
of education
and health
facilities
to rural
areas should also be promoted,
as an aid to lowering
rural
rates
of illiteracy,
mortality
and fertility,
which have traditionally
been higher
than those
in urban communities.
These measures would bring
rural
women into
greater
contact
with
the mainstream
of national
life
and release
opportunities
for their
contribution
to the
progress
and prosperity
of their
country.
H.

Housing
I-

and related

148. The majoriw

facilities

of women still
spend more of their
time in and around the house than
do men; thus, the improvement
of the house, its related
facilities
and its
neighbourhood
will
bring about a direct
improvement
in their
daily
lives.
In addition
to the considerations
of health
and comfort,
well-designed
and suitably
furnished
houses
-2g-

from
and related facilities
, as well as neighbourhoods, offer comparative relief
monotony and drudgery, making easier the pursuit of other ,interests snd activities,
and bringing women's lives closer to the demands of human dignity.
149. Legislative
and other measures should be taksn to guarantee that the views and
needs of women are taken into account in the,planning
and design 0f.urba.n and housing
development
as well as human settlements.
150. The design of the house should take into account the needs of the entire family,
Use of the following
should be encouraged:
especially
the women and children.
(a) building
materials
that require minimal or no maintenance; (b) equipment ad
appliances that do not prese=lt safety hazards; (c) 1abour:saving
interior
finishes
and
surfaces conducive to comfort aid hygiene; (cl) furniture
that is movable, storable and
easily replaceable;
and (e) where feasible and appropriate,
an area for women to
undertake activities
such as reading, sewing and weaving (in some societies this may
be a communal space to increase social cohesion).
151. In th& projection
of the house into a neighbourhood,
designs should provide for
services and utilities
and neighbourhood facilities
that respond, inter alia, to the
expressed needs of women, and reduce labour as well as travel for vital needs such as
water, food, ,fuel and other necessities,
152. In the design of a network of neighbourhoods,. consideration
should be given
accessibility
of neighbourhood centres for the women and children.
153. Training
made available

to

and orientation
courses should'be organised in the use of new facilities
to women, as well as in various aspects of home ownership ahd'maintenanceI.

Other social

questions

154. Social services play a crucial role in anticipating
social problems deriving
from
rapid modernization
and'induatrialization
and in reducing the need for remedial
measures at a later stage. Women are usually affected by these social problems to a
greater extent than men, especially
in the initial
stages of the development process.
155. Governments
should therefore
encourage the development
useful
tool in mobilizing
human and technical resources for

and social
can offer.

groups,

bearing

in mind the contribution

of social services as a
the benefit of all marginal
that non-governmental
orgdnizations

156. 'Special efforts
should be made to provide for the needs of migrant women whether
from rural areas or from abroad, and for women workers and their families who live in
urban slums and squatter settlements.
Training, .job oounselling,
child-care
facilities,
financial
aid and, where necessary, language training and other forms of assistance
should be provided,
157. Special attention
shouid also be given to the needs of elderly women, who,
frequently
receive less protection
and assistance than men. They predominate.
numerically
in the age group of' 50 years and over, and many are indigent and in need
of special care.
158. In the area of the prevention
attention
should be paid to .fesale.
the world, and to the rehabilitation

of orime and treatment of offenders,
special
criminality,
which is increasing in many parts of
of female offenders, .including juvenile
delinquents

;

and recidivists.
Research in this field should include study of the relationship
between female criminality
and other social problems brought about by rapid social
change.
159. Specific legislative
and other measures should be taken to combat prostitution
and the illicit
traffic
in women, especially
young girls.
Special programmes,
inc‘luding pilot projects,
should be developed in co-operation
with international
bodies anA non-governmentalL
organizations
to prevent such practices
and rehabilitate
the victims.
160. Governments which have not already done so should ratify
or accede to the United
Nations Convention for the Suppression of the Traffic
in Persons and of the
Exploitation
of'the Prostitution
of Others. z/

z/ General Assembly resolution

31'7 ('IV) of 2 December 1949.
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III,

RESEARCH,DATA COLIJZCTIONAND ANALYSIS

regional and international
research
161. This Plan gives high priority
to national,
activities,
and to data collection
and analysis on all aspects of the situation
of
information
are essential in formulating
policies and
women, since adequate,data:and
evaluating
progress and-in effecting
attitudinal
and basic social andeconomic change.
162. A major difficulty
in assessing the economic contribution
of women at the
present time is lack of or incomplete data and indicators
to measure their situation
as it affects
the process of development and is in turn affected by it.
163. Many women are automati.csXy
excluded from the economically active population
in national
statistics
because they are homemakers only and homemaking is nowhere
considered to be an economic activity.
Another large group of women are erroneously
classified,
as homemakers only because it is assumed that women have no economic
This occurs
activity
and their status is therefore not carefully
investigated.
particularly
in relation
to women who, in addition to their homemaking activities,
are also self-employed
handicraft
and other home industry workers or unpaid family
workers in subsistence agriculture.
Further, statistics
on unemployment often present
an inaccurate
picture of the situation because they omit women who are not recognized
as homemakers
as part of the economically
active population (e&g., women classified
or housewives).
They may, however, in fact be in need of and available
for
employment.
164. Among other data biased by preconceptions are those on heads of households or
families,
when it is assumed that a women can be the head only in the absence of a
man. Many households actually headed by women are therefore erroneously classified
as having male heads.
165. Differences
in these and other national statistical
practices also make
cross-country
comparisons of data very difficult,
In the non-market sector, for
example, the distinction
between economic and non-economic activities
is seldom clear
and the criteria
used are often arbitrary
and vary from country to country,
166. A scientific
and reliable
data base should be established and suitable economic
and social indicators
urgently developed which are sensitive to the particular
situation
and needs of women as an integral part of national and international
programmes of statistics,
167. All census and survey
urban/rural
residence, age,
education,
income, level of
economic activities)
and LO
analysed by sex.
168.

In the collection

in all

(a) The Participation
sectors of national

data relating
to characteristics
of individuals
(e.g.,
marital status, including consensual unions, literacy,
skills and participation
in both modern and traditional
household and f.mci.ly composition
sh0uJ.d be reported
a&

of such data special efforts

should be,made to measure:

of women in local and national
life;

(b) The extent of women's activities
subsistence agriculture),
in water and fuel

planning

and

policy-m&ing

in food production (cash c~p and
supply, in marketing, and in transportation;
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(c)
handicrafts

The economic and social contribution
of housework and other
and other home-based economic activities;

.(d)
The effect
@;oodsand services;

on the national.

economy of women's activities

(e) The relative
time spent on economic and household
by girls and women compared to boys and men;
(f)
The quality of life
(e.g., job satisfaction,
characteristics
and use of leisure time).

domestic

chores,

as consumers of

activities

income situation,

and on leisure
family

The United Nations system should extend the scope of its standards for data
collection,
tabulation
and analysis to take the above recommendations into account.
National statistical
offices
should adhere to the standards established
by the
United Nations and its specialized agencies.
169.

170.
The United Nations should prepare an inventory of social and economic indicators
relevant to the analysis of the status of women as soon as possible and not later than
1980, in co-operation
with the interested
specialized agencies, the United Nations
Research Institute
for Social Development, the regional
commissions and other relevant
bodies.

171. This Plan gives high priority
also to cross-cultural
studies, especially
of the
causes of discriminatory
customs, practices,
attitudes
and beliefs,
which impede
women's contribution
to the development process, and of the mechanisms of change.
Research oriented towards specific country and regional
by competent women and men acquainted with specific national

172.

problems should be made
and regional
oonditionst

The wide exchange of information
and research findings
should be promoted and
173.
maximum use made of existing national and regional research institutes
and
universities,
including
the United Nations University,
the United Nations Institute
for Training and Research, the United Nations Research Institute
for Social
A network of such
Development and the United Nations Social Defence Institute.
institutes
and universities
should be built up to facilitate
the regular exchan@.
of information
and knowledge in co-operation
with the United Nations.
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IV.

MASS COPWUNICATION

MEDIA

174.

A major obstacle
in improving
the status of women lies
in public
attitudes
and
values
regarding
women's roles
in society,
The mass communication
media have great
potential
as a vehicle
for social
change and could exercise
a significant
inf>U@Ilce
accelerating
the acceptance
of
in helping
to remove prejudices
and stereotypes,
women's new and expanding
roles
in society,
and promoting
their
integration
into
the
development
proces,3 as equal partners.
At the present
time,
the media tend to reinforce
.traditional
attitudes,
often
portraying
an image of women that is degrading
and humiliating,
and fail
to reflect
the changing
roles of the sexes.
They may also have harmful
effects
in imposing
alien
cultures
upon different
societies.

175.

176.
‘Mass comication
media should be understood
as encompassing
not 'only radio,
television,
comic strips
and cartodns)5
cinema,
press. (newspapers,
periodicals,
advertising,
and public
meetings
and similar
forums but alsd traditional
types of
entertainment
such as drama, st.oty telling,
songs and puppet shows, which are
essential
for reaching
the rural
areas of many countries.
177. .Governmental
and non-governmertal
organizations
should encourage
and support
nationai,
regicnal
and international
research
to determine
the image of women and
men portrayed
by the media;
and the negative
and positive
influences
exercised
by
them in their
various
roles
as conveyors
of information,
entertainers,
educators
and
advertisers.

178.

Governmental
and non-governmental
organizations
should also take steps to
that information
shall
be .provided
on the current
situation
of women in various
countries,
with particular
emphasis
on the changing
roles
of both sexes*

ensure

Those in control
of the media should seek to raise public
consciousness
with
respect
to these changi'ng
roles,
and the serious
concern that both women and men have
about important
issues
that affect
their
families,
communities
and society
at large.
They shbuld be urged to project
a‘more dynamic image of women (as well'as
of men) and
to take into account
the diversity
of women's roles and their
actual
and potential
contribution
to society.

x79.

180.
They should depict
the roles
and achisvements
of women from all tialks
of life
throughout
history,
including
women in the rural
areas and women of minority
groups.
They should
also
seek to develop
in women confidence
in themselves
and in other
women,
and a sense of their
own value and importance
as human beings.
181.
Women should be appointed
in greater
numbers in media management decision-making
and other
capacities,
as editors,
columnists,
reporters,
producers
and the like,
and
should encourage
the critical.
review,
within
the media,
of the image of women
projected.
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V.

INTERNATIONAL

k.

AND REGIONAL
Global

ACTION

action

182. The United
Kstions
should proclaim
the decade 1375-1985
as the United
Nations
Decade for Women and Development
in order to ensure that national
and international
action
shall be sustained
throughout
the period.
on the part of
183.
The decade and this Plan of Action
call for a clear commitment
the international
community
to accord importance
and priority
to measures
to improve
the situation
of women, both as a means of achieving
the goals of social
prOgreSS
and development
and as an end in itself.
The plan envisages
that all oqanixations
of the United
Nations
system should Lake separate
and joint
action
to implement
its
including
the relevant
United
Rations
organs and bodies,
especially
recommendations,
the regional
commissions,
the United
Nations
Children's
Fund, the United
Nations
Development
Programme,
the United
Watians
Fund for Pcpulation
Activities,
the
the United. Nations
Conference
on
United
Nations
Industrial
Development
Organization,
Trade and Development,
the United
Nations
Institute
for Training
and Research,
and
the specializcd
agencies.
Their activities
should be properly
co-ordinated
through
the existing
machinery,
especially
the sconomic
and Social
Council
and the
Administrative
Committee
on Co-ordination.
Each organizatior
should
evaluate
what
it has done to improve
the status
of women and enhance their
contribution
to
development
and identify
the measures needed to implement
this
Plan.
184. International
and regional
intergovernrhenlal
United
Nations
system are also urged to develop
achieve
the objectives
of International
Women's

organizations
outside
programmes
to implement
Year during
the proposed

the
this Plan
decade.

International
non-governmental
organizations
and their
national
affiliates
also act jointly
and separately,
within
their
particular
spheres
of interest,
effect
to the recommendations
of the Plan within
the lC-year
period.
185.

and

should
to give

The Plan endorses programmes
and stratqies
sr:ttingforth
similar
or related
objectives;
in particular,
the International
Development
Stratem
for the Second
United
Nations
Development
Decadc, the Programme
of Concerted
International
Actian
for the Advancement
of Women, the Programme
for the Decade for Action
to Combat
Racism and Racial
Discrimination,
the WorX l?opula*tion
Plan of Action,
the
recommendations
of the World Food Conference,
,and the regional
plans
of action
for
the integration
of womsn in dcvolopment,
adopted in 1974 for the regions
of the
Economic
and Social
Commission,
fos Asia
and the Pacific
and the Economic
Commission
for Africa.
6/
186.

Women should be fully
inVG17Jed in policy-mraklng
at the international
level
as
well as the national
level.
Governments
should make sure that they are equitably
represented
among the principal
delegates
to all. intsrna~ticnal.
bodies,
confercnccs
and. committees,
including
those dealing
with political
and legal
questions,
economic
and social
development,
disarmament,
planning,
administration
and finance,
scic:nrt:
end technology,
the environment
and population.
The secretariats
of the international
organizations
should set an example by eliminating
any provisions
or practices
in
their
employment
policies
that may be discriminatory
against
women.
They should also
take all necessary
measures to ensure that an equitable
balance
batwstn
men n.nd women
staff
members shall
be achieved
before the end of the Second United
Nations
IhvcIqxicnt:
Decade, and establish
goals,
strategies
and time-tables
to achieve
this
and.
The
equitable
balance
should apply to all substantive
areas,
and to field
posts whcrty
operational
programmes
are. initiated
and carried
out.
187.

6J For the regio&d.

plans

of action,

see sect.
-35-

C below.

188, International
organizations
should review the implications
of the Plan
context
of their
W,TI cxistinp
amI new"bsog&bes,
and shoul? make appropriate
recommendations
to their
governing
bodies on any revisions
cf their
financial
s that may be required
to implement
the Plan.
administrative
arrarqc:nent

in

the
and

189. International

existing
programmes
and expand their
Soope
e&ion
shculd suoport
(a) r&arch,
data coll;>ction
and analysis
(sse chap. III
in the following
main arcas:
training
and advisory
services,
including
above);
(b) technical
co-operation,
snd regional
activiti;:s
of crganiaations
within
the
co-ordination
with national
(c) elaboration
and ongoing rovicw of international
standards;
United
Nations
system;
(d) dissemination
and exchange of information
,and liaison
with non-governmental
organizations
and other groups;
(e) revic?f and appraisa.1,
including
monitoring
of
progress
made in achieving
the ?.ims and objectives
nf the Pl,an;
and (f) exeoutive
snd management
functions
including
over-all
co-o rdination
with all the orgarLzations
and with the national
a.& regional
machiory
referred
of the United
Nations
system,
to in the Plan.
1.

Operational

activities

for

technical

co-operation

190. The United

Nations
Development
Programme,
tho United Nations
Fund for Population
Activities,
the United
Nations
Enviranmont
Programme,
the Unit&
Nations
spocialized
agencies,
including
ths Internationai
Bank for Reocnstruction
and Development
and the
International
Monetary
IFund, the regional
commissions,
intergovernmental
organizations,
bilateral
assistance
agencies
and foundations,
and international
ald regional
development
banks and cthcr international
financial
institutions,
all carry out their
work through
projects
that are highly
specific
in terms of the objectives
to be
reached,
the resources
to be employed,
and the tar&t
areas and populations
for which
they are intended.
Given the scope and diversity
of the world-wide
system of
'
assistance
agencies,
acticn
csn be initiated
in a large number of areas without
delay
once the needs are understood
and diffused
throughout
the United
Nations
system,

191. A deliberate
and large-scale
effort
should therefore
high priority
and attention
shall be given by Governments
community
to pro-ammes,
projects
and activities
that give
and opportunities
necessary
to improve their
situation
atid
fully
and effectively
in the total
dav.elopment
effort.
192. Field
international
that will

be made
&d the
women
enable

to ensure that
international
the skills,
training
them to participate

surveys should be undertaken
in each region
to assist
Governments
and the
community
by establishing
the necessary data base to develop
project;g
implement
the objectives
of the Plan,

143. All
their
also

existing
~~CUXJ and projects
sphere of activities
to include
be developed
to include
women.

194.

The following

areas

are

should be scrutitized
with
women,
New and inndvativs

of special

a view to extending
projects
should

importance:

(a> Integrated
rural
deveiopmcnt.
Special
attention
should be given to women's
role as producers
, 'processors
and vendors of food, stressing
the need for training
.
women snip girls.
Training
is &specially
needed in modern ,methods of farming,
marketing,
purchasing
and sales techniques;
basic accounting
and organizational
methods;
fundamentals
of hygiene
and nutrition!
training
in crafts
and co-operatives;
'
child

(b)
Health,
reproduction
health,
family
planning,

arid growth and development,
including
nutrition
and health
education;

-36I)

family

health

and

(c) Education
and training
at all lcvcls
and in all sectors
rolate$
to the
creation
of employment
opportunities
so that women can play an economic
role;
(a) Youth projects,
which should
adequate emphasis
on the participation

bo examined
to make
of young- women;

with the
(e) Public
administration,in development
planning
and policy-making,
posts.

sure

that

they

include

aim of preparing
women to participate
especially
in middleend higher-level

195. The resident

representatives
of the United
Nations
Development
Programme
(UNDP)
should play a key role in helping
Governments
to formulate
requests
for such assistance
w;.thin the framework
of country
programming.
Advisory
services
provided
by the
specialized
agencies
in the form of spscial
sonsult,ants
or task forces
could also
render assistance
in the formulation
of project
requests.
Periodic
reviews
should be
initiated
to suggest crucial
areas where special
support
might
be needed,
Fro j ect s
should . be constantly
reviewed
and evaluated
to dctorminc
their
impact
,and success in
improving
the position
of women.
participate
fully
in planning
ma implementing
UNDP country
programmes
and regional,
interregional
and global
project
s under the auspices
of the
Governments
should bear in mind
United Nations
and other international
agencies.
the importance
of including,
in national
planning
organizations
and other boaios
responsible
for public
policy-making
and management,
persons
with special
competence
in the subject
of women's integration
in developmant,

,196. Women should

2.

Formulation

and implementation

197. The preparation

of international

standards

of international
recommendations,
and the development
their
implementation
are important
continued.

conventions,
declarations
and formal
of reporting
systems and other procedures
fdr
clomcnts
of international
programmes
end should

198, High priority
on the elimination
implementation.

to the proparation
against
women,

should be given
of discrimination

and adoption
with effective

be

of the convention
procedures
for its

199. Studies
should be undertaken
by the appropriate
or@.nizations
of tho effectiveness
of the implementation
of existing
instruments
and periodic
reviews
made to detorminc
their
adequacy in the light
of changing
conditions
in tho modern world,
and of
experience
gained since their
adoption.
200. The need for the development
of new standards
in new fields
of concern
to wornon
should be kept constantly
under review in relation
to the implementation
of the present
Plan.
Appropriate
research
and studies
should be undertaken
to determine
tho nocd
for such new standards.

3.

Exchange

of information

and experience

201. The exchange of information
and exporienco
at the international
level
is an
effective
mcens
of stimulating
progress
'and encouragingthe
adoption
of measures
to
eliminate
discrimination
against
women and encourage
.their
wider participation
in all
sectors of national
life.
Countries
with different
political,
coonomio
and social
systems and cultures
and at differing
stages of development
have benefited
from the
common knowledge
of problems,
difficulties
and achievements
and from solutions
worked
out jointly.

202, Effective
international
machinery should be established or existing bodies, such
as the Commission on the Status of Women, utilizod
to afford women in all regions of the
world the opportunity
to support one another in mutual understanding
of their national.
and local problems and fight for the elimination
of all forms of discrimination
and
oppression.
Meetings and seminars, including those osganized under the United Nations technical
cc-operation
progry:gme, which have proved t,> be most val.uablc in providing
a regional
and international
exchange of information
and experience, should be continued.
203.

community
204, Educational
and informational
programmes supported by the international
should be developed and extended to make all sectors of the population aware of the
international
norms established,
the goals and objectives
of this Plan of Action, and
the findings
of research and aata envisaged under the relevant chapter of the Plan.
205. Material
documenting the situation
of women in specific countries of the world
should also be prepared and widely distributed.
It should be issued in the form
of a yearbook or almanac containing facts which should be maintained and kept up to
date,
Material
should also be prepared ana widely publicized on methods and
techniques that have proved useful in promoting the status of women and integratinp
them into the process of development.
International
organizations,
both governmental 'and non-governmental,
should
strengthen their efforts to distribute
information
on women and related matters.
This
could be done through periodic publications
on the situation
of women, their changing
roles and their integration
into the development effort
through the planning and
implementation
of policies,
as we11 as through the utilization
of cqmmunication media
and-aids, and the wide distribution
of newsletters,
pamphlets, visual charts and
similar mat,erial on women.
206.

B.

Retional

action-

207, The regional
commissions for Africa, Asia and the Pacific, Europe, Latin America
and Western Asia should stimulate interest in the Plan and provide national
Governments and non-governmental
organizations
with the technical and informational
support they require to develop and implement effective
strategies
to further
the
objectives
of the Plan in the regions.
Where they have not already done so, the
TX e
regional commissions should establish appropriate machinery for the purpose.
might include a regional standing committeo'of experts from countries of'the regio+
to advise the commission on its activities
directed towards the integration
of women
in development in relation
to those of Governments and other agenciao in the region.
The committee's functions
could include the following:
(a) To initiate
country studies and assist national
institutions
to identify
the types of information
needed for a proper understanding
of the situation
of women
and the factors facilitating
or limiting
their advancement;
(b) To assist with the design and implementation
of data and other information;

of surveys,for

the collection

(c) To @.ve leadership in the methods of reporting
on the situation
of women and
in the development of indicators
for assessing the progress made towards the goals
of this Plan in conjunction
with regional statistical
bodies and international
efforts
to this end;
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(d) To provide
a clearing-house
facilitate
co-ordination
and mu.tud
and for
of women at various
levuls,
countries
of the region.

for the exchange of information
which would
support
between programmes
for the advancement
the sharing
of relevant
experience
among the

in requesting
technical
and financial
208.
States members of tho regional
commissions,
assistance,
should endeavour
to raiso the priority
accorded
to projects
to enhance
opptirtunititis
for women and increase
reco@.tion
of the importance
of these projects
for over-all
dovclopment
in consultation
with roginnal
offices
of the United
Mations
Dcvelopmcnt
Programrio.
209. The regional
corlm+L1
i-sions
should provide
assistance
to &?overnmentsJ.
,and nongovernmental
organizatiuns
to identify
needed action,
ilc~olclp
policies,
strategies
and
programmes
f-r strcngthoning
womonls role in national
dcvclopnent,
,and formulate
They should
'requests
for technical
and financial
assistance
for such programmes.
encourage
training
institutions
in the region
to expand their
curricula
to encompass
topics
related
to the intopation
of women in devclopnent,
and ass$st in the
those whoss initial
aim is to
dGvclopmcnt
of training
programmes , particularly
increase
womenls potential
for leadership
and develop
the cadres for formulating
the programmes
end implementing
the activities
indicated
by this
Plsn.
210. The regional
commissions
should also promotc
technical
co-operation
between the
Trained
women
countries
of the region,
utilizing
the existing
talent
available.
offer
short-term
assistance
to women in countries
other
than their
could,
for example,
Special
advisers
or as part of a special
task force.
OWII
on a voluntary
basis,
should be attached
to the regional
field
offices
in order to strengthen
the regional
field
structure
anJ. carry out more effectively
the functions
and aims &scribed
above.
They could
also seek to stimulate
increased
contributions
of funds for financing
programmes
for the advancement
of women from existing
sources
of multilateral
and
and to secure new sources of funds, including
the establishment
bilateral
assistance,
of revolving
funds at the national
and local
levels.
special
211. In the implementation
of the Plan,
and other United
Nations
bodies having regional
with those of existing
United
Nations
and other
such
competence
relate
to the aims of the Plan,
in development
planning,
literacy,
social
welfare,
and nutrition
and commudty
development.

efforts
should be made by the commissions
offices
to co-ordinate
their
pro&rammes
regional
centres
whose fields
of
as centres
for research
,and training
social
defoncc,
employment,
health

212. Regional
development
banks such as the African
Development
Bank, the Asian
Development
Beti and the Inter-American
Development
Bank as well as subregional
banks, such as the Central
American
Benk for Economic
Integration
and the East
funding
agencies
should be urged to accord
African
Development
Bank, and bilateral
high priority
in their
devclopmsnt
assistance
to projects
that
include
the integration
Such assistance
of women into the development
effort
and the achievement
of quality.
would stimulate
national
support
for innovative
national
and local
pro&nxunmes,
including
self-help
activities,
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VI.

RlZiVm:?AND APPRAISAL

213.
A comprehensive and thorough review and appraisal of progress made in meeting the
by the United Nations
goals of this Plen should be undo&&en at res1a.r intervals
,and appraise1
system, Such an exercise should bc part of the procedures for t&review
of progress made under the International
Development 'Strategy for the Second
with sny new international'
United Nations Development Decade, md closely co-ordinated
development stratea- that may be formulated.

214, The General Assembly has already made provision
in its resolution
3276 (YdI:;)
of
10 December 1974 to consider relevant recornmendstions of the Vorld Conference of the
International
Women's Year at its SeVentli
special session end at its thirtieth
session
in 1975 I The Plan should clso be considered at the sixtieth
session of the
should bo
Economic 2nd Social Council in the spring of 1976. The Secretary-General
invited to make appropriate
arrangements for tho first biennial revicr! of pso@eaa in
1978, in co-operation
irith Ckovernmento and taking into c,ccount the existing structure
and resources of the United Hations system. The Economic ,and Social Council should
review the findings
of such a systematic evaluation srith the object of m,aking, vrhenever
necesscary, appropriats
modifications
in the goals and recommendations of tho Plan.
The monitoring
of trends ~znrlpolicies relating
to women and relev‘snt to this
215.
Cplan of Action should be undeatsken continuously as a specialized activity
of the
United Nations,
They should be rovie\:ed biennially
by the appropriate .bodies of the
United Nations system, beginning in 1978. Because of the shortness of the intervals,
such monitoring
would necess‘arily be selective and focus mainly on net: snd emerging
trends and policies,
216.' The Plan of L&ion should also be considered by the regional commissions, the
United Nations Development Progrcamme, the United Nations Children's
Pund, the
United Nations kclustrial
Development Oq+nization,
the relev,ant specialized
agencies
and other intergovernmental
and non-govcrnmcntal
organizations
at their meetings
following
the World Conference.
The discussions <snddecisions of these bodies
concerning the Plen should be submitted to the Economic and Social Council e.nd its
relevant functional
commissions and advisory bodies (the Commission on the Status of
Women, the Commission for Social Development, the Population
Commission,
the
Statistical
Commission, the Committee for Development Planning, snd the Committes on
Revievr and Appraisal!
at their sessions in 1Tj’6 and 1977.
Ln 'tern on action on the
implementation
of the Plan should be included in the egencia of the sessions of nil
these bodies$ at intervals
of no longer than two years,
At the regional level,
the regional commissions should assume responsibility
for'
217.
monitoring progress towxrds the greater Sandmore effective
participation
of women in
all aspects of development efforts.
Such monitoring should be carried out within the
frsmer:ork of the review and appraisal of the International
Development Strategy for
the Second United Nations Development Decade. The commissions should include
information
on the integration
of women in development in their reports to the
Economic and Social Council on the ooLia1 and ec.onomic situation
in the regions,
They
should also discuss at appropriate
intervals
(such as every two years) the progress
made totrards achieving the aims of this Plsn of !&ion.
They should encourage
Governments to provide equal opportunities
for women to be represented on their
delegations
to the sessions of the commissions and to other relevant meetings.

-4cL

ilt the national
level,
Governments
are encouraged
to undcrtakc
their
ocm
218.
reg-olar review and appraisal
of progress
made to achieve
the goals end objectives
of the Plan ,~~ii to report
on its implementation
to the Economic
and Social
Council
in conjunction,
where necessary,
with other existing
reporting
systems (e.g.,
those of
the International
Development
Strategy
for the Second United
l'ations
Development
Decade,
-the recommendations
of the \Jorld Food
Gonfcrencc,
the World Population
Pl,an of L&ion,
and the implementation
of the Declaration
on the Elimination
of Di,ecrimination
International
Action
for
the
against
!Jomen , and of the Progremme of Concerted
Advancement
of Women).
219.
Governments
the implications
arrangements
for

should,
in the context
of their
ohm development
plans,
evaluate
of this Plan and make any necessary
financial
and administrative
its implementation.
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Appendix
RELEVANT INTERNATIONAL INSTRUMENTS
A.
1.

General

United

Nations

instruments

instruments

Charter of the United Nations
Universal
Declaration
of Buman Rights (1948)
International
Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural
Rights (1966)
International
Covenant on Civil
and Political
Rights and Optional Protocol

(1966)

Convention
for the Suppression of the Traffic
in Persons and of the Exploitation
of the Prostitution
of Others (1949)
Supplementary
Convention
on the Abolition
of Slavery,
the Slave Trade, and
Institutions
and Practices
Similar to Slavery (1956)
International
Convention
on the Elimination
of All Forms of Racial Discrimination

(1965)

Declaration
on Social Progress and Development (1969)
International
Development Strategy for the Second United Nations Development
Decade (1970)
World Population
Plan of Action (1974)
Programme of Action on the Establishment
of a New International
Economic Order
(1974)
Charter of Economic Rights and Duties of States (1974)
2.

Instruments

Convention
Convention

relating

specifically

on the Political
on the Nationality

to the status

of women

Rights of Women (1952)
of Married Women (1957)

Convention
and Recommendation on Consent to Marriage,
Minimum Age for Marriage
and Registration
of Marriages
(1962 and 1965)
Declaration
on the Elimination
of Discrimination
against Women (1967)
Programme of concerted international
action for the advancement of women (1970)
B.
1.

International

Labour

Specialized

agency instruments

Organisation

Convention
concerning
the emplqment of women on underground work in mines of all
kinds, No. 45, 1935
Convention
concerning
night work of women employed in industry
(revised),
No. 89, 1948
-k?-

Convention concernin?
equal remuneration
for men and women workers for work of
equal value, No. 1.00, 1951;
and Recommendation ~To. 90, 1951
Convention concerning minimum standards of social security,
No. 102, 1952
Convention concerning maternity
protection
(revised),
No. 103, 1952; and
Recommendation No. 95s 1952
Convention
concerning
discrimination
in respect of employment and occupation,
No. 111, 1.958; and Recommendation No. 111, 1958
Convention concerning
employment policy,
No, 122, 1964; and Recommendation No. 122,
1964
Recommendation concerning
vocational
training,
No. 117, 1962
Recommendation concerning
the employment of women with family responsibilit$es,
No. 123, 1965
2.

United

Convention

Nations
against

Educational,
Discrimination

Scientific

and Cultural

in Education

Organization

(1960)

Protocol instituting
a Conciliation
and Good Offices
Commission to be responsible
for seeking a settlement
of any disputes which may arise between States Parties
to the Convention
against Discrimination
in Education
(1962)
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R.

Statements

made by participants

on the World Plan of Action

1.
Sri Lanka and Sierra Leone, among others,
The representatives
of Australia,
stressed that in order to achieve increased co-operation
among all women of the
world, the link between women's problems in developed and developing
countries
should

be

cm~hasizcd.

1;

Colombia, Fiji,
Egypt:, Jamaica, Lebanon, New Zealand, Spain and Romania,
of the Plan, to give
others3 stressed the need, in the implementation
special priority
to the needs of women in the developing
countries,
and among
them to the needs of women in rural and lower-income
urban areas, especially
in
education,
vocational
training,
employment and housing, in action-oriented
programmes and pilot projects.
2.

among

The representatives
of Albania, China, Egypt, India, Jamaica, the Niger,
3.
Peru, the Syrian Arab Republic,
the United Republic of Tanzania and Yugoslavia,
stressed that problems of women were an integral
part of the
among others,
contemporary
problems of society.
They stated that the struggle
for national
liberation
and political
and economic independence,
the elimination
of
apartheid
and
all
forms
of racial
colonialism,
neo-colonialism,
alien occupation,
discrimination
was a prerequisite
and should be adequately
reflected
in the Plan.
4.

Several

representatives

submitted

specific

suggestions

as follows:

Albania:
Many parts of the Plan did not adequately reflect
the concerns of
the women of the world,
The introduction
and chapter I had not been improved to
the point desired and the struggle
for women's emancipation
had to be waged first
and foremost against colonialism,
racism and apartheid.
Chapter II G on "Population"
should conform to the World
Argentina:
50
Population
Plan of Action and reaffirm
in stronger terms the principle
of
national
sovereignty
in population
policy,
since any international
population
policy should draw a distinction
between overpopulated
and underpopulated
countries
and the different
problems they faced.
In chapter III "Research,
data
collection
and analysisF',
mention should be made of the creation
of a network
of permanent centres,
institutes,
universities
or forums which should analyse and
evaluate
women's problems and provide for the exchange of experience
at the
international
level.
6.
Australia:
The adoption of this Plan should be considered as only the
beginning
of a long and hard struggle.
In order for the Plan and the Conference
to go beyond token gestures,
hollow promises and unfulfilled
hopes and
expectations
for women, Governments, together with the women of their countries,
should give high priority
to formulating
and genuinely
implementing
national
plans of action.
Sexism should be added after racism, colonialism,
neo-colonialism,
wherever these terms appeared since this term referred
explicitly
to the attitudes,
expectations,
myths and prejudices
which were the
cause of discrimination
against women. Three principles
should be included
in
the Plan, namely:
(a) that policies
and programmes relating
to women,
especially
their employment, should not be discriminatory
on the ground of sex,
age, sexual preferences,
or marital
status; (b) that women had a right to be
healthy
in their own righ-t, and not just as producers or reproducers,
as mothers,
,wives 9 housewives or paid workers; (c) that it was the right of women to decide
freely
whether or not to have children.
,44.-
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In section "i" of chapter II
7.
emphasized that legal systems and
Prostitution
should be considered
different,
problem of the illicit

on "Other social questions",
it should be
not female offenders
required
rehabilitation.
and separated from the serious,
but quite
traffic
of women.

8.
33angladesh:
The voluntary
fund established
under Economic and Social Council
resolution
1850 (LVI) should provide, assistance
especially
to developing
countries
fighting
such problems as hunger, malnutrition
and illiteracy.
Machinery should
be established
which would review the utilization
of the fund in the most
appropriate
manner.
Social security
and assistance
should be offered
to women
victims
of emergency and armed conflict,
especially
of rape and for the children
born of such situations.
9.
Brazil:
The Plan would have been more effective
if it had established
more
priorities.
It was regrettable
that time had not permitted
greater participation
of non-governmental
organizations
in its planning
and formulation.

10. China:
The Chinese
Committee's
decision to
of principle
concerning
emancipation,
the theme
disarmament in the World

delegation
declared that it had not participated
in the
adopt the World Plan of Action because of its reservation
such important
questions
as how to achieve women's
of the International
Women's Year, and mention of
Plan of Action.

11. Ecuador:
The Plan should make reference
to the physical
conditions
and environment,
as well as to the questions
of equality
and leisure
for
and the access of the masses of women to the arts, sports and culture,
12.
mYpt : Reference
negated the traditions
would be viewed within

to consensual unions (para. 127) was unacceptable
as it
and concepts of the country.
Egypt stated that the Plan
the context of the Constitution
and the law.

Holy See: The representative
in paragraph 19 of the introduction

13.

lb.
Honduras:
have effective
all fields.

of birth
women,

objected to the use of the word "individuals"
in the interest
of safeguarding
the family.

The Plan should be considered
follow-up
action and to ensure

by a group of experts
the full participation

in order to
of women in

India:
The Plan should provide a mechanism whereby action in spheres such as
and political
participation
at various
levels,
education,
employment, health,
Social and political
emancipation
of women should go hand in
could be monitored.
Women should be involved
in the assessment of the Plan,
hand with development.
The principles
stated
and family planning
should be linked with social security.
in paragraph 128 with respect to the acceptance of international
standards
relating
to marriage and to co-education
was acceptable
at the elementary
level
but because of cultural
conditions
was unacceptable
at all levels.
The
representative
suggested a system of co-ordination
among the United Nations bodies
at different
levels
and the creation
of monitoring
spheres within the United
lVations bodies and specialized
agencies to review the progress made. The need to
include mention of women's right to leisure
in the Plan and of the role of women
in sports and culture
was stressed.
15.

16.

'Ireland:

The words "through

an institutionalized
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system"

in paragraph

142

of chapter II G, on "Population",
were considered inconsistent
with the first
sentence of the same paragraph,
which referred
to the sovereign
right of States
determine
their
own population
policies.

J,
to

Italy:
It was important
to make extensive use of existing
bodies and not
.__I
recommend the establishment
of new international
machinery for review and appraisal
of the Plan in order to ensure that women's problems should not be considered
in
isolation
from problems of over-all
development,

17.

18.
Jamaica and Malaysia:
The addition
to the Plan of provisions
designed to
protect
the rights
of consumers from exploitation,
manipulation
and fraud were
suggested,
as well as consideration
by the General Assembly of a model consumers'
The representative
of Jamaica wished to stren&hen
the section on vocational
code.
training,
to emphasize its relationship
to employment, as this would in turn
contribute
to the solution
of the problem of migration.
A provision
should be
added on non-discrimination
in the educational
system of young women unable to
complete training
because of pregnancy.
It was said that the section on "Housing
and related
facilities"
(chap. II 11) did not adequately reflect
the real problems
of housing shortages
and overcrowding
in the vast majority
of countries.

/
I

i
1
1
1
t

Paragraphs 100 and 102 in chapter II D, on "Employment and related
j
19m Japan:
economic roles",
and parar;raph 130 in chapter II F on "The family in modern society"i,
required
strengthening.
f
4
20. Jordan:
The creation
of a special women's committee to investigate
the
violation
of human rights
of women was proposed.
In order to make the proposed
special day to be devoted to international
peace (para. 53) more meaningful,
the United Nations and its specialized
agencies should strive to seek release
of political
detainees
and freedom fighters.
It was proposed that in paragraph 183
of chapter V on "International
and regional
action",
a provision
should be added
stipulating
that women should be involved
and represented
on commissions where
international
years had been declared by the United Nations,
starting
with the
international
year for human settlements 9 so as to ensure that the concerns and
desires of women should be considered
end included.
21. Kuwait:
Acceptance of certain paragraphs in the spirit
of compromise and
understanding
should not be construed as a departure
from certain beliefs
which
were predicated
on the premise that the World Plan of Action was compatible
with
the domestic jurisdiction
of the country.
22. Lebanon:
The Plan should reinforce
certain
concepts, stressing
the human
aspects in the developing
areas.
(This point was also emphasized by the
representative
of Peru.)
It was pointed out that paragraph 94, which referred
to
women's Co-operatives,
seemed to be in contradiction
with the principle
of
The same comment was made with respect to paragraph
117 and the
non-discrimination.
reference
to paramedical
services.
The need to include in paragraphs
88 and 89 of
chapter II D, on "Employment and related
economic roles",
a reference
to equal
competence along with
equal pay for equal work was emphasized.
Democratization
of means of information
and the mass media to benefit
rural areas (chap. II C on
"Education
and training")
was also suggested.
23.

parts

Morocco:
The revised
wording
of the Plan were not entirely

of paragraph
satisfactory.
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2 of the introduction

and other
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24.
Netherlands
and New Zealand:
The measures proposed in the Plan were not
intended to make women participate
more in a man-made society.
The representative
of the Netherlands
hoped that the Conference on Human Settlements
would deal with
the problem from the women's point of view as it was urgent for the relationship
between womenvs status and urbanization
to 'be worked out.
The representative
of
New Zealand stated that too much emphasis was placed on improving
the quality
and
range of the contribution
of women to economic well-being
and not enough on
social development and that the text should provide
for more services
such as
child-care
and housing, and for the equal participation
of men and women and that
these should be considered
skilled
occupations;
that urban poor women and migrant
groups did not receive
adequate attention;
and finally
that in the implementation
and in review and appraisal,
women themselves
and through non-governmental
organizations
should contribute
to the review and appraisal
of the World Plan
of Action.

The revised wording of paragraph
25. Niger:
weakened as a result of compromises made.

15 of the introduction

had been

26. Pakistan:
Chapter II F, on "The family in modern society",
should contain
specific
reference
to such serious crimes against women as child marriages,
divorce
and the repudiation
of unilateral
divorce by the man and should consider
fully
the close biological
relationship
between the mother and the young child,
The Plan should refer to the political
participation
of women in a
27. Peru:
broad-&&e.
It should include women's political
and social struggle
through
different
organizations
and in different
levels
of decision-making
to change old
economic, social and political
structures.
Women's political
participation
should
be linked to efforts
to establish
a new international
economic and social order.
Educational
wstems should try to develop a critical
spirit
in each child so
that it could grow up with a capacity to determine its own life
and to orient
its
own destiny,
and to achieve the full development
of human potential.
Such
educational
systems in turn needed the active and constant participation
of all men
and women. Demographic aspects influenced
socio-economic
aspects and vice versa,
but were not without determinants.
Each State defined its own population
policy.
The recommendations contained
in the Plan regarding
this principle
should stress
the right of each couple to determine freely
and responsibly
the number and
spacing of their children.
Measures should be adopted to halt the process of
dehumanization,
to eliminate
all forms of subjugation,
slavery,
discrimination
on
any ground, domination
or aggression and to create the conditions
that will allow
for the real emancipation
of all countries
and full realization
of all human beings.
Regret was expressed that lack of t$me had precluded
the
28. Romania and Turkey:
discussion
of chapter V on "International
and regional
action",
which should be
unkertaken
immediately
by the United Nations family of organizations,
to ensure
full equality
of men and women and to take concerted international
action for the
full
integration
of women in the development process in the Second United Nations
Development Decade.
While it was regrettable
that the Committee had failed
29. Sierra Leone:
study in depth the problems and needs of women, it was essential
for each
representative
at the Conference to pressure his or her Government to.take
to implement the Plan and to make periodic
reports
on review and appraisal
appropriate
United Nations bodies.
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to
action
to the

Sl..::l.in
30. --- : Emphasis was placed on the fact that it
occupy posts of responsibility,
on literacy
campaigns
areas and 0x1~ co-education
and professional
training.
only to expansion of such programmes but also to their
where they did not exist.
Detailed
reference
should
education
and to day-care
centres.

was important
for women to
in both rural and urban
The Plan should refer
not
establishment
in areas
also be made to pre-school

31. Sri Lanka:
Greater emphasis should be given to the educational
and
technical
training
facilities
and programmes envisaged in paragraph 77, chapter
II C, on "Education
and training",
on the encouragement of community development,
self-employment
and self-help
activities
in section D on "Employment and related
economic roles"
and on the increased participation
of women in the formulation
of
plans and action-oriented
pilot projects
for integrated
rural development
(paras. 92, 93 and 101).
Further
strengthening
of paragraphs
$4 and 66 was
suggested, to improve the status of girls and young women, and of paragraph
36
to emphasize the need to provide
appropriate
education and vocational
training
to boys and girls without
discrimination.
She underlined
the need to strengthen
paragraph
43, which envisaged
international
assistance by the United Nations
and
its agencies in carrying
out national
projects
or programmes; and of chapter
III
on '*Research, data collection
and analysis",
for the identification
of problems
related to the status of women, as well as regional
action,
especially
by the
regional
commissions and at both the regional
and international
levels,
and
closer co-ordination
of efforts
between women's groups, between the developed
and
the developing
countries.

i
1
1
1
I
1

The World Plan of Action should contain provisions
that men and 1
32. Switzerland:
women could understand
in their
everyday life and at all levels about the status
1
6I
and needs of women in a large number of countries.
Stronger provisions
should be included in the Plan relating
to
33. Thailand:
leadership
training
of women in educational
programmes, involuntary
prostitution
and the use of mass communications
media for the education of women.
34. United States of America:
Chapter II D, on "Employment and related
economic
roles",
should provide
that Governments, employers and trade unions should ensure
to all women workers freedom from discrimination
because of pregnancy,
in hiring,
leave 9 insurance,
re-employment,
and all other conditions
of employment.
Disabilities
caused or contributed
to by child-birth
and pregnancy-related
conditions
should be treated
for all job-related
purposes as for any other
temporary disability.
Leave for child-rearing
purposes should be liberal,
especially
in the early years, and should be available
to either parent (para.
100)
should stipulate
that appropriate
Chapter II F on "The family in modern society",
temporary or permanent allowances
should be provided
for disabled
spouses and
spouses who had lost opportunities
for education or employment because of
homemaking responsibilities
or because of providing
education for the other spouse.
Each parent should be liable
for the support of children
within the parent's
means, taking
into account the desirability
of the spouse with custody of the
children
remaining
at home. In chapter III,
on "Research, data collection
and
analysis" , provisions
should be added to indicate
that more data needed to be
collected
on women in particular
but it is equally important
to establish
their
relative
position
vis-i-vis
men. Research and data analysis
should, therefore,
relate
to both women and men, Para,craph 166 should include provision
for funds
and staff to be allocated
by Governments and international
agencies to develop
a
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scientific
and reliable
data base.
Chapter VI, on "Review and appraisal",
should
state that, beEinning
in 1976, all appropriate
bodies of the United Nations
system
should include in their development assistance
plans, programmes, sector analysis,
and project
documents, where relevant
and feasible,
a statement of how the
proposed assistance
activities
will affect
women as participants
and beneficiaries.
These statements would serve both as guides to the design, review and
implementation
of appropriate
assistance
activities
and as standards
for their
later
evaluation.
Republics:
Although the USSR delegation
noted with
35. Union of Soviet Socialist
satisfaction
the unanimous approval
of the Plan, it regretted
that, owing to the
lack of time, amendments and proposals relating
to chapters II to VI had no-t been
considered.
It hoped they would be taken into account in the course of the
implementation
of the Plan.
The importance of the educational
role of the mother and her
36. Uruguay:
fundamental
contribution
to the development
of the community were not sufficiently
emphasized in the Plan.
The Plan should also stress the promotion
of the dignity
of women as persons in order to enable them to attain
true equality
with men,
and should suggest measures to eliminate
the exploitation
of women as sex objects
for commercial purposes and the distortion
of the images and roles of women.
The Plan should make it clear that participation
of women should
37. Venezuela:
not mean participation
because they were women but because of their
capabilities
to perform a specific
role.
The Plan should also emphasize that Governments
should create the supportive
services,
such as day-care centres,
school
cafeterias,
laundries
and other low-cost
facilities
required
to allow the real
participation
of women in the development process.
More emphasis should be
given to the need to eliminate
all legislative
measures that discriminated
against
women, especially
in private
law; in particular,
the domicile
of the married
couple, the guardianship
of children,
and the administration
of the couple's
property
should be the equal responsibility
of both spouses.
Legislative
provisions
which provided
disadvantaged
treatment
of women such as "crimes of
honour" should be eliminated.
Special attention
should be given to women
prisoners,
especially
mothers, who should be provided
with facilities
to enable
them to serve their
sentences without abandoning their children
and to prevent
children
born in prisons from spending the first
years of their
lives
in prison.
The Plan should be implemented in the framework of important
38. Yugoslavia:
decisions
adopted by the United Nations such as the implementation
of the
Programme of Action on the Establishment
of a New International
Economic Order
adopted by the General Assembly at its sixth special session in 1974.
of the United N&ions International
Children's
Emergency Fund,
39. Representatives
the World Food Programme,
the United Nations Fund for Pupulation
Activities,
the Food'and Agriculture
Organization
of
the International
Labour Organisation,
the United Nations, the United Nations Educational,
Scientific
and Cultural
Organization,
the World'Health
Organization,
the InternationaP.Bank
for
Reconstruction
and Development and the International
Atomic Energy Agency expressed
support for the World Plan of Action and pledged their full
support for its
They
believed
that
its
implementation
would
be strengthened
by a
implementation.
unified
effort
on the part of the United Nations and the specialized
agencies.
They expressed the interest
of the agencies in the discussions
of the Conference,
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and noted that
the agencies.

many of the recommendations

in the Plan involved

programmes

Of

40. The representative
of the World'HeaPth
Crganiiation
stated that the words
'shealth services"
had been wrongly translated
as'sorvicios
m&dicos, which was a
much more restrictive
term, in the Spanish text of paragraphs 108 to 123.
She
noted further
that a new and broader policy on health was being implemented
by
The
WHO, 1/ which was not reflected
in chapter II E of the World Plan of Action.
term %eams of health workers',
for example, should be used instead of the term
"medical teams" and "primary health care" should be used rather than "paramedics".
If this new terminology
was not adopted, a unique opportunity
to introduce
the
new elements of world health policy into the World Plan of Action would be lost.
The Plan should emphasize the health care of women during their entire
life
cycle.
It was also necessary to concentrate
national
and international
resources
and
efforts
on the underprivileged
and rural groups.
The Plan should contribute
to
establishing
primary health services
in communities, with emphasis on services
for
mothers and children.
41. The representative
of the International
Bank'for
Reconstrudtion
and
Development
drew attention
to the role of the Bank in financing
projects
requested
by Governments.
She stated that the Bank was prepared to take steps to achieve
the objectives
of chapter V, on "International
and regional
action",
and that the
Plan would be a useful
guide in that respect.
The representative
of the IritWnational
'Atomic Energy'Agency
spoke of the
special role of her agency in the context of chapter II A, on "International
co-operation
and the strengthening
of international
peace".
42.

43. The observer
of the International
Federation
of Business and Professional
Women, a non-governmental
organization
in category II consultative
status with the
Economic and Social Council,
speaking on behalf of 39 non-governmental
organizations,
expressed the view that the World Plan of Action contained
guidelines
for useful action on the national,
regional
and international
levels.
She pointed out that non-governmental
organizations
could perform a useful
function
in assessing progress under chapter VI, on "Review and appraisal".
She
stated that the non-governmental
organizations
would consider the World Plan
of Action at international
meetings and would make every effort
to publicize
the
Plan through their
affiliates.

.-

1/ See "The health
(E/COFF.&/BP/lb).

of women:

how it

-5o-

affects

their

needs and status"

C.
1.

Regional

plans

of action

Plan of Action for the Integration
of Women in
Development adopted for the region of the Economic
and Social Commission for Asia and'the'Pacific
&/

We, the representatives
of the Governments members of the Economic Commissicn
for Asia and the Far East, 2/ assembled at Bangkok from 13 to 17 May 1974 for the
Regional Consultation
for Asa and the Far East on the Integration
of Women in
Development with Special Reference to Population
Factors,
Gravely concerned over current demographic,
economic, political
and social
conditions
and over the situation
of women, particularly
of those living
in the
rural areas, and their
lack of educational
and employment opportunities,
Appreciating
the growing realization
of the importance
of the role of women
in integrated
development and the aspirations
of Asian women to contribute
to
development,
Recognizing the close
determinants
of population

interrelationship
growth and family

of the status
size,

of women and the

Reaffirming
the recommendations
on the draft World Population
Plan of Action
made by the International
Forum on the Role of Women in Population
and Development
held in New York in February 1974, and the principles
of the Regional
Consultation
Preparatory
to the World Population
Conference held at Bangkok from 7 to
10 May 1974.
Recalling
General Assembly resolutions
2626 (XXV) of 24 October 1970 on the
International
Development Strategy for the Second Development Decade and
2716 (XXV) of 15 December 1970 on programmes of concerted international
action
for the advancement of women,
Recalling
and the Far East
the Declaration
Asian Population

also resolution
135 (XXIX) of the Economic Commission for Asia
on the integration
of women in the development
process, 3-/ and
of Population
Strategy for Development k/ adopted by the Second
Conference held in Tokyo from 1 to 13 November 1972,

Noting that the thirty-first
session of the Economic Commission
the Far East will take place in International
Women's Year,

for

Hereby submit our proposals for a Plan of Action for the consideration
Executive
Secretary of the Commission and for submission to the Commission

Asia and
of the
at its

I--/ Formerly issued under the symbols ST/ESA/SER.B/!j/Add.l
and E/CONF.@/BP/2.
2/ In accordance with Economic and Social Council resolution
1895 (LVII)
of
1 Au&&t 1974, the name of the Commission was changed to "Economic and Social
Commission for Asia and the Pacific".
3/ Official
Records of the Economic and Social Council,
Fifty-fifth
Session,
part III.
-Supplement No. 9 (E/5277),
k/ E/CN.l1/342.

thirty-first
session, with a view to obtaining
its endorsement,
and urge members
and associate
member countries
of the Commission to strengthen
their national
efforts
and extend full support at the subregional
and regional
levels
for
concerted
action for the implementation
of the Plan of Action.
PLAN OF ACTION
Introduction
The deliberations
of the regional
consultation
covered a vast and
.insufficiently
explored area.
In order to stimulate
follow-up
action on the part
of national
Governments and local bodies, and international'
and regional
organizations,
it was felt desirable
to elaborate proposals
indicating
areas in
The consultation
endorsed the recommendations
of the
which action was required.
International
Forum on the Role of Women in Population
and Development on the
draft world population
plan of action and of the ECAFE pre-world
population
conference
consultation.
While recognizing
that the situation
of women in urban areas required
urgent
attention,
the Consultation
was of the opinion that the highest priority
should
be accorded by Governments to integrated
programmes for the advancement of women
in rural areas.
Programmes should be designed so that women as well as men would
be motivated
and given possibilities
to improve their productivity
and quality
of
life
and devote a share of their increasing
income to improve the economic, social
and cultural
infrastructure
of the location
in which they were living.
Such
integrated
programmes should aim at rural modernization
and should incorporate
land reform, vocational
guidance,
education and training,
creation
of job
opportunities
for women,, health and nutrition,
and family planning,
as well as
rural
services
and amenities
for working mothers.
In formulating
programmes aimed at the advancement of women, Governments,
ECAFE and non-governmental
organizations
might as an initial
step establish
separate programmes exclusively
for women where their status is particularly
low
and where discriminatory
attitudes
towards them are strong.
The aim of programmes
for the advancement of women3 however, is ultimately
to integrate
their
activities
with those of men in all sectors so that women do not remain isolated
in their
activities.
Separate programmes for women should therefore
be appropriately
phased out as women gain more confidence in themselves and as men accept more
readily
the role of women as equal partners in development.
It is important
that progress towards the integration
of women in development
be monitored
by national,
regional
and international
agencies.
Such monitoring
should be carried
out within the framework of the Strategy for the Second United
Nations Development Decade.
In developing
plans of action based on the proposals herein,
Governments
should aim at implementation
within a specific
time period,
such as a decade,
providing
also for a review and appraisal
of progress at the mid-point
of the
period.
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Funding
In order to implement a programme of the broad scope envisaged
here, it is
necessary to marshal1 all available
resources
for its support.
The financial
means should be provided
by local communities,
national
Governments and
intergovernmental
organizations,
and through the channels of multilateral
and
bilateral
assistance.
At the community level,
resources may be provided
voluntarily
by citizens.
Initiative
at the national
level may be taken by ministries
and/or commissions
concerned, and provision
for financing
population
programmes and programmes fully
to integrate
women in development
should, as a matter of priority,
be included
in the national
economic and social development plans.
The inclusion
of such programmes with high priority
in national
development
plans will facilitate
its consideration
within the country programming
procedures
of the United Nations Development Programme, and technical
assistance
and
financing
from the United Nations system should be requested
by Governments for
the development of programmes designed to enhance the status and opportunities
for women. Private
foundations
and institutions
also represent
sources of
financial
support for various
aspects of population
programmes and programmes
having as their aim to integrate
women into the development
process.
The need
for financial
support to non-governmental
organizations
working towards these
aims should be recognized,
The Consultation
stressed the importance
of widening awareness,
on the part
donor countries
and the recipient
countries
requesting
the technical
co-operation
which was offered,
of the impact on development
of the issues with which the
Consultation
dealt.
Regional

of

action

1.
The Executive
Secretary of ECAFE is invited
to ensure that the development
and
implementation
of a comprehensive
regional
programme for the integration
of'women
For
in the development
effort
is undertaken at the earliest
possible
opportunity.
channels for the
this purpose the Executive
Secretary should, through existing
co-ordination
of regional
programmes in the fields
of population
and social
development,
seek the co-operation
of other interested
organizations
so as to
ensure an integrated
approach.
2.
A dynamic long-term
programme for this purpose should be drawn up by the units
and the Social Development
of ECAFE primarily
concerned, namely the Population
The
consideration
to the proposals
of this Consultation.
Divisions , giving
already
existing
long-term
programme for the advancement of women, in operation
in
ECA for the period of 1972-19'76, could be used as a guideline
for the establishment
of a similar one in the ECAFE region.
3.

The functions

of the proposed

programme might

include:

(a) Assisting
national
Governments and non-,, floverrmental
strategies
and programmes for strer&heninF
develop policies,
especially
in rural areas.
national
development,
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or~~anizations
women's role

to
in

(73) Promoting action-oriented
research
the formulation
of programmes and evaluation
integration
of women in development;
(c)
services;

Exchanging

(a)
potential

Stren gth ening existing
training
for local,
national
and regional

(e) Helping
regional
levels;
(f)
assistance

Assisting
for its

information

to promote

between

and collection
of data as a basis
of progress towards the effective

countries
institutions
leadership;

womenss organizations

Governments in formulating
programmes in this area.

4.

on relevant

programmes

to increase
at local,

requests

for

and

women's

subregional
technical

for

and
and financial

The Executive
Secretary
of ECAFE is requested to seek adequate financial
and
staff resources
for such a work programme, which, bearing in mind the context of
cultural
practices
prevailing
in the region,
shollld include action and assistance
to Governments in the fields
hereinafter
discussed.
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4% Education

and training

*A definite
correlation
has been found to exist between women's educational
level
and smal,ler family size in developing countries,
but the effect of education on
fertility
is often reduced when female education does not result in gainful
employment.
Education, training,
and employment strategies
should therefore be co-ordinated.
In
order to ensure equal opportunities
for participation
in"eoonomi.c activities,
modification
of old,patterns
of sex-selecttie
training
progre~mes through ch'anges 5n
legislation
and other measures including those aimed at changing the atti+udes end
social practices which limit women's participation
is essentiaJ..
Since women are
lagging behind men, special provisions
in education and training
prograImnes should be
made for women end girls.'
Sroposals
1.
date
as a
civic

for action

Adopt dynamic programmes to eradicate illiteracy
and to establish
a specific
target
for its elimination;
to encourage functional
literacy
ma post-literacy
activities
part of literacy
campaigns; to include teaching on a number of subjects such as
education, nutrition
and hygiene.

2.
Provide
overcome
low

girls,

and enforce as quickly as possible free and compulsory primary
rates of school enrolment end high rates of drop-out especially
and provide programmes for out-of-school
youth.

education,
among

Provide reform of school curricula
end equal curricular
choices ensuring that the
3content of educational and training programmes is relevant to national
development and
the-prevailing
eco-system
and that educational material
does not perpetuate
sex-role
stereotypes.
Integrate into school curricula the study of sgricultural
and other vocational
4.
subjects and techniques including
the use of new tools and equipment with a view to
developing in the younger generation a sense of pride in, end attachment to, the land
end environment.
5s Ensure that courses on population education and on family life education are
integrated
into school curricula
at dl levels and in programmes of non-formal
educstion, to raiss awareness of the relati jnship between demographic trends end social,
economic and cultural
conditions and. to prepare young people and adults of both sexes
for,respohsible
marriage end parenthood.
6.
Provide vocational
guidance and counselling
with the requirements of national development,

to girls

as well

Provide
7.
women.

courses in home economics for boys end men as well

8.
Provide
participation

special. incentives
in technological

and facilities
and scientific

as boys.in
as for

for women to encourage
skills.

girls
their

for women at the village
level for
Y* Make special arrangements for training
agricultural
work; making use of modern farming principles
and new intermed$ate
technology.
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accordance
end

10.

rursl

*rraQ%, as part of rural development prOj@Cts intended to cut down the rate
unemployment, training
programmes for small-scale rural industries.

of

11. Organize'training
programmes in various activities
related to entrepreneurship,
commerce and marketing, for example, co-operatives
and loan societies,
access to
credit,
book-keeping methods, assessment of market fluctuations.
12. Provide, in view of the acrlJ-,e shortage end uneven distribution
of doctors,
nurses, paramedical-s, lawyers and social workers, especially
in rursl areas, adequate
professional
and vocational
,training for women at all levels,
13* Provide the necessary supporting measures to give effect to these proposals, such
as establishing
training
centres, organising programmes for training
of trainers
and
of volJAnteers, and mobilising
national and international
resources for obtaining
funds
and technical
assistance.
C. Employment

$g
1
1:
jj
c%
4
I

While unemployment and underemployment, are major problems in the region, the
key to elevating
the role of women in economic development will depend largely on
their increasing participation
in economic activities.
It is frequently
argued that, where jobs are scarce , ,priority
should be given to
males, overlooking
the fact that the percentage of women household heads is large and
that women are entitled
to general access to the labour market on equal terms.
Greater
participation
by women in all areas of employment (and not only those traditionally
associated with the woman's role) is a prerequisite
to attaining
the objectives
of
The pctential. for creating more paid jobs for sll workers should
development itself.
Given training at different
levels,
both formal and non-formal,
therefore
be stressed.
womenIs chances of employment and their contribution
to economic productivity
would
improve considerably,
as would their position and prestige in the family'and
in
society.
Increased gainful employment outside
the home and opportunities
for
self-employment
can be expected to contribute
to needed changes in fertility
levels.
Proposals

for

action

for women in
Specifically
incorporate
provision
of atnployment opportunities
employment policies and strategies
which should recognize worn='8 dual role and
provide the services and facilities
necessary to enable her to take advantage of these
In principle,
services for working mothers, day care centres, c&ches
opportunties.
etc. should
be provided in living
areas,
1.

2.

Integrate

manpower and education

1/

policies.

Establish in government departments and other appropriate
bodies positive
3*
policies
and targets for employing women in both the ,public and the‘private
sectors,
The
with special emphasis on employment of women at the policy and planning levels.
principles
of equal access to the whole range of economic activities,
and of equal
pay should be applied.
Seek new ways of developing
community and entrepreneurial
skills es~pecially
4.
among rural women, for small business ventures, manufacturing,
food processing,
community development and social welfare activities.
cottwe and handicraft
industries,

1

h
I
f

5* Ensure for women access to credit
establishment of co-operatives.
Promote
6,
for women as
migration to
expansion of
social

welfare.

on equal terms with men and encourage

the

integrated
rural-development
so as to increase employment opportmi+,ies
well as men, to increase food production
and to help reduce the sate of
urban areas; income-earning
self-employment
(outside
of agriculture)
and
village-based,,services
in fields such as public health, literacy
and

Since increasing -participation
by women in employment
is strongly related to
7*
their access to education and training,
to attitudes towards family. planning,
to
cultural
attitudes
towards the role of women, and to attitudes
of employers,
reco@.ize
these related factors as essential. elements in the approach to employment.
8.

Ensure that the servioes
D.

required

Health,

nutrition

to support
and other

the employment policy
social

are developed.

services

Rqmmmes relating
to health, nutrition
and other social services should be
integrated
into over-all
developmental prog;cmes.
While social and economic
development is their primary objective,
they have a significant
impact on fertility
and population
growth.
Pro~posals for

action

nutrition
education and maternal
1.
Give high priority
to programmes of nutrition,
and child he#alth care among all sectors of the population;
include family planning as
a part of these programmes, recognizing that the right to determine
freely
the number
and spacing of children includes the right of the child and of the mother to survive
and to enjoy a healthy life.
2.
Strengthen basic health
services
and in view of the scarcity
of medical
doctors
in many areas of the region use trained paramedical. workers to the fullest
etient,
inter alia for such services as the provision
of contraceptives
and adequate'
follow-up
for protection
of the health of the users.
Establish or expand programmes of old age and unemployment insurance and Sohil
3.
welfare assistance in order to guarantee a minimum level of social ma economic
security to sll persons.
Provide
4.
an essential

supporting services
social instituticn.

for the family,

r-coQ;nizing

that it

continues

to be

Promote the redistribution
of industry and of health, education and other
5*
services end reorder routes of transportation
so as to reduce the mi@?ation
Particularly
of mdles,thereby protecting
mothers and children from the effective
dissolution
of the family and providing
rural. women and men with greater opportunities
for employment.
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E.

Population

Social, economic and demographic factors are inextricably
interrelated,
and
change in one or more invariably
involves all.
To alter the pattern whereby women
are denied full participation
in the development process involves,
inter alia, a
change in certain crucial demographic variables,
such as age at marriage, age at birth
of first child, total number of children and the interval
between births,
and age at
termination
of child-bearing.
Enabling women to determine, in relation
to work and
family values whether, whtin and hoti often to undertake pregnancies is en eseentieil
factor in such change.
Proposels

for

action

1.
Raise the minimum age of marriage for girls
number of years exposed to risk of child-bearing
that may be devoted to education.

to 18 years? reducing the total
and increasing the number of years

2.
Make available
to individu&Ls
end couples through tiii'institut~onalized
system,
such as a nation&l family planning programme9 such information,
service and means as
will enable them,%0 determine freely the number of their c,hildren and the intervals
at which they will have them.
Collect and analyse data needed to determine the level of aggregate fertility
3.
that is compatible with the national
welfare, establish targets to meet that goal. and
to educate individual.
families
to see that achieving it is in their interest.
.
4.

Engage men as well

as women inthe

effor3

to ensure responsible

parenthood.

Because of the shortages of medical and paremedical personnel, promote wide
5.
community-based distribution
af non-clinical
methods of contraception.
6.
Promote awaxeness of, and means Tar, improvements in conditions of infant
early childhood mortality,
so as to reduce the lag in time between the decline
mortality
and the decrease in fertility.
Utilize
7.
security for

all humanitarian
the aged.

means of discouraging

large

families,

including

and
of
social

8.
Ensure balanced demographic, economic and social development by closely relating
Population policies
and programmes with measures adopted to improve the status of
women.
9.
Establish effective
that priority
attention
for planning evaluation
F.

machinery within Governments with responsibility
is accorded to the population
and family~planning
and analysis of programmes in their areas.
Research,

data collection

for ensuring
fields and

and analysis

In spite of a mass of demographic as well. as social economic data, social
indicators
which would explain the status of women, and data which would give a more
Programmes of
concrete and clearer picture of their situation
are not available.
analytical
research tid evaluation
should be promoted to permit realistic
planning
and assessment of the evolution
of the situation
of women, its causes and processes
and of the effects
thereon of development efforts.
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Proposals

for

1.
Pacilitate
to harmonize

action.
internationsl
statistics.

.compa;"isons

and exchange

of information

by taking

steps

2.
Obtain statistics
in censuses and surveys on women's education,
levels
of skill,
their
participation
in economic
activities
and on interrelated.
social-economic
variables.
These. and all o.t:?er statistics
Jn soaid,'
economic
and demographic
characterisS.cs
should be broken down by sex, age and marital
statue
to provide
bases
for comparative
studies
of m$Les snd females.
3,
Improve the guelity,
coverage and definition
of conce'pts in vital
registration
systems and other relatsd
s:rstems of data o,ollection
in order to provide
a sound basis
for research
on the role of population
factors,in
the integration
of women in
development
and their
labour
force partj.cipaCon.
JJndertske
snd encourage
in-depth
studies
and surveys on economic,
social
and
4.
democaphic
benefits
as related
to the integration
of women in the developmentprocess.
Develop and review
5x
iif women in development,

social.

6.

studies

Encoura&

in-depth

indicators

in order

of the Iamily

to assess

and household

7, '
Encourage universities
and other academic.institutions
non-government&L
organizations
to conduct research
in
conceptualize
the interrelationship
between the status
3nsure co-ordination
the data for 611 purposes,
communications.

8,

G.

and administrative

the

status

situation,

and- governmental
these fields
and to
of women and fertility.

between the information
gathering
including
programme
development,
Legislative

periodically

services
evaluation

and

and the users
of progress

of
and

measures

The integration
of :romen into the development
processes,
both as contributors
and as beneficiaries,
depends on the attitudes
and values of women as well as on the
Although
values
and attitudes
are the
opportunities
offered
to them by the society.
products
of a long socislization
process,
Governments
can, by enacting
legislative
influence
people's
behaviour
measures and taking
administrative
action , greatly
Legislative
and administrative
and this will
gradually
affect
changes in attitudes.
measures are therefore
important
instruments
for guiding
and institutionelizing
change.
As a matter
3f urgensy,rel.evsnt
measures
should be included
in national
development
plans and sufficient
resources
should be allocated
for their
implementation.
i'ro~possls

for

action

1.
Review and enact legislation
and regulations
that have or may have a bearing
on
the status of women, their
role in development
and'population
change,
including
laws
rights
and responsibility
when entering,
selated
to age of marriage?
legal
capacity,
into,
and during,
marriage
and at its dissolution,
laws on taxation,
inheritance,
o f work and profession)
and choice
employment
(including
choice
migration,
education,
ensure
that
such
legislation
and
regulations
are
in
accords&e
with the
of domicile;
including
the Declaration
on the mimination
of
relevant
United
Nations
instruments,
labour
standards.
Discrimination
against
Women snd the international

Ensure that laws provide
for
18 years,
the registration
of
with the full
and free consent of
matters relating
to their children
in case of dissolution.
2.

than

a minimum age of marriage for women of not less
all marriages,
the contracting
of marriage
only
intending
spouses, equal rights
and duties in
and for the protection
of the children's
interest

Accord to women equal right with men to acquire,
administer,
enjoy, dispose of
3.
and inherit
property,
including
property
acquired during marriage and to ensure for
women the fullest
possible
protection
against consecutive
and other marriages;
ensure that all men and women know their legal rights and when possible
are given
legal aid free of charge in their communities.
4,
Remove all legal and other restrictions
contraceptives
and on the sale and distribution

on the dissemination
of information
of family planning
devices,

on

Establish
appropriate
administrative
structures
and procedures
for data
5.
collection,
formulation
and implementation
of policies
and programmes, and
evaluation
of their implications
and impact.
Establish
national
commissions and sub-commissions,
committees or working
6,
groups under the appropriate
national
machinery, which could undertake
fact-finding
and comprehensive
studies,
paying special attention
to the needs and problems of
women in both rural
and urban areas.
Establish
special units to study the present situation
71
different
government
departments,
and to promote ameliorative

of women in the
action.

8.
Establish
within
the national
machinery an interdepartmental
body of experts
from various
fields
such as health,
education,
nutrition,
agriculture,
training
employment, social affairs,
population
policies,
law, trade and industry,
consisting
of men and women and, where appropriate,
local commissions or committees with a
mandate to review,
evaluate
and recommend measures and priorities
for the
integration
of women in all sectors of national
life and at all levels
to be
included
into national
development plans.
Undertake
a series of assessments of the situation
of women at the national,
9.
provincial
and local levels,
which would include a realistic
appraisal
both of
progress and of obstacles
to it.
10. Establish
non-governmental
in development,

channels of communication
and measures for co-operation
organizations
for the advancement of women and their

with national
integration

11. Ensure that qualified
women are included in due proportion
among their
countries'
representatives
at international
conferences,
seminars, fellowship
programmes etc. in development
fields.
12. Provide for intergovernmental
co-operation
within
the form of special
commissions,.committees
or similar
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the region,
bodies,

for

example

in

H.

Non-governmental

organizations

Non-governmental
organizations,
especially
women's organizations,
national
family planning and other population
organizations,
welfare
agencies,
trade unions,
co-operative
and religious
bodies constitute
important
resources
for development
and
vehicles
for change.
Their increased effectiveness
depends on the policies
of
Governments and the increasing
involvement
of trained
educated younger women and men.
Steps should be taken to ensure that there is co-ordination
of the activities
Of
such bodies at the national
and local levels with the activities
of Governments,
United Nations organizations
and other intergovernmental
bodies.
Proposals

for

action

1.
Assist women to organize
policy-formulating
bodies.

and press

for

representation

on decision-making

and

2.
Participate
in the formulation
and implementation
of national
development
translating
them into concrete national
programmes at local and central
levels,
encourage and co-ordinate
similar programmes at the regional
and international

plans,
and
levels.

3.
Exercise vigilance
on and encourage the formulation
and implementation
of
legislation
to guarantee women equal rights
in all fields,
and make themselves
heard
at the local, national
and regional
levels.

4.

Work towards changing attitudes
and influencing
public
opinion by providing
information
nationally
and locally
to support activities
which foster
awareness
among men and women that the emancipation
of women is related
to the emancipation
men and to the country's
development.
Promote at the community level,
5.
family planning.
6.
In relation
responsibilities,
Offer
7.
retraining,
of training

understanding,

acceptance

and practice

explain to women their
to all forms of discrimination,
discuss their problems and give them legal and social

of

of

rights
and
assistance.

assistance
as appropriate
in the fields
of education,
training
and
literacy
campaigns, civic education,
leadership
training
and the forms
discussed in section I.

8.
Supplement public educational
and training
facilities
by providing
private
*
schools, kindergartens,
semi-boarding
and boarding
schools9 as well as equipment,
materials,
finance and personnel
for training
programmes especially
for rural women,
offering
scholarships
to women for study within their
country and abroad.
Help working
9.
centres and other

parents
support

with family responsibilities
services
for general social

by setting
welfare.

up day-care

LO. Encourage women to achieve equal participation
in decision-making
changes in the attitudes
and in all groups by education,
legislation,
women and by the reshaping of public opinion.

at all levels
of men and

universities
and private
research
11, Encourage further
research by Governments,
organizations
locally
and regionally
on social indicators
and data collection
systems as a prerequisite
of more effective
assessment of women's progress in
development.and
factors
influencing
population
growth.
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12.
Create opportunities
for,part-time
establishing
income earning
projects,
commenoe and industry.

employment
of women, assist
end encourage
them to become

them in
entrepreneurs

15s Promote international
exchange of information
on the status
of women with
aim of increasing
understanding
and co-operation
among women as well as among
non-governmental
orgsnizations
working
for the same human goals.
I.
Support

Exchange
--

of information

in
the

and experie%

-communication

An essential
prerequisite
to the integration
of women in development
is the
changing
of certain
deep-rooted
traditional
attitudes
in men and women regarding
the
role of women in present-day
society.
For this,
the planned
and sensitive
use of
communication
med.ia wi.ll. be vital.
By "communications
media."
should be understood,
not OII?LY 'the "mass media"
such as radio , 'press, television
and cinema,
but also the
millions
nf,~overnmenta.l
and non-governmental
change agents and opinion
leaders
who are
the key communicators
in development
at the group and interpersonal
levels.
The
planned
combination
of the mass media with the change agents is necessary
for effective
support
communication.
All proposed
operational
programmes
and projects
for the
integration
of women in development
should have properly
researched
and built-in
communisation
cnmponents,'including
budgets,
This requires
not only the incorporation
of budgetary
provisions
for audio-visual.
services,
but the infusion
of cultural
and
attitudinal
research'and
communication
analysis
into the formulation
of such
programmes
and projects.
Fropossls

for

action

1.
Ensure that those responsible
Por.the
selection
of news and other programme
emphases in the mass media shall
give adequate
recognition
to the roles and the special
achievements
in national
life,
history.
and present-day
development
of all women,
including
rural
women with whom a,far.larger
number of women will.identify
end whose
roles a far larger
number of men will
have to acknowledge.
2.
Exert vigilance
on media programmers
against
degrading
depiction
of women in, for
example,
drama and other entertainment,
make efforts
to sensitize
writers,
producers
and editors
to their
daily
responsibility
fox the perpetuation
of traditional
male-dominating
attitudes
through
the reproduction
and repetition
of old stereotypes.
. Information

exchange

Effective
programming
and project
formulation
for the integration
of women in
development
will
also require
an adequate
flow of factual
information
and of relevant
experience
in this
field
to and from the national
policy-makers
and ,planners
in each
country,
and their
international
assistance
collaborators.
Within
each country,
interested
and collaborating
organizations
should establish
'an information
reference
centre
on the status
and role in development
of women, in
.their
country
and abroad,
and should *publicize
this central
resource
to the maximum.
These national
information
reference
centres
should become the key repositories
and
points
of two-way communication
at the international
level,
including
the storage
and
x-e-dissemination
of documented
experience
on tihe integration
of women in deve'iopment
from the agencies
of the United
Nations
system, especially
the United
Nations
Commission
on the Status
of Women and the Centre for Social
Development
and
Humanitarian
Affairs
of the United
Nations
Secretariat.
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Each national
centre should become an indispensable
source of professionally
sound, accurate and relevant
information
and data in this field
for government
authorities,
academic institutions,
international
organizations,
the media and all
others for the integration
of women in national
development.
Proper funding
should
be provided for this purpose.
J.

Summary

Women in the ECXFE region have a crucial
role to play both in the development
of their countries
and in the solution
of problems arising
from current
and future
demographic trends.
In recognition
of this, the recommendations
of the
Consultation
have as their aim, to draw greater
integration
of women in development.
The guidelines
include both short-run
and long-term
strategies
for change, and they
give special attention
to basic improvements
at the local level,
Although specifics
on the condition
of women and on the current activities
of Governments vary
throughout
the region,
broad agreement has been possible
on several
general areas
deserving priority
attention,
It is therefore
hoped that improving
conditions
for
women, and expanding their opportunities
in such fields
as education
and training,
employment, health and public life,
will be seen not only as a matter of social
justice,
but also as a significant
means of achieving
developmental
and desired
population
goals.
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2.

Plan of Action
for the region

for the Integration
of Women in Development
of the Economic Commission for Africa &/

adopted

Introduction
Examination of the situation
of women, their
population
factors,
g/ has revealed
these current

integration
realities:

in development,

and

(1) Women are fully
engaged in economic and social tasks in the traditional
often to the point of exhaustion and ill health,
yet little
sectors of African life,
progress has been achieved in making their tasks less burdensome and more productive.
(2) The tr ad i t ional role of African women in economic life is neither
evident
nor acknowledged in the modern sectors of agriculture.,
industry,
commerce and
government,
/ nor is their potential
contribution
to the modern sector included
in
development planning.
(3) The lag in opportunities
for women has a serious effect
on population
High rates of birth,
factors,
and both have detrimental
effects
on development.
coupled with high rates of maternal,
infant
and child mortality
are the commonest
pattern
in Africa,
although low fertility
among women in some areas, resulting
from the poor situation
and poor health of women, also occurs, causing anxiety
in
those families
and countries
affected.
At the Regional Seminar for Africa
on the Integration
of Women in Development,
with Special Reference to Population
Factors, Addis Ababa, June 1974, guidelines
were drawn up by which national
Governments and local bodies, as well as
international
and regional
organizations,
might take action to integrate
women more
fully
into development
and influence
population
factors.
These guidelines
constitute
this Plan of Action for the Integration
of Women in Development.
Participants
at the Seminar recommended that each country should identify
its
own priorities
within
the Plan, as appropriate
to the national
development
strategy.
It was recognized
and welcomed that the Plan of Action would in some areas reinforce
current national
development
plans.
The Plan should be implemented within 10 years, with a mid-term review of
progress.
It will commence in 1975, International
Women's Year, and have its
mid-term review in the final
year of the Second United Nations Development Decades
1980.
As
include
African
related

many of the changes are achievable,only
on a long-term
basis, the guidelines
both short-run
and long-run
strategies.
Because the vast majority
of
people still
live in rural areas , where poverty is often acute, actions
to rural life
are given greater
attention
than those directed
to urban areas.

l./ Formerly issued under the symbols ST/EFA/SER.B/6/Add.l
and E/CONF.66/BP/3.
g/ "The data base for discussion
on the interrelations
between the integration
of women in development,
their situation
on population
factors
in Africa!'
(E/CN.l4/SW/37),
May 1974.
z/ See Report of the Regional
Conference on Education,
Vocational
Training
and
Work Opportunities
for Girls and Women in African Countries,
Rabat, Morocco,
20-29 May 19719 para. 22.
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The situation
of women varies
Plan, and the urgency
of particular
from country
to country.

across the continent,
actions
within
it,

Thus implementation
may also be expected

The participants
in the Seminar laid
special
emphasis
on the
ensuring
the availability
of resouroes,
both human an’d financial,
of the Plan.
With regard to financial
resources
it was stressed:
(8)
community

That all
resources

of the
to vary

importance
of
for the implementation

available
sources of support
should be explored,
including
and those of the various
private
funding
agtanciea;

(b)
That programmes
for implementing
national
development
plans,
and that this
international
and bilateral
easistance
;
(c)
That special
efforts
recipients
of such assistance
the process of development.

the proposels
could improve

should be given
their
chances of

should be made to inform
regarding
the importance
A. Organizational

both the donors
of the integration

priority
attracting

in

and the
of women in

machinery

Efforts
to widen opportunities
for women to participate
in development
will
require
action
by society
at large through
its governmental
machinery,
non-governmental
organiza tions , and other groups and individuals,
all of which may be supported
by
Appropriate
machinery
and administrative
international
and regional
organizations.
procedures
are essential.
Tlan

of ection

(1)
Gn the national
level:
Where such machinery
does not already
exist
the following
should be established:
on the national
policy
and planning
level,
.National
commissions
on women and develoment,
leading
men and women who would make policy
action
proposals;
4/
Women’s bureaux
commissions,
to
and programmes,
in all sectors

consisting
recommendations

of

and

or permanent
secretariats
of nationel
undertake
research,
to formulate
projects
and in general
to seek the integration
of women
of economic and social
development;
4/

consisting
of men and
An interdepartmental
body of experts,
women from ‘various
fields
(such as health,
education,
nutrition,
communications
agrioulture,
training,
employment,
social
ef f airs
and information,
.population,
law, trade,
industry
I , to ensure
co-ordination
of programmes
and adequate
representation
within
national
policies
and planning;

4/---Ibid.,

chap.

I,

sect.

E.
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A non-governmental
organizations
co-ordination
committee,
which might assist in organizing
women to seek representation
in decision-making
bodies,
to work towards changing attitudes,
to supplement public resources
and facilities,
and to promote
international
collaboration
and exchange of information
and
experience.
The non-governmental
organizations
should also
take action to implement
recommendations
of national,
regional
and international
conferences
relevant
to women's roles.
(2) On the regional
level:
The Economic Commission for Africa is unique
among the regional
commissions in that it has already established
a long-term
programme for the integration
of women in development.
The role of the Commission
in stimulating
national
implementation
of the Plan of Action was explored and the
establishment
of the following
additional
machinery was proposed:
Africa
Regional Standing
Committee on the Role of Women in Development,
to co-ordinate
the work l f the national
commissions, to advise the
ECA Women's Programme, and to co-operate
with international
and
regional
organizations,
especially
the All-Africa
Women's Conference;

&/

Pan-African
Research and Training
Centre for Women, 2/ to assist
Governments and voluntary
agencies,
including
women's organisations,
in strengthening
the roles of women in the Africa
region.
The functions
of the Centre would include:
Itinerant
national
small industries,

training
in rural development
techniques,
co-operatives,
and communioations;

Research and collection
of information,
with special attention
to harmonization
of data, development of indicators
of women's
participation,
and diffusion
of information;
A revolving
fund, to support co-operative
entrepreneurship
among women;
An African Women's Development Task Force,
women from one part of the region to serve
so requested.

and/or

individual

which would allow skilled
in another area when

The programme of the Centre should stress subjects such as those related
to lightening
women"s work, to improving
administrative
procedures
for women's
organizations,
co-operatives
or trade unions, to generating
income-producing
activities,
to family life,
education,
and to establishing
national
machinery
to augment women's work for development.
Moreover,
it would assist national
organizations
in their submission
of applications
for foreign
assistance.
It
should also act as a clearing-house
for the exchange of innovative
ideas
among the countries
of the region.
The subregions
of Africa should be
represented
on the staff
of the Centre, and particular
attention
should be
given to top-level
representation
from French-speaking
countries.
51 Recommended by the All Africa
Regional Meeting,
1969 and the Rabat

Wornens Conference,
Regional Conference
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the Addis Ababa

1971.

(3) By the
is given to the
television
and
agents of changs
local
group and

mass media:
Special
measures should ensure that wide publicity
Plan of Action
through
all means of communication
- radio,
press,
cinema.
Efforts
would also be made to enlist
the energies
of those
and opinion
leaders
who commUni.cate
the ideas of development
at the
interpersonal
levels.
B. Eduoation

and trai&

The failure
of girls
,and women to be educated
and trained
equally
with men leads
to the marginal
participation
of women in development
efforts
and in modern economic
activities,
The results
are limited
roles for women 8nd inadequate
training
for the
A definite
correlation
has been found
employment
opportunities
that may be available.
to exist
between edUO8tiOn
for females
8nd smaller
family
size,
but the effect
of
education
on fertility
is often lost when the education
does not result
in rewarding
employment.
Cc+ordination
of education,
training
and employment
strategies
is therefore
desirable
for both developmental
and demographic
reasons.
It was deemed necessary
to ensure'equal
access by girls
and boys
all levels
and to encourage
parents
to permit
girls
to continue
their
Special
efforts
should be devoted to reducing
the
the primary
level.
rate among girls.
There should be an integrated
approach
to edUC8tiOn
emphasiiing
needed commUn.ity skills.
Plan
literacy,

to education
at
education
beyond
school
drop-out
and training,

of action
(1)

Provide
numbers

short-term
compensatory
and nonYformal
education

programmes
fox
programmes;

women and girls

-

in

(2)
htroduce
training
progranunes for women at the village
level
in modern
farming
principles
and use of equipment,
a iculture
and fishing,
co-operatives,
entrepreneurship,
commerce
and marketing
credit,
book-keeping,
and
Tfor example
consumer education);
boys,

(j),,keform
inoluding

school curricula
8nd ensure equal curricula
choices
agriculture
and other employment-oriented
subjects;

for

girls

and

(4) Revise edrlcational
material
to fit national
needs and facilitate
changes in
attitudes,
and include
courses on population
education
and family
life
education
in
school
CUrriCUls
8t all 1aVelS 88 Well
88 in programmes
Of non--formal
education;
(5)

encouraging

Provide
girls

social
8nd vocational
to equip themselves.for

guidance
a wide

for girls
as well as boys,
ohoice of employment
opportunities.

C. Emplo.yment
To be integrated
into the development
effort
means to have the legal
right,
8s
well as access, to the available
means for self-improvement
and societal
improvement.
Important
in this respect
are opportunities
for both wage-employment
and the generation
Unless
there'is
greater
of income .through self-employment
or family-employment,
the objectives
of development
itself
participation
by woman in all areas of employment,
will. be hindered.
Moreover,
increased
gainful
employment
and opportunities
for
Self-emplopent
can be expected
to.oontribute
to oh8ngeS in fertility
levels.
Government
departments
and other appropriate
bodies
should establish
positive
policies
and targets
for the employment
of women in both the public
and the private
sectors.
Special
emphasis should be given to the employment
of women at the,policy
and planning
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levels,
foreign
organiza
Plan

including
service on international
bodies and representation
on delegations
to
countries,
and service in the secretariats
of the United Nations
and in other
the specialieed
agencies.
tions wit,hin the United Nations system, including

of action

(1)
provisions
women;
order

Promote employment policies
and strategies
to incorporate
specifically
co-operative
and self-employment
for wage and salaried
employment,

(2) Provide public services and facilities,
to support women in their multiple
roles

(3)
pay,

Integrate

manpower and education

including
of employee,

those for
homemaker,

child
care,
and mother;

Promote

opportunities

for

in

policies;

(4) Apply principles
of equal access to all economic activities,
availability
of credit,
technical
services,
and training;

POsit{z$&

for

employment

including

of women in decision-making

equal

and policy

i

(6) Develop programmes for integrated
rural development
employment opportunities
for both men and women, and improve
electricity,
village-baaed
services)5
(roads, water supplies,

to increase
gainful
rural infrastructure

(7) Recognize th e major role of rural women in the agricultural
and’ marketing
sectors,
and provide training,
equipment,
village
technology,
public
transportation,
water and other facilities
to increase their productivity
and to improve their
lives
and the lives of their families
and societies.
D. Communisation6

mass media

&cause the mass media may influence
thinking
and shape opinions,
they can play an
important
role in the formation
of new attitudes
oonoerning
the roles of men and women
The mass media may promote the integration
of women in development
by
in society.
helping
to remove prejudices
by publicizing
the need for women to contribute
their
talents
as full partners with men and their
capability
of doing so.
Plan

of action

(1) ’ Support of governmental
and non-governmental
organizations
the mass media to determine
the image of men and women they portray,
changing attitudes
on .traditional
roles of women, and their
capacities
those legislative
and cultural
changes resulting
in greater
equality
(2,) Vigilance
by governmental
communications
material
to ensure
on the current
situation
of women
ohanging roles of men and women in
programmes for the advancement of
greater

(3)

and non-governmental
that information
shall
and how such a situation
contemporary
society,
women.

Efforts
by governmental
and non-governmental
share for women of the decision-making
positions
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for research
on
their
influence
in
to stimulate
of men and women.

organizations
over
be provided
to men and women
can be improved,
on the
and on employment
and training
organizations
to achieve a,
within’mas$-media
employment.

E. Health,

nutrition

and social

services

Improved acoesa to health; nutrition
and other social services is essential to the
and to a general improvement in
full participation
of women in development activities,
the quality of life.
To be fully effective,
these services should be integrated
into
While the primary
given to rural areas.
over-all
development programmes, with priority
objective of such services is social and economic development, they also have a
si&ficant
impact on fertility
and on population
growth,
Plan of action
.----a
(1) Provide easily accessible water supplies (including
wells, dams: catchments
for safe potable water to improve health conditions
and to reduce the
and piping)'
burden of carrying water (which falls mainly on women and children) ;
(2) Strengthen basic health services, using trained medical and paramedical
workers to the fullest
extent, including in such services the proVision of
contraceptives
with adequate follow-up for protection
of the health of the users;
(3> Develop nutrition
programmes for boys and girls, women and men, including
nutrition
education in all schools, and improve local food production,
processing,
preparation;
storage and conservation;
unified health care
(4) Provide supportive
services for the family, including
delivery
systems, child care, assistance to the mother, end advice on the growing and use
of local foods;
(5) Eqxxd. th e coverage of programmes for old-age pensions, unemployment insurance,
and social welfare assistance, in order to help guarantee a minimum level of social and
economic security~for
ali persons.
F. Population
Social., economi.c, and demo(iSraphic factors are closely interrelated,
and change in
Alterations
to the pattern in which women have
one or more invariably
involves all.
been denied full participation
in the development process involves,
among other things,
changes in certain crucial demographic variables
such as age at marriage, age at birth
of first
child, spacing of children,
and total number of children,.
A decisive factor
to work and family values,
in such changes is enabling women to determine, in relation
when and how often to bear children.
Plan of aotion
(1)

Raise the minimum age of marriage

where appropriate;

(2) Make available
to individuals
and couples, through
such as a national family planning programme, the information
to determine fully the number and spacing of their children,
(3)

Involve

men as well

as women inthe

effort

an institutionalized
system
and means to enable them
and to overcome sterility;

to ensure responsible

parenthood;

(4) Ensure balanced demographic, economic and social development by closely
relating
population policies
and programmes with measurea to improve the s$tuation
women;

of

(5) Utilize all humanitarian means (including
adequate 3ocial'security
for the
agad) to encourage the family size that i.s appropriate
to national
objectives;
-6g-

(6)
3?romotv awareness of the deleterious
effect,.on the health of, the mother,.
of pregnancies during early adolescence and beyond the age of 35 years, and awareness
of the'decreased
dhance of survival
of the child;
(7)
Provide education on maternal and child
the conditions
of infants and young children;

(8) Provide services
in the rural areas.

to improve

G. Research,

health,

the ooxditions
data collection

and on the means for

of elderly

persons,

imlkoving

particularly

and analysis

&spite
a relative
abundance of some varieties
of demographic, economic and social
data, the indicatora
which would explain the situation
of women are not readfly
available.
TIlese indicators
can be developed, however, onqe the. need for them is
understood.
ItXe
dffzicult,
but not impossible,
to measure the extent of women's
present +volvement
in economic activities,
and the positive'and
negative impact of
modernization
bnd':development efforts
on their work-loads. and their lives.
Moreover,
the various, factors that may facilitate
or constrain the provision
of wider opportunities
for women and the establishment
of poptllation
policies are not adequately studied.
Such data are needed as bases for action programmes, for the evaluation
of
interrelationships,
and for assessing the effectiveness
of programmes..
.zlan of action
(1) Promdte collection
of relevant material and develop simple indicators
on
the quality of life;
and on changing conditions of women, including
those pertaining
to education, employment, food and nutrition,
access to health services, and availability
and disposition
of income;
(2) hclude,
in censuses and surveys, data according to urban and rural residence
within that collected
for sex, age, marital status, family composition, education and
skill levels,
and participation
in both modern and traditional
economic activities;
(3) Measure the extent of women's activities
as regards food production
(cash-crop
and subsistence),
water and fuel supply, marketing, transportation,
and psrtioipstion
in local and national
planning and policy-making;
(4)
including

Study the causes
cultural
roles;

and effects

of the prevailing

images of women and their

roles,

(5) Study the division
of lsbour and the time-budgets for women as compared with
those of men, with regard to bot:l economic and household activities;
(6) Endourage‘ data collection
as a part of all programmes and encourage
universities
anti other bodies to conduct research on family and household situations
including
the extent of households in which the head is a woman, and on the economic,
social and demogra$hic benefits
of the wider participation
of women;
(7).

Establish

mechanisms for

the exchange of information

and experience;

(8) Conduct research to support the planned use of communications media and of
a8+.nte of change within activities
for the integration
of women in development and for
the modification
of demographjc patterns;
-TO-

(9)
Carry out studies on the effects
of polygamy upon women, for example
on the threat
posed by younger wives to continuation
of economic and social security
for older wives.
H. Legislative

and administrative

measures

Legislative
and administrative
measures can be instruments
for accomplishing
the full
integration
of women in development.
The passage of Laws, the enactment
of administrative
measures, and the enforcement
of these can open up equal
oppcrtunities
and equal responsibilities
for women in the economic, social,
political
and cultural
life of their countries.
Through them, Governments
can
guide and institutionalize
changes in attitudes
towards the role of women and can
enable women to achieve the equality
with men that is envisioned
in the Charter
of the United Nations,
in the Universal. Declaration
of Human Rights,
in the
Declaration
on the Elimination
of Discrimination
against Women, in various
international
labour standards,
and in other international
instruments.
Where such legislation
its introduction,
and where
extent 09 its implementation.
women as well as men shall
rights,
and that they shall
rights.
Plan of
(1)
particular:

should support
does not exist, women's organizations
they should investigate
the
the legislation
does exist,
Public information
campaigns should also ensure that
have a full understanding
of their
legal and civil
be aware of measures they can take to enforce those

action
Accord women equal

rights

with

men in the field

contract,

(a)
The right to equality
sue and be sued;

Property,

(b) The right to acquire,
administer,
enjoy,
including
property
acquired during marriage;

persons;
(2)
into

(c)

Accord women equal

(a)
marriage

particularly

(b)
(c)

(3)
concerning
urban

The same rights

The same right
only with their

in legal

as men with
status

with

regard

law and, in

including

the right

to

dispose

of and inherit

to the law on the movement of

men in marriage

and, in particular:

as men to free choice of a spouse and to enter
free and ftil
consent;

The same rights
as men during
in respect to property
rights;
The same rights

capacity,

of civil

as men with

marriage

respect

and at its
to parental

dissolution,
rights

and duties;

Remove legal and other restrictions
on the dissemination
of information
family planning
and on the sale and distribution
of contraceptive
devices;

()-I) Provide
areas;

legal

aid,

where possible
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free

of charge,

in both

rural

and

(5) Promote the ratification
International
Labour Organisetion,
benefits
to women.

by national Governments of the conventions of the
especially where these concern the provision
of

Women in the region
of the Economic Commission for Afrioa have a crucial role to
play both in the development of their oountries and in the solution of problems
arising from current and future demographio trends.
In reco&.tion
of this, the
recommendations of the Seminar seek to draw greater attention
to the needs and the
possibilities
for action related to promotion of greater integration
of women in
development.
The guidelines
include both short-run and loneterm
strategies
for
change, and.they give special attention
to basic improvements at the local level.
Although specifics
on the condition of women and on the current activities
of
Governments vary throughout the region, broad agreement his been possible on several
general areas deserving priority
attention.
It is therefore hoped that improving
conditions for women, and expanding their opportunities
in such fields
as education
and training,
employment; heslth, and public life, will be seen not only as s matter
of social justice,
but also as e significant
means of achieving developmental and
desired populetiqn
guels,, and further
enrichment of the' culture and personality
of all
African peoples.-
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Chapter

III

RESOLUTIONS AND DECISION ADOPTED BY THE CONFERENCE
1.

Research

and training

The World Conference
Considering
economic, social

for

the advancement

of the International

Women's Year?

the increasingly
important
role of African
and cultural
affairs
of their countries,

women in the political,

for education,
the conditions
required
in order to ensure more effective

Considering
the need to establish
all
training
and the elimination
of illiteracy
participation
of African
women,

Considering
the precarious
situation
of the great
and the consequent need for vigorous
and comprehensive
Considering
the acceleration

of women in Africa

majority
action,

of women in Africa

the objectives
of the Pan-African
Women's Organization
of the advancement of African
women,

Considering
the decision of the Pan-African
Women's Organization
a training
centre at the organization's
headquarters,

relating
to establish

Ministers
1.
Welcomes the decision
of the ECA Conference of African
Centre
for
Women
Nairobi
to establish
an African
Training
and Research
28 February
(resolution
269 (XII))
of the Economic Ccmmission for Africa,of
2.
Supports the decision
of the Pan-African
Women9s Organization
also a training
centre for the advancement of women;
Recommends close
3.
two African
centres:,

collaboration

to further

at
1975; g

to establish

the aims and objectives

of these

4.
Calls upon all Governments and upon non-governmental
organizations
concerned to contribute
to the development
of these centres for the benefit
African
women;
5.

advisory
women.

Calls upon United Nations
services to the development
2.

The World
Conference
_---.-----_l_
Recalling
--.--2

specialized
agencies to give all
of these centres for the benefit

,International
co-operation
under projectsdesipned
--.-_.p_
achieve the --L.objectives
of
the
TtTorld Plan of Action
--

General

of the__ International
----.
--__.-_

Assembly resolution

l/ Official
Records of the Economic and. Social
Supplement No. 10 (E/5657),
part III.
/
i
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of

assistance
and
of African
to

Yemen's Year,
3010 (XXVII)

of 18 December 1972,

Council,

to

Fifty-ninth

Session,

Bearing in mind the Programme of concerted
advancement of women, g/
RecallinK
the International
Development
Decade, &/

Development

international

Strategy

for

action

for

the

the Second United

Nations

Bearing in mind Economic and Social Council resolution
1850 (LVI)
lb; May 1374 establishing
the Fund for the International
Women's Year,

of

Taking note of the desire
beyond the end of the Year,

the Fund

R'otine; the complexity
international
co-operation,

expressed

of the usual

by many delegations
procedures

with

to extend

respect

to assistance

and

1.
Recommends the simplification
of the procedure governing
assistance
to
projects
designed to promote the complete integration
of women into the process of
development,
and the implementation
of such projects
under the effective
responsibility
of national
experts;
2.
measures to
-Requests the Governments concerned to take all appropriate
entrust the direction
of such projects
to the fullest
possible
extent to women
having the requisite
competence;
3.
--Recommends to the Economic and Social Council that it request the
Secretary-General
and the United Nations specialized
agencies to draw up an
adequate plan of assistance
with respect to this matter, taking into account
needs and priorities
of countries.

The World

Conference

of the International

Referring
to the Charter
of Human Rights,

of the United

the

Women's Year,
pla,tions and the Universal

Declaration

Bearing in mind the numerous relevant
General Assembly and Security
Council
resolutions
condemning the policy of apartheid
in South Africa and Southern
Rhodesia, and the illegal
occupation
of Namibia,
Bearing in mind General Assembly resolution
2919 (XXVII)
of 15 November
instituting
a decade for action to combat racism, apartheid
and racial
discrimination,
as well as General Assembly resolution
3151 (XXVIII),
of
14 December 1973,

1972,

Aroused to the highest indignation
by the policy of --apartheid
in South Africa,
Namibia and Southern Rhodesia, whose essence is the denial of the most elementary
2/

General

Assembly resolution

2716 (XXV) of 15 December 1970.

3 3/

General

Assembly resolution

2626 (XXV) of 24 October

1970.

rights
of peoples to freedom and dignity
and the degradation
of the human person,
and which, with particular
regard to the status of women, is manifested
in:
(a)
The frequent
of the family and their
the
still

(b)

context

compulsory separation
of women and children
almost total immobilization
in reservations.,

The impossibility
of having access to adequate
of maternal and child welfare,

medical

(c)
The difficulty
of access to the most elementary
greater degree, to vocational
training,

(a)

restricts

The consequent
women to menial

absence of choice
occupations,

with

regard

from the father
care,

even within

education

and, to a

to employment,

which

Aware that apartheid
is a crime against humanity and a crime of genocide,
whose primary victims
are women, and that its eradication
is a matter of concern
to all humanity,
Gravely disturbed
by the constant disregard
by South Africa of the appeals
community contained
in the resolutions,
decisions
and
made by the international
recommendations
of the General Assembly, the Security
Council and the
International
Court of Justice
(21 June 1971), k/
and its refusal
to put an end
to the practice
of apartheid,
which constitutes
a threat to international
peace
and security,
Firmly convinced that apartheid
and racial
discrimination
in all their forms
and mzfestations
constitute
the total denial of the purposes and principles
of
the Charter of the United Nations and the objectives
of the World Conference of the
International
Womenss Year,
Taking into account General Assembly resolution
2919 (XXVII)
on the
Decade for Action to Combat Racism, Apartheid
and Racial Discrimination,
1.
Vigorously
condemns the minority
rggimes 0; South Africa,
Namibia and
Southern Rhodesia for theirobstinate
policy of oppression
and contempt for the
efforts
of the United Nations and the patience
of the international
community;
their

Supports
2.
struggle
for

the oppressed peoples
the total
eradication

of South Africa,
of apartheid;

Namibia

and Zimbabwe in

Urges the women of the entire world to become aware of the role they can
3.
and must play in enabling the women of those areas to recover their human dignity;
4.
Further urges all Governments
military
sanctions
(not to sell or give
or help of a similar
military
character)
and racist
rggimes;

to apply political,
economic, social and
armaments or technical
military
assistance
with the aim of isolating
the minority

41 Legal consequences for States of the continued presence of South Africa
in Nazbia
(South West Africa)
notwithstanding
Security
Council resolution
I.C.J.
Reports 1971, p. 16.
276 (19'70), Advisory
Opinion of 21 June 1971:
-7$-

Notes with satisfaction
the efforts
of the United Nations
5.
Special Committee against Apartheid
to promote concerted international
eliminate
the scourge of apartheid
and racial
discrimination;

and the
action

to

Invites
the Secretary-General
of the United Nations and all the
6.
United Nations specialized
agencies to initiate
studies on the effects
of apartheid
on the status of women and to present a report to the Special Committee against
Apartheid
and to the Commission on the Status of Women;
Calls
7.
of Namibia;

upon South Africa

to terminate

immediately

its

illegal

occupation

w
all States, United Nations organizations,
8.
and non-governmental
organizations
to support the peoples
Africa by adopting measures, such as:

and intergovernmental
of the southern part

(a) Implementing
United Nations resolutions
bearing
racism, apartheid,
racial
discrimination
and the liberation
colonial
domination
and alien subjugation;

on the elimination
of peoples under

(b)
Ensuring the immediate termination
of all measures and policies,
which enable racist
as military,
political,
economic and other activities,
in southern Africa
to continue the represscon
of the African
people;
(c) Providing
full
peoples that are victims
liberation
movements;
(d)
(e)
subjected

Cessation

support and assistance,
of apartheid
and racial

of emigration

The World

Conference

Nations

as well
rggimes

to South Africa;

Ensuring the release of political
prisoners
in South Africa
to restrictions
for their
opposition
to apartheid;

Role of the United

of

morally and materially,
to the
discrimination
and to the

(f)
Providing
moral and material
support to the national
and victims
of apartheid
and racial
discrimination.
4.

of

system in implementing

of the International

liberation

and of those
movements

the World Plan of Action

Women's Year,

Convinced of the urgent necessity
of implementing
without delay the
World Plan of Action for the Implementation
of the Objectives
of the International
Women's Year at the national,
regional
and international
levels,
Recognizingthat
the United Nations system of organizations
has a
significant
role to play in assisting
Governments to implement the World Plan of
Action and effect
the necessary changes to improve the world condition
of women
and increase their
participation
in the development process,
Recognizing
further
requireadditional
staff
international
levels,

that the implementation
and financial
resources
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of the World Plan of Action will
at the national,
regional
and

1.
Urges Governments to allocate
sufficient
staff,
particularly
women staff,
and funds in their national
plans for implementing
the World Plan of Action and,
in particular,
the minimum targets to be achieved by 1980 in the fields
of education
and vocational
training,
literacy,
health and nutrition
and essential
supportive
social services
and other measures which will improve the living
conditions
and
quality
of life
for women, particularly
rural and poor urban women;
2.
Urges all organizations
in the United Nations
additional
staff,
particularly
women staff,
and financial
to implement the Plan effectively;

system to provide
whatever
resources
are necessary

3.
Recommends to the Economic and Social Council that it request the
Secretary-General
of the United Nations to take the necessary steps:
~
(a) To provide,
within thelfrsmework
of the regional
commissions the staff
and other resources necessary for the development of regional
programmes to
implement the Plan of Action and'to improve the condition
of women;

(b)
To strengthen
the Secretariat
unit at United Nations Headquarters
responsible
for implementing
the Plan appropriately
and to expand its scope in
order to enable it to support more effectively
existing
programmes and develop
new ones, acting in co-operation
with all organizations
of the United plrations
system;
4.
Recommends to the Economic and Social Council the continuing
operation
of the Commission on the Status of Women or some other representative
body within
the structure
of the United Nations,
designed specifically
to deal solely with
of
problems relating
to the status of women, so as to ensure the implementation
ongoing projects
designed to carry out the programmes set forth in the World Plan
of Action and to provide
an international
forum for the interchange
of views and the
formulation
of internationally
acceptable principles
pertaining
to the status
of women.
5.
The World Conference

Women and health

of the International

Women's Year,

Recalling
that the international
community has proclaimed
that the full and
of the world and the cause of peace
complete development
of a country, the welfare
require
the maximum participation
of women as well as men in all fields,
Recognizing
that the full participation
economic life
is inhibited
to a large degree
enjoy good health,

of women in social,
political
and
by the inability
of many women to

Recognizing
that there are shortages of medical and paramedical
personnel
services,
and myths, prejudices
and taboos which prevent
a full
understanding
the particular
health problems of women,

Considering
that Governments should recognize the
including
the
of all ages and in all situations,
I women
children,
few or none, those past childbearing
age and
of individuals
and couples to decide freely the number
children,
j,,
'(
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&

and
of

particular
health needs of
needs of women with many
those before,
and the right
and spacing of their

Considering
that
violence
and cruelty,
Recommends that

Governments should be aware of the particular
both physical
and mental, that are perpetuated
Governments

exercising

their

sovereign

forms of
against women,

powers,

(a)
Give high priority
to and ensure adequate investments
health programmes, mobile units and the education-and
informing
basic health rights;

should:

in community
of women of their

(b)
Introduce
effective
measures for the prevention
of all forms of
discrimination
and cruelty
against the well-being
of women, which keep them from
participating
actively
in the political,
economic and social development
of their
community and which violate
their human rights;
(c) Exercise
constant vigilance
and provide adequate aid and assistance
where suffering
results
from the lack of understanding.
of institutions,
in
particular
in health,
maternal
and child care and family planning services;
(d) Establish
priorities
in medical research and in the training
of health
personnel
for the prevention
and cure of health problems of women, so that the
present confused and inadequate
state of knowledge relating
to health problems
experienced
by women can be rectified.
6.

Participation
of women in the seventh. special
United Nations General Assembly and in other
various
bodies of the United Nations

The World

Conference

of the International

Referring

to General

Assembly resolution

Recalling
the International
Development Decade, I/

Development

Bearing
Women, g/

in mind the Declaration

Bearing
of Women,

in mind also the many resolutions

session
meetings

of the
of the

Womenss Year,
3010 (XXVII)
Strategy

on the Elimination

for

of 18 December 1972,
the Second United
of Discrimination

Nations
against

of the Commission on the Status

Noting the importance of the role of women in the establishment
of the
New International
Economic Order as envisaged in the Declaration
and the
Programme of Action adopted by the General Assembly at its sixth special
session,
of which the Charter of Economic Rights and Duties of States constitutes
an
effective
instrument,
Noting the limited
extent of participation
of women in international
meetings
of major
political
and economic importance,
such as the sixth special session of
the United Nations on raw materials
and development,
2/
g/

General
General

Assembly resolution
Assembly resolution

(XXV) of'24 October 1970.
2263 (XXII)
of 7 November 1967.
2626
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1.
Requests all Governments to ensure the participation
of women in the
seventh special session of the General Assembly devoted to development
and
international
economic co-operation;
2.
Recommends that the delegations
of countries
to the various
of the General Assembly and the various bodies of the United Nations
comprised of men and women without discrimination,

committees
should be

3.
Requests all Governments to take measures to ensure the full
participation
of women in decision-making
at al.1 levels
in their
countries;
4.
Further requests the Secretary-General
to do everything
possible
to
bring about the actual promotion of women on a broader
scale to posts of the highest
responsibility
within the United Nations system, taking into account the principle
of equitable
geographical
distribution;
Recommends the inclusion
in the agenda of the General
5.
appropriate,
of an item relating
to the status of women;

Assembly,

whenever

6.
Recommends to the Economic and Social Council that it urge the
Secretary-Erxtake
all necessary measures for the implementation
of the
present resolution.
7*

Prevention

The World Conference

of the exploitation
of the International

Considering
that prostitution
the dignity
of women,

of women and girls
Women's Year,

is one of the most grievous

offences

against

Reaffirming
its support for the Convention for the Suppression
of the Traffic
in Persons and of the Exploitation
of the Prostitution
of Others, adopted by the
General Assembly in its resolution
317 (IV) of 2 December 1949,
Recognizing that in the de facto
exploitation
of women and young girls
result
of socio-economic
conditions,
Concerned with the injustice
are forced into prostitution,

situation,
is still

and suffering

the practice
of prostitution
prevalent
in many countries,
imposed

especially

and
as a

on women who

1.
Urges Governments of countries
where the practice
of prostitution
and
exploitation
women and young girls still
exists,
in their efforts
to abolish
prostitution,
to take energetic
action to put an end to forced prostitution
and
the traffic
in women, both of which are forms of exploitation;
2.
Further urges those Governments to adopt measures to avert the forced
recruitment
of women and young girls into prostitution,
not confining
themselves
to repressive
measures but adopting also measures to promote the rehabilitation
prostitutes;
3.
agencies

Requests the Secretary-General,
in co-operation
with the specialized
concerned, to explore,
in conformity
with General Assembly resolution
-79-

of

3218 (XXIX) of 6 November 1974. the possibility
survey of houses of prostitution
where torture
8.
The World

of undertaking
is practised.

a world-wide

The situatir5n !of women in the employ of the
United Nations and specialized
agencies

Conference

of the International

Women's Year,

Recognizing
that several
elements of the United Nations system have in the
last several years studied the whole range of problems affecting
the situation
of women throughout
the United Nations and its specialized
agencies,
Noting that the study The situation
of women in the United Nations,
issued
by UNITAR in 19'73, I/ is a compilation
of data which confirms the widely known
fact that, in comparison to men, the conditions
under which women enter the
service of the United Nations, work in it, achieve promotion and enjoy its benefits
are by no means as equitable
as the Charter of the United Nations requires,
Noting that the Secretary-General
of the United Nations has set up a Standing
Committee on the Employment of Women in the Secretariat,
which reports to the
Joint Advisory
Committee on Personnel,
to assist in eliminating
discriminatory
measures against women employees of the United Nations and to increase the
recruitment
of qualified
women,
Recalling
that the Ad Hoc Group on Equal Rights for Women prepared a draft
plan of action concerning
long-term
goals, and presented a petition
to the
Secretary-General
on 7 March 1975 making specific
suggestions
for promoting
equality
of treatment
of women employees of the United Nations,
1.
Recommends that the United Nations, its specialized
agencies and all its
subsidiary
bodies recognize their responsibilities
to set an example to
Member States in employment and personnel practices
and to give priority
attention,
in the shortest
possible
time, to the recommendations of the Standing Committee of
the Joint Advisory
Committee and to the petition
of the Ad Hoc Group on Equal
Rights for Women;
2.
Recommends that efforts
be made to bridge the gap in the recruitment
of
staff,
including
women, in the Secretariat
of the United Nations between the
over-represented
and under-represented
countries,
in accordance with the principle
of equitable
geographical
distribution
contained in the Charter of the
United Nations.
9.

The World

Protection

Conference

of the International

Considering
that urbanization
developing
countries,
and that it
in general and on maternal health
I/

UNITAR publication,

of maternal

and child

health

WomenPs Year,

is a rapid process9 particularly
has major effects
on the health
in particular,

RR No. 18 (1973).
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in the
of the family

Being aware of the fact that large migrant populations
these countries
live under substandard housing conditions,
effects on their health,
Considering
that four fifths
of the worldvs
areas and that efforts
must be made to lower the
urban areas inasmuch as the rural population
is
labour for agricultural
and food production
and
specific
socio-cultural
life style,

in the urban areas
which have adverse

population
still
live in rural
migration
rate from rural to
an extremely important
source of
at the same time constitutes
a

Recognizing that the high rate of illegal
abortions
performed
persons is a serious maternal health problem in several developing
particularly
in the case of migrant women living
under substandard
conditions,
Bearing
of developing

of

by non-qualified
countries,
housing

in mind that the general maternal and child death rate
countries
is even higher than that of urban areas,

in rural

areas

Noting that one of the world's
most alarming problems consists of malnutrition
and nutritional
deficiencies,
which are much more acute among the destitute
inhabitants
of both urban areas and semi-urban
and rural
areas,
Reaffirming
that all these problems affecting
maternal
and child health are
intimately
related
to the socio-economic
factors
which determine conditions
in
the countries
where they prevail
and that the measures to be taken must be
congruent with national
values and goals and with accepted international
principles,
1.
health

Urges Member States:

(a) To attach particular
programmes for providing

importance to special urban, semi-urban
and rural
adequate health services
to the population;

(b) To give special attention
to the development
of primary health services
,in which the community identifies
and recognizes
its own needs and takes part in
the establishment
of priorities
and in the development
of health-related
activities
This
system
should
be
supported
by
a
national
network
of
at the primary level,
more complex specialized
services to care for the entire population,
with particular
emphasis on the health of women throughout
their life
cycle; and by services
for
the care of women and children,
including
nutrition
programmes and programes
for
protectiqn
against environmental
hazards and for health education;
(c) To provide
family education and training
plans in those countries
which these prdblems are serious and which offer
family planning
programmes
the broader context of complete maternal and child health care;
(d) To seek and promote the allocation
policies
and programmes;

of additional

(e)
women;

and day-care

(f)
problems

To -promote maternal
To -promote an over-all
of each country in all

and child-care

resources
services

for
for

approach to health care as determined
the curricula
of teaching
and training

in

within

such
working
by the
institutions

in the field
of health,
and, within this
progrmes
related
to maternal and child

context,
health;

develop

specific

training

2.
Invites
the Secretary-General,
in co-ordination
with relevant
specialized
agencies,
to carry out, within the framework of existing
programmes,
further
research
for the improvement of maternal and child health,
including
nutrition.
10.
The World

Conference

Access of women to financial
of the International

assistance

Women's Year,

Recognizing
the difficulties
encountered by women in many countries
of the
world in securing credit
and loans for activities
which enhance their productive
capacities,
and thus the contribution
of their full
share to the development
of
their families
and communities and to their consequent full integration
into
development,
Noting the special need for women of low-income groups in rural
and urban areas
for low-interest
loans, which enable them both to establish
credit
and to attain
a firm and viable
economic base,
Recalling
General Assembly resolutions
3010 (XXVII)
of 18 December 1972 and
3275 Txxlx)
10 December 1974, in which the Assembly proclaimed
that
International
Women's Year, 1975 should be devoted to intensified
efforts
to ensure
the full integration
of women in the total development effort,
Recommends that

Governments

in the countries

(a) Establish
mechanisms to facilitate
special needs of women of low-income groups
(b)
financial

Facilitate
institutions;

concerned:

the extension of credit to meet the
in rural and urban areas;

also the access of women in low-income

groups

to existing

(c) Encourage and commend the initiatives
taken and being taken by
non-governmental
and voluntary
womenss organizations
to establish
their own
financial
institutions
and banks.
11.

Research

on population

The World Conference

and the integration

of the International

of women in development

Womenvs Year,

Recognizing
that women's opportunities
to reslize their full potential
members of society are tempered by the quality
and the trends of economic
social development,
including
their own contribution
to it,

as
and

Recognizing
further
that economic and social. development cannot be planned
any measure of success without
due consideration
to the demographic factors
of
mortality,
internal
and international
migration
and population
redistribution,
fertility
and the sex-age composition of the population,
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with

Aware that unless counteracted
by deliberate
policies
to facilitate
integration
and well-being
of women, development
efforts
may exacerbate
than alleviate
their present unfavourable
condition,

the
rather

Recognizingthat,
in view of the diversity
of economic, social,
cultural
demographic conctjtions
among the developing
countries,
existing
knowledge is
vastly insufficient
as a basis for such policies,
noting with appreciation
the recommendations
contained in the World Population
Plan of Action,
"Population
and research'!
of the World Population
Economic and Social Council resolution
1942 (LVIII)
the status of women and the integration
of women
Emphasiiingtthat
the need for population-oriented
policies
relative
to women and development extends
1.
research
(a)
society;

Recommends that
on:
The impact

the Economic and Social

of population

(b) The relationships
between
opportunities
for active participation
and development conditions;
(c)
migration
particular
regulating

trends

that

research
to all fields
Council

promote

upon which to base
of demography,
and carry

in the family

out
and in

the roles and status of women and their
in development under varying
demographic
internal
migration
and seasonal
and the condition
of women in
family,
of national
laws
families;

the Economic and Social

(a) The economic, social and demographic
the integration
of women in development;
life

relative
to women and development
&/ in resolution
XV on
Conference,
1974 91 and in
of 6 May 1975 on "Population,
in developments's

upon women's roles

The impact of international
migration,
of men upon the quality
of family life
for women and the
and the implication,
migratory
movements of women and their

Recommends further
?*
out research on:

and
'

benefits

Council
that

promote

and carry

may be derived

from

(b) Ways in which the urban process influences
women's roles,
conditions
and opportunities
for participation
in development
and vice versa;

of

(c) The interrelationship
between levels of education,
types of marital
status
outside the
and union status and the participation
of women in economic activities
and the cultural,
biologic&L
and other related
home, patterns
of reproduction,
factors
affecting
them;
(d) The relationship
of child-bearing
to maternal morbidity
and mortality,
and the impact of these and other
and to infant
and early childhood mortality;
mortality
patterns
upon conditions
of women;
8/ Report of the United Nations World Population
Conference,
1974 (United
Nations publication;Sales
No. E.'75.XIII.3),
part one, chap. 1, paras. 42-43.
91 Ibid.,

'part

one, chap. II.
-83-

.;

3.
Requests that the responsible
functional
commissions and the specialized
agencies,
in addition
to undertkaing
the recommended research,
analyse and study
research on these questions undertaken by governmental
and intergovernmental
bodies
report to the General Assembly the over-all
and national
research
institutes;
progress in the accumulation
of knowledge in those spheres; and make the results
available
to Governments for their use in policy formulation.,
taking due account
of national
sovereignty
and needs.
12.

Special

The World

resources

Conference

for

the integration

of the International

of women in development
Women's Year,

Recalling
that the General Assembly in its resolution
3010 (XXVII)
of
18 December 1972 proclaimed
the year 1975 as the International
Women's Year, with
equality,
development
and peach as general objectives,
Recalling
further
that the Economic and Social Council in its
resolution
1849 (LVI) of 16 May 1974 approved a programme of measures and activities
for intensified
action for the International
Women's Year and in its resolution
1850 (LVI) of 16 May 1974 established
a voluntary
fund to supplement the resources
available
to implement the programme for the International
Womenvs Year,
Stressing
that one of the most effective
ways of contributing
to the
advancement of women is to ensure that existing
projects
and technical
assistance
programmes shall take fully
into account the interests
of both women and men,
Convinced of the urgent necessity
for special resources to implement
delay the World Plan of Action at the national,
regional
and international

without
levels,

Noting the report of the Group of Experts on the Structure
of the
United Nations System lo/
established
under
General
Assembly
resolution
3343 (XXIX)
.of 17 December 1974 and in particular
the recommendation to set up a United Nations
Development Authority
which would administer
many of the funds now in existence
as well as future
funds to be established,
Aware that some countries,
particularly
the least developed ones, have
inadequate
resources
for carrying
out programmes and projects
for women,
Recognizing
programmes,

the necessity

for

continuing

financial

support

for

these

Taking into account the need for sustained effort
in the attainment
of
equality
for women and for their integration
in the development
effort
and in the
quest for peace,
Recommends to the General
1.
Women and Development;

Assembly that

it

dec9are

1975-1985

lo/
A New United Wations Structure
for Global Economic Co-operation
(E/AC.62/9).
Subsequently
issued as a United Nations publication,
Sales
MO. ~.75.II.A.7.
-84-

a Decade for

2.
of action

Urges Governments
and in particular

Urges all
3.
additionalresources
effectively;

to make every effort
their minimum targets

to implement their national
to be achieved by 1980;

plans

organizations
in the United Nations system to provide
the
needed to assist in implementing
national
plans of action

4.
Urges all Governments,
in particular
those of the developed
countries,
and non-governmental
organizations
to allocate
to the United Nations additional
resources expressly
intended for the integration
and participation
of women in
development,
particularly
for projects
for women in rural ;'.reas and the lowestincome groups, including
those for the elimination
of illiteracy,
thus furthering
the aims of the World Plan of Action;
Urges that priority
5.
geographically
disadvantaged
resources;

be given
countries

to the needs of the least developed and
when making allocations
from such additional

6.
Invites
the Secretary-General,
in consultation
with the specialized
agencies and other relevant
United Nations organizations,
including
the regional
commissions, the United Nations Development Programme and the United Nations Fund
for Population
Activities,
to present a report
to the General Assembly at its
thirtieth
session, which, taking into account the existing
Voluntary
Fund for
International
Womenss Year, will advise on the way in which additional
funds,
contributed
for the express purpose of the integration
of women in development,
could best be canalized
and administered
through appropriate
Uilited Nations bodies.
13.
The World

Social security
and family security
for women,
including
the elderly
and the handicapped

Conference

of the International

FJomen's Year,

in many countries
women are at a disadvantage
as regards the
--ConsiderinAthat
-benefits
provided
by social benefits,
especially
those relating
to social security,
and that it is essential
that women should share equally in social gains9
Bearing in mind that
through their work,
Recognizing
that
.--__I_
women, as well as for

all

women contribute

to economic

and social

society should integrate
and provide
security
for
physically
and economically
handicapped women,

that the establishment
and strengthening
of institutions
--Considering
_-_.
women who are elderly
standards to provide
security
to women, including
should have high priority,
handicapped or living
in poor circumstances.,

development
elderly
and legal
or

Taking into account the International
Labour Organisation
Convention
No. 3, 1913; Convention
concerning
minimum
concerning maternity
protection,
No.
102,
1952;
Recommendation
concerning
maternity
standards of social security,
maternity
protection
(agriculture),
No. 12, 1921 and Recommendation concerning
protection
No. 95, 1952,

-85

1.
Recommends that Governments should provide benefits
protect them against risks which may diminish or affect their
*consequently
affect
their families;

for women in order to
physical
capacity
and

'2.
Urges Governments to recognize maternity
and parenthood as a social
j$y2t'ion ;
. .. ,',
.I'. .,".
'. $
Recommends that Governments should take all necessary means to ensure
paid leave to all working mothers during pregnancy and delivery
and provide
job
security
for mothers for a minimum of one year after delivery,
and that maternity
benefits
shall be a charge on social security
and that both employers and workers
shall be asked to contribute,
whether or not the employers employ women;
.‘<

*,

4.
Recommends that Governments
citizens
whose eccnomic circumstances
mothers during pregnancy and delivery
age of five years;

should ensure free medical care to all
require it and provide
special services
to
and to newborn infants
and children
up to the

to promote the establishment,
where appropriate,
of
5.
-Urges Governments
day-case, educational,
recreation
and social centres as a means of furthering
the
integration
into society of women, their dependent children
and women who are
elderly
or handicapped
or living
in poverty;
6.

Recommends that States Members of the United Nations, the competent
bodies of the United Nations and the specialized
agencies should carry out, within
of
the framework of their existing
programmes, special studies on the situation
women, in particular
the aged or handicapped,
and, in particular,
on the most
appropriate
means of protecting
them from the risks associated with their
condition
and on the most effective
measures for achieving
their reintegration
into socially
active life;
7.

ihysically,

:.1:,..,',.',",..I:

Urges Governments to provide
social and rehabilitation
mentally
or economically
handicapped women of all

r_____

14.

services
ages.

for

Research for the formulation
of policies
concerning
the integration
of women in the development process

The World Conference

of the International

Womenvs Year,

Recalling
General Assembly resolution
2716 (XXV) of 15 December 1970, calling
for a programme of concentrated
international
action for the advancement of women3
in order to achieve certain
objectives
and targets in the Second United Nations
Development Decade,
Mindful of the growing international
awareness that development is not limited
to economic growth but is a complex social progress towards well-being
and equity,
Conscious of the fact that development
exclusively
on the economic and technological
Conscious also of the fact that
attention
in development
research,

research has been focused
aspects of development,

women's activities

-86-

have received

almost
insufficient

Noting therefore
the lack of both quantitative
and qualitative
data on the
position
of women and their role in different
areas of activity,
which data are
needed for the formulation
of adequate policies
to promote the integration
of
women in the total development process, in developed as well as in developing
countries,
1.
Requests the Secretary-General,
in close consultation
with the appropriate
agencies and institutions
within the United Bations system, to establish
a systemwide United Nations research programme on the position
and role of women in
development
in order to obtain quantitative
and qualitative
data needed for the
formulation
of policies
to promote the full integration
of women in development in
the various
regions of the world:
2.

Requests

the Secretary-General

therefore:

(a)
To report on the ongoing research within the United Nations system, both
at the regional
and the national
level,
on the role and the position
of women in
development;
(b)
To report to the Economic and Social Council at its sixtieth
session on
the ways and means in which the proposed research programme can be organized and
financed
within the institutional
framework of the United Nations;
(c)
To provide,
within
dissemination
of information
women in development.
15.

Family

planning

The World Conference
-.-

the existing
United Nations organs, for the
on the status of research on the position
and role

and the full

integration

of the International

of

of women in development

Women's Year,

Considering-that
the full integration
of women in development
achieved without
improvement in health,
education and training
for
in the process of integrating
Recognizing
the necessity,
of pranzen
with the information
and means to enable
number and spacing of their children,
Noting that the findings
of the Special Rapporteur
as endorsed by
the status of women and family planning,
Status of Women and the Economic and Social Council, ll/
interrelationship
between the promotion of family plazing
the role and status of women in the context, inter alia,

cannot be
employment,

women in development,
them to determine the

on the interrelationship
of
the Commission on the
stressed the
and social welfare and
of national
development,

Recognizing
also that the importance of the over-all
development
process3 the
factors were explicitly
recognized by the
status and role of women, and population
seminars held in the regions of Africa and of Asia and the Pacific
on the subject of
the integration
of women in development with special reference
to population
factors,
I11/

Council

resolution

1854 (LVT) of 16 May 1974.
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Aware that women in many parts of
--family health services
and the spacing
such services has caused hardship
and
given rise to substantial
social cost,
health of the woman and her child,
Considering
that the expansion
Uniteaations
family in the form of
designed to remedy the situation
of
over the world,
especially
those in

the world are demanding access to advice on
of their children
and that lack of access to
suffering
to women and their families
and has
including
the adverse effect
it has on the

of the activities
of the organizations
of the
projects
that benefit
women and ventures
disadvantaged
groups would benefit
women all
the poorest countries,

Endorsing the view that population
is but one factor in the development
and must therefore
be considered
equally with other economic, social and
environmental
factors,

process

1.
Calls on Governments,
the specialized
agencies and the organizations
within the United Nations
system to implement the Tdorld Population
Plan of
Action; 12/
2.
possible:

Calls

on Governments,

consistent

with

their

national

policy,

(a) To provide
adequate
facilities
for the formal and non-formal
for women and girls,
especially
those in rural
areas 9 to ensure that
advantage shall be taken of family health services;
health
health

as far as
education
full

(b) To make available
to nursing mothers and their children
the necessary
services within
easy reach, coupled with programmes of education in maternal
and child welfare
as an integral
part of health programmes;

(c) To make available
to all persons the necessary information
and advice and
adequate facilities
and services
within
easy reach to enable women who so desire to
decide on the number and spacing of their children,
and, furthermore,
to prepare
young people for responsible
parenthood;
(a) To include women on all boards and policy-making
bodies at all
in socio-economic
development
relation
to the numbers of men, especially
population
policies;

levels in
plans and

Requests the Executive
Director
of the United Nations Fund for Population
3.
Activities
and the Administrator
of the United Nations Fund for International
Women's Year to co-ordinate
their
activities
to ensure the optimum utilization
of
existing
resources;
Requests the Secretary-General
to invite
the Commission on the Status of
Women and the Popilation
Commission to consider measures to achieve the fuller
integration
of women in the development
process and to submit such recommendations
for consideration
by the Economic and Social Council at its sixty-second
session.

4.

12/ Report of the United Nations World Population
Conference,
BJationspublication,
Sales No. E.75.XIII.3),
part one, chap. I.
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1974 (United

16.
The World Conference

Popular

participation

of the International

Nomen's Year.,

Recognizing tha-t no world plan of action can encompass or deal with all the
_-needs of all the women in the world, and that without the conscious participation
of its citizens
no national
Government can do all that needs to be done to achieve
equality among women and men,
Bearing in mind that full equality
among individuals
can be achieved only
---.--through equal opportunities
and other measures for access to education,
economic
activity,
political
participation
and participation
in all forms of culture,
Considering that voluntary
work performed by national
groups is demonstrating
the benefits
of this mechanism for strengthening
local values and for the
development of the community,
Convinced that women themselves must organize together
in groups
-I_themselves achieve the goals of equality,
development
and peace,

to help

Further- recognizing
that when individuals
gather together
in groups, they gain
--experience,
confidence
and a sense of their own dignity
and personal worth,
Affirming
that development requires
solidarity
and that in that
-,and men must have equal opportunities
and duties of participation,

effort

women

1.
Recommends to Member States that they sponsor voluntary
social promotion
*-Awomen's groups and other
programmes, such as self-help
groups, co-operative
organizations
at all socio-economic
levels as an integral
part of general local
self-help
popular projects
or programmes aimed at national,
economic and social
development;
2.
neconmends further
that the voluntary
social movement should be composed
of nationals
and permanent residents
of the countries
in question and should
respond to the social conscience of the respective
countries;
Recognizes that the participation
of women in voluntary
services
such as
3.
self--help groups
co-operative
women's groups must have as the basic objective
the initial
incorporation
of such women in productive
and socially
useful activities
in order to improve the living
conditions
of women and those of their
families
and
communities
and further
ensure their effective
and non-discriminatory
integration
in the development process.

289,

l-7.

The L7orld Conference

of,the

The family

International

P70menvs Yes-:

Aware that the family is the primary and fundamental
fulfiLsits
mission in an organized community,

nucleus

of society

and

Bearing in mind that it is the fundamental
institution
of natural
origin,
distinguished
by its character
as a community of unity,
love and life,
which forms
its members in their
individuality
and serves as the first
school of social
relations,
Realizing
that the family should be the place in which the cultural
heritage
of the past is transmitted
and renewed in the interests
of attaining
the ideals of
equality
and freedom, peace and international
justice,
Recognizing
that it ensures the full protection
of those of its members who
are in the process of "formation",
children
and young people, and makes itself
responsible
for giving
preferential
attention
to the elderly,
in recognition
of
the& contributions
and experience,
both present and past,
united,

Voting that man and woman form two aspects
make human life
possible,

of the same vital

essence and,

1.
Urges States to treat the family as an object of special protection
and
to recogniaits
rights
-with respect to its formation
and its defence,
establishing
the legal equality
of the spouses;

Recommends that States should guarantee the freedom of individuals
and
2.
couples freely
to decide the number and spacing of their children
within
the
context of the national
sovereignty
of each country and of the interrelationship
between that national
sovereignty
and social and economic factors;
Suggests to States that urbanization
policies
should be aimed at creating
3.
an atmosphere conducive to the strengthening
of family ties and that community
services
should be aimed at the different
generations
in the family nucleus,
thus
helping to create true family communities;

s.

Expresses the hope that States will recognize the family as one of the
most important
nuclei of society in the conviction
that the members of the family,
considered
individually,
cannot develop fully if their natural
context,
the family,
is lost sight of;
Recommends further
that the family should be encouraged to play an
active role by the granting
to it of the right of direct participation
in the work
of bodies concerned with education and social services.
5.

18.

JJo1itica-l

and social

The World-.--._--_-.-Conference---.--.I-.~
of the International
Recognizing

the increasingly

important
-go-

participation -.
Womenss Year,

role

of women in building

more

just

I

national
societies,
and in the struggle
for fundamental
national
rights
and selfdetermination
of peoples and against wars of aggression,
in establishing
a new
international
economic order and in strengthening
peace and security
and
disarmament,
Convinced- that the participation
of women as agents of national
and
international
economic, social and political
change is fundamental
in the sense
that the woman has a specific
role to play, and declaring
that the recognition
of this participation
is not a gratuitous
concession on the part of the
international
community but an act of justice
owed to women by virtue
of their
valuable
contribution
to the development of humanity throughout
history,
Aware that although women constitute
half the population,
their
situation
in
the greater part of the world is that of the exploited
in relation
to that of men
and that this inequality
is founded both on unjust economic and social orders
and on cultural
values constituting
behaviour
patterns which continue
to
underestimate
the role of women in spite of economic, social and technological
advances,

Convinced that inter alia colonialism,
racism.,
apartheid,
alien 'domination,
racial
discrimination,
acquisition
of land by force and the armaments race impede
the active participation
of women as well as-of men in all fields
of endeavour,
Recognizing that impeding the economic, social and political
participation
of women is contrary
to the instruments
of the United Nations concerning
human
rights,
Convinced also that it is necessary to undertake far-reaching
transformations
in the socio-economic
and political-cultural
structures
that prevent
the
revaluation
of women and their active and mass political,
economic and social
participation,
Considering
that Governments and national,
regional
decisive
and effective
oxganizations
must take continuing,
connexion,
1.
political

Requests Governments
one requiring
urgent

to consider the rights
and concrete solutions:,

and international
action in this

of women as an eminently

2.
Further requests Governments, where appropriate,
to undertake
political
and cultural
fields
that
structural
reforms in the economic, social,
will make it possible to combine economic development
with social transformation
and will create conditions
for the free personal
and social development
of
women and their full
and mass participation
as equal partners
with men in the
thus generating
the integrated
development
process of national
transformation,
of society as a whole;
3.

Recommends to Governments

where appropriate:

(a) That they should establish
national
commissions and, where
empower them to serve as ombudsman, institutions
commissions exist,
at the highest political
level where appropriate
and in a manner to
by Governments in order to ensure the active participation
of women

such
or mechanisms
be determined
in structural

reforms
peace;

and the achievement

of economic and social

development

and international

(b) That such national
commissions, institutions
or mechanisms should also
promote policies
and strategies
designed to being about institutional
changes
'and changes in values and attitudes
in both men and women in order to achieve
the
equality,
integration
and mass participation
of the latter
in all economic, social,
political
and cultural
institutions
of society as well as at all the decision-s
making levels
of the State;
(c)
That the commissions,
institutions
of high-level
national
mechanisms to
be established
or strengthened
should report periodically,
through appropriate
channels,
or at least once a year, regarding
the national
progress made with
respect to women's participation
in all aspects of social
activity,
to the United
?Tations when they deem this to be helpful
to the United Nations system,
and in
order that the Organization
may duly evaluate the progress made towards achieving
the equality
of women at the national
and international
levels.
19.
The World

Conference

Women and communications
of the International

media

Womenss Year,

Recalling
Economic and Social Council resolution
1852 (LVI) of 16 May 1974,
on the implementation
of the Declaration
on the Elimination
of Discrimination
against Women, and of related
instruments,
Status

Recalling
resolutions
1 (XXIV) of 18 February 1972 of the Commission
of Women and Council resolution
1862 (LVI) of 16 May 1974, -13/

on the

Considering
the importance
of the mass communication media (radio,
television,
cinema, the press, magazines, pamphlets etc.) in determining
the attitudes
and
values of the community and in effecting
social changes,
Aware that the mass communication
formation
of opinion and can contribute
the roles of men and women in society,

media influence
ways of thinking
to the adoption of new attitudes

and the
regarding

Recognizing
that in many instances the mass communication media tend to
reinforce
and present a stereotyped,
degrading and immoral image of women,
particularly
in connexion with the marketing of consumer goods,
Aware of the ability
of the mass communication media to support the process
of effecting
structural
changes in society by promoting the incorporation
and
participation
by women in that process9
1.
instrument

Condemns the degrading
of economic interests

exploitation
by certain

of women as a sex symbol and
of social
communication;

media

13-/ Official
Records of the Economic and Social
Session, Supplement No. 6 (E/5109),
chap. VIII.
-92-

Council,

Fifty-second

2.
Requests Governments and responsible
organizations,
as appropriate,
to
promote and encourage, in the mass communication media of their
countries,
the
projection
of a dignified
and positive
image of women, divesting
them of their
role as vehicles
for publicity
and as targets for the sale of consumer goods,
with a view to bringing
about changes in the attitudes
and ways of thinking
of
both men and women that will be conducive to securing the equality
and integrity
of women and their full participation
in society;
Invites
Governments to urge all media of communication,
taking into
3.
account freedom of expression,
to adopt their programmes to ensure both to women
and to men education in economic 3 professional
and cultural
spheres;
4.
Likewise requests those in charge of the mass communication media to
-*
cease projecting
and gradually
eliminate
commercialized,
tasteless
and stereotyped
images of women, particulmly
in -pornographic
publications,
the use of such images
in depicting
sexual crimes and crimes of violence,
and the dissemination
of any
material
tending to create prejudices
and negative
attitudes
with regard to the
changes necessary for the revaluation
of the role of women and to transmit
an
image of mensP and wornens' roles that is as varied as possible;
Calls for the critical
and creative
participation
of women in all systems
5.
at the -programming, production,
distribution,
reception
and
of mass communication,
consumer levels;
6.
Requests that international
governmental
and non-governmental
organizations
) particularly
those in charge of the educational
aspects of the work
ineetings
and other types of
of the communications
media, should organize seminars,
events in order to propagate the revalued
image of women in the mass conununications
media:,
Requests the Secretary-General
to present a report
7.
the Commission on the Status of Women at its next session.
20.

Integration
of women in the process of political,
social
and
cultural
development 'as
equal partners
__I___.---------.---

The World Conference

of the International

on this

situation

to

economic,
with men

WomenFs Year,

Recognizing
that the full and equal participation
of women and men in all
fields
of activity
is an inseparable
part of the political,
economic and social
development
of each country since women represent
more than half of the world
population,
Recognizing
further
that although women have historically
been relegated
to
marginal
positions
as regards recognition
and the exercise of women's rights,
the
need for a new international
economic order and the internal
structural
changes
integration
as
are conducive
to women's political,
economic, social and cultural
equal partners
with men,
Aware,of
the fact that the political
factor
still
plays an important
role in
the ization
of women in some parts of the world and thatrits
solution
is
linked with the change of economic, political
and social structures,
which should
eliminate
all forms of discrimination
and exploitation,

Aware of the need for new relations
between States based on full
equality
among States, respect for independence and national
sovereignty,
non-interference
in the affairs
of States and promotion
of the right of peoples to develop freely
in accordance with their
own will and aspirations
and to create conditions
which
will enable women to exercise their right to contribute
to the permanent
peace and security
in the world,
improvement of international
co-operation,
Reaffirming
the inalienable
right
of every State to full and permanent
its wealth and all its economic activities,
sovereignty
over its natural
resources,
and its full freedom to choose its own economic and social system,
Starting
from the fact that the full sovereignty
of every country over its
own natural
resources
and freedom to choose its own economic and social system,
full,
efficient
and equal participation
of all
the broadest possible
co-operation,
countries
in the settlement
of world economic problems, and primarily
the
establishment
of the new international
economic order are in the interests
of the
entire world community,
Realizing
the necessity
for full,
effective
and equal participation
by
developing
countries
in the settlement
of world economic problems, and in al2
phases of decis5onAmaking
on international
monetary questions,
Convinced of the need to invest maximum efforts
for accelerating
economic
social development,
primarily
that of the developing
countries,
as one of the
essential
pre-conditions
for closing the gap between the developed and the
developing
countries,
for liquidating
colonialism,
neo-colonialism,
foreign
occupation
and all forms of subjugation
of peoples, apartheid
and racial
discrimination
and for securing the inalienable
right of peoples to
self-determination,

and

Recalling
that the Charter of the United Nations proclaims respect for the
basic freedoms of all and for human rights without distinction
of sex, race,
language or religion,
Bearing
General Assembly resolution
3010 (XXVII) of 18 December 1972
proclaiming
197'5 as International
Women's Year and setting as one of its goals
the complete integration
of women in over-all
efforts
towards development,
Considering
that discriminatory
practices
are a threat to human dignity
that it is impossible
for women today to renounce the independence of their
thought,
enjoyment of their civil
and political
rights,
cultivation
of their
personalities
and aptitudes
and their freedom of choice,
.
Considering
further
of rights,
responsibility
participation
in political,
same reality,

that discrimination
against
and opportunity,
and their
economic and social life

Bearing in mind the importance
parents equally for the upbringing,

and
own

women with regard to equality
limited
degree of
are but two aspects of the

1
of extending parental
responsibility
education,
support and care of their

to both
children,

1.
Considers that one of the primary tasks of States and international
organizations
in their
endeavour to make the world involvement
of women in the

socio-economic
spheres meaningful
is to eliminate
economic inequality,
discrimination
and exploitation,
aggressive
wars, colonialism,
neo-colonialism,
racism and apartheid,
which contradict
the purposes and principles
of the Charter
of the United Nations;
2.
Invites
all States to intensify
their efforts
at co-operation
for the
establishment
of new relations
between States and the rapid abolition
of underdevelopment
and of the gap between the developed and the developing
countries
so
that women may be able to join their menfolk on an equal basis in those efforts
conducive
to a better and more just world;

Believes
that in order to fulfil
the objectives
of equality,
development
3.
and peace it is imperative
to remove from relations
among States all forms
of exploitation,
including
that conducted by transnatianal
corporations,
so that
people of every country,
especially
the developing
countries,
can fully
exercise
their
sovereignty
over natural resources and take all necessary measures, such as
nationalization,
for the benefit
of accelerated
economic and social development;
4.
Stresses the fact that the establishment
of a New International
Economic
Order - as defined
in the Declaration
and the Programme of Action adopted by the
General Assembly in its resolutions
3201 (S-VI) and 3202 (Se*VI) of 1 May 1974, of
which the Charter of Economic Rights and Duties of States constitutes
a
fundamental
element based inter alia on sovereign
equality,
common and mutual
interest
and co-operation
among all States, irrespective
of their
economic and
of the industrialization
of the developing
social systems - is a prerequisite
countries,
the modernization
of their agricultural
production
and the general
economic and social development
of all States, which leads to the improvement of
the role and the status of women;
IYlakes an appeal to all States, particularly
to nuclear-weapon
Powers,
5.
for determined
and urgent
general and complete
disarmament,
above all nuclear
disarmament,
through the application
of concrete and effective
measures which will
ensure decided progress towards a world without arms and wars, a world of peace
leading to the release of the huge human and
and understanding
among nations,
material
resources meant for the production
of means of destruction
to be utilized
for the welfare
of people and civilization,
thus implementing
one of the most
ardent wishes of women and men all over the world;
6.
Requests States which have not yet done so to enact or revise
their
laws in order to guarantee the full equality
of the rights of women with those
men, and to eliminate
all legal provisions
which in one form or another
discriminate
against women and restrict
their participation
in the process of
political,
economic, social and cultural
development;
7.
Considers that, since the essence of efforts
to promote the social
position
of women and their complete integration
in development
goes beyond
the problem of legal equality
and is an integral
part of over-all
economic and
social development,
deeper structural
transformation
of society and changes in
the present international
econcmic relations
are required,
so as to create
conditions
that would make it possible for everyone to develop all one's
intellectual
and physical
capacities
and to participate
actively
in the democratic
constitution
and implementation
of all decisions
and measures of socio-economic
development;
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8.
Encourages such social and economic development
as would secure the
participation
of women as equal partners with men in all fields
of work, equal
access to all working posts, equal pay for work of equal value and equal
possibilities
for education
and vocational
training,
and co-ordinate
the
legislation
on the protection
of women at work with the need for women to work
and be highly productive
producers
and managers of all political,
economic and
social affairs
and develop the branches of social services to make domestic
duties easier for women and men;
Draws special attention
to the importance of creating
economic, social
9.
and cultural
conditions
for the improvement of the pos,ition of millions
of rural
women so that they may become modern agricultural
producers;
10. Requests Governments to adopt the necessary measures and strengthen
their special programmes for ethnic groups in order to integrate
them into the
new society;
11. Urges the developing
countries
to place more emphasis on intermediate
technology
that is not only labour-intensive
but surplus-saving;
and urges the
developed countries
to make available
technological
know-how and advanced
technology
under fair
and equitable
conditions
in order to improve agricultural
production;
12. Invites
Governments and the appropriate
specialized
agencies of the
United 1Tations to take steps towards providing
greater
attention
to the education,
training,
work opportunities
and integration
in the process of devclopmcnt
of
handicapped people, especially
handicapped women, and to undertake
public
information
programmes, by means of all mass communication media, regarding
the
capacities
and limitations
of handicapped persons in terms compatible
with human
dignity;
13. Requests Governments,
international
and governmental
organizations
adopt the necessary measures to enable women and men to participate
as equal
partners
in decision-making;

14.

Requests the specialized
of Governments,
for the attainment
improving
the lives of indigenous

to

agencies to provide
assistance,
at the request
of the objectives
proposed herein and for
women;

the Secretary-General
to study the most adequate and
15. Invites
appropriate
means for providing
assistance to women and men in their triple
role
in the family,
as a productive
labour force and active
agents of change, and as
joint
participants
in the destiny
of their communities,
and to report to the
competent organs of the United Nations.
21.
The World

Conference

Condition

of women in rural

of the International

areas

Womenss Year,

Bearing in mind that in order to be achieved,
the objectives
of the I
' J. .I
International
Women's Year - equality,
development
and peace - should be attained
in an integral
and simultaneous
way,
-9th

Recalling
Inte~atiOnal

Decade,

General Assembly resolution
2626 (XXV), of 24 Octaber 1970,
Dev@lopmcnt Strategy for the Second United Nations'Development
so far as human development
is concerned,

Recalling
Economic and Social
on agrarian
reform,

Council

resolution

1707 (LIII)

on the

of 28 July

l-972,

Recalling
resolution
XXX (Population
and the status of women),'resolution
XIII-(Theal
family)
and resolution
XIV (Rural populations)
adopted
by the
World Population
Conference held at Bucharest in August 1974, ILL/
Recalling
particularly
resolution
II (Priorities
for agricultural
and rural.
development),
resolution
V (Policies
and programmes to improve nutrition),
and
resolution
VIII
(Women and food) adopted by the World Food Conference
held in
Rome in November 1974, l.J-/
Considering
that rural
share of food production,

women in the developing

world

account

for

a substantial

Knowing that women everywhere generally
play the main role in procuring
and
preparing
food for family consumption and in all aspects of family
life,
but that
these roles have hitherto
had insufficient
acknowledgement
in many countries,
Aware that rural
self-reliance
and popular mobilization
expansion of agriculture
and improvement of its productivity
effectively,
Stressin!;
misallocation

the severe problems
of human resources,

are essential
are to take

if
place

of rural unemployment, under-employment,
both over-all
and as they affect
women,

and

With the deep
that the struggle
against under-development
is the
_-. conviction
_.
that the
primary responsibility
of all peoples, that it is indispensable
principles
contained
in the Charter of Economic Rights and Duties of States be
transformed
into concrete action that will make possible
productive
and peaceful
coexistence
and social welfare
shared with justice
and equity,
1.

Calls

on Governments:

(la) To identify
needs and to formulate
and implement, with greater
programmes, particularly
those
financial
and policy support, rural development
which benefit
women living
in situations
of rural poverty and of disadvantage
relative
to men;
(b) To carry out the statistical
and information
work necessary to.identify
and evaluate the participation
of women in productive
life and to measure the
results
of programmes for the betterment
of rural life;
(c) To ensure legal parity
and economic rights
family as an essential
part of any rural
developcent

of women in the peasant
programme;

14/ Report of the United Nations World Population
Conference,
Rations publication,
Sales No. E.75.XIII.3),
part one, chap. II.
!
I

!
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I

No.

151 Report
E.75.11.A.3).

of the World Food Conference
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(United
Sales

2.
Suggests that further
reserach
should be undertaken
with regard to the
mgst effective
design of SVStemS
of rural
non-formal
education,
needed to equip
women in rural
areas with the necessary and additional
skills
relevant
to their
social and economic roles;
Endorses proposals for rural
developent
as a total
integrated
process
3.
involving
in many cases fundamental
structural
changes in socio-economic
including
organizations
of co-operative
workers and small
institutions,
in national
employment policies,
education,
health and welfare
landowners,
.
servrces,
pricing,
marketing
and credit facilities,
and the strengthening
of
popular and elected participation
in decision-making
3 with a view to reallocation
of resources to disadvantaged
groups living
in rural
areas;
Requests international
and bilateral
agencies to review the criteria
4.
which they use for financial,
technical
and other assistance
for
rural
development and to support the efforts
of developing
countries
in the field of
agricultural
productivity,
agro-based
industries
and integrated
rural
development,
with due attention
to the interests
of rural
women and girls.
22.
The World Conference
basic

Considering
that
human rights,

Women and development

of the International

extreme poverty

constitutes

Women's Year,
an obstacle

Considering
that in many regions of the world possibilities
development are denied to human beings becau se of their
extreme
as all

to the enjoyment

of

of person=1
deprivation,

Recognizing that the most underprivileged
among women have the same needs
other human beings and have a right
to similar
dignity
and respect,

Affirming
that the human community
and values which even the most deprived
because of their situation,

must not neglect
the immense potentialities
women possess but cannot develop

Recognizing that women in most countries
capable of assisting
others should
exercise solidarity
by urging their respective
Governments
to support actions
initiated
in developing
countries
and designed to improve the situation,
Recognizing
that it is just that women who, on the occasion of the
the principle
of equality,
assume their
Tnternational
Women's Year, affirm
to be in solidarity
with those who do not enjoy the material
and spiritual
inherent
in human dignity,

duty
good

1.
Makes an urgent appeal
to all women and all men to give priority
in
their interests
to those women who, with their
families,
live under an intolerable
yoke of poverty;
2.
Urges women to be co-workers
with the most underprivileged
in their daily
integration
in development
and in
needs, in their
struggle
for change, in their
their participation
in the fight
for peace;

3.
Recommends ,that women assume a special role in urging Governments and
non-governmental
organizations
to co-operate
in the establishment
of structures
that will
enable individuals
and groups - including
the voluntary
organizations
..
justly and with regard for human dignity,
to work to overcome the causes of
and of those conditions
resulting
from
poverty 9 of great economic disparity,
poverty that threaten
the dignity
of women, men and children.
23.

Revision
Standard

The World Conference

and expansion
Classifications

of the International

their

Bearing
social

within

Realizing
the difficulties
countries
and between

of the International
of Occupations
Women's Year,

in mind the lack of factual
information
and economic contribution
to society,
of achieving
countries,

strict

about the role
comparability

Recognizing
the need for more comprehensive
information
can be based and by which change can be measured,

of women and
of data both

on which policies

1.
Requests that the International
Labour Organisation,
in consultation
as
appropriate
with the United Nations Statistical
Commission, the United Nations
and the
Institute
for Training
and Research, the United Bations University
United l!Tations Research Institute
for Social Development,
to proceed immediately
to study all nominal categories
within the International
Standard Classification
of Occupations
that imply that a job can only be done by either a female or a
male, with the aim, according to the outcome of the study, of redefining
and,
where necessary,
relabelling,
the relevant
current classifications;
2.
Also requests that the United Nations Statistical
Commission and the
in consultation
with the Commission on the
International
Labour Organisation,
Status of Women, provide
a resource service to assist Governments in the conduct
of national
censuses to include proper classification
of the actual functions
of
women who are currently
defined as not economically
active;
3.
housework,
work that

Suggests that these new categories
all forms of domestic production,
has social and/or economic value.
24. Education

The World Conference

should
family

include caring for dependents,
workers, and voluntary
social

and training

of the International

Women's Year,

Convinced that the expansion of education is essential
in order to meet the
increasing
intensity
of challenges
to the welfare
and even the existence of
humanity,
to reduce the gaps between socio-economic
groups and to eliminate
prejudice
against women,
Convinced also that
available
to all people,

the advantages of kducation
should by right be equally
regardless
of sex, age, race, religion
or ethnic origin,
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Further
convinced that education
reinforces
the personal and vocational

should be a life-long
activity
development
of the individual,

that

Recognizing
that historical
and cultural
perspectives
regarding
the role
women at all levels of education
have too often been obstacles to the full
participation
of women in society,
Further recognizing
that only if
opportunity
can she, make and exercise
society will be,

a woman is given equality
of educational
a free choice as to what her role in

Aware that equality
of educational
opportunity
her esic
status and to enrich the contribution
quality
of her own life and that of her family,
1.

of

enables a woman to enhance
that she can make to the

Affirms:

including
functional.
literacy,
(a) That fundamental
education,
and civic
education
should be provided for
science and technology,
as possible;

all

basic skills,
as soon

programmes should be
(b) That, as far as resources
permit, all educational
free to people of all ages and that primary and secondary education should=,
within the limits
of each country's
resources,
be compulsory and free as soon
as possible
so as to ensure equal opportunities
for girls and boys:
(c) That women should be given
including
educational
opportunities,
(a)
resources
ages;
girls
level
critical

(e)

equal access to formal
technical
education;

That educational
programmes should be relevant
to the needs and
of particular
individuals,
communities,
cultures
and countries;
That life-long

education

should

be accessible

(f)
That co-education
should be provided
at all
and boys may have access to identical
curricula
so that they may be abILe to form a more realistic
(g)
2.

and non-formal

That all curricula
analysis
of sex-role

should be free
stereotyping;

to women and men of all
levels in order that
and resources at every
picture of each other;

of sex bias,

and should

include

a

Recommends to Governments:

(a) That genuine reforms
beginning
with early childhood
each other as equals;

should be carried
out in all educational
systems,'
so that girls and boys will
consider
education,
.

counselling
and administration
should
(b) That training
for teaching,
without
sex bias or discriminatory
attitudes
and should heighten teachers'
awareness of the full range of abilities
in both sexes;
(c) That at all levels
:be given equal opportunities;

of teaching
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and administration

be

men and women should

(a> That all forms of mass communication and technology
should
expand the educational
opportunities
for women as well as men;
(e)
That all
should be directed

teaching media and materials
towards changing discriminatory

should be free
attitudes;

be used

of sex bias

t0

and

(f)
That all skills
and human resources of the community should be
identified,
and that full use should be made of these skills
and resources
in
the educational
process4 with particular
emphasis upon the contribution
of
women;
(g) That training
and promotion centres for women should
in the form of community or co-operative
enterprises,
in rural
where the need is greatest;

be established,
and urban areas

economic and social research and
(h) That th ere should be continuing
evaluation
of education
programmes as they affect
girls and women and as they
bring about changes in attitudes
and roles for women and men;
Urges that structures
3.
ends on a massive scale;

and strategies

Calls upon non-governmental
4.
such programmes;

be evolved

organizations

and implemented

to assist

Governments

to these
in

the United Nations
Requests the United Bations system, in particular
5.
Children's
Fund, the International
Labour Grganisation,
the United Nations
Educational,
Scientific
and Cultural
Organization,
the World Health Grganization
and the Food and Agriculture
Organization
of the United Nations,
as well as
other international
agencies, to assist Governments, at their request,
in the
planning and implementation
of such programmes;
6.
Further req.uests the Secretary-General
to give priority,
in the
allocation
of finances
from the Fund for International
Women's Year, to literacy
and education programmes for 'women.
25.

Equality
between men and women and elimination
of discrimination
against women

The World Conference

of the International

WomenVs Year,

Noting that discrimination
against women hampers the full utilization
their vast potentialities
in the service
of society and is incompatible
human dignity
and the principles
of respect for human rights,
Recognizing
the necessity
for prompt realization
of full
equality
men and women in political,
economic, social and other spheres,
I\Joting the growing awareness by Governments
resources to promote social progress,
Recalling

General

Assembly resolutions
-lOl-

of the need to use fully

3010 (XXVII)

with

of

between
human

of 18 December 19'72 and

(XXIX) of10 December1974 and emphasizing
the importance Of implementing
fundamental
socio-economic
changes in order to achieve substantial
improvement
in the situation
of women,

3275

1.
Appeals to all Governments that have not yet done so to undertake the
necessary measures for the speediest ratification
of the relevant
conventions
,. I,. .:'.,?-?a other instruments
elaborated
by
the
United
T!Tations,
the
International
' : ',
'&ab,our. brganisation,
the United Nations Educational,
Scientific
and Cultural.
Or&nization
and other United Nations bodies;
2.
Requests
in the Declaration

all Governments to give full effect
on the Elimination
of Discrimination

to the principles
against Women;

set

Out

Considers it necessary to speed up the elaboration
and finalization
3.
by the United Mations of the Convention
on the Elimination
of Discrimination
against Women, which should ensure in practice
the full
equality
between men
and women in all fields,
including
participation
in political
activities,
general and vocational
education,
employment, equal pay, health services,
social security
and fmily,
civil
and legal relations;
4.
Welcomes the progress already
Women in drafting
such a Convention;

made by the Commission

on the Status

of

Notes that Governments of States Members of the United Nations have
5.
been invited
to comment on the draft texts contained in the report of the
Working Group of the Commission on the Status of Women, -lC;/ submitted to the
Commission at its twenty-fifth
session;
6.
Calls upon the Economic and Social Council to request the Commission
on the Status of \Jomen at its twenty-sixth
session to prepare,
in the light of
those comments, a draft
for submission to the Council and to the General
Assembly;

Urges that high priority
should be given
7.
the preparat
and adoption of the Convention.
26.

International
Research and Training
for the Advancement of
^-- Women

The World Conference

of the International

in 1976 by all

concerned

to

Institute

Women's Year,

Recalling
General Assembly resolution
3010 (XXVII) of 18 December 1972,
in which the Assembly proclaimed
1975 as the International
Women's Year to be
devoted to intensified
action to ensure the full integration
of women in the
total development
effort,
Taking

into account General Assembly resolution
3342 (XXIX),
of
17 Cecember 1974, in which the Assembly called upon the Unit,ed Nations system to
provide
increased
assistance
to those programmes, projects
and activities
that
t;ould encourage and promote' the further
integration
cf wcmen into national,
regional
and irterregional
economic deveicymsnt activities,
-J-U

E/CN.6/574.
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Noting that the inadequacy of research,
-,to the formulation
of development strategies
advancement of women,

data and information
and programmes for

Deeply-conscious
effective
participation

training

of the need to provide
of women,

is an impediment
furthering
the

opportunities

to enhance the

1.
Decides to recommend the establishment,
under the auspices of the
United Nations,
of an International
Training
and Research Institute
for the
Advancement of Women, financed through voluntary
contributions,
which in
collaboration
with appropriate
national,
regional
and interregional
economic
and social research institutes
and the specialized
agencies of the United
Nations, would:

(a) Undertake research and the collection
as the basis for the formulation
of programmes
participation
of women;
(b) Assist in the design of research
situation
of women and the impact on their
technological
changes;

and dissemination
and policies
for

for the monitoring
lives of economic,

of information
the effective
of changes in the
social and

(c) Develop,
adapt and provide training
programmes for women9 in particular
those of the developing
countries 9 which would enable them to undertake
national
research,
to assume leadership
roles within their own societies
and
to increase their earning possibilities;
2.
Invites
the Secretary-General
to appoint,
with due consideration
to the
a group of experts to assist
principle
of equitable
geographical
distribution,
him in the establishment
of this Institute
and to draw up its terms of reference;
Requests the Secretary-General
3.
recommendations
of the group of experts,
its sixtieth
session.
27.

Measures

for

.The World Conference

to submit a rti>crt,
on the basis of the
to the Economic and Social Council at

the integration
of the International

of women in development
WomenPs Year--,

Recalling
that General Assembly resolution
2626 (XXV) of 24 October 1970
set forth the International
Development Strategy for the Second United nations
the full
integration
Development Decade> which included among its objectives
of women in the total development effort,
Recalling
also that in resolutions
3010 (XXVII)
of 18 December 1972 and
(XXIX) of 10 December 1974 the General Assembly proclaimed
that International
Women's Year 1975 should be devoted to intensified
action,
inter al&,
to ensure
the full
integration
of women in the total development
effort,
3275

Recalling
further
that
of 17 December 1974, called

3342 (XXIX)
the General Assembly, in its resolution
upon the United Nations system to provide
increased
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and activities
that would encourage and
assistance to those programmes , projects
regional
and interregional
promote the further
integration
of Women into national,
and
recommended
to
all
organizations
concerned
economic development activities;
within the United Rations system to review their work and personnel programmes in
order to assess their impact on the further
participation
of women in development,
Noting that in its resolution
XII (Population
and the status of women) lJ/ the
United Nations World Population Conference requested United Nations organs and the
specialized
agencies to give special consideration
to the impact of development
efforts
and programmes on the improvement of the status of women, especially
in
connexion with the review and appraisal
of the International
Development Strategy
for the Second United Nations Development Decade and in the deliberations
of the
General Assembly at its special session in 1975,
Noting also that in its resolutions
II (Priorities
for agricultural
V (Policies
and programmes to improve nutrition)
and VIII
(Women and
development),
food) 181 the United Nations World Food Conference urged priority
consideration
of
implementation
and evaluation
of
women g every stage of the design, planning,
development programmes and projects,
Noting further
that the Governing Council of the United Nations Development
Programme at its nineteenth
session requested that the integration
of women in
development should be a continuing consideration
in the formulation,
design and
implementation
of the projects and programmes of the United Nations Development
Programme) l.J/
Bearing in mind that the Economic and Social Council,
in its resolution
1942 (LVIII)
of 6 May 1975, requested United Nations bodies to pay particular
attention
to the evolving
status of women, keeping in mind the mutual interaction
among population
factors,
social and economic development
and the status of women,
and called for monitoring
of the progress of short-term
and long-term
programmes,
Bearing in mind also that the recent resolutions
and actions of United Nations
specialised
agencies are designed to further
the integration
of women in developmen1.
Recommends that all organs of the United Nations development system,
specialized
agencies, and other international
technical
and financial
assistance
programmes and agencies:
(a) Give sustained
development process;

attention

to those

initiatives

that

integrate

women in the

(b) Incorporate
in their development plans, programme and sector analyses,
and programme documents an impact statement of how such proposed programmes will

171 Report of the U&ted

Nations

Nations World Population
Conference,
1974 (United
Sales No. E.75.XIII.
3)) part one, chap. II.
of the World Food Conference (United Nations publication,
Sales

publication,

@/ Report
No. E.75.11.A.3).

a/ Official
Records of the Economic and Social
Supplement No. 2 (E/5646), para. 151.
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Council,

Fifty-ninth

Session,

in consultation

affect
women as participants
and beneficiaries,
JJTations Commission on the Status of Women;

with

the United

(c)
Establish
a review and appraisal
system and undertake to serve in the
design, implementation
and evaluation
of prograwaes and to use social and economic
indicators
as a means of measuring progress in the integration
of women in the
development process;
:;
r:'

(a) Ensure that women shall participate
on an equitable
basis with
all levels
of decision-making
that govern the planning
and im@ementation
programmes, keeping in mind the principle
of geographical
distribution;,

i
i
1

2.
Invites
the Governments of all States Members of the United Nations
private
organizations
engaged in development programmes to adopt the above
recommendations
in their programming processes.
28.

Women's participation
in promoting
ZK%nternational
cFZ$&ration

The World Conference
Reaffirming
declared
in its

of the International
-..

its conviction
Charter,

world

men on
of these
and

peace

Women's Year,

in the objectives

of the United

Nations

as

Believing
firmly
as Member States in the promotion and maintenance
of peace,
and in the strengthening
of friendly
relations
and co-operation
among States
as a necessary condition
for the promotion of human rights,
Acknowledging
that an essential
condition
for the maintenance and strengthening
of international
co-operation
and peace is the promotion and protection
of human
rights,
Recognizing
the efforts
of women as individuals
and in groups towards the
international
co-operation
and the
promotion of friendly
relations
among nations,
attainment
of international
peace,
1

f/

Fncouraging
more active
non-governmental
organizations
.peace and co-operation,

%
L
[

Recalling
that the General Assembly in its resolution
3010 (XXVII)
of
contribution
18 December 1972 recognizestheimportace
Of women's increasing
the development
of internat&onal
peace and co-operation,

&

participation
working for

by women in intergovernmental
and
the strengthening
of international

to

Recalling
further
that to pursue resolution
3010 (XXVII),
a programme of
measures and activities
for intensified
action for the International
Womenss
Year was approved by the Economic and Social Council in its resolution
1849 (LVI)
of 16 May 1974,
Convinced that these programmes at peace efforts
by more positive
and concrete steps,
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by women must be supplemented

1.

Urges Governments,

in a concerted

effort:

(a) To encourage more women to Study
for
a diplomatic
career and eliminate
all barriers
to their admission and advancement in the diplomatic
service of
their countries as co-equal with men;
(b) TO provide
international
civil

more

OpDOrtUnitieS

SerViCe

or

for

international

women to join and advance
or regional
organizations

in the
andagencies;

(c) To provide women with equal opportunities
with men to represent
their
countries in all international
forums where the issues of international
peace
and co--operation are discussed and in particular
in the meetings of the
organizations
of the United Wations and all conferences
on disarmament and
international
peace and other regional
bodies;
(d) To allow and encourage more women to participate
decision-making
agencies of the national
Governments;

in foreign

policy

level,
such activities
as reading groups?
(e) To organize, at the grassroots
to familiarize
as many men and
information
services and similar
other projects,
women as possible with the conce-pts of international
peace and co-operation,
cultural
understanding,
self-reliance,
self-determination
and other concepts
recognized in United Fations resolutions,
to enable them to translate
these
concepts at'all
levels of society;
(f)
To provide women with more opportunities
to be better aware of
political
issues and concepts, and be better equipped to resolve
political
problems through exchange of Tqomen leaders,
encouragement of a free flow of
information,
and in the pursuance of university
or college courses in government
and international
studies;
(g) To implement a system of continuous education whereby the individual's
perspectives
and attitudes
to such values as understanding
all nations and peoples,
racial equality,
international
peace and co-operation
which all men and women
are called upon to instil
in their children,
be further
strengthened
by the
teachers and educators;
(h) To utilize
to the fullest
the media channels to continue the
educational process of goodwill
and understanding
among all peoples;
(i)
To request the United Nations to proclaim United Nations Day, 24 October,
also as a special day devoted to international
peace, to be celebrated
nationally
and internationally;
2.
Urges non-governmental
organizations
to engage actively
in mobilizing
public opisfor
the cause of a just peace in accordance with the principles
and resolutions
of the United Nations.
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29.

The World
Reaffirming
save succeeding

Women's participation
in the strengthening
of international
peace and security
and in the struggle
against colonialism,
racism, racial
discrimination
and foreign
domination
Conference

of the International

the determination
expressed
generations
from the scourge

Recalling
that the United Nations
human rights.,
in the dignity
and worth
of men and women and of nations,

Women's Year,
in the Charter
of wax,

Nations

to

reaffirms
in its Charter faith
in 'rundamental
of the human person9 and in the equal rights

Recalling
that the flames of war in the world
especially
on women and children,
Taking into account that
sufferings
and the violations
manifestations
of colonialism,
discrimination,

of the United

have inflicted

great

millions
of women are still
meeting with
of human dignity
resulting
from different
foreign
domination,
apartheid
and racial

pain,
untold
forms

and

R-that
the universal
strengthening
of world peace and the expansion
of the co-operation
among States will advance the economic, social and cultural
development
of the countries
and serve the improvement of the situation
of women,
Proceeding
from the fact that
Year reads "Equality
- Development

the central
- Peace",

subject

of the International

Women's

Taking into account that the -programme of the International
Women's Year
adopted in Economic and Social Council resolution
1849 (LVI) of 16 May 1974,
envisages
efforts
to promote international
de'tente, the strengthening
of world
the struggle
peace and the expansion of co-operation
among States 9 particularly,
against colonialism,
neo-colonialism,
foreign
domination
and subjugation,
against
apartheid
and racial
discrimination
and the implementation
of the rights
of the
peoples to self-determination
and the protection
of women and children
in armed
conflicts
as well as in the struggle
for national
independence
and selfdetermination.,
Appreciating
that the General Assembly of the United Nations in its resolution
3276 7Xx1X) of 10 December 1974 endorsed the broadest involvement
of women in the
struggle
for the strengthening
of international
peace and the elimination
of racism
and racial
discrimination
and, moreover,
decided to consider under a special
agenda item at its thirtieth
session the role of women in the struggle
against
colonialism,
racism and racial
discrimination
and for the strengthening
of
international
peace and co-operation
among States,
Taking into account that the Charter
confirms the obligation
of all States to
complete disarmament and to use the funds
and provide
part of them for the needs of

of Economic Rights and Duties of States
promote the implementation
of general and
saved for economic and social development
the developing
countries,
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Noting with satisfaction
the positive
changes which took place during the Last
years in the international
situation
concerning the deepening of the process of
d&ente and the strengthening
of international
peace, particularly,
regarding
the
elimination
of the dangerous sources of war in Viet-l!Tam and the organization
of
the Conference on Security
and Co-operation
in Europe,
Emphasizing the grave concern that in some regions of the world colonialism,
apartheid
and racism yet exist and foreign territories
are still
occupied, which
represents
a very serious infringement
of the principles
of the Charter of the
United Nations and of human rights of both men and women, and of the peoples' right
to self-determination,
1.
Reaffirms
that the strengthening
of international
peace and security,
co-operation
among all States irrespective
of their social and economic systems
of the vestiges
of
based on the principle
of peaceful coexistence9 the elimination
apartheid,
racism, alien domination
and foreign
colonialism,
neo-colonialism,
occupation
are indispensable
prerequisites
of the safeguarding
of the fundamental
human rights of both men and women;
and non-governmental
Calls upon all Governments, intergovernmental
2.
womenvs organizations
and women's groups to intensify
their forces
organizations,
in order to strengthen
peace, to expand and deepen the prccess of d&tente and to
to eliminate
completely
and definitely
all
implement its irreversible
character,
forms of colonialism,
to put an end to the policy and practice
of apartheid
and
racism, and to foreign
domination
and aggression;
Holds the view that the promotion of the objectives
of the United Nations
3.
should find a better expression
in the activities
of the national
and international
women's organizations,
especially
in respect of the maintenance,of
international
peace, the development
of friendly
relations
among countries
based on respect for
the sovereign
equality
of States and non-interference
in internal
affairs,
the
termination
of the arms race, the elimination
of the vestiges
of colonialism,
racism and foreign
domination;
apartheid,
4.
Urges all Governments to take effective
general and complete disarmament;
5.
towards
the fact
women is
fighting

measures towards

bringing

about

Expresses its solidarity
with and its assistance
for women who contribute
the struggle
of the peoples for their national
liberation
and underlines
that the wider and the more determined and active the participation
of
going ahead, the sooner the hour of victory
will come about for the
peoples;

Requests the Economic and Social Council to invite
the Commission on the
6.
Status of Women to prepare and consider at its twenty-sixth
session a comprehensive
report on the participation
of women in the strengthening
of world peace and the
elimination
of apartheid,
racism, racial discrimination,
colonialism,
foreign
domination
and annexation
of territories
by force and in the realization
of the
right of peoples to self-determination,
and submit this report to the General
Assembly at its forthcoming
session.
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30.

The question of the Panamanian territory
the "Canal Zone"

The World Conference

of the International

called

Women's Year,

Considering
that the continued existence of colonial
situations,
racism,
racial
discrimination,
and domination and alien occupation
constitute
a threat
to
international
peace and that women are fighting
together with men throughout
the
world to eliminate
them,
Noting that in
a colonial
situation
domination and alien
Panamanian women are

the Panamanian territory
called the "Canal Zone" there
discrimination
which perpetuates
forms of racism, racial
occupation,
and that in the struggle
to eliminate
it
playing an outstanding
part,

exists
and

Noting that this colonial
situation
results
in an unequal distribution
of the
benefits
of every kind resulting
from the operation
of the Canal and a form of
the establishment
aggression
against Panama, since that country has not authorized
in its territory
of United States military
bases,
Recognizing that Panama's geographical
situation
is its principal
natural
resource andxt
the exercise of its sovereignty
over the whole of its territory
cannot
be deferred,
Noting that the colonial
situation
in the so-called
"Canal Zone" affects
and women and the people as a whole and that the continued
existence
of that
situation
is an obstacle to Panama's full development,

men

1.
Expresses the view that the negotiations
between the United States of
America and Panama on a new Canal treaty must eliminate
the colonial
situation,
racism, racial
discrimination,
and domination
and occupation
without
the consent
of the authority
which is sovereign
in the territory,
in conformity
with the
principles
of international
law governing
relations
between States;
2.
Expresses its conviction
that the current
negotiations
must eliminate
once and for all the causes of conflict
and, in particular,
must envisage Panama's
effective
jurisdiction
in the so-called
?Janal Zone" and control
of'the
Canal
by Panama in the exercise of its complete sovereignty
and as an instrument
of its
full development.
31.

Women's contribution
to world
participation
in international

The World Conference

of the International

peace through
conferences

Women's Year,

Noting that less than 10 per cent of the delegations
to sessions
General Assembly and to most United Nations conferences
are women,
Noting

that

less than

5 per cent of the representatives
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of the

are women,

Noting also that the achievement of the goals of International
Women's Year
requires
that more women should hold positions
of policy and decision-making
in
their
own Governments in order to make a greater contribution
towards international
peace,
1.
Recommends that in the current year Governments of States Members of
the United Nations should seek to increase substantially
the number of women in
their delegations
to meetings held under United Nations auspices, particularly
the seventh special session and the thirtieth
regular
session of the General
Assembly,
2.
Further recommends that Governments of Member States should not only
maintain this increase in the representation
of women but should seek to improve
upon it in subsequent years;

Further recommends that the Governments of Member States should not
3.
limit the representation
of women to the Third Committee of the General Assembly
but should appoint women to serve on all Main Committees of the General Assembly.
32.

The World
Mindful

Conference

Palestinian

and Arab women

oftheInternationa1

of the objectives

Women's Ye=>

and goals of International

Women's Year,

Reaffirming
the fundamental
purposes and principles
of the Charter of the
United Nations,, in particular
the maintenance of international
peace and world
security,
and the development
of friendly
relations
among nations,
Deeply
concerned about the prevailing
conditions
- political,
social,
demographic and economic - of the Palestinian
people and, in particular,
the
conditions
under which the Palestinian
woman lives,
and recognizing
the close
relationship
between such conditions
and the question of Palestine,

Reaffirming
the futility
when millions
of human beings

of speaking about equality
of human beings
are suffering
under the yoke of colonialism,

at a time

Considering
that international
co-operation
and peace require
national
independence and liberation,
the elimination
of colonialism,
neo-colonialism,
fascism, Zionism, apartheid
and foreign
occupation,
alien domination
and racial
discrimination
in all its forms and also respect for human rights,
Deeply concerned that no just solution
to the problem of Palestine
has yet
been achieved and recognizing
that the problem of Palestine
and the situation
in
the Middle East continue to endanger international
peace and world security,
Expressing
its grave concern that the Palestinian
woman and people have been
prevented
from
enjoying
their inalienable
rights,
and in particular
their
right to
return to their homes and property
from which they have been displaced
and
uprooted,
the right to self-determination
and the right to national
independence
and sovereignty,
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Recognizing
and integration

that mass uprooting
from the homeland
of woman in the efforts
of progress,

obstructs

the participation

Affirming
the right of the Palestinian
woman to develop a strong and more
effective
impetus to peace and the development of friendly
relations
among nations,
Recalling
General
resolution
3281 (XXIX)
and Duties of States,
Recalling
in Mogadishu,

Assembly resolution
3236 (XXIX) of 22 November 1974 and
of 12 December 1974 adopting the Charter of Economic Rights

the final resolutions
Kinshasa and Caracas,

and declarations

of the regional

seminars

1.
Appeals to all women of the world to proclaim their solidarity
with
support for the Palestinian
women and people in their drive to put an end to
flagrant
violations
of fundamental
human rights committed by Israel
in the
occupied territories;

held
and

2.
Appeals also to all women in the world to take the necessary measures to
secure the release of thousands of persons, fighters
for the cause of selfdetermination,
liberation
and independence,
held arbitrarily
in the prisons
of
the forces of occupation;
3.
Appeals also to all States and international
organizations
to extend
assistance
- moral and material
- to the Palestinian
and Arab woman and people
in their
struggle
against
Zionism, foreign occupation
and alien domination.,
foreign
aggession,
and help them restore their inalienable
rights
in Palestine,
and in
particular
the right to return to their homes and property
from which they have
been displaced
and uprooted,
the right to self-determination
and the right to
national
independence
and sovereignty
in accordance with the Charter of the
United Nations;
4.
Requests the United Nations, its organs and specialized
agencies,
as
well as all national,
regional
and international
women's organizations,
to extend
their help - moral and material
woman and its organization
- to the Palestinian
and institutes.

33.

The World

Conference

Aid to the Viet-Namese
of the International

people

Women's Year,

Noting that the theme of International
Women*s Year proclaimed
Assembly resolution
3010 (XXVII) of 1'7 December 1972 is "Equality,
and Peace",

by General
Development

Recalling
on assistance

of '7 May 19'75,

Economic and Social Council resolution
to the countries
of Indo-China,

1944 (LVIII)

Appreciating
the role of Viet-Namese women in the struggle
liberation,
thus contributing
to the movement for the liberation
the emancipation
of women throughout
the world,
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for national
of peoples

and

Profoundly
shocked at the horrible
consequences of the war for the national
--------zeconomy
of Vie-t-Nam and particularly
at the sufferings
of Viet-Namese women
and children,
Appeals to the women and the peoples of the world to do everything
1.
with a view to preserving
the right of peoples and of women to live in
possible,
freedom and equality,
to prevent the occurrence in the world
peace, independence,
of another war like that of Viet-Nam;
Invites
the peoples and the Governments of the world and national
and
2.
international
organizations
to continue their aid to Viet-Nam so as to heal the
wounds of war and reconstruct
the country and requests the United Nations to
continue its assistance
to the Viet-Namese people through the funds of existing
international
agencies.

34.
The World Conference

The situation

of women in Chile

of the International

Women's Year,'

Recalling
the Universal
Declaration
of Human Rights, of 10 December 1948, the
International
Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights and the International
Covenant
on Economic, Social and Cultural
Rights, g/ all of which raise the fundamental
human rights to the category of principles
adopted by international
law,
Considering
that a number of intergovernmental
and non-governmental
organizations
that have visited
Chile either
for humanitarian
or investigation
purposes have reported
the systematic violation
of all basic human guarantees
regarding
liberty
and the fundamental
economic and social rights;
and that according
to these reports this situation
still
prevails
up to this date,
Taking

into account that General Assembly resolution
3219 (XXIX) of
1974, supported by 90 nations,
as well as resolutions
by other United
Nations bodies, express their concern that constant flagrant
violation
of basic
human rights
and fundamental
freedoms in Chile continues to be reported,
6 November

Deeply concerned aboutthe
reports
of degrading and humiliating
conditions
of
women prisoners,
aswell
as the growing tendency to extend the repression
to the
families
of those who are being persecuted
to force their submission,
1,
Urges the Secretary-General
of the United Nations to take, immediately
and effectively,
all necessary measures for the implementation
of General Assembly
resolution
3219 (XXIX);
2.
Demands that the Chilean authorities
immediately
abstain from any political
executions,
torture,
persecution,
oppression
and the denial of liberty
and jobs
which continue to be reported,
as these practices
constitute
flagrant
violations
of
human rights which are the heritage
of civilization;
Demands the immediate release of all political
3.
women and children
and other relatives
held as hostages;
-20/ General

Assembly resolution

2200 (XXI)
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prisoners

of 16 December 1966.

and especially

Expresses the wish that the Ad Hoc Working Group of the Commission on
4.
Human Rights in its investigation
and report on the situation
in Chile pay special
attention
to the situation
of women and children;
the General Assembly, in accordance with its
5.
--Invites
resolution
3219 (XXIX),
to pay special attention
to the situation
children
in Chile at its thirtieth
session.
35.
The World

Conference

Expression

of women and

of thanks

of the International

Women's Year,

Recognizing
the importance of international
activities
within
the United
Nations system directed
towards the recognition
of equality
between men and women,
the full
integration
of women in the total development process, and the
involvement
of women in strengthening
international
peace,
Convinced that the World Conference of the International
Women's Year, which
took place at Mexico City from 19 June to 2 July 1975, represents
a significant
contribution
to the efforts
of the international
community to find appropriate
means of ensuring
equality
for women, of integrating
women in the development
process and of involving
women in strengthening
international
peace,
Expresses its deep appreciation
to the President
of the Republic of Mexico,
Luis EcheverrPa Alvarez,
and to the Government and the people of Mexico for
making possible
the holding of the Conference at Mexico City and for their
generous hospitality
and valuable
contribution
to the successful
completion
of the
work of this historic
Conference.
Recommendation

for the convening

of a second world

conference

in 1980

The Conference
decided to recommend that the General Assembly of the United
Nations at its thirtieth
session should consider the convening of another world
conference
on women in 1980.
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Part two
BACKGROUNDTO THE CONFIZRENCE
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Chapter

IV

CONSTITUTION OF THE CONFERENCE
The deep concern of the United Nations for the rights of women found expression
in the Charter of the United Nations,
in the Preamble to which the peoples of the
United Nations reaffirmed
faith in the equal rights of men and women. Through the
work of the Commission on the Status of Women, the Economic and Social Council and
the General Assembly,,th&
concern has led to concrete action.
1.

2.
At its twenty-seventh
session, the General Assembly, in its resolution
3010 (XXVII),
proclaimed
the year 1975 International
Women's Year and decided
devote the year to intensified
action:
"(a)

To promote

equality

to

between men and women;

o ensure the full integration
of women in the total development
efforL:b) especially
T
by emphasizing women's responsibility
and important
role
in economic, social and cultural
development at the national,
regional
and
international
levels , particularly
during the Second United Nations Development
Decade;
"(c)
To recognize the importance of women's increasing
contribution
to
the development
of friendly
relations
and co-operation
among States and to
the strengthening
of world peace."
At its twenty-fifth
session, in January-February
1974, the Commission on the
3,
Status of Women recommended to the Council a programme of activities
to be carried
out during the International
Women's Year. l-/ The programme included the
organization
of a world conference
'as a focal point of the international
observance
of the Year".

4.
The Council at its fifty-sixth
session approved the recommendations of the
Commission and called upon the Secretary-General
to convene such a conference in
consultation
with Member States, specialized
agencies and interested
non-governmental
organizations
in consultative
status with the Council (Economic and Social Council
resolution
1851 (LVI)).
In the same resolution,
the Economic and Social Council set forth as follows
5.
the objectives
of the Conference:
"to examine to what extent the organizations
of
the United Nations system have implemented the recommendations for the elimination
of discrimination
against women made by the Commission on the Status of Women since
its establishment,
and to launch an international
action programme including
shortterm and long-term
measures aimed at achieving
the integration
of women as full and
equal partners
with men in the total development effort
and eliminating
discrimination
on grounds of sex, and at achieving
the widest involvment
of women in
strengthening
international
peace and eliminating
racism and racial
discrj.mination",
I-.-/ Official
Records of the Economic and Social
Supplement No. 4, (E/5451), annex V,
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Council,

Fifty-sixth

Session,

6.
On 5 July 1974, the Secretary-General
of the United Nations appointed
Helvi L. SipilB,
Assistant
Secretary-General
for Social Development and Humanitarian
Affairs,
as Secretary-General
of the International
Women's Year; 1975, and of the
Conference.

At its resumed fifty-seventh
session, the Council decided to accept with
7.
appreciation
the invitation
of the Government of Mexico to act as host to the
Conference at Mexico City in June-July
1.975 (Council decision
58 (LVII)).

a. The Economic and Social Council, in resolution
1851 (LVI), requested the
Secretary-General,
in drawing up the agenda, to focus on two main questions:
"(a) the evaluation
of current trends and changes in the roles of women and men in
political,
social,
economic, family and cultural
life,
including
sharing of
responsibilities
and decision-making"
and "(b) the examination
of the major
obstacles which hinder the contribution
of women and men as full partners
in the
total development efforts
and in sharing its benefits
in both rural
and urban
areas".
A number of regional
and interregional
meetings and consultations
held in 1974
constituted
part of the substantive
preparation
for the Conference.
They included:
(a) the International
Forum on the Role of Women in Population
and Development
(February-March
1974); (b) the Regional Consultation
for Asia and the Far East on
Integration
of Women in Development (May 1974); (c) the Regional Consultation
for
Africa on the Integration
of Women in Development (June, 1974);
(a) the United
Nations Interregional
Seminar on National
Machinery to Accelerate
the Integration
of Women in Development and to Eliminate
Discrimination
on Grounds of Sex
(September 19'74);
(e) and the Regional
Consultation
for Latin America on Integration
of Women in Development
(April-May
1975).
9.

10. The General Assembly, in its resolution
3276 (XXIX),
requested the Conference
to submit, if possible,
such proposals and recommendations
as it deemed appropriate
to it at its seventh special session, to be held in September 1975; and decided to
consider at its thirtieth
session an item entitled
"International
Women's Year,
including
the proposals
and recommendations of the Conference of the International
"Status and role of women in society, with
Women's Yearf', and an item entitled
special reference
to the need for achieving
equal rights for women and to womenss
contribution
to the attainment
of the goals of the Second United Nations Development
racism and racial
discrimination
and
Decade, to the struggle
against colonialism,
to the strengthening
of international
peace and co-operation
between States".
11. By its resolution
3277 (XXIX) the General Assembly established
a Consultative
Committee for the Conference of the International
Women's Year to advise the
Secretary-General
on the preparation
of an international
plan of action to be
The Consultative
Committee met at United Nations
finalized
by the Conference.
Headquarters from 3 to 14 March 1975 and discussed the draft World Plan of Action.
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V

ATTENDANCE AND ORGAl!TIZATION OF WORK
Women's Year organized
12. The World Conference of the International
Nations was held at Mexico City from 19 June to 2 July 1975.
A.

bY the United

Participants

3276 (XXIX),
decided to invite
13. The General Assembly, in its resolution
States to participate
in the Conference of the International
Women's Year.
Representatives
of the following
133 States took part in the Conference:
Afghanistan
Albania
Algeria
Argentina
Australia
Austria
Bahamas
Bangladesh
Barbados
Belgium
Bolivia
Botswana
Brazil
Bulgaria
Burundi
Byelorussian
Soviet
Socialist
Republic
Canada
Central African
Republic
Chile
China
Colombia
Congo
Costa Rica
Cuba
QPrCzechoslovakia
Dahomey
Democratic People's
Republic of Korea
Democratic Republic of
Vi&-Nam
Democratic Yemen
Denmark
Dominican Republic
Ecuador
Qnt

El Salvador
Equatorial
Guinea
Ethiopia
Fiji
Finland
France
Gabon
Gambia
German Democratic
Republic
Germany, Federal
Republic
of
Ghana
Greece
Grenada
Guatemala
Guinea
Guyana
Haiti
Holy See
Honduras
Hungary
Iceland
India
Indonesia
Iran
Iraq
Ireland
Israel
Italy
Ivory Coast
Jamaica
Japan
Jordan
Kenya
Kuwait
Lebanon
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all

Lesotho
Liberia
Libyan Arab Republic
Luxembourg
Madagascar
Malaysia
Mali
Mauritania
Mauritius
Mexico
Monaco
Mongolia
Morocco
Nepal
Netherlands
New Zealand
Nicaragua
Niger
Nigeria
Norway
Oman
Pakistan
Panama
Paraguay
Peru
Philippines
Poland
Portugal
.
&at ar
Republic of Korea
Republic
of South
Viet-Nam
Romania
Rwanda
San Marino
Saudi Arabia
Senegal

Sierra Leone
Somalia
Spain
Sri Lanka
Sudan
Swaziland
Sweden
Switzerland
Syrian Arab Republic
Thailand
Togo
Trinidad and Tobago

Tunisia
Turkey
Uganda
Ukrainian
Soviet
Socialist
Republic
Union of Soviet
Socialist
Republics
United Arab Emirates
United Kingdom of
Great Britain
and
Northern Ireland
United Republic of Cameroon

14. The Secretary-General
of the United
Representatives
of the following
offices

United Republic of
Tanzania
United States of
America
Upper Volta
Uruguay
Venezuela
Yugoslavia
Zaire
Zambia

Nations was present at the Conference.
of the Secretariat
were also present:

Department of Economic and Social Affairs
Division
of Human Rights
Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific
Economic Commission for Latin America
Economic Commission for Africa
Economic Commission for Western Asia
United
United

Nations Environment Programme
Nations Industrial
Development Organization
United Nations Conference on Human Settlements
Habitat:

15. The following

United

Nations

bodies

were represented:

United
United

Nations
Nations

Children's
Fund
Development Programme

United
United
United
United

Nations
Nations
Nations
Nations

Fund for Population Activities
Institute
for Training
and Research
Research Institute
for Social Development
Social Defence Research Institute

World Food Programme (joint

1.6. The following
International

specialized
Labour

Food and Agriculture

agencies

Nations/FA0

programme)

were represented:

Organisation
Organization

United Nations Educational,
International
Civil Aviation
World Health

United

of the United

Nations

Scientific
and Cultural
Organization

Organization
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Organization

International

Bank for

World Intellectual
176

The International

18.

The following

Reconstruction

Property
Atomic
Governments

and Development

Organization

Energy Agency was also represented.
were represented

by observers:

Netherlands
Antilles
Papua New Guinea
Surinam
3276 (XXIX),
the national
19. In accordance with General Assembly resolution
liberation
movements recognized
by the Organization
of African Unity and/or by the
League of Arab States in their
respective
regions were invited
to participate
in
the Conference as observers,
in accordance with the practice
of the United Nations.
Representatives
of the following
movements attended as observers:

People's
National
African

Movement for

the Liberation

of Angola

(MPLA)

Front for the Liberation
of Angola (FNLA)
National
Congress (ANC, South Africa)

South West Africa
African
National
National
Palestine

Liberation
Liberation

20.

The Commission

21.

The following
Commission

People's
Organization
(SWAPO)
Council (ANC, Zimbabwe)
Movement of Comoro (MOLINACO)
Organization
(PLO)

on Human Rights

was represented

by an observer.

organizations

were represented

intergovernmental
of the European

by observers:

Communities

Council for Mutual Economic Assistance
Inter-American
Development Bank
League of Arab States
Organization
of American States
Inter-American
Organization
Organization

Commission of Women
of African
Unity
for Economic Co-operation

and Development

22. In accordance with Economic and Social Council decision
of 114 non-governmental
organizations
in consultative
status
and Social Council or on the Roster attended the Conference.
23.

The list

of participants

is given

73 (LVIII),
observers
with the Economic

in document E/CONF.66/INF.2.
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B.

Opening

of the Conference

and election

of the President

In
of the United Nations.
2b. The Confesence was opened by the Secretary-General
his statement he noted that the World Conference of the International
Women's Year
dealt with one of the most important
issues of the day, the contribution
of women
to modern society.
It was significant
that the Conference,
which marked an
historic
moment in the struggle
for women's rights,
was taking place on the
thirtieth
anniversary
of the creation
of the United Nations.
He paid a tribute
to the Commission on the Status of Women for its pioneering
25.
work; to the Secretary-General
of the International
Women's Year and of the
Conference and to her staff for their tireless
efforts;
and to the non-governmental
organizations
and concerned individuals
everywhere for their help and encouragement.
He also expressed gratitude,
on behalf of the United Nations, for the invaluable
assistance and hospitality
shown by the Government and people of Mexico throughout
the preparations
for the Conference.
that important world problems were interlinked
and
26. The growing realization
could not be solved in isolation
had given impetus to the simultaneous
study of
problems relating
to the role of women in society and those of food, population,
the environment,
human settlements,
health and education.
The Conference should
therefore
be seen in the context of a universal
search for a better
understanding
of the complexities
of modern society and of the long-term
interests,
of the human
race as a whole.
The issues facing the Conference were not simply questions of basic human
rights,
of economics or of legal rights;
they involved
differences
of history
and
traditions
as well as the identification
of obstacles to the achievement
of the
purpose of the United Nations, proclaimed
in the Charter, to promote social
progress and better standards of life in larger freedom.
It was fundamentally
wrong, therefore,
to regard the issue of women's rights and opportunities
as one
humanitarian
and economic problems.
That
of less importance than other social,
attitude
ignored the fact that those problems could be solved only with the active
involvement
of women and it denied the right of women to participate
fully
in the
solution of problems common to the whole human race.
It was hoped that the Year
and the Conference would serve to correct that attitude.
27.

28. The Secretary-General
of the United Nations further
remarked that the
Conference would be the first
major step in a concerted and world-wide
endeavour
to provide true equality
for women in society, to chart a new course and to end
the tendency to separate the sexes in matters of education,
opportunity
and
economic priorities.
he stressed the belief
that women could play a crucial
role in
29. In conclusion,
the re-examination
of basic values and in charting
the future course for the world
He was confident
that the Conference would represent
a turning-point
as a whole.
in changing attitudes,
prejudices
and assumptions that were based neither
on human
equity nor on practical
common sense.
30, At its 1st
Excellency Mr.
welcome to the
to find methods

plenary meeting, the Conference also heard an address by His
Luis Echeverria
Alvarez, President
of Mexico.
Extending
a cordial
he said that the Conference provided
an opportunity
participants,
and strategies
which would afford women the same opportunities
as
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men to participate
actively
in the development process and in achieving
world peace.
It was indisputable
that throughout
the centuries
women had, in varying
degrees,
been relegated
to a marginal position
and that even today they did not enjoy
complete de jure or de facto equality
with men.
31. The women of the entire world, whatever
common the painful
experience
of receiving
As their
awareness of that fact increased,
natural
allies
of the struggle
against any
women constituted
an enormous revolutionary

the differences
between them, had in
or having received
unequal treatment.
they would find themselves becoming
form of oppression.
For that reason,
reserve in the world of today.

32. Mr. Echeverria
said that no woman was more discriminated
against or exploited
than the woman without bread, school or medicines
for her children.
He added that
in order to further
the participation
of women at all levels and involve
them in
development planning
he felt that it would be necessary to link those purposes with
the actions taken on other fronts against armaments, neo-colonialism,
foreign
domination,
racial
discrimination,
interference
in the domestic affairs
of other
States and the threat
of the use of force and with the actions taken to prevent the
violation
of the independence,
sovereignty
and territorial
integrity
of peoples.
In the struggle
to achieve those objectives,
women would contribute
significantly
to the global
cause of peace.
should become fully conscious of their marginal
position
in
33. Women everywhere
society in order to improve their status as well as to work for the betterment
of
human society as a whole.
The Conference was therefore
a Conference of women and
men working together
to improve the status of the female population.
34. In their
role as mothers,
participating
actively
in the
identical
responsibilities
in
could be gained if the former
in the home. All tasks were

women should ensure that their children
saw them
process of collective
change. Men and women had
society and in the family.
A more equitable
balance
played a larger
role in community life
and the latter
appropriate
to either
sex.

35. In order to equip women
take place in the orientation
of women into various
facets
labour force, was not in itself
conditions
of work and social
woman might contribute
to her

for such change, a corresponding
change would have to
of education and modes of work.
The incorporation
of the development process; for example, into the
a liberating
factor.
Structural
changes in
life must also take place.
Otherwise,
the working
own oppression.

saw the need for social change in the situation
of women as
36. Mr. Echeverria
being vitally
linked to a new international
economic order.
Women in the third
world had to fight for equality
of material
conditions
and for equal educational
and employment opportunities.
He warned that as they gained apparent new freedoms
women must guard against repeating
the pattern
of alienation
and exploitation
which
was the mark of unjust societies.
He concluded that if women remained outside the
global process of revolution
they would make no substantial
advances.
Violence,
which was at the root both of the oppression
of women and of international
crises
and war, must end. He hoped that the recommendations
of the Conference would exert
a profound
influence
on the youth of today and on the quality
of life
of future
generations
by providing
an integrated
approach to the problems of equality,
development
and peace.
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37* At its 1st plenary meeting, the Conference elected by acclamation
Mr. Pedro Ojeda Pauilada,
Attorney-General
of Mexico, as President
of the World
Conference
of the International
Women's Year.
The President
then addressed the
Conference,
emphasizing that the interest
shown in the Conference by the number of
delegations
andobservers
attending
it was sufficient
proof of the interest
that
The task of the Conference was to
it has aroused in every corner of the earth.
prepare a programme of action to include both short- and long-term
measures to
ensure the integration
of women as participants
on an equal basis with men in the
effort
to achieve full
development,
to eliminate
discrimination
based on sex and
to collaborate
in strengthening
international
peace.
the important
contribution
that the participants
expected from
38. He mentioned
the representatives
of bodies within the United Nations system, which would have
to implement the recommendations
of the Conference.
He also spoke of the
invaluable
discussionstaking
place in the parallel
meetings of the International
Women's year Tribune,
the Seminar on Women and Development and the Journalists
Encounter.
He concluded by expressing his confidence
that a new phase of the
work of the United Nations would be initiated
at the Conference,
a phase the
purpose of which would be to find methods of integrating
women effectively
into
the efforts
being made by mankind to establish
peace upon just, rational
and
equitable
bases.
In fulfilling
its task, the Conference would be contributing
to
making the establishment
of a new world economic order a reality.
of the Conference
39. In an address at the same meeting, the Secretary-General
and of the Year said that the Conference was the first
intergovernmental
meeting
the agenda of which was devoted to the situation
of women in society and the first
She hoped that a
at which women formed part of virtually
every delegation.
precedent would thereby be set and that future international
meetings,
whether on
political
or economic affairs,
on disarmament, trade or human settlements,
would
have equitable
representation
of women and men.
40. The Conference
should keep in mind that women and men were equally affected
by
the future
and that they therefore
had a joint responsibility
for determining
that
future.
Men could not claim an exclusive
right to shape the world's
destiny and
women, on their
part, should also take up the challenge to share decision-making
with men.
41. It was customary to regard problems facing women as independent
of other
One of the principal
goals of the Year was precisely
problems confronting
society.
The denial of women's rights
and
to break through
such separatist
thinking.
opportunities
was at the very root of widespread
social and economic ills
such as
illiteracy,
maternal and child mortality
and unchecked
malnutrition,
mass poverty,
rates of population
growth.
42. Despite the fact that conditions
varied significantly
between and within
countries,
owing to cultural,
political,
social and economic factors,
there was no
conflict
between the real aspirations
of women for social justice
and a better
life.
Women should therefore
support and reinforce
one another in a joint effort
to create a better
world.
43, There was no country in the world where women had representation
in decisionof State, power rested
making that was proportionate
to their numbe.rs. In affairs
of women in international
affairs
totally
in the hands of men. The participation
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was also very low and was reflected
in the secretariats
of bodies within the
Radical action was required
to break the vicious
circle
United Nations system.
providing
women with equal opportunities
for education and training
and equal
opportunities
to become economically
independent
so as to play a full role in
society.

by

44. Although women were increasingly
challenging
sex stereotypes,
there was still
an urgent need to change the attitudes
of both women and men in that regard.
It
would be futile
to deal with the low status of women independently
of the social
The struggle
of women for
and economic problems confronting
society as a whole.
equality
was no less valid than the struggle
of colonial
peoples for fundamental
autonomy and independence.
human rights,
The Secretary-General
of the Conference and of the Year drew the attention
of
the Conference to the forthcoming
seventh special session of the General Assembly,
which would examine the Charter of Economic Rights and Duties of States.
Serious attempts were being made to find a new world economic order so as to solve
a range of economic and political
problems still
affecting
the peace and stability
Women should realize
that they had a significant
role to play in
of the world.
Failure
to contribute
might prolong social
the solution
of those problems.
stagnation
and discrimination
on the basis of sex,

45.

46. in conclusion,
she urged the Conference to agree on a new approach to
development
and to bring about a new solidarity
among women as well as a partnership
with men, leading
to a new era of social and economic co-operation
between all
countries
and all regions of the world.
C.

Other

addresses

and messages

In an address to the Conference at its 3rd plenary meeting, Her Excellency
47.
Mrs, Sirimavo Bandaranaike,
Prime Minister
of Sri Lanka, stated that the Conference
marked the first
time that the need for a concerted programme of action for the
advancement of women had assumed such high priority
at the international
level,
It provided
an opportunity
for the world community to take a positive
and
constructive
view of the material
benefits
to the human race to be won from the
integration
of women in development
and the spiritual
and cultural
benefits
to be
gained from their
significant
contribution
to peace and international
understanding.
A tremendous responsibility
rested with the Conference to restructure
human society
so as to present a radical
alternative
to all concepts that were challenged
there.
48.
Women all over the world were united in a single goal - that of attaining
true
equality
with men in all spheres of life
and of freeing
themselves
from
discrimination
based on sex in respect of civil,
political,
cultural,
economic and
legal rights.
Those rights
includea the right to vote, the right to cwn, inherit
and bequeath property,
the right to equal opportunities
with men in employment
and the right to equal pay for work of equal value.

49. The unified
approach to development was relevant
to the strategies
for
improving
the status of women for, in her view, those issues were at the core of
the problems of development,
social renewal and change in many countries,
Solutions
to those problems went hand in band with policies
for rapid economic expansion,
for
more equitable
income distribution
and for wider participation
by women in decision-126-

making.
The Conference should not be seen as the culmination
of three decades of
united efforts
on the part of the international
community to achieve a niche in
society for women, since they were an integral
part of society but, in
recognition
of the dignity
of womanhood and motherhood,
as the beginning
of an
era of progress
in peace and harmony for the whole human family.
50. At its 7th plenary meeting, on 23 June 1975, the Conference heard an address
by His Excellency.,
Mr. Olof Palme, Prime Minister
of Sweden. He stated that the
problems of women were not separate from the problems of the development
of
society at large.
If women were to be liberated.,
conditions
of poverty,
exploitation
and hunger would have to be eliminated.
Therefore
he saw the call
of the developing
countries
for a new world economic
order as basic to the issues
before the Conference.
Thus, the efforts
to achieve equality
between men and
women must be integrated
with the struggle
for economic and social equality
within
and between countries.
countries
the formal barriers
between women
51. Although in many industralized
and men had been broken down, nevertheless.,
in actual fact, women were expected
to assume the major responsibility
for the home and to accept an inferior
position
in employment and in society.
There was a growing realization,
he asserted,
that
a changed role for woemn required
a changed role for men. An extensive
transformation
of society was therefore
needed to bring about the emancipation
of
of men and a deeper response to the needs of children.
women, the liberation
Women would only become emancipated as they became more aware of their
potentialities
and rights.
Heads of State or Government were also read out
52. Messages from the following
to the Conference beginning
with its 2nd meeting:
Her Excellency
Maria Estela Martinez de Per&, President
of Argentina;
Her Majesty Queen Alia
of the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan; His Excellency
NRT.Podgorny, Chairman of the
Presidium of the Supreme Soviet of the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics;
of the Socialist
His Holiness Pope Paul VI; His Excellency J. B. Tito, President
His Excellency
Todor Zhivkov,
President
of the
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia;
State Council of the People's Republic of Bulgaria;
His Excellency
Dr. Joaquin Balaguer,
President
of the Dominican Republic,
His Excellency
Nicolae Ceausescu, President
of the Socialist
Republic of Romania; His Excellency
W. Stoph, Chairman of the Council of State of the German Democratic Republic;
His Excellency
Henryk Jablonski,
President
of the Council of State of the Polish
of Japan;
People's Republic;
His Excellency Mr. Takeo Miki, Prime Minister
Her Excellency
Mrs. Indira
Gandhi, Prime Minister
of India; His Excellency
Mr. Mahomed Siyaad Barre, President
of the Supreme Revolutionary
Council of the
Somali Democsactic Republic and Chairman of the Organization
of African
Unity;
His Excellency
Mr. Gaafer Mohamed Nemeri, President
of the Democratic Republic of
the Sudan; His Excellency the Honourable Eric Gairy, Prime Minister
of Grenada;
of the Provisional
Military
His Excellency
Brigadier
General Teferi Bante, President
Government of Ethiopia;
His Excellency Mr. Ahmed Sekou Tour6, President
of the
Republic of Guinea; General Omar Torrijos
Herrera,
Chief of the Government of
Panama; His Excellency
Brigadier
General Guillermo
Rodrl'guez Lara, President
of the
Republic of Ecuador; His Excellency the Honourable Professor
Aldo Moro, President
of the Council of Ministers
of Italy;
and His Excellency
Constantin
Tsatsos,
President of Greece.
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D.

Adoption

of the rules

of procedure

At its 2nd plenary meeting;, on 19 June 1975, the Conference adopted as its
of procedure
the provisional
rules of procedure contained in document
E/CONF.66/2, with the following
amendments:
53.

rules

(a> In rule 1 (Composition
of delegations)
the number of accredited
representatives
was increased
from rttwos' to 1ifour'F;
(b)

Rule 6 was amended to read as follows:

"The Conference shall elect the following
officers:
a President,
46 Vice-Presidents
and a Rapporteur-General
as well as a Chairman for
each of the main committees .provided for in rule 42. Each committee shall
elect three Vice-Chairmen
and a Rapporteur.'P
E.

Adoption

of the agenda

54. At its 2nd plenary meeting, on 19 June 1975, the Conference decided to amend
the wording of item 8 of the provisional
agenda contained in document E/CONF.66/1.
It then adopted the text as amended. The agenda as adopted (E/CONF.66/7) was as
follows :
1.

Opening

of the Conference

2.

Adoption

of the rules

3.

Adoption

of the agenda

4.

Establishment

5.

Election

6.

Credentials

and election

of procedure

of committees

of officers

other

and organization

Appointment

(b)

Report

to the Conference

of the Credentials

of the Credentials

Committee

Committee

7.

The objectives
and programmes

8.

The involvement
of women in strengthening
international
eliminating
racism, apartheid,
racial
discrimination,
domination
and acquisition
of territories
by force

9.

Current trends and changes in the status and roles of women and men, and
major obstacles
to be overcome in the achievement of equal rights,
opportunities
and responsibilities

10.

The integration
with men

and goals

of work

than the President

of representatives

(a)

of the President

of International

of women in the development
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Women's Year:

process

Present
peace and
colonialism,

policies

alien

as equal partners

11.

World Plan of Action

12.

Adoption
F.

of the report

Establishment

of the Conference

of committees

and organization

55. In accordance with rule 4 of the rules
1st plenary meeting appointed a Credentials
rule 4, of the following
nine States:

of work

of procedure,
the Conference
at its
Committee composed, in accordance with

Belgium

United Republic of Tanzania
Union .of Soviet Socialist
Republics
United States of America

China
Costa Rica
Philippines
Senegal

Venezuela

the Conference
56. In accordance with rule 42 of the rules of procedure,
,established
two committees, designated the First and Second Committees, to study
the substantive
items of the agenda.
items (items 1 to 6) and
57. The Conference decided that the organizational
item 12 should be discussed directly
in plenary without reference
to a committee,
and that items 7 and 8 should be considered jointly
in plenary as part, of the
general
debate, on the understanding
that specific
proposals submitted under item 8
would be referred
to the appropriate
committee for consideration.
item 11 to the First Committee.
The work of the
58. The Conference allocated
First Committee is recorded in part two, chapter VII, of the present report.
An account of
items 9 and 10 to the Second Committee.
59, The Conference allocated
the work of the Second Committee is given in part two, chapter VII, of the present
report.
G.

Election

of officers

other

than the President

60. In accordance with rule 6 of the rules of procedure,
the Conference elected
the following
46 Vice-Presidents
(11 from Africa,
10 from Asia, 6 from Eastern
Europe, 9 from Latin America and 10 from Western Europe and other States):
Argentina
Bulgaria
Canada
China
Colombia
Cuba
Dominican Republic
Ecuador
France
Gabon
German Democratic Republic
Germany, Federal Republic of
Greece
Grenada

India
Indonesia
Ivory Coast
Italy
Japan
JSenya
Mauritius
New Zealand
Niger
Nigeria
Norway
Pakistan
Panama
Philippines
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Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics
United Kingdom of Great
Britain
and Northern
Ireland
United States of America
Venezuela
Yugoslavia
Zaire
Zambia

Peru
P03.ma

Republic
of South Vi&-Nam
Somalia
Sri Lanka
Sudan
Sweden
Syrian Arab Republic
Thailand
Tunisia
Ukrainian
Soviet Socialist
Republic
61.
The Conference
acclamation.

also elected

62. The Conference
up unaer rule 42:

elected

First

Committee:

Second Committee:

Maria

Groza (Romania)

the following

Jeanne Martin

Chairmen

Ciss6

Shapour Rassekh (Iran)
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(Guinea)

Rapporteur-General

of the main

committees

by
set

Chapter

VI

SUMMARYOF THE GFNERAL DEBATE
63. In the course of the general debate, which was conducted in 20 plenary
meetings from 19 to 30 June 1975, the Conference was addressed by the
representatives
of 125 Member States, and by representatives
of United Nations
bodies, national
liberation
movements, intergovernmental
organizations
and
non-governmental
organizations.
All speakers expressed their gratitude
and
appreciation
to the President
and people of Mexico and to the President
and
Secretary-General
of the Conference.
64. Item 7 of the agenda ("The objectives
and goals of International
Women's
Year: present policies
and programmes")
and item 8 ("The involvement
of women in
strengthening
international
peace and eliminating
racism, apartheid,
racial
discrimination,
ccloriialism,
alien domination
c.rld a.cqui:;iticsn of tcrritorics
by
force'!) ~cx'(; cnnzidcred
in plenary,
-crit.r?in the context of thtr: r:cnL;ral debate.
65. Many speakers associated
themselves with the theme of the Year, "Equality,
development and peace", stating
that it focused on three basic international
concerns and required
simultaneous
action.
Many said that the three elements
were interrelated
and that questions relating
to the achievement of equal
opportunities
for women and to their integration
in the total development
effort
as equal partners
with men could not be discussed realistically
in isolation
from other basic social and economic questions
such as under-development
exploitation,
oppression,
racial
discrimination,
colonialism,
neo-colonialism,
fascism
and war.
A number of speakers stressed that the emancipation
of women
was an inseparable
part of the struggle
of the whole nation and people.
The
primary task at the present time in the struggle
for women's emancipation
was to
and to win and safeguard national
indepenaenCe,
fight imperialism
and colonialism;
social progress and women's rights.
The
national economic rights
and interests,
Conference was regarded in one sense as the culmination
of a trio of conferences.
The first
two were the World Population
Conference
and the World Food Conference,
taken account of the interrelationship
which had, in their
recommendations,
between the status of women and population
questions
and between the status of
women and food production,
In another sense, however, the Conference was regarded
as the beginning
of a new era of greater participation
of women and girls in all
development
and the search for peace.
In that
aspects of social progress,
connexion, there was support for the proposed Decade of Women and Development to
begin in 1975 and for the integration
of women in the strategy
for the new
economic order.
66. Many speakers stressed the fact that basic -hanges in the economic and social
structure
of many countries
would
be necessary in okdqr to create suitable
conditions
for obtaining
the equality
of women. FfanY a-b said that the
principles
embodied in the Charter of the United nations rehting
to the promotion
of equality
and peace for all could never be realized
unless womell- who comprised
9 were regarded first
as human %ein@ with full
one half of the world's
population
Many speakers expressed the&
economic and social rights.
civil,
political,
appreciation
of the pioneering
efforts
of the Commission on the Status of Women

since its establishment
in 1946. The awareness of the unequal situation
of
by the Commission's many reports
and studies
4
women throughout
the world, revealed
and the guidelines
it had set for national,
regional
and international
action,
Weye
It was also stressed that the needs of all
fqund to be particularly
valuable.
women whether young or old, rural or urban, privileged
or disadvantaged,
in
developed
or developing
countries
should be taken into account.
Many of the
participants
stressed that the full participation
of women had become a necess=yY
factor
in development
and that it was a part of the general struggle
of humanity
for social progress,
peace and international
co-operation.
The advancement of
women must be one of the major concerns of Governments, of the international
A number of speakers considered that, to
community and of civic organizations.
be of lasting
value, the discussions
and recommendations of the Conference w0Iii.d
stress
have to be implemented at the national,
regional
and international
levels.
was laid on the need for increased international
co-operation
and technical
assistance,
particularly
from the various bodies within the United Nations syseem.
However, it was also pointed out that Governments, non-governmental
organizations
and individual
women and men also had a tremendous responsibility
to ensure the
implementation
of the World Plan of Action and other recommendations
of the
Conference
at the national
level.
A suggestion was also made for the establishment
of a permanent body which would have as its task to analyse and evaluate problems
relating
to the status of women in member countries
and which would serve as a
forum for the presentation
of the views of women on world and regional
problems
.
It would provide
a flexible
mechanism, working on the basis of regional
organizations
co-ordinated
at the international
level,
and it would hold periodic
meetings at both the regional
and the international
level.
thought that a voluntary
fund could be established
to assrist;
67. Some countries
in carrying
out the Plan.
It could be funded by Governments and private
institutions.
Some speakers also suggested that foreign
aid to strengthen
national
or regi-onal programmes for women could be accorded priority.
A few
countries
offered
special contributions
for women's programmes to be carried
OUL
by the United Nations.
A.

Equality

68. Several
speakers thought that despite the fact that many countries
had long
supported the concepts of fundamental
human rights and freedoms, both by
subscribing
to the Charter of the United Nations in the Universal
Declaration
of
Human Rights and by enacting national
legislation,
there was frequently
a
divergence
between human rights
and women's rights because of the generally
inferior
status
that women held in relation
to men. Some speakers'felt
that
the
principle
of equality
between the sexes was interrelated-with
the principle
of
equality
between countries
and ethnic groups.
In that regard, many speakers
spoke of the benefit
to be gained by women and other marginal groups from the new
world economic order and other international
development strategies.
Many
representatives
believed
that a revolutionary
change in the structure
of society
was needed to bring about the social and political
liberation
of women and to
ensure their
equal economic, legal and civic rights.
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69. Several speakers stated that equality
of men and women had been achieved in
their countries
in the political,
social,
economic and cultural
spheres of life.
The revolution
and socialism had made a profound change in the status of the
masses of women and had raised them to the role of active builders
of a new life.
The number of women elected to the supreme bodies of government was growing from
year to year.
and culture1
factors
that had
70* A number of speakers discussed the historical
contributed
to fostering
and maintaining
the notion of the inferior
role of women
in the vast majority
of nations throughout
the world.
Various types of legislation
were mentioned that had been enacted in the past to guarantee women's rights.
New
laws recently
adopted in direct response to work of the United Nations system and
particularly
to the recommendations of the Commission on the Status of Women as
well as to the international
women's movement were also described.
Some of those
legal provisions
included the right of women to initiate
divorce,
to terminate
pregnancy under certain
situations,
to own and dispose of property
during,
and at
the dissolution
of marriages to have custody of her children
and to have
citizenship.
It was also suggested that there should be more effective
legislation
to protect
women against all forms of physical
violence.
Other
provisions
were PearcAd s~xxi.fici?.ily
t(-\ imnrnvinp
th,: :;ii;uRI;irx~ of l:orlring women
through such !i!t%sures as pension benefits
and maternity
?.enve and to ensxring that
women should receive
equal pay with men for work of equal value.
71. It was pointed out by some speakers that even if legislative
measures were a
prerequisite
of real equality,
they were not, by themselves,
sufficient
to
guarantee women genuine and lasting
equality.
A variety
of social and economic
measures and changes had to be taken.
For example, womenss numerical participation
in the labour force could be a misleading
indicator
of equality
as women were
often employed in the lowest-paid
jobs.
Noreover,
as in mcst cases worr.en had to
they were frequently
passed over
interrupt
their working career to rear children,
Governments could help to
for promotion and given the least rewarding
jobs.
redress such unjust situations
by extending facilities
for maternal and child
care, family planning
and nutrition
and, particularly,
by establishing
day-care
centres.
A few speakers thought that women could gain equality
in the foreseeable
future only if they were accepted as a specific
target
group for policy and
Programme development.
The burdens borne by women in the family could be
considerably
lightened
if society as a whole could take measures to provide
child
care and domestic facilities
and if men took a more equitable
share of domestic
responsibilities.
A number of participants
also noted that, in developing
and
developed societies
alike,
responsibility
for child-rearing
must be much more
equitably shared with men if women were to have the time necessary for wider
social and political,
as well as economic, involvement
in society.
Co-partnership
between men and women was necessary in all family affairs.
Day-care centres and
other community facilities
that helped release women from an inequitable
share of
household responsibilities
should be given special consideration.
and equality
with men in
72.
For some speakers, the level of women's emancipation
any society represented
an important
indicator
of the extent of development
and
Political
democracy of that society.
Statistics
on the proportion
of women in
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educational

and training
institutions,
in politics
and at various occupational
In the majority
of countries
there
given in support of that argument.
The hope was
was a notable absence of women in high-level
decision-making
posts.
therefore
expressed that the efforts
made to place women in senior positions
in the
United Nations system
would be expanded, particularly
in areas such as in UNDP field
posts,
That could prove a useful example to Governments, universities
and other
institutions.
hveh

were

attitudes
of
73. Some speakers stressed the importance of changing stereotyped
men and women towards the role of women in society.
To that end it was essential
that women should take part in economic and social life and that they should be
They should also
assured of the recognition,
‘by society,
of that participation.
work through existing
institutions
such as schools9 beginning with children
at the
earliest
age and through the mass communications media to eliminate
discrimination
against women. On the other hand, several speakers also spoke of the value of
establishing
special national,
regional
and interregional
mechanisms for initiating
action and monitoring
the progress made in improving
the position
of women in
society and their participatian
in national
policy formulation
and decision-making,
In this conncxion,
several
speakers mentioned the work of national
advisory and
fact-finding
commissians or committees on the status of women. The work of the
Inter-American
Commission of Women, founded in 1928, was also mentioned.
In the
view of those speakers,
such mechanisms should be in no way isolated
from total
national
planning
and policies.
Such bodies could keep the issue of equality
between the sexes constantly
before the public
and urge Governments to ratify
international
instruments
relating
to women, including
those adopted by the
International
Labour Organisation
and the United Nations Educational,
Scientific
and Cultural
Organization,
A few speakers expressed the hope that a convention
on the elimination
of discrimination
against women would be speedily adopted by
the General Assembly so as to give legal validity
to the principles
expressed in
the Declaration
on the Elimination
of Discrimination
against Women, adopted by the
General Assembly in 1967 (resolution
2263 (XXII)).
74. One delegation
thought
the time had come for the General Assembly to consider
the possibility
of drawing up a Charter of the Rights of Women.
B.

Development

issues

agreement among the participants
in the Conference that
75. There was widespread
national
and international
development was not possible without the full and
effective
participation
of women, who constituted
an important
element in all
societies.
Many participants
expressed the view that while such participation
was a major goalto
which all could subscribe,
it could be accomplished only if
different
national
conditions
and aspirations
were taken into account.
There were9
therefore,
many possible
roads leading to that common goal.
expressed the belief
that the forging
76. A great number of participants
new international
economic order and the abolition
of the conditions
that
znrl SC':ial roles were
relegated
women to inferior
eccr#cmic 9 political
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of a

prerequisites
of the achievement
of equality.
They said that the new economic
order ensured respect for the right of all peoples to independent
economic and
social development,
the right to exercise sovereignty
over their
own reSoUrCes
SOltE
and the right to have access to the results
of technology
and science.
observed that, while the achievement
of equality
by women was closely
related
to
an improvement
in conditions
of life
and the establjshment
of a more equitable
international
economic order, women could not wait for such d.evelopments to take
place before insisting
on, and working f,)r, an equal role with men in all aspects
of life.
Some participants
also pointed to evidence that women had not always
benefited
from changes introduced
in the name of development,
and said that the
harmful effects
of economic growth on the lives of women had indeed been recognized.
Many participants
agreed that both those lines of action must be pursued
simultaneously
and harmoniously
if the full and effective
participation
of women
in development
was to be achieved.
Many also held that the developed
countries,
in particular,
bore a heavy responsibility
for creating
the conditions
in which
equality
could be attained
and that they must, therefore,
make every effort
to
attain the goals of the Second United Nations Development Decade and that they
should comply with the mandates of the United Nations concerning
the establishment
of a new international
economic order.
stated that, in countries
with planned economies, the
77. Several participants
participation
of women in development was not a problem, since those countries
had undertaken
intensive
industrialization,
in which such participation
was
inherent.
Some speakers stressed that fundamental.,
social and economic
transformation
was important
for the radical
improvement
of the status of women
Socialism
in society and for their
full integration
into the development process.
guaranteed
the necessary conditions
for the co-ordination
of the func-&ions of the
woman as a human being engaged in work , as a citizen
and as a mother,
thus creating
in principle
an equal role for men and women in the whole development
and
decision-making
process.
of employment opportunity
to development and the inequitably
78. The relationship
high rates of unemployment and underemployment
among women received
considerable
attention
during the Conference discussions.
In many parts of the world women
had few opportunities
for useful employment outside the homes where traditional
roles almost always confined them to homemaking and child-rearing.
Even where
broader employment opportunities
existed,
these were too often only in traditional
fields that permitted
limited
exercise of imagination
and innate. abilities.
This
was often due to the fact that women lacked the opportunities
for basic education
and training
that would enable them to function
effectively.
Special
attention
must therefore
be given to helping women take advantage of a wider range of
employment opportunities
through the eradication
of illiteracy,
improved schooling
and vocational
training.
A number of participants
suggested that several areas of concern and lines
action should be given special recognition.
Many pointed out that rural women
constituted
a major portion
of the world's
human resources,
yet they were
traditionally
relegated
to menial and unproductive
roles compared with men. That
Practice
not only deprived
national
and international
development
efforts
of
79.
Of
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r~SOU?Xf?S
but
prevented
women in many parts of the world from achieving
self-fulfilment.
Determined
efforts
must therefore
be made to open up to rural
Women Opportunities
that would allow them to broaden their
involvement
in
development on an equal basis with men. These might be found in agricultural
training,
co-oper,ative
formation
and management, rural
industry
and other fields
in tJhich rural developments
might take place.
SigIlifiCaDt

The situation
and role of women in urban slums and shanty towns were also
referred
to by a number of participants
as matters warranting
careful
examination
and determined
action.
Improved
social services
and social security
measures were
necessary to help place those women in a stronger
position
to participate
in
development,
but care must be exercised to ensure that such actions should
strengthen
women's independent
roles rather than increase
their dependency on men.
80.

81.
Population
policy was mentioned
several times during the Conference as a field
in which women had particular
concerns and competence and in which their actions
bore a direct relationship
to their
participation
in development.
Women and the
couple must participate
freely
in the decisions that were made concerning the size
of the family and the spacing of children
if they were to be able to decide on the
extent of their
own participation
in development activities.
82.
Some representatives
claimed that the maintenance
of the gap between the
developed and the under-developed
countries
was one of the principal
reasons for
the lack of progress.
In their
opinion the basic requirement
for the participation
of women in development
was the eradication
of the economic and social problems of
under-development
that existed
in many countries
as a result
of the old
imperialist
and colonialist
policies.

However, a large number of non-aligned
and
83.
that the international
relations
existing
in the
situation
were the main reason for the widening
developing
countries
and that the solution
could
establishment
of the new international
economic

developing
countries
emphasized
current
economic and political
of the gap between developed and
be sought only through
order.

84.
One of the principal
themes emerging from the Conference
discussions
was that
did not itself
necessarily
legislative
action, while having great importance,
Greater attention
guarantee women a full
and effective
role in development.
A wide
should be paid to the need to ensure that legislation
should be effective,
variety
of opportunities
for actual participation
should be created9 both to ensure
the implementation
of legislation
and to break the vicious
circle of custom and
practice
that locked women into secondary and inferior
roles.
In particular,
women must be included
at a13 levels
of decision-making,
including
planning,
National bodies should
implementation
and evaluation
of development
activities.
be established
to monitor
the advancement of women.

Many speakers noted that the need to create suitable
conditions
for the full
85.
and effective
participation
of women in development
did not exist only in the
but existed
equally strongly,
if often in different
forms,
developing
countries,
Women
in
many
parts
of
the
world
were
limited
to
in developed
countries
as well.
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secondary and inferior
only a few SOCietieS

roles in the context of their own societies,
and so far
were completely free from that burden of oppression.

86. A number of speakers observed that there was, as yet, little
information
available
on the situation,
needs and aspirations
of women and on their
actual
and potential
roles in national
and international
society.
Such information
was
indispensable
to the creation
of viable policies
and programmes concerning
the
role of women in development.
Research on such ma"cters was urgently
needed, in
particular
research into the attitudes
of both men and women towards women's role
in society.
Participants
expressed widespread interest
in the regional
and
training
activities
of the United Nations, including
the African Training
and
Research Centre'for
Women, and some suggested the need for the establishment
of
an international
research and training
centre.
Such a centre would contribute
to
a broader understanding
of the factors that promoted and inhibited
the
participation
of women in development as well as to the identification
of new and
promising areas for international
and national
action in that regard.
Existing
units of the United Nations and its specialized
agencies should focus special
attention
on developing
new ways of measuring changes in the situation
of women
both within
and between countries.
87. It was stated that if women were to be encouraged,
or even allowed,
to
contribute
to the industrial
growth that was so vital
a part of every nation's
development,
a determined,
concerted and co-ordinated
effort
was required
by all
those partners
in the process:
the developing
countries,
the industrialized
countries,
and the international
community.
What was needed was not only a
fundamental
change of attitude,
but one that was translated
without
delay into a
modification
of existing
structures
and the establishment
of new ones - almost,
in fact, another industrial
revolution.

c. Peace
development and peace were
88. A large number of speakers noted that equality,
interdependent,
that one could not exist without the others, and that peace was
a prerequisite
of social progress in general, and of the improvement of the status
There was general agreement among participants
in the
of women in particular,
Conference that true international
co-operation
among countries
and peoples must,
in accordance with the Charter of the United Nations,
be based on fully
equal
rights,
respect for national
independence and sovereignty,
non-interference
in the
internal
affairs
of States, the avoidance of the use or ehreat of force as well as
on the full
exercise of the right of self-determination
and the recognition
of
There was also widespread
human rights
and the dignity
of the human person.
recognition
of the importance
of establishing
a new world economic order and of
increasing
the involvement
of women in efforts
to strengthen
international
peace
and eliminate
colonialism
and neo-colonialism,
foreign
occupation,
apartheid,
fascism, racism and racial
discrimination
in all its forms and the acquisition
of
Several speakers stressed the important
contribution
of
territories
by force.
millions
of women in the defeat of fascism in the Second World War; that
contribution
showed the potential
of women in the cause of peace.
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in recent years, the world had
89. Many speakers emphasized that although,
conflicts
were
witnessed a reduction
in international
tension, a number of military
Asia and the Middle East and millions
of
still
taking place in parts of Africa,
- had perished or had suffered
grievously
or were
people - men, women and children
A
number
of
participants
stressed
the
importance,
still
continuing
to suffer.
of the
both for world peace and for the progress of women, of the implementation
United Nations resolutions
dealing with international
peace and security,
particularly
the Security
Council resolutions
on the situation
in the Middle East,
the withdrawal
of the Israeli
armies from the territories
occupied in the war of
1967, respect for the right of the Palestinian
people to self-determination,
and
according to United Nations resolutions,
of Palestinian
and
also the return,
Cypriot refugees
to their homes.
to the constant violations
of human rights that
PO. Many speakers made references
and requested the immediate cessation
of torture,
had taken place in Chile,
oppression,
maltreatment
and repression
to which the people of Chile, especially
the women, were victim.
spoke with satisfaction
of the return of peace to
91. A number of delegations
Viet-Nam and expressed appreciation
of the role played by women in the struggle for
They also manifested their desire to help the Viet-Names@
national
independence.
people to heal the wounds of war and reconstruct
the country.
They stated that
the cessation of hostilities
in South-East Asia had contributed
significantly
to
the improvement of the international
political
climate.
The spread of d&ente was
viewed by some delegations
as a contribution
to the establishment
of conditions
under which all countries,
regardless
of their social and economic structure
or
would be able to derive greater benefit
from the gains
level of development,
resulting
from mutually
advantageous
co-operation.
It was urged that the process
should be made irreversible.
That in turn would contribute
to the resolution
of
problems of economic and social development,
including
those related
to the
improvement of the status of women.
and economic backwardness in the form of
92. The consequences of colonialism
illiteracy,
poverty,
disease, hunger and unemployment, which brought hardships to
millions
of women and children
in the world, were deplored by many speakers.
It
was argued that the solution
of those problems had become an urgent and acute need
of the contemporary world.
In that connexion, participants
in the Conference noted
with satisfaction
that three colonial
countries,
Sao Tome and Principe,
Cape Verde
Islands and Angola, the last of lrhich was represented
at the Conference,
would
become independent
during the Year.
A fourth,
Mozambique, had become independent
during the Conference,
on 25 June 1975 I and a fifth,
Surinam, would become
independent
on 20 November 1.975. The participation
of women in those struggles
was commended. Some speakers noted, however, that the contribution
of women in
crisis
situations
had often gone unrewarded once the crisis was over, and that
what had seemed like a permanent improvement in the status of women, especially
as
regards their
role in decision-making,
had not survived
the return to the previous
situation.

93" The increasing
friendly
relations

role of women in efforts
directed
to the development of
among nations,
the cessation of the arms race, and the
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nuclear disarmament,
was noted with
achievement of general disarmament, especially
Some
speakers
stressed
that
'
satisfaction
by a large number of speakers,
disarmament should be general and complete under effective
international
control
Many speakers
and that the proposed disarmament conference
should be held.
referred
in their
statements to the role played by the Soviet Union in favour of
The possession
of huge arsenals
Of weapons that
disarmament and world peace.
could be used to the detriment
of mankind was regarded as a danger to world peace
Many speakers condemned the continued manufacture
and stockpiling
and progress.
of weapons, especially
since the resources used for military
purposes could be
used for technical
and economic assistance
and for development
programmes to raise
It was clearly
the level of living
of the least favoured
groups and countries.
the responsibility
of women to use their influence
to keep the attention
of
Some said that until that aim
Governments turned towards general disarmament.
was achieved,
women and peoples throughout
the world must do their utmost to
heighten vigilance
against all imperialist
manoeuvres,
to achieve national
independence,
Women should also be given the
and to maintain international
peace.
opportunity
to serve in government agencies and on delegations
to international
and regional
meetings dealing with international
and regional
problems, national
independence,
sovereignty
over natural
resources,
peace, disarmament and security.
On their part, Governments should make every effort
to increase the number of
women in national
delegations.
Womenvs groups and organizations
were also urged
to give their active support to the programmes for the maintenance of peace as well
as to the implementation
of various resolutions
of the General Assembly on the
non-proliferation
of armaments and the reduction
of military
budgets.
The
Conference was reminded that at its sixth special
session, the United Nations
General Assembly had approved a Declaration
and Programme of Action for the
Establishment
of a New International
Economic Order (General ABSemblv
reselutiens
%Gl (S-VI) and 3202 (S-VI)),
and that. at its twenty-ninth
session, the General
JgssemblY had decisively
adopted the Charter .of Economic Rights and Duties of States
(resolution
3281 (XXIX)).
It was stressed that awareness of those decisions and of
their relationship
to matters of concern to women would help to promote social
justice
and Progress in the world and foster
interhational
peace and security.
94. A number of speakers felt that as a result
of the new international
order
and the internal
structural
changes as well as of their traditional
role and
functions,
particularly
those related to parenthood,
the care of children
and the
family, women had developed qualities
that made them particularly
well suited to
Participate
in efforts
to achieve a better
life
for the weak and the helpless,
and
to strengthen
peace p ensure the exercise of the right to self-determination,
and
eliminate
racism, apartheid,
colonialism,
neo-colonialism,
racial
discrimination,
alien domination
and the acquisition
of territories
by force.
A few speakers,
however, felt that women had no special responsibility
with regard to international
peace, simply because they were women, but felt
that they should bear equal
responsibility
with men in national
and international
decision-making
concerned
with promoting peace, international
Some said that
security
and co-operation.
Provision
should be made for communication
among women so that they could consider
methods of influencing
Governments to eliminate
tension and conflict.
Finally,
it
was stressed that by taking part in the struggle
for peace or national
independence
and liberation,
women could broaden their horizons,
raise their political
consciousness,
become aware of their strength,
raise their
position
and win the
respect of society.
,-x33,,

Chapter

VII

CONSIDERATION OF THE DRAFT WORLDPLAN OF ACTION AND
OF THE DRAFT DECLARATION
A.

Retort
1.

of
the First
___l__-l-.-

Organization

Committee
--

of work

95. The Conference at its 2nd plenary meeting, on 19 June 1975, allocated
First Committee agenda item 11 (World Plan of Action) on the understanding
should a text of a draft declaration
be submitted,
it would be considered
First Committee in connexion with that item.

to the
that,
by the

96.

The First Committee met under the chairmanship
of Jeanne Martin Ciss6
(Guinea).
It held 12 meetings between 20 June and 2 July 197'5. At its
Nilima Ibrahim (Bangladesh)
1st and 3rd meetings it elected by acclamation:
Jaroslav
Havelka (Czechoslovakia),
and Gladys Freyre de Addiego (Uruguay)
Vice-Chairmen;
and John Bruce Campbell (Australia)
Rapporteur.

and

item 11 at its 2nd to 12th meetings.
For the
97. The Committee considered
consideration
of the item it had before it a draft World Plan of Action prepared
by the Secretariat
(E/CONF.66/5 and Corr.1).
It also had before it as a
background document the report of the Consultative
Committee for the World
Conference of the International
Women's Year (E/CONF,66/BP/18)
and the following
background documents:
E/CONF.66/BP/l and Add.1, E/CONF.66/BP/2, E/CONF,66/BP/3,
E/CONF,66/BP/4,
E/CONF.G6/BP/16 and E/CONF.66/BP/l‘j'.
It had before it also a
statement submitted by the International
Council on Social Welfare,
a
non-governmental
organization
in category I consultative
status with the Economic
and Social Council (E/CONF,66/NGO/l).
2.

Brief

summary of general

debate

98. In accordance with the decision taken at its 1st meeting, the Committee held
a brief
general debate on item 11 and set a five-minute
time-limit
for statements.
1
The general debate was held at its 2nd to 4th meetings.
Committee for the World'Conference
of the
99. The Chairman of the Consultative
International
Women's Year described the work of the Consultative
Committee,
established
under General Assembly resolution
3277 (XXIX), which had considered
the draft Plan.
She stressed the fact that the draft Plan was essentially
designed to translate
into practical
reality
principles
already contained in the
Charter of the United Nations, the Universal
Declaration
of Human Rights, the
Declaration
on the Elimination
of Discrimination
against Women and other
instruments.
The time had come, she said, for effective
action to eradicate
all
forms of discrimination
against women. The Plan should provoke,
stimulate
and
provide
guidance for such action.
100. In introducing
the revised draft Plan of Action (E/CCmF.66/5 and Corr.l),
the
Deputy Secretary-General
of the Conference
noted that one of the basic problems
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before

the

ConsultatiVe

Committee

had

been

amlicrttion
for countries
at very different
L
contained detailed,
though not e:chsustive,
each

GoVernment

to

drm?

up

its

own

str&epV

firm
up a plan of universe.1
levels of development,
The draft
guidelines
for action: it would be for

to

and

priorities

on

the

bp,sis

of

the

recommendations contained in the Plan.
She drew particular
attention
to the
ri?inililLm targets
which, it was suggested, should be achieved by 1980 (Z/COFF. 66/5,
out that the draft Plan called for the proclamation
of a
para. 35). Pointing
Decade for Uol:len and Development (1375-1985),
she stressed the need for effective
national,
regional
and international
action.
All organizations
in the IJnited
Fations system had a role to play in the effective
implementation
of the Plan and
in the periodic
review and appraisal provided
for in chapter VI of the Plan.
101. An overwhelming
majority of the representatives
supported the Plan of Action
and agreed that it was the most important
document before the Conference and
congratulated
the Secretariat
of the United Nations and the Consultative
Committee
for preparing
a comprehensive text, which formed a good basis for discussion.
The.
idea of a Decade for Women and Development (1975-1985)
contained in the Plan
received the support of many representatives,
Great stress was placed on the
effective
implementation
of the Plan, nationally,
regionally
and internationally,
as well as on adequate provision
for review and appraisal
of the progress made in
achieving the objectives,
102. Many representatives
indicated
Of the implementation
of the aims
equality,
development and peace.
necessity of the struggle
against
For international
independence of

that the Plan reflected
the main guidelines
and purposes of the International
Women's Year The document emphasized in particular
the
Colonialism,
neo-colonialism
and apartheid
and
peace and social progress.
peoples, international

103. Two representatives
however held that-the
document was unsatisfactory
and did
not reveal the root cause of discrimination
against women nor did it point out the
correct way for their emancipation.
They said that the main way for women's
emancipation was to struggle against imperialism,
colonialism,
racism, apartheid,
neO-cOlOnialism
and super-Power hegemonism. ?Jithout this struggle,
equality,
development and peace could not be realized.
104. Representatives
stressed the need for the allocation
of sufficient
funds to
fund,
implement the objectives
of the Plan. It was suggested that the voluntary
established
by the Economic and Social Council in its resolution
1850 (LVI),
should be extended on a provisional
basis.
105. A number of representatives
recognized that, although legal
men and women had been almost universally
achieved,
implementation
provisions
was hindered by unfavourable
socio-economic
conditions
rooted discriminatory
attitudes.

equality
among
of the legal
and by deeply

106. In view of the interdependence
between the status of women and current global
problems, many representatives
saw the need to consider the situation
of women in
the context of other United Nations proclamations,
such as the new international
considered the Charter of Economic
@conomic order, of which many representatives
-r41-

'Rights and Duties of States a basic element, and of policies
for the eradication
of colonialism,
neo-colonialism,
racial
discrimination.,
racism, apartheid
and
..-foreign
domination.
In that context a number of representatives
stated that the
liberation
of a large number of peoples from foreign
domination,
which allowed
them to become full members of ,the international
community, had been the most
relevant
achievement of the last decade.
107. Several representatives
shared their achievements
in the field
of the
realization
of womenvs rights and stated that the Plan should elaborate
in greater
detail
the relationship
of world peace to equality
of the sexes and development.
It was suggested that a historical
perspective
of the contribution
of women to
peace.and co-operation
among States should be included in the Plan.
It was also
suggested that the Plan should call for complete nuclear and general disarmament.
A few representatives,
referring
to women who were held prisoners
and were being
tortured,
appealed to the Committee to take constructive
action to alleviate
the
suffering
of thes'e women,
108. Many representatives
in the Committee favoured the adoption by the Conference
of a declaration
of principles
embodying some of those ideas.
It was the view of
most representatives
that the First Committee would be the appropriate
body for
consideration
of such a declaration
so as to ensure that the declaration
should
complement the Plan and that repetition
and duplication
between the two
instruments
should be avoided.

109, Many representatives
were of the opinion that the Plan of Action should give
high priority
to the needs of the largest number of women in the developing
those in the rural areas and the urban poor.
countries,
It was felt that some
parts of the Plan, especially
the section on housing, did not adequately reflect
It was considered
extremely important that women should be
their needs.
represented
and their voices heard at the Habitat:
United Yations Cor&zr7*ence on
~um,an Settlements
in 1976.
110. Many representatives
recommended appropriate
action to meet the needs of
especially
those
of
women
working
in
subsistence
agriculture.
rural women,
Others
emphasized the very real needs of urban women and their problems of alienation.
111. Many representatives
pointed out that although economic development was an
important
element in the improvement of the status of women and. their
participation
in society,
higher economic and social growth vas not necessarily
directly
connected with such improvement.
112. Some representatives
observed that population
conditions
were causally
related
to the status and well-being
of women, although the nature of the
causality
varied among different
cultures
and reflected
a diversity
of problems,
both at the regional
and the national
levels.
The opinion was expressed that
women were frequently
used as instruments
of policy.
Population
and social
policy
relevant
to childbearing
were, in such cases, applied in a way that
eliminated
women's freedom of choice as regards the bearing of children.
According
to that view9 where childbearing
was concerned, the needs and desires
of women were often subordinated
to those of the State and society,
It was held
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that the Plan of Action. should include reference
should place greater
stress upon the development
of her own wishes and goals.

to those points,
and that it
of the woman and the fulfilment

113, It was also stressed in this respect by a number of delegations
that the free
and responsible
decision
concerning
the number anrJ spacing of children
belonged
to
individuals
and couples and that population
policy was for each sovereign State to
determine.
114. It was emphasised that conditions
and patterns
of internal
and international
migration often imposed personal,
social and economic hardships upon women and
were interrelated
with the conditions
and characteristics
of development.
It was
also pointed out by some representatives
that the subject of international
migration
should be considered positively
as an element of population
policy,
special attention
being given to the situation
of women and their families.
In'
view of the scope and magnitude of those problems, the proposals for action should"
include provision
for dealing with them.
115. A number of representatives
recommended the redistribution
of functions
and
responsibilities
between men and women in order to eliminate
the double burden
carried by many women. Some suggested that household tasks should be developed
as a social industry
and that the provision
of child-care
services
should be a
responsibility
of the State.
It was pointed out that the Vast majority
of women
were not able to demand better working conditions
since they did not form part of
the trade-unions
and were not organised collectively
in that sense.
116. Some representatives
explained in detail
Governments assisted families
to raise their
responsibilities.

the manner in which their.
children
and carry out their

domestic

117. The mass communication media were exhorted to help in changing attitudes
It was suggested that a nontowards the achievement
of the goals of the Plan.
profit
international
communications
network should be created to feed
development-oriented
information
to the media in each country and to inform the
population
about new roles for women and about their struggle
for equality
with
men.
118. Many representatives
considered that the Plan should give greater emphasis
in society,
to education at all levels? to equip women for greater participation
especially
in policy-making.
119. Many representatives
noted that though technological
development contributed
its benefits
were not equitably
shared and
to the improvement of social welfare,
women workers especially
were often placed in a disadvantaged
position.
120. Some representatives
urged the ratification
without delay of international
instruments to eliminate
discrimination
against women. Others stressed the need
to re-evaluate
outdated international
conventions
or declarations
that might have
Several representatives
an adverse effect
on womenss employment opportunities.
Urged that the preparation
of the Convention on the Elimination
of Discrimination
against Women be accelerated.

121. One delegation
considered
that in order to consecrate universally
the rights,
the status and the role of women in the contemporary
world as active participants
in the national,
international,
political,
economic, social and cultural
life and
as first
educators of the young, it would be appropriate
for the United Nations to
consider the elaboration
of a charter to that effect.
122. Several representatives
announced the establishment
in their countries of
regional
or national
research centres to study the problems of women. Others
mentioned the creation
of national
machinery,
such as national
commissions and
womenPs bureaux, to promote the advancement of women. The Committee was informed
that the Association
of South-East Asian sations L! had proposed the creation of
a permanent committee on women's affairs
to provide machinery for regional
activities
to improve the situation
of women and to implement the World Plan of
Action.
The Committee was also informed that a regional
centre devoted to
research9 training,
technical
co-operation
and public information
would be
established
in Latin America with the support of the Interamerican
Commission of
Women and that it was expected that the centre develop full co-operation
with
other regional
centres that might be established
and with all United Nations
\
agencies.
123. The Committee also heard statements by the observers of national
liberation
movements, who joined other delegations
in stressing
that in countries
that were
still
suffering
from colonial
rule or foreign
domination women were subject to
double discrimination
- on grounds of sex as well as of race.
The struggle for
the liberation
of countries
and for the elimination
of discrimination
on the
basis of sex could not be separated and the struggle
should be waged in such a way
that neither
would be achieved at the expense of the other.
The liberation
of
women required
the active participation
of both men and women, and the liberation
of countries
required
the active participation
of women as well as men.
124. Some delegations
were in favour of
appraisal
of progress made and problems
of women, expressing the hope that this
reporting
related
to the implementation

a co-ordinated
system for the review and
encountered
in the field
of the status
could be integrated
for instance with the
of the International
Development Strategy.

125. A number of observers
from non-governmental
organizations
welcomed the draft
Plan of Action, which they considered an excellent
basis for discussion.
They
expressed their
support for the Plan and stressed the importance of its
implementation.
126.. One observer referred
to the abuses suffered
by consumers throughout
the
world, particularly
in the developing
countries
and in remote areas, and suggested
that women should take a leading part in proposing
to the General Assembly that a
study be made of existing
practices
and standards with a view to providing
measures for the protection
of the rights
of consumers, formulating
a model code
for consumer protection
and establishing
a consumer protection
agency within the
United Nations system.
A-/ Comprising

Indonesia,

Malaysia,

Philippines,
-.144--

Singapore

and Thailand.

:

,,;,.,..pI

3.

Action

taken

by the-committee

127. At its 5th meeting, the Committee, on the recommendation
of' its Bureau,
decided,
without a vote, to establish
an informal
Working Group in order to
consider paragraph
by paragraph the draft World Plan of Action
(E/CONF.66/5 and Corr.1)
in the light
of the numerous amendments submitted to the
Secretariat
by a majority
of the participants
in the Conference,
and to consider
the draft
Plan chapter by chapter at its formal meetings.
128. The informal
Working Group divided
itself
order to study, respectively,
the introduction
Plan of Action.

into two subgroups, A and B, in
and chapter I of the draft World

129. Owing to the lack of time, the Committee was unable to consider
chapter the draft Plan of Action prepared by the Secretariat.

chapter

by

130. At the 6th meeting, on a proposal by the representative
of Algeria,
the
of adopting the
Committee decided, without a vote, to accept the principle
introduction
and chapter I of the draft World Plan of Action
(E/c01~~.66/5 and Corr.l),
as amended by the Committeevs informal
working groups.
131. At the 7th meeting, the representative
of Senegal, speaking on behalf of
the African
Group, proposed that the Committee decide to adopt p without a vote,
the introduction
and chapter I of the draft World Plan of Action,
as amended by
the informal
working groups of the Committee, and chapters II to VI, as prepared
by the Secretariat
on the basis of the recommendations
of the Consultative
plslns
of actinn
Committee (E/CORF.66/5,
chaps* II to VT), with the regional
already prepared and those which might be prepared
becoming part of the World
Plan of Action to be adopted by the Conference.
132. At its 8th meeting, the Committee decided, without
a vote, to adopt the
World Plan of Action, consisting
of the elements enumerated in the proposal of
the rep~ese&a=&~+ o$ %snega.l.,at t.he.Up~.ced&~~~me-et%g.
'I'he Committee agreed
also that the statements and suggestions
made by representatives
with regard to
the Plan should be attached to the text of the Plan.
(See paras. 154 and 156.)
4.

Statements

by representatives----

of Action
---on the World Plan -me

133. While welcoming the adoption of the draft Plan of Action, many
representatives
expressed regret at the inability
of the Committee to consider
several
representatives
stated that this should
the many amendments submitted.
It was suggested
not become a precedent for other conferences
in the future.
that for future
similar
conferences,
a deadline
of a few days previous to the
opening
should be set for the submission of proposals
and amendments, so that
amendments, resolutions
and declarations
might receive
proper consideration.
134. Many representatives
considered
that the implementation
of the Plan and the
PrOViSiOnS
in chapter VI on review and appraisal
were of the utmost importance
-145-
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,

Other representatives
and needed strengthening.
immediate action to implement the Plan.

also stressed

the urgency for

135. A number of representatives
emphasized that as indicated
in the Plan, each
plans,
country should implement the Plan, taking into account its own national
priorities,
social and cultural
conditions
and national
traditions.
136. Other statements and specific
sugge&ions
made by representatives
attached to the World Plan of Action.
LSee part one, chap. II, sect.
5.

Consideration

of draft

resolutions

are
C_t_!

2-1

137. At the 9th meeting, the Committee received
a draft resolution
entitled
"Research and training
for the advancement of women
~~/;;O;;~/C.l/L.23)
, Following
an oral amendment calling
for the addition
of a new
I, the draft
operative
paragraph 5, the Committee adopted, as draft resolution
resolution
(E/CONF.66/C.l/L.23),
as orally
amended, without a vote.
(For action
taken in plenary,
see para. 159 below; for the final text, see part one,
chap. III,
resolution
1.)
138. At the 9th meeting, the Committee received
a draft resolution
entitled
"International
co-operation
under projects
designed to achieve the objectives
of
the World Plan of Action" (E/CO~l?.66/C.l/L.26).
The Committee adopted the C;.7.'aft
(For action taken in plene.ry,
resolution
as draft resolution
111, withcut
a vote.
see para. 160 below; for the final text, see part one, chap. IIT, resolution
2.)
a draft resolution
139. At the 10th meeting, the Committee received
(E/CONF,66/C.l/L.31)
entitled
"The status of women in South Africa,
Southern Rhodesia".

Namibia and

140. The co-sponsors
of the draft resolution
(E/CONF.66/C.l/L.31)
announced their
acceptance of the amendments (E/CONF.66/C.l/L.34)
proposed to the draft resolution.
The Committee considered also oral amendments , parts of which were incoporated
in
the draft resolution
(E/CONF.66/C.l/L.31),
as amended by the changes proposed in
document E/CONF.66/C.l/L.34.
141. At the same meeting, the Committee voted
(E/CONF.66/C.l/L.31),
as amended:

as follows

on the draft

resolution

(a) It
4 abstentions;

adopted

the fifth

prearnbular

paragraph

by 57 votes

to 14, with

(b) It
9 abstentions;

adopted

the sixth

preambular

paragraph

by 57 votes

to 5, with

with

(e) In a roll-call
13 abstentions.
3/

vote it adopted operative
The voting was as follows:

21 A list of the draft resolutions
submitted
the names of the sponsors, is given in annex I.
31 The delegation
not been recorded.

of Canada stated

that
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it

paragraph
to the First

had abstained

4 by 53 votes to 12,
Committee,
but that

showing

its vote had

I

In favour:

Afghanistan,
Algeria,
Braiil,
Bulgaria,
Byelorussian
Soviet
Socialist
Republic,
Chile, . China., Congo, Cuba, Czechoslovakia,
Democratic People's Republic of Korea, Democratic Republic of
Viet-Barn, Democratic Yemen, Dominican Republic,
Ecuador, Egypt9
Ethiopia,
Fiji,, German Democratic Republic,
Ghana, Guinea,'
Guyana, Hungary, India,
Indonesia,
Iran, Iraq, Jamaica, Jordan,
Kuwait, Malaysia, Mexico, Mongolia,
Morocco,,Nepal,~Niger,
Nigeria.,
Oman, Peru, Poland, Qatar, Republic of South. Viet-Ram,,
Romania, Senegal, Sudan, Togo, Trinidad
and Tobago, Ukrainian
Soviet Socialist
Republic,
Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics,
United Republic of Tanzania, Yugoslavia,
Zaire,
Zambia.

Against:

Belgium, Denmark, Finland,
Germany (Federal Republic of),
Iceland,
Italy,
Netherlands,
Norway, Philippines,
k/ Sweden,
United Kingdom of Great Britain
and .Northern Ireland,
United
States of America.

Abstaining:
p--w-

Argentina,
Australia,
Costa Rica, Honduras,
Switzerland,
Thailand.

Austria,
Burma, Central African
Republic,
Zealand,
Spain,
Ivory Coast, Japan, New

(d) The draft resolution
(E/CONF.66/C.l/L.31),
adopted by 55 votes to none,,with
17 abstentions,
action taken in plenary,
see para. 161 below; for
chap, III,
resolution
3.)

as a whole, as amended was
as draft resolution
III.
(For
the final text, see part one,

142. At the 10th meeting, the Committee received
a draft resolution
entitled
Of the United Nations system in implementing
the World Plan of Action"
(E/coNF.~~/c.~/L.~~).

"Role

143. At the 11th meeting, following
a number of oral amendments proposed'to
the
the Committee proceeded to vote as fOllOWS:
Various sections of the draft resolution,
(a) It rejected,
proposed to the third
(b)
paragraph

by 27 votes to 17, with
preambular paragraph;

It adopted, by 54 votes
of the draft resolution

(C) It rejected,
proposed to operative
(d) It
of the draft

to 9, with 6 abstentions,
(E/CONF.66/C.l/L.33);

by 37 votes to 29, with
paragraph 2 of the draft

adopted, by 58 votes
resolution;

18 abstentions,

to 9, with

6 abstentions,
resolution;
7 abstentions,

(e) It rejected,
by 39 Votes to 11, with 15 abstentions,
proposed to subparagraphs
(a) and (b) of operative
paragraph
resolution;
(f)
addition

It adopted,
by 51 votes to 2, with
of a new operative
paragraph
4.

8 abstentions,

4/ At the 23rd plenary meeting, the delegation
it hax Voted in favour of and not against para. 4.
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the amendment
the third

preambul-ar

the amendment
operative

paragraph

2

the amendments
3 of the draft
the proposal

of the Philippines

for the
stated

that

'

144. At the same meeting, the Committee adopted, without
a vote, as draft
resolution
IV, the draft resolution
(E/CONF.66/C.l/L.33),
as a whole, as amended.
(For action taken in plenary,
see para. 165 below; for the final text, see
resolution
4.)
part one, chap. III,
the Committee considered a draft resolution
At the 11th meeting, the
entitled
"Women and health".
(E/CoNF.66/C.l/L.35)
V, the draft resolution,
as orally revised,
Committee adopted, as draft resolution
(For action taken in plenary,
see
by 66 votes to none, with 12 abstentions.
para. 166 below; for the final text, see part one, chap. III,
resolution
5.)

145. At the 10th and 11th meetings,

146. At the 11th meeting,
sponsors;

the following

draft

resolutions

(a)

E/CONF.66/C.l/L.24

entitled

9'Rural

(b)

E/CONF.66/C.l/L.25

entitled

"Education";

(c)

E/CONF.66/C.l/L.27

entitled

"Maternal

(d)

E/CONF.66/C.l/L.29

entitled

"Communications

(e)

E/C0NF.66/~.1/~.30

entitled

"Development

were withdrawn

by the

areas";

and child

health

programmes";

media";
and participation".

14'7. At the 11th meeting, the Committee decided, without a vote, not to consider
the draft resolution
contained in document E/CONF.66/C.l/L.28,
entitled
"Women
and human development".

148. At the 10th meeting,

the Committee received
a draft resolution
entitled
"Participation
of women in the seventh
(E/CONF.66/C.l/L.32)
session of the United Nations General Assembly and in other meetings
different
bodies of the United Nations".

special
of the

VI, the draft
149. At the 12th meeting, the Committee adopted, as draft resolution
resolution
(E/CONF.66/C.l/L.32)
as orally
amended, by 83 votes to none, with
10 abstentions.
(For action taken in plenary,
see para. 168 below; for the final
see part one, chap. III,
resolution
6.)
text,
150. At the 12th meeting, the Committee had before it the texts of two draft
Declarations
(E/CONF.66/C.l/L.22
and E/CONF.66/C.l/L.37/Rev.l).
An amendment to
the latter
(E/CONF.66/C.l/L.39)
was also before the Committee,
At the sttme
meeting the Committee decided, without a vote, to consider the two drafts
concurrently.
151. Following
a procedural
motion, which was adopted by 68 votes to 5, with
18 abstentions,
the Committee decided that priority
should be given in the voting
process to the draft Declaration
contained in document E/CONF.66/C.l/L.37/Rev.l,
entitled
"Draft Declaration
of Mexico on the Equality
of Women and their
Contribution
to Development and Peace, 1975".
152. Accordingly,
the Committee voted
Declaration
(E/CONF.66/C.l/L.3'i'/Rev.l)
(E/CONF.66/C.l/L.39)
as follows:

on the revised
text of the draft
and the amendment submitted thereto
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I

(a) It adopted, by 39 votes to y, with 29 abs1;entjons,
(E/CONF. 66/c .l/L.39)
to the fourth prea.mbular paragraph;
(b) In a roll-call
vote, it decided,
to retain the word "zionism" in the eighth
well as in operative
paragraphs
24 and 26.

by 59 votes
and eleventh
The voting

the amendment

to 19, with 25 abstentions,
preambular
paragraphs,
as
was as follows:

In favour:

Byelorussian
Soviet Socialist
Afghanistan,
Algeria,
Bulgaria,
Republic,
China, Congo, Cuba, Czechoslovakia,
Dahomey, Democratic
People's Republic of Korea, Democratic Republic of Viet-Nam, Egypt,,
Gabon, Gambia, German Democratic Republic,
Guinea, Hungary, India,
Indonesia,
Iran, Iraq, Ivory Coast, Jamaica, Jordan, Kenya, Libyan
Arab Republic,
Madagascar, Malaysia,
Mali, Mongolia,
Morocco, Niger,
Nigeria,
Oman, Pakistan, Philippines,
Poland, Portugal,
Qatar,
Republic of South Viet-Nam, Rwanda, Senegal, Sierra Leone, Somalia,
Sri Lanka, Sudan9 Syrian Arab Republic,
Toga, Tunisia,
Turkey,
Uganda, Ukrainian
Soviet Socialist
Republic,
Union of Soviet
Socialist
Republics,
United Arab Emirates, United Republic of
Cameroon, United Republic of Tanzania, Yugoslavia,
Zaire, Zambia.

Against:

Australia,
Belgium., Canada, Colombia, Costa Rica, Denmark, Ecuador,
France, Germany (Federal Republic of), Iceland,
Ireland,
Israel,
Italy,
Netherlands,
New Zealand,
Norway, United Kingdom of Great
Britain
and Northern Ireland,
United States of America, Uruguay.

Abstaining:

Chile, Dominican Republic,
Argentina,
Austria,
Barbados, Brazil,
Finland,
Ghana9 Grenada, Guyana, Holy See, Honduras,
Ethiopia,
Fiji,
Japan, Mexico, Nepal, Peru, Romania, Spain, Sweden, Thailand,
Trinidad
and Tobago, Upper Volta, Venezuela;

(c) It adopted, by 68 votes to 14, with 17 abstentions,
the eighth
eleventh
preambular paragraphs
and operative
paragraphs
24 and 26;
(d)

It adopted,

by 83 votes

to 6, with

7 abstentions,

(e)

It adopted,

by 81 votes

to 5, with

20 abstentions,

operative
operative

and

paragraph
paragraph

185

19;

taken by roll-call
vote,
(f)
It adopted, by 89 votes to 1, with 11.1 abstentions,
the revised draft Declaration
(E/CONF.66/C.l/L.37/Rev.l),
as amended, as a whole.
The voting was as follows:
In favour:

Afghanistan 9 Algeria,
Argentina,
Australia,
Barbados, Brazil,
Bulgaria,
Byelorussian
Soviet Socialist
Republic,
Chile, China,
9 Dahomey,
Colombia, Congo, Costa Rica, Cuba, Czechoslovakia
Democratic People's Republic of Korea, Democratic Republic of
Viet-Nam, Dominican Republic,
Ecuador, Egypt, Ethiopia,
Fiji,
Finland,
Gabon, Gambia, German Democratic Republic,
Ghana, Greece,
Grenada, Guinea, Guyana, Honduras, Hungary, India,
Indonesia,
Iran,
Iraq, Ivory Coast, Jamaica, Japan, Jordan, Kenya, Kuwait, Libyan
Arab Republic,
Madagascar, Malaysia,
Mali, Mexico, Mongolia,
New Zealand, Niger, Nigeria,
Oman,
Morocco, Nepal, Netherlands,
Pakistan,
Peru, Philippines,
Poland, Portugal,
Qatar, Republic of
South Viet-Nam, Romania, Rwanda, Senegal, Sierra Leone, Somalia,
Sudan, Sweden, Syrian Arab Republic,
Thailand,
Togo, Trinidad
and
-1491
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Tobago, Tunisia,
Turkey, Uganda, Ukrainian
Soviet Socialist
Republic,
Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics,
United Arab
Emirates,
United Republic of Cameroon, United Republic
of Tanzan
Upper Volta, Uruguay, Venezuela, Yugoslavia,
Zaire,
Zambia.
Against:'

Israel.

r

Abstaining:

Austria,
Belgium, Canada, Denmark, France, Germany (Federal
Republic of),, Holy See, Iceland,
Ireland,
Italy,
Norways
Spain,
United Kingdom of Great Britain
and Northern Ireland,
United
States of America.

(For action taken in plenary,
see paras. 169 and 170 below; for the final
text
the draft Declaration
(E/CONF.66/C.l/L.37/Rev.l),
see part one, chap. I) 153. At the same meeting, the sponsors of the draft Declaration
contained
documsnt E~coNF.~~/c.~/L.~~
decided not to press that text'to
the vote.
6.

Recommendations

of the First

of

in

Committee

154. The First Committee recommends to the Conference the adoption of the
draft
World Plan of Action for the Implementation
of the Objectives
of the International
Women's Year, comprising
the draft introduction
and chapter I (~/~0~~.66/C.l/L.36)
and chapters II to VI (E/CONF.66/5 and Corr.l),
together with the regional
plans 0
action already prepared
(E/CONF.66/BP/2 and E/CONF.66/BP/3) and any others
that ma'
be prepared,
the regional
plans being attached to the World Plan; the draft
Declaration
of Mexico on the Equality
of Women and their Contribution
to Developme
and Peace, 1975 (E/CONF.66/C.l/L.37/Rev.l,
as amended); and the draft resolutions
(I to VI) adopted by the Committee.
B.

Action

taken

in plenary

155. At the 23rd and 25th plenary
submitted the CommiMee's report
E/CONF.66/L.38/Add.l-31,
in which
Conference
of a draft World Plan
and a draft Declaration.
Draft

on the report

of the First

Committee

meetings y,the Rapporteur
of the First
Committee
(E/CONF.66/C.l/L.38/Rev.l
and
the Committee recommended the adoption
by the
of Action, six draft resolutions,
numbered
I to V

World Plan of Action

156. At the 23rd plenary meeting, the Conference adopted, without
a vote.
the draf
World Plan of Action for the Implementation
of the Objectives
of the International
Women's Year, consisting
of the text of the introduction
and chapter I given
in
document E/CONF.66/C.l/L.36
and the text of chapters II to VI given in document
E/CONF.66/5 and Corr.1.
In doing so, it also approved the recommendation
of the
First Committee that the texts of the regional plans already prepared
(E/cONF. 66/~P/2 and E/coNF 66/~~/3) and those that might be prepared should
be
attached to the World Plan of Action.
The Conference further
agreed that
the
statements made with regard to the World Plan of Action (E/CONF.66/L.38/Add.3)
in
the First
Committee would be attached to the text of the Plan.
(For the text of
the World Plan of Action and related
documents, see part one, chap. II.)
2
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Draft

resolutions

157. Before the Conference took action on the draft resolutions
recommended for
adoption by its Committees, the Secretary,-General
of the Conference pointed out
that wherever a resolution
adopted by the Conference
contained provisions
entrusting
functions
to the Secretary-General
of the United Nations,
such provisions
would
require endorsement by the competent organ of the United Nations before the
Secretary-General
could undertake the functions.
1.58. The Conference took action
by the First Committee.
159. Draft resolution
Africa")
was adopted
resolution
1.)

as follows

on the

six draft

resolutions

recommended

I ("Research and training
for the advancement of women in
without a vote.
(For the text,
see part one, chap. III,

160, Draft

resolution
II ("Internationalco-operation
under projects
designed to
achieve the objectives
of the World Plan of Actionfs) was adopted without
a vote.
(For the text,
see part one, chap. III,
resolution
2.)

161. Draft resolution
Southern Rhodesia")
chap, III,
resolution

III
(F'The status of women in South Africa,
(For the text,
was adopted without a vote.

3.)

Namibia
see part

and
one,

162. The representatives

of the United Kingdom of Great Britain
and Northern
Ireland,
the United States of America, Denmark, the Federal Republic of Germany,
Italy,
the N'etherlands
and Norway stated that they had not joined in the consensus
or that they would have abstained had a vote ,been taken on the draft resolution.
The representatives
of the Philippines,and
Haiti formulated
reservations
to the
draft resolution.
163. The representative
of the United Kingdom, supported by the representative
the United States, requested that votes be taken on the remaining
draft
resolutions
recommended by the Committee for adoption.
164. At the
the proviso
Conference
and voting.
by 76 votes

23rd plenary meeting, the representative
of rule 31.1 of the rules of procedure,
be taken henceforth
by a simple majority
After some discussion,
the Conference
to 13, with 6 abstentions.

of

of Egypt proposed, by invoking
that decisions
of the
of the representatives
present
adopted the proposal
of Eg?Qt

165. Draft resolution
IV ("Role of the United Nations system in implementing
the
World Plan of Action")
was voted upon as follows.
At the request of the
representative
of the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics,
a separate vote was
taken on paragraphs
2 and 3. It was decided, by 82 votes to 9, with 6 abstentions,
to retain the paragraphs.
The draft resolution,
as a whole, was adopted by;
(For the text, see cart one, chap. 111,
9C votes to none, with 11 abstentions.
resolution
4.)
166, Draft resolution
V ("Women and health")
was adopted by 97 votes to none, with
2 abstentions.
(For the.text,
see pant one, chap. III,, resolution
5.)
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The representatives
statements ,formulating

167.

of Honduras,
reservations

or

Colombia,
in

the

explanation

Holy

of

See

vote.

and Chile

~68. Draft
resolution
VI ("Par.tici.pation
of women in the seventh special,
the United Nations General Assembly and in other meetings of the various
the United NationsFs) was adopted at the 25th plenary meeting by 85 votes
with 13 abstentions.
(For the text,
see part one, chap. III,
resolution

Draft

made
session

of

bodies of
to none
6.)

Declaration

169. At its 25th pIenary
meeting the Conference considered the draft Declaration
of
Mexico on the Equality
of Women and their Contribution
to Peace, 1975
(E/CONF.66/L.37/Rev.l).
At the request of Israel., the word FPzionism" in the eighth
and eleventh paragraphs
of the preamble and in paragraphs
24 and 26 of the draft
text was voted on separately
by roll-call.
It was decided, by 61 votes to 23,
with 25 abstentions,
to retain the word.
The voting was as follows:

zn favou2:

Afghanistan,
Albania,
Algeria,
Bangladesh,
Botswana, Bulgaria,
Byelorussian
Soviet Socialist
Republic,
Cuba, Czechoslovakia,
China, Dahomey, Democratic Peopless Republic of Korea? Democratic
Republic of Vie-t-Nam, Deniocratic
Yemen, Egypt:, Gambia, German
Democratic Republic,. Ghana, Guinea, Guyana, Hungary, India,
Indonesia,
Iran,
Iraq, Jamaica, Jordan, Kenya, Kuwait, Lebanon,
Libyan Arab Republic,
Malaysia,
Mali, Morocco, Mexico9 Mongolia,
Nigeria,
Oman9 Pakistan,
Panama, Philippines,
Poland, Qatar,
Republic of South Viet-Nam, Rwanda, Senegal, Sierra Leone, Somalia,
Sri Lanka, Sudan, Syrian Arab Republic,
Tunisia,
Turkey, Uganda,
Ukrainian
Soviet Socialist
Republic,
Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics,
United Arab Emirates,
United Republic of Tanzania,
Yugoslavia,
Zaire,
Zambia.

Against:

Australia
4 Belgium, Canada, Colombia, Costa Rica, Denmark, Ecuador,
France, Germany (Federal Republic of), Guatemala, Iceland,
Ireland,
Israel,
Italy., Luxembourg, Netherlands,
New Zealand, Nicaragua,
Norway, Sweden, United Kingdom of Great Britain
and Northern
Ireland,
United States of Americas Uruguay.

Abstaining:
--

Argentina,
Austria,
Bahamas, Barbados, Bolivia,
Brazil,
Chile,
Finland,
Grenada, Holy See, Honduras,
Dominican Republic,
Fiji,
Ivory Coast> Japan, Nepal, Paraguay, Peru, Portugal,
Spain,
Swaziland, Switzerland,
Thailand,
Upper Volta,
Venezuela.

170. The draft Declaration
was adopted
the text,
see part one, chap. I.)

by 89 votes

to 3, with

18 abstentions.

(For

171. The representative
of Denmark stated that her delegation
had, by mistake, voted
The representative
of Romania
against the Declaration;
it had meant to abstain.
stated that he had been unavoidably
absent during the vote; had he been present he
would have voted in favour.
statements in explanations
of vote or of
172. After the adoption
of the Declaration,
reservation
were made by the representatives
of Denmark, Romania9 Finland,
Somalia,
the United Kingdom of Great Britain
China, the Federal Republic of Germany, Ireland,
and Northern
Ireland,
Italy,
Israel,
Belgium, the Philippines,
the United States of
America, Costa Rica-, Canada, Ecuador, Japas, Norway, Sweden9 Guatemala, France, the
Netherlands,
Argentina,
Chile, Uruguay, Albania,
Jamaica, Uganda, Iceland,
FX
Colombia and Egypt.
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Chapter

VIII

THE INVOLVEMENT OF WOMENIN STRENGTHENING INTERNATIONAL
PEACE AND ELIMINATING RACISM, APARTHEID, RACIAL
DISCRIMINATION, COLONIALISM, ALIEN DOMINATION AND THE
ACQUISITION OF TERRITORIES BY FORCE
CURRENT TRENDS AND CRANGESIN THE STATUS AND ROLES OF
WOMENAND MEN, AND MAJOR OBSTACLES TO BE OVERCOMEIN
THE ACHIEVEMENT OF EQUAL RIGHTS, OPPORTUNITIES AND
RESPONSIBILITIES

,

THE INTEGRATION OF WOMIZNIN THE DEVELOPMENTPROCESS
AS EQUAL PARTNERS WITH MEBT
A.

Report
1.

I

of the Second Committee
Organization

of work

of
173. The Second Committee, which met under the chairmanship
Shapour Rassekh (Iran),
held 17 meetings between 20 June and 1 July 1975.
its 1st meeting it elected,
by acclamation,
Edmonde Dever (Belgium),
Annie Jiagge (Ghana) and Anna Papp (Hungary) Vice-Chairmen;
and
Phyllis Claire Macpherson-Russell
(Jamaica) Rapporteur.

At

114. In accordance with the decision taken by the Conference at its 1st plenary
meeting, the Second Committee undertook
consideration
of agenda item 9 (Current
trends and changes in the status and roles of women and men, and major obstacles
to be overcome in the achievement
of equal rights,
opportunities
and
responsibilities)
and item 10 (The integration
of women in the development
process as equal partners
with men). At its 1st meeting, on 20 June 1975, the
Committee decided to consider the two items jointly.
175. For its consideration
of item 9, the Committee had before it Conference
documents E/CONF.66/3 and Add.1 and 3, a statement submitted by the
organization
in
Associated Country Women of the World, a non-governmental
Category II consultative
status with the Economic and Social Council
by 39 non-governmental
WCONF. 66/NGo/2 ) ; and a statement submitted jointly
organizations
in categories
I and II and on the Roster (E/CONF.~G/NGO/~).
176. For its consideration
of item 10, it had before it Conference document
E/C0fl~.66/4 and two statements by non-governmental
organizations
in Category II
consultative
status with the Economic and Social Council,
one submitted by the
International
Federation
of Women Lawyers (E/CONF.66/NGO/6) and the other by the
International
Organisation
of Consumer's Unions (E/CONF.66/NG0/9).
l-77. In addition,
it had before it the following
background documents:
E/CONF,66/Bp/5; E/CONF.66/BP/T; E/CONF,66/BP/8 and Add.1; E/CONF.66/BP/9;
E/CONF.66/BI?/ll;
E/CONF.66/BP/12;
E/CoNF.66/BP/13;
~/coNF.66/SP/l4;
E/CONF.66/Bp/l5;
and E/CONF066/BP/16.
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'.78. Items 9 and 10 were considered
by the Committee at its 1st to 15th meetings
L7d txt its l'(L11 meeting 9 held between 20 June and 1 July 1975.
29. In accordtince with the decision
taken at the 17th plenary meeting of the
Clference,
all draft resolutions
submitted under agenda item 8 were referred
to
IA Second Committee.
These texts,
contained
in documents E/CONF.&/L.2
to
E:ONF.66/L.8, were considered
at the 16th and 17th meetings of the Committee.
2.
_Iual rights,

Discussion
opportunities

of .ll____
general

points
-.__~-.-.----relating

and responsibilities

to items 9 and 10
of men _L_and women

:tO. The Committee agreed that the ?Jorld Conference
of the International
Women's
l:ar demonstrated the determination
of the nations
of the world to advance the
l>sition
of women, eliminate
discrimination
against them, strengthen
their
l>sition
and ensure their
equal rights with men within
the family and society,
&j well as in the political,
economic, social and cultural
spheres.
Representatives
w:re unanimous in their
hope that the Conference would lead to better understanding
s&d solidarity
among nations,
provide
an impetus to the advancement of women in
society and devise methods and strategies
that would enable women to have the same
oppcrtunities
as men to be actively
incor@orated
into the development process and
to Iarticipate
in all the tasks which the attainment
of world peace entailed.
An E.ppeal was made to all States for determined,
urgent and real general and
complete disarmament especially
nuclear disarmament through the application
of
concrete and effective
measures towards a world of peace and understandin,?
smong nations.
181. Representatives
considered
that the struggle
for genuine equality
for women
was an integral
part of the struggle
of peoples for national
liberation
and for
They condemned all forms of oppression and
economic and social emancipation.
subjugation
still
prevailing
in some regions of the world - colonialism,
neo-colonialism,
discrimination
on grounds of sex, racial
discrimination
and
apartheid,
and the acquisition
of territories
by force - declaring
that they
infringed
basic human rights
and freedoms and were contrary
to the principles
of
territorial
integrity
and political
self-determination
of peoples,
sovereignty,
independence of States.
182. Representatives
stressed that if the status of women was to be improved and
radical
changes would have to be
true equality
between men and women attained,
Various representatives
carried
out at the national
and'international
levels.
thought that the new international
economic order implied in those changes would
Others however
require
increasing
participation
by women in all spheres of life.
indicated
that their objections
to the new international
economic order still
stood.
Representatives
also stated that a profound
change in the status of women
would not be possible
unless traditions
and attitudes
discriminating
against women
Those attitudes
might be found in both men and women and often
were overcome.
expressed themselves indirectly
or in disguise.
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Equality

in law and in practice-

183. Several representatives
indicated
that great progress had been achieved
towards the legal recognition
of equal rights and responsibilities
of men and
women and that, in some countries,
such equality
had been a feature
of government
policy and legislation
for a number of decades.
They also noted that in various
countries
unequal treatment
of the sexes and discrimination
against women were
still
embodied in legislative
and administrative
provisions,
All such provisions
should be repealed and replaced by new legislation,
which should be couched in
sex-neutral
terms.
The view was expressed that it was also important
to establish
bodies such as human rights or civil
rights commissions and appeals boards having
full
governmental
support, which would take up specific
cases of discrimination
on the ground of sex, and would keep laws and regulations
under systematic review
so as to ensure that t4leir provisions
should not be discriminatory
and should be
applied fairly.

184. It was hoped that

the Convention on the Elimination
of Discrimination
against Women, currently
under preparation
by the Commission on the Status of
Women, would be adopted by the General Assembly without delay so that it might
become a comprehensive
international
instrument
binding upon States parties
to it.

185. Many representatives

were of the osinion that special measures for the
benefit
of women were needed and would be needed for many years to come since,
in most instances,
there were many obstacles to be overcome before women achieved
a position
of equality
with men and became truly integrated
into the development
process.
They referred
in particular
to the need to establish,
in countries
where
it did not already exist3 special machinery,
such as national
commissions or
wornen's. bure.aux.
'These should be established
by Governments at the highest
possible
level and should collaborate
with the United Nations Commission on the
Status of \?omen and should report to it periodically.

186, It was agreed that the actual enjoyment of equal rights,
opportunities
and
responsibilities
depended not only on legal equality
but on many political,
social9
economic and cultural
factors and was therefore
an integral
part of the over-all
political
situation
as well as of the economic and social development
of every
country.
It was considered necessary to create conditions
that would make it
possible
for both women and men to develop their intellectual
and physical
potential
and to participate
actively
and on equal terms in political
processes
elaboration
and execution of policies,
strategies
and
and in the formulation,
t programmes relating
to socio-economic
and cultural
development,
both at the
'national
and the international
level.
187. It was recognized that, in most countries,
a wide gap existed between the
It
was also emphasized that equality
de jure and the de facto situation
of women.
under the law had little
meaning in conditions
of poverty,
when sheer survival
required
all the efforts,
time and energy of both women and men.

188. The Committee noted that in spite of the fact that women had now attained
primary political
rights
on equal terms with men under the law of almost all
-i55-

countries,
a wide gap existed between the formal recognition
of those rights and
the actual participation
of women in the political
structure
of their countries.
It was pointed out that, in most countries,
the extent of women's representation
in political
bodies was limited,
and was in no way proportionate
to their
Many representatives
were
percentage
of the population
and their
abilities.
encouraged,
however, by the progress achieved in recent years in various parts
of the world through the growing awareness of the need to integrate
women more
fully
into the national
political
structure
and in some cases through pressure
from women's organizations
and feminist
groups.
A warning was voiced on the
dangers of tokenism and modest advances, which might perpetuate
discrimination
against women and continue to deprive
society as a whole of a rich human
potential
that could contribute
to its advancement.
189. Among the factors mentioned as accounting
for the limited
participation
of
women in politics
were:
lack of education,
especially
civic and political
education,
low self-esteem
and lack of willingness
to accept the responsibilities
inherent
in public positions,
particularly
positions
of leadership,
and
inappropriate
socialization
resulting
from societal
attitudes
and practices
that
discouraged
women from being active in political
life.
190. The Committee agreed that it was imperative
to increase substantially
the
participation
of women in elective
and appointive
positions,
not only at the
local and national
levels,
but also at the international
level,
and to achieve
equitable
representation
of the sexes.
Some representatives
suggested the
establishment
of quotas for women in political
bodies for an initial
period until
society accepted the active participation
of women in political
life.
Others
stressed the need for specific measures to encourage the representation
of women
in political
organizations,
parties
and trade unions at all levels of the
hierarchy,
including
the highest.
Xassive campaigns for the civic and political
education of women were also proposed.
For the success of such measures, it was
felt that the official
support of Governments for the principle
of the equality
of women and men in general and for the active participation
of women in the
political
field
in particular
would have to be widely publicized
in order that it
might act as a catalyst.
Bnplo,yment
191. Some representatives
observed that
developing,
the participation
of women
less limited.
It was likewise
pointed
among women, as was marginal
employment
the working conditions,
often lent itself
192. An even more widespread
of women in the least skilled
women was lower, on average,
equal pay for equal work.
193. The obstacles

to true

in many countries,
developed and
in economically
active life was more or
out that underemployment was more common
which ) owing to the difficulty
of checking
to extreme forms of exploitation.

form of discrimination
resulted
from the concentration
tasks as a consequence of which the remuneration
of
than that of men, even when men and women received
equality

between the sexes with
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regard

to employment

were economic, social and cultural
in nature.
With respect to economic obstacles,
several representatives
made special mention of underdevelopment,
territorial
imbalances within
countries
and the orientation
of investments.
Among the most
commonly cited social
obstacleswere
the inadequacy of services for children,
the sick and the old, while the main cultural
obstacles could be found in the
traditional
attitude
of society towards role differentiation,
one of the most
striking
illustrations
of which was the q.uantitative
and qualitative
differences
in education.
The family
194. Representatives
welcomed the fact that in many countries
legislation
enacted in recent years with a view to strengthening
the family as a unit,
to achieving
the equality
of rights and responsibilities
of both spouses
marriage,
durin,? marriage,
and at its dissolution.
They also noted that
countries
the principle
of equality
and joint partnership
of the spouses
incorporated
into the national
law for several decades.

had been
and
at
in certain
had been

195. Some representatives
referred
to the enactment of legislation
that had
either
abolished
or restricted
polygamy, a practice which they considered
inconsistent
with the dignity
and worth of the woman as a human being and a
barrier
to her advancement and participation
in the development process.
Mention
was also made of legislation
enacted in some countries to reduce the abuses that
had grown out of the institution
of the dowry.
196. Various representatives
welcomed the trend towards the raising of the
minimum age of marriage.
It was emphasized that marriage at an early age often
prevented
girls
from completing their education or training,
confined them to the
home and subjected them to early and frequent pregnancies,
which were injurious
to their health,
thus constituting
a major obstacle to their integration
in the
Governments that had not already done so were urged to
development process.
become parties
to the United Nations Convention
on Consent to Marriage, Minimum
Age for Marriage and Registration
of Marriages.
197. Some representatives
expressed concern about the acute problems faced by
the nuclear family,
which was caught in the rapid processes of modernization,
The desirability
of encouraging
industrialization
and migration.
urbanization,
the three-generational
family as a means of promoting mutual understanding,
harmony and solidarity
among its various members was mentioned.
The need for
innovative
housing programmes and appropriate
social infrastructures
was discussed.
A number of delegations
also pointed to the importance of supportive
groupings
Others stressed the right of all individuals
regardless
other than the family.
Of their marital
or parental
status to enjoy the benefits
of social legislation.
198. It was recognized
that in spite of the progress made in law3 the -patriarchal
to change and
structure
of family power and decision-makin,, @ remained resistant
the
males
whether
or
not
he
was
the
recognized
head
of the family,
that, generally,
There
was
wide
acceptance
of
made the important
decisions affecting
the family.
the view that as different
States and social groups within those States had
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created forms of the family to meet their differing
economic and cultural
needs,
no one of these had more intrinsic
value than another.
It was recognized that in
a rapidly
changing society,
a particular
form might become outmoded and in fact
might be a hindrance to the changing role of women in that society.
It was
suggested that each society should examine its own family institutions
in the
light
of their
impact on equality,
economic independence and self-realization
for
women and develop appropriate
programmes to assist them to become responsive
to
change.
199. It was also noted that, in most societies,
women and girls shouldered
almost
all the burden of the housework, often from early childhood
to old age. While,
in certain
countries,
there had been a trend in recent years towards the sharing
of family responsibilities
between husband and wife, particularly
when both worked
outside the home, the sharing was not done on an equitable
basis.
Representatives
noted the need for policies
which would support and facilitate
responsible
parenthood
and expressed the hope that, increasingly,
both spouses would share in
all tasks and responsibilities
related to parenthood
and homemaking.
In the view
of some representatives,
boys and girls reared in conditions
where their parents
shared such responsibilities
would be most likely
to accept true equality
of
the sexes.
200. Several representatives
emphasized the need for women to become economically
independent
and for Governments to assist them in achieving
such independence.
Many ways in which the lack of economic independence limited
the options open to
women were noted.
For instance,
it was pointed out that the inferior
status of
married women in the family was often a direct result of the economic power of
the husband, which enabled him to dictate terms to the wife, who usually lacked
the means of supporting
herself
and her children.
201. It was generally
agreed that adequate standards of health, particularly
the
health of the mother, were necessary conditions
for the exercise of rights and
the utilization
of opportunities.
It was emphasized that, whenever necessary,
Governments should mount comprehensive educational
programmes in sanitation
and
health,
as well as in food and nutrition,
ensure full access to health care
programmes and establish
equal entitlement
for women and men to social security.
202. Some representatives
pointed out that the high fertility
patterns prevailing
in many societies
resulted
in the physical exhaustion of women and accounted to
a large extent for their lack of energy and of time to be devoted to self-improvemei
and the acquisition
of skills.
High fertility,
it was noted, was usually accompanit
by low status of women and was frequently
both a result
and a cause of
underdevelopment,
thus forming a vicious circle.
203. Representatives
stressed the sovereign right of each State to define and
implement its demographic policy for social and economic development.
The
relationship
between the number and spacing of children
and the level of socioeconomic progress was noted.
Many representatives
underlined
the need for family
planning
both as a basic human right an&+s.a means of solving population
problems.
In their view9 Governments sh&ti?d make available
to all persons the
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necessary information
and advice on family planning
and provide
adequate facilities
and Services to enable individuals
and couples to decide freely
and responsibly
on
the number and spacing of their children
and to prepare young people for responsible
-parenthood.
It was said that lack of access to such facilities
and services
had
caused great hardship and suffering
to women and their families
at substantial
social cost.
2G4. It was urged that women should be broadly represented
on national
and
international
boards and bodies, especially
those dealing with the family and with
-population
questions,
The opinion was also expressed that in order to ensure the
optimal utilization
of existing
resources,
the United Nations organs and specialized
agencies should be asked to co-ordinate
their activities
regarding
population
matters.
Education
205. Representatives
noted that in many parts of the world even though women were
guaranteed
equal access to education under the law, they were seriously
disadvantaged
in practice.
Some expressed great concern over the extent of
illiteracy
and the lack of facilities
for formal education even at the primary level
in a number of countries.
While illiteracy
affected
both men and women, it was
especially
prevalent
among women and its eradication
was considered
a matter for
urgent national
and international
action.
206. Several
factors were mentioned as causes of the disadvantaged
position
of women
in education.
Traditional
cultural
attitudes
concerning the roles of women and men
wherever resources or facilities
were
in the family and in society induced parents,
limited,
to accord preference
to their sons who, it was assumed, would later have
Inhibitions
and conflicts
were
the responsibility
of supporting
their families,
created in women themselves as they were often torn between the choice of continuing
their education
or getting married and having children
and they were rarely
assisted in combining the two, The necessity for young girls to assist their
mothers around the house or the farm and in the rearing
of younger brothers
and
sisters resulted
in a high drop-out rate among girls especially
at the secondary
level,

207. It was proposed that research should be undertaken in order to identify
customs , practices,
attitudes
and prejudices
that hindered the advancement of
women, with a view to recommending to Governments and private
institutions
the
adoption of appropriate
measures for the eradication
of obstacles to the advancement
of women. The results
of such research should be used to enlighten
the public on
the need for women to be educated equally with mena
should be encouraged
It was also emphasized that free, compulsory co-education
and that the offerings
in the curriculum
should be the same for girls
and boys.
Some representatives
were of the view that co-education
should be offered
where it
Textbooks should be revised to eliminate
the
was acceptable
in the culture.
discriminatory
presentation
of the roles and status of women and men, Parents as
well as girls
and boys should be urged to recognize that girls needed to 'prepare
for a future
of economic independence and self-sufficiency.
208.

209. In order

to combat adult

illiteracy,

programmes

of non-formal

education

Providing
women with the minimum basic skills
should be launched on a massive
scale.
In rural
areas, programmes should be developed to promote functional
literacy,
the use of simple technology
for agricultural
needs, and the training
of instructors.
Women in rural areas should be given vocational
and technical
training
that would meet their needs rather than the conventional
training
that
was more usual in urban situations.
210, In order to permit
supply of school meals,
also recommended.

a larger
clothing,

number of children
to attend school, the free
medical care, books and transportation
was

211. Many representatives
stressed that life-long
education,
free of charge,
should be accessible
to people of all ages through the formal and non-formal
system, and that special efforts
should be made to enable drop-outs
to continue
their
education.
They eraphasized the desirability
of developing
programmes for
persons wishing to broaden their cultural
and intellectual
horizons as well as
their
occupational
options.
In order to reach the maximum number of persons,
all
forms of media and technology
should be fully utilized
as part of the system of
non-formal
education.
Integration

of women in the development

process

212. Some representatives
noted that intensified
action to strengthen
the position
of women in society and to promote their integration
in the development process
was part of the goal of social and economic progress for all - a goal difficult
to attain
in a world where social,
economic and political
imbalance prevailed,
and where the disparities
between groups within the same country and between
countries
were widening.
While national
development possibilities
and the
participation
of wamen therein were dependent on a number of factors:, many
representatives
affirmed
that the establishment
of a new international
economic
order based inter alia on equality,
sovereignty,
and international
co-operation
and understanding
was a prerequisite.
213. The discussion
verified
the great diversity
in the situation
of women, in
their
enjoyment of rights
and responsibilities
and in the degree of their
integration
into development
efforts.
It was however clear that it was not only
a question
of economic growth or of the stage of economic development,
since
many problems common to women in both developed and developing
countries
were
identified.
214. It appeared that development
and the attainment
of economic and social goals
would not automatically
bring about the full integration
of women and their
participation
on the basis of equality
unless specific
measures were taken to
eliminate
all forms of discrimination
against them. It was stressed that such
measures should be intensified
regardless
of the stage or style of a country's
development.
215. An important
economic growth,

element in the concept of development was that in addition
the process of development implied social:, structural,
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to

technological
and attitudinal
change. Many delegations
felt that a radical
and
fundamental
economic and social transformation
of society was a prerequisite
of
the improvement of the situation
of women. It was also noted that this
transformation
would deeply affect the situation
of both men and women, and that
they should work together
with the aim of achieving
a dignified
human role
for both.
216. Some of the disadvantages
women experienced
in the process of change were
discussed.
Because of their reproductive
functions
and of the fact that women
bore the main responsibility
for family matters, women had been considered
relatively
less able than men to take advantage of opportunities
for total
involvement
in the social and economic, development of the society.
217. Further,
in the process of development,
women might lose the economic autonomy
and status that went with the performance
of their traditional
functions.
In many
cases, new machines and new technological
improvements as well as credit and other
facilities,
particularly
in the agricultural
sector, had been available
only to
men. Development had also created new industries
in urban centres which had
attracted
men from rural areas9 leaving women behind to cope alone.
Development
might also mean long hours of labour by women in factories,
followed
by hours of
drudgery and housework at home. Concrete measures were needed to promote the
economic independence of women and to support their social functions
of maternity
and the education of the next generation.
218. Nany representatives
expressed the view that women could achieve de facto
equality
and integration
only under conditions
in which they could satisfactorily
social,
political
and family life.
Pleasures
combine their functions
in economic,
that would assist women to carry out all those functions
were identified,
including
those that promoted health, education,
nutrition,
child care, civic
and political
training,
vocational
counselling
and training,
social welfare
services and rural improvements.
The needs of handicapped women should receive
special attention.
219. Representatives
recommended several measures for eliminating
cultural
and
attitudinal
obstacles to the advancement of women and their participation
in
They noted that various means of communication should be used to
development.
remove the cultural
biases that perpetuated
disadvantages
to women, to provide
information
to women about available
services
and new opportunities
and to present
to the general public new norms and values concerning women. It was suggested
that non-formal
family life and parent education designed to bring about an
attitudinal
change could.be organized for both men and women and that school
curricula
oriented
towards equality between the sexes should be developed for
children at all ages. It was suggested that women should seek to redefine
development to mean a better quality of life for all rather than a mere rise in
gross national
product.
220. Several representatives
gave priority
to the need for improving
the life of
In their view, particular
emphasis should be placed on
women in rural areas.
measures that would help them to improve their agricultural
productivity,
standard
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of health,
economic viability
associations
and groups could

and participation
play a significant

in community life.
Women's
role in those efforts.

221. It was generally
agreed that because indicators
that would explain the status
of women and give a clear and realistic
picture
of their
situation
were not
available
in many countries,
those societies
failed
to see the implications
of
their participation.
Where the contributions
that women were currently
making
were not measured in'economic
terms there was no sound basis for designing
strategies
to increase or change those contributions.
Representatives
pointed to
a need to gather hard data and full
and accurate information
about women and to
improve the quality
of the statistics.
Among the particular
areas on which
research was needed the following
were discussed:
comprehensive
studies on the
actual situation
of women in various
countries,
including
types of work and
earnings and stereotyped
division
of labour between men and women; collection
of
data on the elements that maintained
sex-stereotyping
in the upbringing
of both
girls and boys and in education;
on the image of women projected
by the mass
media; and laws which prevented
or limited
the participation
of women in economic
activities
(for example, protective
labour laws and the impact of those laws and
their implementation
on women).
It was also suggested that a way should be, found
to assess the economic value of the work of the homemaker.
222. The establishment
of a research
and
The institute
would
women was proposed.
dissemination
of some of this information,
It would also
and programme formulation.
their own countries,
innovative
research

training
institute
for the promotion
undertake
the collection
and
particularly
as a basis for policy
train researchers
to undertake,
in
on women.

of

representatives
stressed the importance of the
223. Throughout
the discussion,
and the wider inclusion
of
active participation
of women in development
efforts,
The maximum utilization
of human resources
women in decision-making
processes.
and the costs to society of the
was an important
consideration
for development,
It was also hoped
unequal opportunities
for women to participate
were noted.
that the increasing
participation
of women in national
and international
affairs
would become a major contribution
to the achievement
of the goals of equality,
development
and peace and to understanding
and co-operation
within
and among
States.
224. It was emphasized that the United Nations system had a significant
role to
play both in the implementation
of new approaches to development
and in fostering
the climate
needed for their
successful
implementatian.
225. In order to carry out all the programmes and suggestions
made, it was
strongly
recommended
that various
forms of assistance
be provided
to .Governments
by the relevant
United Nations agencies and international
bodies as well as by
Non-governmental
organisations,
especially
bilateral
assistance
programmes.
should be encouraged to play a supportive
role in
women's organizations,
activities
directed
towards the integration
of women in development.
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3.

Consideration
of draft resolutions
submitted under items 9 and 10 Lr

226, The Committee considered
7th to 16th meetings.

at its

the draft

resolutions

submitted

under

items

9 and 10

227. In all, 58 draft resolutions
were submitted,
of which E/COUF066/C.2/L.1
to
E/COL\F. 66/C .2/L. 14 were issued in all working languages.
Documents
E/CONF.GG/C.2/L.l5
to E/CONF.66/.2/L.58
were issued provisionally
in the language
in which they were submitted.
As many of the draft resolutions
covered the ssme
informal
working groups were formed for the purpose of arriving
at
subjects,
consolidated
texts.
As a result of those consultations,
20 draft
resolutions
were
submitted.
They were reproduced as documents E/COMF.66/C.
2/L.lO/Rev.l,
E/CONF.66/C.2/L.59
to E/CONF.66/C.2/L.77
and E/CONF.66/C.2/L.79,

228. At the 7th meeting,

the Committee received
a draft resolution
entitled
"Prevention
of the exploitation
of women and girls"
(E/CONF.66/C.2/L.10).
At the
9th meeting, it received
a revised text (E/CONF.66/C.2/L.lO/Rev.l).
The revised
draft
resolution,
as further
revised during the discussion,
was adopted, as draft
resolution
I, without
a vote.
(For action taken in plenary,
see para. 263 below:
for the final
text, see part one, chap. III,
resolution
7.)
229. At the 8th meeting, the Committee received
a draft resolution
entitled
"The
situation
of women in the employ of the United Nations and specialized
agencies"
(E/CONF.66/C.2/L.59).
At the 9th meeting, after a discussion,
the Committee adopted,
as amended during the discussion,
as draft resolution
II, the draft resolution,
without
a vote.
(For action taken in plenary,
see para. 264 below; for the
final
text, see part one, chap, III,
resolution
8.)
230. At the 8th meeting, the Committee received
a draft resolution
entitled
'sProtection
of maternal and child health"
(E/CONFV66/C.2/L.60).
At the 12th
meeting, the Committee adopted a revised draft
resolution
(E/CONF066/C.2/L.60/Rev.l)
without
a vote, as draft resolution
III.
see
(F or action taken in plenary,
para, 265 below; for the final text, see part one, chap. III,
resolution
9.)
a draft resolution
entitled
"Access
231. At the 8th meeting, the Committee received
The draft resolution,
as
of women to financial
assistance"
(E/CONF.66/C.2/L.61).
IV, without
a vote.
revised during the discussion,
was adopted, as draft resolution
text,
see part one,
(For action taken in plenary,
see para, 266 below; for the final
chap. III,
resolution
10.)
232. At the 10th meeting, the Committee received
a draft resolution
entitled
'?Research on population
and the integration
of women in development"
as revised during the discussion,
(E/CONF. 66/c. 2/1; .62) q The draft resolution,
l-/ A list
of the draft resolutions
submitted
the names of the sponsors9 is given in annex I.
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to the Second Committee,

showing

was adopted, as draft resolution
V, by 70 votes to none,, with 5 abstentions.
action taken in plenary,
see para. 267 below; for the final texts see part
chap. III,
resolution
11.)

(For
one,

233. At the 14th meeting, the Committee received a revised draft resolution
entitled
"Special
resources
for the integration
of women in development"
(E/CoNF.66/~.2/L.63/Rev.l).
The revised draft resolution,
as further
revised
and
amended during the discussion,
was adopted, as draft resolution
VI, without
a vote.
(For action taken in plenary,
see para, 269 below: for the final text, see
part one, chap. LIT, resolution
12.)
234. At the 8th meeting, the Committee received a draft resolution
entitled
"Social
security
and family security
for women, including
the elderly
and the disabled"
(E/CONF.66/C.2/L.64).
At the 10th meeting, the Committee received
the revised
text of the draft
resolution.
At the 14th meeting, the Committee received
a
further
revision
of the draft resolution
(E/CONF.66/C.2/L.64/Rev.l).
Following
a
lengthy discussion,
the revised
draft resolution,
as further
revised
during the
discussion,
was adopted, as draft resolution
VII, by 96 votes to 1, with
8 abstentions.
(For action taken in plenary,
see para. 270 below; for the final
text, see part 'one, chap. III,
resolution
13.)
235. At the 9th meeting, the Committee received a draft resolution
entitled
"Research for the formulation
of policies
concerning the integration
of women in
the development
process"
(E/C0~~.66/C.e/L.65).
At the 10th meeting, the Committee
adopted without
a vote, as draft resolution
VIII,
the draft resolution
as revised
by the sponsors.
(For action taken in plenary,
see para. 272 below; for the final
text,
see part one, chap. III,
resolution
14.)
236. At the 12th meeting, the Committee received
a draft resolution
entitled
"Family planning
and the full integration
of women in development"
(E/CoNF,66/C.2/1,.66).
At the 13th meeting, the Committee received
a revised
text
of the draft
resolution.
After a lengthy discussion,
it adopted the revised
draft
resolution,
as draft resolution
IX, by 29 votes to 13, with 10 abstentions.
(For
action taken in plenary,
see para. 273 below; for the final text, see part one,
chap. III,
resolution
15.)
237. At the 10th meeting, the Committee received
a draft resolution
entitled
f7Popular participation"
(E/CONF.66/C.2/L.67).
The draft resolution,
as revised
during the discussion,
was adopted, as draft resolution
X, without
a vote.
(For
action taken in plenary,
see para. 275 below; for the final text, see part one,
chap. III,
resolution
16.)
238. At the 11th and 12th meetings, the Committee considered a draft resolution
entitled
"The family"
(E/CONF.66/C.2/L.68).
The draft resolution,
as amended
during the discussion,
was adopted, as draft resolution
XI, by 38 votes to 1, with
or action taken in plenary,
see para. 276 below:, for the final
;~x;bs;$%n;~onkF
chap.
III,
resolution
17.)
9
,
239. At the 12th meeting, the Committee
received
a draft
"Political
and social participation"
(~/CONF.66/C.2/L.69).
240. The draft resolution,
as revised during
resolution
XII, without
a vote.
(F or action
for the final
text,
see part one, chap. III,
-1641

resolution

entitled

the discussion,
was adopted, as draft
taken in plenary,
see para. 278 below;
resolution
18.)

i
1
I

241. At the 11th meeting, the Committee
received
a draft
"Women and communication mediaF' (E/CONF.66/C.2/L.70).

resolution

entitled

242'. The draft resolution,
as revised during the discussion
was adopted,
as draft
resolution
XIII,
without a vote.
(For action taken in plenary,
see para. 279
below; for the final text, see part one, chap. III,
resolution
19.)
243. At the 15th meeting, the Committee received
a draft resolution
entitled
"Integration
of women in the process of political,
economic, social
and cultural
development as equal partners with men" (E/COl!F.66/C.2/L.71).
The draft
resolution,
as revised and amended during the discussions,
was adopted,
as draft
resolution
XIV, by 77 votes to 7> with 16 abstentions.
(For action taken in
plenary,
see paras. 280-286 below; for the final text, see part one? chap. III,
resolution
20.)
At the 10th meeting, the Committee
received
a draft resolution
entitled
"Condition
of women in rural areas" (E/CONF.66/C.2/L.72).
The draft
resolution,
as revised during the discussion,
was adopted, as draft resolution
XV, by 62 votes
288 below; for
(For action taken in plenary,
see pala.
to 5, with 5 abstentions.
the final text,
see part one, chap. III,
resolution
21.)
244.

245. At the 10th meeting, the Committee received
a draft resolution
entitled
"Women and development's
(E/CONF.66/C.2/L.73/Rev.l).
The Committee adopted, as
draft resolution
XVI, the revised draft resoluti‘on,
as revised
during
the
by 22 votes to 9, with 46 abstentions.
(For action taken in plenary,
discussion,
see para. 290 below; for the final-texts
see part one, chap. III 9 resolution
22.)
246. At the 11th meeting, the Committee received
a draft resolution
entitled
"Revision
and expansion of International
Standard Classifications
of Occupationspp
as revised during the discussion,
(E/CONF.66/C,2/L.74).
The draft resolution,
(For action taken in
was adopted, as draft resolution
XVII, without
a vote.
see
para.
292
below;
for
the
final
text,
see
part
one, chap. III,
plenary,
resolution
23.)
247. At the 13th meeting the Committee received
a draft resolution
entitled
"Education and training"
(E/CONF.66/C.2/L.75).
After a prolonged
discussion,
Committee adopted, without
a vote, as draft resolution
XVIII,
the draft
as revised during the discussion.
(For action taken in plenary,
resolution,
see para. 293 below; for the final text, see part one, chap. III,
resolution

the
24.)

At the 13th meeting, the Committee received
a draft resolution
entitled
"Equality
between men and women and elimination
of discrimination
against women"
The draft resolution
was adopted, as draft
resolution
XIX,
(E/CONF.66/C.2/L.76).
(For action taken in plenary,
see para. 294 below; for the final
without a vote.
text, see part one, chap. III,
resolution
25.)
248.

249. At the 13th meeting, the Committee received
a draft resolution
entitled
'*International
Research and Training
Institute
for the Advancement of Women"
(E/CONF.66/C.2/L.77).
The draft resolution,
as revised during the discussion
was
adopted, as draft resolution
(For action taken in plenary,
XX, without a vote.
see para. 295 below; for the final text, see part one, chap. III,
resolution
26.)
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250. At the 15th meeting, the Committee received
a draft resolution
entitled
"Measures for the integration
of women in development"
(E/CONF.66/C.2/2.79).
The
draft resolution,
as revised
during the discussion,
was adopted, as draft
resolution
XXI, without
a vote.
(For action taken in plenary,
see para. 296 below;
for the final-text,
see part one, chap. III,
resolution
2'7.)
4.
251. At its
resolutions

Consideration
of draft
under agenda item 8

resolutions

submitted

16th and 17th meetings, the Committee considered
submitted under agenda item 8 (E/CONF.66/L.2-L.9).

a number of

252. At the 16th meeting, the Committee received
a draft resolution
entitled
%OItlen 'S partiCipatiOn
in promoting world peace and international
co-operation"
(E/CONF.66/L.2),
as well as an amendment to it (E/CONF.66/L.9),
which was
subsequently
accepted by the sponsors of the draft resolution.
At the same
meeting, the Committee adopted the draft resolution,
as revised without a vote,
as draft resolution
XXII..
(For action taken in plenary,
see para. 298 below;
for the final
text, see part one, chap. III,
resolution
28.)
253. At the 16th meeting, the Committee received
a draft resolution
entitled
"Womenes participation
in the strengthening
of international
peace and security
and in the struggle
against colonialism,
racism, racial
discrimination
and foreign
domination"
(E/CONF. 66/L. 3).
After a discussion,
the Committee adopted the draft
resolution
as revised
during the discussion,
by 58 votes to 1, with 28 abstentions,
as draft resolution
XXIII.
(For action taken in plenary,
see para. 299 below; for
the final
text,
see part one, chap. III,
resolution
29.)
254, At the 16th meeting, the Committee received
"The question
of the Panamanian territory
called
(E/CONF.66/L.4
and Add.1).
After a discussion,
resolution
(E/CONF.66/L.4
and Add-l) by 58 votes
as draft resolution
XXIV.
255. At ,the 16th meeting, the Committee
entitled
"Womenvs contribution
to world
international
conferences".
At the 17th
was adopted by 72 votes to none, with 8
(For action taken in plenary,
see para.
part one, chap. III,
resolution
31.)
256. At the 16th meeting, the
entitled
"Palestinian
and Arab
the fifth
preambular
paragraph
that paragraph
by 65 votes to
In favour:

a draft resolution
entitled
the 'Canal Zone"'
the Committee adopted the draft
to none, with 41 abstentions,

received
a draft resolution
(E/CONFi66/L.5)
peace through participation
in
meeting, the draft resolution,
as revised,
abstentions,
as draft resolution
XXV.
302 below; for the final text, see

Committee received
a draft resolution
(E/cONF.~G/L.~)
women". A separate vote was taken by roll-call
on
of the draft resolution.
The Committee adopted
The voting was as follows:
13, with 34 abstentions.

Afghanistan,
Albania,
Algeria,
Bulgaria,
Byelorussian
Soviet
Socialist
Republic,
China, Congo, Cuba, Cyprus, Czechoslovakia,
Dahomey, Democratic Republic of Viet-Nam, Democratic Yemen, Egypt,
Gabon, Gambia, German Democratic Republic,
Ghana, Greece, Guinea,
Guyana, Hungary, India,
Iran, Iraq, Ivory Coast, Jamaica, Jordan,
Kenya,, Kuwait, Lebanon, Libyan Arab Republic, Malaysia, Mali,
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Mauritius,
Mongolia, Morocco, Niger, Nigeria,
Oman, Pakistan,
Panama, Peru, philippines,
Poland, Qatar, People's Democratic
Republic of Korea, Republic of South Viet-Nam, Senegal, Sierra
Leone, Somalia, Sudan, Syrian Arab Republic,
Togo, Tunisia,
Turkey., Uganda, Ukrainian
Soviet Socialist
Republic,
Union of
Soviet Socialist
Republics,
United Arab Emirates,
United Republic
of Cameroon, United Republic of Tanzania, Yugoslavia,
Zaire,
Zambia.
Ap.ainst:

Bahamas, Belgium, Denmark, Finland,
Iceland,
Israel,
Italy,
Luxembourg, Netherlands,
Norway3 Sweden, United Kingdom of Great
Britain
and Northern Ireland,
United States of America.

Abstaining:

Argentina,
Australia,
Austria,
Brazil,
Canada, Central African
Republic,
Colombia, Costa Rica, Chad, Dominican Republic,
Ecuador,
Fiji,
France, Germany (Federal Republic of), c/ Grenada, Haiti,
Holy See, Honduras, Indonesia,
Ireland,
Japan, Mexico, Nepal,
Spain, New Zealand, Paraguay, Portugal,
Romania, San Marino,
Switzerland,
Thailand,
Trinidad
and Tobago, Uruguay, Venezuela.

257. On a roll-call
vote requested by Israel,
the Committee adopted, as draft
resolution
XXVI, the draft resolution
(E/COlW.66/L.6)
as a whole, by 71 votes
with 40 abstentions.
The voting was as follows:

to 3,

In favour:

Afghanistan,
Albania, Algeria,
Argentina,
Bangladesh,
Brazil,
Bulgaria,
Byelorussian
Soviet Socialist
Republic,
China, Congo,
Cuba, Cyprus, Czechoslovakia,
Dahomey, Democratic Republic of
Viet-Nam, Democratic Yemen, Egypt, Gabon, Gambia, German
Democratic Republic,
Ghana, Greece, Guinea, Hungary, India,
Indonesia,
Iran, Iraq, Ivory Coast, Jamaica, Jordan, Kenya,
Kuwait, Lebanon, Libyan Arab Republic,
Malaysia,
Mali, Mauritius,
Mexico, Mongolia, Morocco, Niger, Nigeria,
Oman, Pakistan,
Panama,
People's Democratic Republic of Korea, Peru3 Philippines,
Poland,
Qatar, Republic of South Viet-Nam, Romania, Senegal, Sierra Leone,
Somalia,, Spain, Sudan, Syrian Arab Republic,
Togo, Tunisia,
Turkey, Uganda, Ukrainian
Soviet Socialist
Republic,
Union of
Soviet Socialist
Republics,
United Arab Emirates,
United Republic
of Cameroon, United Republic of Tanzania, Yugoslavia,
Zaire,
Zambia.

Against:

Bahamas, Israel,

Abstain&::

Australia,
Republic,
Republic,
Republic

United

States

of America.

Canada, Central African
Austria,
Belgium, Bolivia,
Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Denmark, Dominican
Ecuador, Fiji,
Finland,
France, Germany (Federal
Holy See,
of)) Grenada, Guatemala, Guyana, z/ Haiti,

2/ The representative
of the Federal Republic of Germany informed the
Committee that his vcte on the fifth
preambular paragraph should have been
registered
as a negative
vote rather than as an abstention.
3/ The representative
of Guyana stated that his vote on the draft resolution
as a whole should have been registered
as a vote in favour of the draft resolution
rather than as an abstention.

Honduras, Iceland,
Ireland,
Italy,
Japan, Luxembourg, Netherlands,
New Zealand, Norway, Paraguay, Portugal,
United Kingdom of Great
Britain
and Northern Ireland,
San Marino9 Sweden, Switzerland,
Thailand,
Trinidad
and Tobago, Uruguay, Venezuela.
(For

part

action taken in plenary,
one, chap. III,
resolution

see para.
32. >

303 below,

and for

the final

text,

see

258. At its 16th meeting, the Committee received
a draft resolution
(E/CONF.66/L.7)
entitled
"Aid to the Viet-Wamese people".
After a discussion,
the draft
resolution
(E/CONF.66/L.7),
as revised,
was adopted by 91 votes to none, with
7 abstentions,
as draft resolution
XXVII.
(For action taken in plenary,
see
para. 305 below, and for the final text, see part one, chap. III,
resolution
33.)
259. At its 17th meeting, the Committee received a draft resolution
The draft resolution
entitled
'!l'he situation
of women in Chile*'.
(E/CONF.66/L.8),
was adopted as draft resolution
(E/CONF.66/L.8),
as revised
during the discussion,
XXVIII without
a vote.
(For action taken in -plenary, see para. 306 below, and
for the final
text, see part one, chap. III,
resolution
34*)
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1

5.

Recommendations
----

of the Second Committee

260. The Second Corumii;%ce recommends to the Conference
resolutions
(I to XXVIII)
adopted by the Committee.

B.

Action

taken

in plenary

on the report

the adoption

of the draft

of the Second Committee

261. At the 24th plenary
meeting, the Rapporteur of the Second Committee submitted
the Committee's
report
(E/CONF066/C.2/L.78
and Add.1 and 2), recormnending the
adoption
by the Conference of the 28 draft resolutions,
numbered I to XXVIII,
adopted by the Committee.
The Conference considered
the report at its 24th and
25th plenary
meetings.

The Conference
considered
and 10 and took the following
Committee.

262.

263. Draft
resolution
was adopted without
chap. III,
resolution

the parts of the report relating
to agenda items 9
action pn the draft resolutions
recommended by the

I ("Prevention
of the exploitation
of women and girls")
a vote.
(For the text of the resolution,
see part one,
7.)

264. Draft resolution
II ("The situation
of women in the employ of the United
(For the text
Nations and specialized
agencies")
was adopted without a vote.
the resolution,
see part one, chap, III,
resolution
8.)

of

265. Draft
resolution
III
("Protection
of maternal and child health!')
was adopted
without
a vote.
(For the text of the resolution,
see part one, chap. III,
resolution
9.)

/ 266, Draft resolution
IV ('sAcce~~ of women to financial
assistance")
was adopted
without a vote.
(For the text of the resolution,
see part one, chap. III,
resolution
10.)
267. Draft
resolution
V ("Research on population
and the integration
of women in
(For the text of the resolution,
see
development")
was adopted without a vote.
part one, chap. III,
resolution
11.)
268. Before
vote by the

the vote on draft resolution
representatives
of Argentina,

V, statements were made in explanation
Chile and Uruguay.

269. Draft
resolution
VI ("Special
resources for the integration
of women in
(For the text of the resolution,
see
development")
was adopted without a vote.
part one4 chap. III,
resolution
12.)
270, Draft
resolution
VII ("Social
security
and family security'
for women,
including
the elderly
and the handicapped")
was adopted by 91 votes to none, with
14 abstentions.
(For the text of the resolution,
see part one, chap. III,
resolution
13.)
271. The representatives
statements
in explanation

of Honduras and the Federal
of vote on draft resolution
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Republic
VII.

of Germany made

of

272. Draft resolution
VlII ('SResearch for the formulation
of policies
concerning
the integration
of women in the development process") was adopted without
a vote.
(For the text of the resolution,
see part one, chap. III,
resolution
14.)
273. Draft resolution
IX (F'Family planning and the full integration
developments')
was adopted by 77 votes to 4, with 15 abstentions.
the resolution,
see part one, chap. III,
resolution
15.)
274. After the vote on draft resolution
made by the representatives
of Uruguay,
275. Draft resolution
X ("Popular
(For the text of the resolution,

of women in
(For the text of

IX, statements in explanation
of vote were
Mexico, Argentina,
Peru, Ethiopia
and Cuba.

participation")
was adopted without a vote,
see part one,, chap. III,
resolution
16.)

276. Draft resolution
XI (ssThe family")
was adopted by 84 votes to none, with
16 abstentions.
(For the text of the resolution,
see part one, chap. III,
resolution
17.)
277. The representative
draft resolution
XI.

of Uruguay made a statement

278. Draft resolution
XII ("Political
and social
without a vote.
(For the text of the resolution,
resolution
18.)

in explanation

of vote

on

participation")
was adopted
see part one, chap. III,

279. Draft resolution
XIII (s"Women and communication media'!) was adopted without
a vote.
(For the text of the resolution,
see part one9 chap. III,
resolution
19.)
280. In the course of its consideration
of draft resolution
XIV ("Integration
women in the process of political,
economic, social and cultural
development
equal partners
with men") the Conference adopted two new paragraphs proposed
Guatemala.
281. The first,

to be inserted

after

operative

paragraph

of
as
by

9, read as follows:

"Requests Governments to adopt the necessary measures and strengthen
their
special programmes for ethnic groups in order to integrate
them into
the new society."
The amendment was adopted
282. The second paragraph,
(now 13), read as follows:

by 31 votes
for

insertion

to 1, with 16 abstentions,
after

the former

operative

"'Requests the specialized
agencies to provide assistance,
of Governments,
for the attainment
of the objectives
proposed
improving
the lives of indigenous women."
The amendment was adopted

by 34 votes

to 10, with

paragraph

12

at the request
herein and for

11 abstentions.

283. The delegation
of the Dominican Republic proposed an amendment to the former
for the replacement
of
operative
paragraph
12 (now 13) of the draft text, calling
the words after "organizations"
by the words "to adopt the necessary measures to
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enable women and men to participate
amendment was adopted by 66 votes

as equal partners
in decision-making".
to none, with 11 abstentions.

The

284. The representative
of Peru proposed the replacement
of the words "to assist
women in making their contributionfv
in the fourth paragraph of the preamble by the
words "which will enable women to exercise their right to contribute".
The
amendment was adopted by 7'5 votes to 1, with 15 abstentions.

The representative
of Peru also
in the former operative
paragraph 13
"triple
role":
"in the family,
as a
change, and as joint participants
in
amendment was adopted by 50 votes to
285.

286. Draft
resolution
with 13 abstentions.
resolution
20.)

proposed the insertion
of the following
words
(now 15) of the draft,
after the words
productive
labour force and active agents of
the destiny of their communities",
The
2, with 6 abstentions,

XIV as a whole, as amended, was adopted by 90 votes to 6,
(For the text of the resolution,
see part one, chap. III,

28% The representatives
of Sweden, China, Albania,
Republic
of Germany made statements in explanation
288.

rural
text

Switzerland
and the Federal
of vote on draft resolution
XIV.

At the 25th plenary meeting, draft resolution
XV (svCondition
areas") was adopted by 56 votes to none, with 8 abstentions.
of the resolution,
see part one9 chap. III,
resolution
21.)

289. The representatives
statements
in explanation
290. Draft resolution
with 13 abstentions.
resolution
22.)
291. The representative
draft
resolution
XVI.

of Brazil and the Federal Republic
of vote on draft resolution
XV.

of Germany made

XVI ("Women and development")
was adopted
(For the text of the resolution,
see part
of Albania

made a statement

of women in
(Fox the

in explanation

by 80 votes to 3,
one, chap. III,
of vote on

292. Draft resolution
XVII (v9Revision and expansion of the International
Standard
(For the text of the
Classifications
of OccupationsPs) was adopted without
a vote.
resolution,
see part one, chap. III,
resolution
23.)
293. Draft resolution
XVIII ("Education
and training")
was adopted without
(For the text of the resolution,
see part one, chap. III,
resolution
24.)
294. Draft resolution
XIX ("Equality
between men and women and elimination
(For the text
discrimination
against women") was adopted without
a vote.
2.5.)
resolution,
see part one9 chap. 111, resolution
295. Draft resolution
XX ("International
Promotion
of Women") was adopted without
resolution
26.)
see part one, chap. III,
Draft resolution
was adopted without
chap. III,
resolution
296.

Research
a vote.

a vote.
of
of the

and Training
Institute
for the
(For the text of the resolution,

of women in development")
XXI (%easures for the integration
(For
the
text
of
the
resolution,
see part one9
a vote.
27.)
--171=-

297. At the 25th plenary meeting the Conference considered
the part of the report
of the Second Committee in which the Committee recommended for adoption seven draft
resolutions
submitted under agenda item 8 (E/CO~~66/c.2/z.?8/Add*2)'
The draft
resolutions
had originally
been submitted in plenary as draft resolutions
E/COi%?.66/~.2-I,.8
and were subsequently
referred
to the Second Committee for
consideration,
in accordance with the decision taken by the Con?=erence at its
17th plenary
meeting.
The Conference took the following
action on the draft
resolutions
recommended by the Committee.
298. Draft
international
resolution,

resolution
XXII ("Women's participation
co-operation")
was adopted without
see part one, chap, III,
resolution

in promoting world peace and
a vote.
(For the text of the

28.)

299. Draft resolution
XXIII
("WomenOs participation
in the strengthening
of
international
peace and security
and in the struggle
against colonialism,
racism,
racial
discrimination
and foreign
domination")
was adopted by 75 votes to 2, with
22 abstentions.
(For the text of the resolution,
see part one, chap. III,
resolution
29.)
300. The representatives
of Sweden and Albania
vote or reservations
on draft resolution
XXIII.

made statements

in explanation

301. Draft resolution
XXIV ('!The question of the Panamanian territory
vCanal Zones") was adopted by 58 votes to none, with 33 abstentions.
text of the resolution,
see part one, chap. III,
resolution
30.)

of

called the
(For the

302. Draft resolution
XXV (vFWomen's contribution
to world peace through
participation
in international
conferences")
was adopted unanimously.
(For the
text of the resolution,
see part one, chap. III,
resolution
31.)
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303. At the request of the representative
of Israel,
draft resolution
XXVI
("Palestinian
and Arab women") pas put to the vote by roll-call.
The text was
adopted by 66 votes to 3, with 35 abstentions.
The voting was as follows:
In favour:
Afghanistan,
Albania, Algeria,
Argentina,
Brazil.,
Bulgaria,
Byelorussian
Soviet Socialist
Republic,
China, Cuba, Cyprus, Czechoslovakia,
Dahomey, Democratic Peoplevs Republic of Korea, Democratic Republic of Vie-t-Nam,
Egypt, Gambia, German Democratic Republic,
Ghana, Greece, Guinea, Guyana, Hungary,
Indonesia,
Iran, Iraq, Ivory Coast, Jamaica, Jordan, Kenya, Kuwait, Lebanon,
Libyan Arab Republic,
Malaysia, Mali, Morocco, Mexico, Mongolia,
Nigeria,
Oman,
Pakistan,
Panama, Peru, Philippines,
Poland, Portugal,
Qatar, Republic of South
Viet-Nam,
Romania, Senegal, Sierra Leone, Somalia, Spain, Sudan, Syrian Arab
Republic,
Tunis, Turkey, Uganda, Ukrainian
Soviet Socialist
Republic,
Union of
Soviet Socialist
Republics,
United Arab Emirates, United Republic
of Cameroon,
United Republic of Tanzania, Upper Volta, Yemen, Yugoslavia,
Zambia.
Against:

Israel,

Netherlands,

&/ United

States

of America.

Abstaining:
Australia,,
Austria,
Belgium, Bolivia,
Canada, Chile, Colombia,
Costa Rica, Denmark, Dominican Republic,
Ecuador, Fiji,
Finland,
France,, Gabon,
Germany (Federal Republic of), Grenada, Guatemala, Holy See, Honduras, Iceland,
Ireland,
Italy,
Japan, Nepal, New Zealand, Norway, Paraguay, Swaziland, Sweden,
Switzerland,
Thailand,
United Kingdom of Great Britain
and Northern Ireland,
Uruguay, Venezuela.
(For the text

of the resolution,

see part

one, chap. III,

resolution

304. Statements in explanation
of'vote
were made by the representatives
Italy,
Argentina,
Jordan, Portugal,
Uruguay, Venezuela and Iraq.
305. Draft resolution
votes to none, with
chap. III,
resolution

XXVII ("Aid
6 abstentions.
33.)

32.)
of Israel,

to the Viet-Namese people")
was adopted by 94
(For the text of the resolution,
see part one,

306. Draft resolution
XXVIII
("The situation
of women in Chile")
without
a vote.
(For the text of the resolution,
see part one,
resolution
34.)

was adopted
chap. III,

307. Statements in explanation
of vote or reservations
were made by the
Brazil,
the United States of America, Paraguay,
representatives
of Chile, Argentina,
Colombia, Honduras, the Ivory Coast, Costa Rica, Fiji,
Uruguay, Bolivia,
Ecuador,
China and Nicaragua.

&/ The representative
delegation
had intended

of the Netherlands
subsequently
to abstain and not to vote against
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stated that his
the draft resolution.

308. At this juncture
of the proceedings
of the Conference3 a number of delegations
made general statements in explanation
of vote or of reservation
on the draft
resolutions
recommended by the Second Committee under agenda items 8, 9 and 10.
The statements
supplemented
other statements which certain delegations
had made
after the adoption
of specific
draft resolutions
and which have been indicated
above.
General statements were made by the representatives
of Albania,
Switzerland,
Finland,
Brazil,
Sweden, Cuba., China, the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics,
Peru, the United Kingdom of Great Britain
and Northern Ireland,
Poland,
Iran, Nicaragua,
the Federal Republic of Germany and Belgium.
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Chapter

IX

CREDENTIALS OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE CONFERENCE
A.

Report

of the Credentials

Committee

309. At its 2nd plenary meeting, held on 19 June 1975, the Conference,
in
accordance
with rule 4 of the rules of procedure,
appointed a Credentials
Committee
composed of the following
States:
Belgium, China, Costa Rica, Philippines,
Senegal,
Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics,
United Republic of Tanzania, United
States of America and Venezuela.
310. The Credentials
Committee held two meetings, on 24 and 26 June 1975. At the
1st meeting,
Estefania
Aldaba Lim (Philippines)
was unanimously elected Chairman.
312. The
Conference
State or
provided
21 of the

Committee had
stating
that,
Government or
for in rule 3
participating

before it a memorandum by the Secretary-General
of the
as at 24 June 1975, credentials
issued by the Head of
by the Minister
for Foreign Affairs
had been submitted as
of the rules of procedure of the Conference, by all but
States.
Of those 21 States:

(a)
The credentials
to the Secretary-General
respective
Head of State

of the representatives
of 12 States were communicated
of the Conference.in
the form of telegrams from their
or Government or Minister
for Foreign Affairs;

(b)
The representatives
of 7 States were designated in letters
or notes
verbalas
from their respective
permanent representatives
or permanent missions
New York, or from their embassies in Mexico;
(c)
credentials
Conference

In respect of 2 States, which were present
or other communications concerning
their
had been received by the Secretary-General

in

at the Conference, no
participation
in the
of the Conference.

312. On the proposal
of the Chairman, the Committee agreed that, as an exceptional
measure, in view of the short duration
of the Conference,
the communications
(a) and (b) above should be accepted
referred
to in paragraph
311, subparagraphs
provisionally,
pending the receipt of the formal credentials
of the representatives
concerned in due form and that the representatives
of the States referred
to in
(c), were entitled
to participate
provisionally
in
paragraph
311, subparagraph
in accordance with rule 5 of the rules of procedure of the
the Conference,
The Committee noted that in most instances assurance had been given
Conference.
that full
credentials
would be transmitted
as soon as possible.
313. The Chairman
resolution:

then proposed

"The Credentials
"Having
participating

that

the Committee

should

adopt the following

Committee,

examined the credentials
in the World Conference
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of the representatives
of the International

of all States
Women's Year,

draft

"Accepts the credentials
the Conference."

of all

the representatives

participating

in

314. The representative
of the Union of Soviet Socialist.Republics
proposed that
the draft
resolution
should include a reference
to the memorandum of the
Secretary-General
of the Conference on the status of credentials
(see para. 311
above), incorporating
the corrections
orally made to that memorandum by the
Secretary
of the Committee, so as to reflect
accurately
the actual status of
credentials
at the time of the adoption of the draft resolution.
315. The draft
follows :

resolution

proposed

"The Credentials

by the Chairman was then revised

to read as

Committee,

'Having received
the memorandum by the Secretary--General
of the
Conference
on the status of credentials
of representatives
to the World
Conference
of the International
Women's Year,
"Having
participating

examine&the
credentials
in the World Conference

'Accepts the credentials
the Conference."
This

draft

resolution

was adopted

of all

of the representatives
of the International
the representatives

of all States
Women's Year,
participating

in

by the Committee unanimously.

316. At the request of the representative
of Senegal, the Committee agreed that it
should be clearly
stated in its report that its approval
of credentials
applied
only to those States that were effectively
represented
at the Conference at the
time of the adoption
of the Committee's report.
B.

Action

taken

in plenary

on-- the report -_I_of the Credentials

Committee

317. The Chairman of the Credentials
Committee presented the report of the
Credentials
Committee (E/CONF,~~/ZZ) to the Conference at its 21st plenary meeting:, I
on 1 July 1975.
The Conference approved the report,
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Chapter

X

ADOPTION OF THE REPORT OF THE CONFERENCE
318. The Rapporteur-General
presented to the Conference at its 22nd plenary meeting
part two of the draft report of the Conference ("Background to the Conference")
and chapters V and VI of part three ("Proceedings
of the Conference")
(E/C0~~.66/~.10
and Add.l),
together with a number of additional
passages3 which
were read out by the Secretariat,
for insertion
in chapter VI ("Summary of the
general debate").

319. After some discussion,
the representative
of the German Democratic
requested a separate vote on the following
text, to be inserted
at the
paragraph 93, which had been read out by the Secretariat:

Republic
end of

"Two speakers stated that the super-Powers were contending
for world
hegemony, the factors
for war were increasing
and the women of the whole
world should be vigilant
against their
intensified
arms expansion and war
preparations
under the guise of d&ente and disarmament, the purpose of
which was really
to infiltrate,
control
and threaten
the independence,
security
and basic rights of people in many countries."
The Conference decided,
on the above text.

by 17 votes

to 8, with

35 abstentions,

to vote

separately

320. The result
of the vote on the retention
of the above text was 21 votes in
and 41 abstentions.
The text was declared not adopted,
favour,
14 against,
having failed
to obtain the two-thirds
majority
required
under rule 31 of the
rules of procedure for decisions on matters of substance.
321. The delegtition
of Cuba submitted an oral amendment in two parts calling
for
the addition
of the following
sentences, the first
as a new -paragraph after
paragraph 89 and the second as an insertion
in paragraph 93, after the second
sentence:
"Many speakers made references
to the constant violations
of human
rights that had taken place in Chile, and requested the immediate
cessation of torture,
oppression,
maltreatment
and repression
to which
the people of Chile, especially
the women, were victim."
"Many speakers referred
in their
statements to the role
the Soviet Union in favour of dis,armament and world peace."
322. At the request of Chile, the amendment was put to the vote
The amendment was adopted by 44 votes to 3, with 47 abstentions.
as follows :
In favour:

-played by
by roll-call.
The voting

Afghanistan,
Algeria,
Australia,
Bangladesh,
Byelorussian
Soviet Soc.ialist
Republic,
Eotswana, Bulgaria,
Cuba, Cyprus,
Czechoslovakia,
Democratic Yemen, Gabon, German Democratic

was

Republic,
Greece, Guinea, Guyana, Hungary, India,
Iraq, Jordan.,
Libyan Arab Republic,
Mali, Mexico, Mongolia, Morocco,
New Zealand, Nigeria,
Pakistan, Panama, Philippines,
Poland,
Qatar, Somalia, Sri Lanka, Sudan, Syrian Arab Republic,
Togo,
Turkey, Ukrainian
Soviet Socialist
Republic,
Union of Soviet
Socialist
Republics,
United Republic of Cameroon, United
Republic of Tanzania, Yugoslavia,
Zambia.
Against:

Chile,

Abstaining:

Argentina,
Austria,
Barbados, Belgium, Burundi, Canada, Central
African
Republic,
Colombia, Costa Rica., Denmark, Dominican
Republic,
Ecuador, Egypt> Fiji,
Finland,
France, Gambia, Germany
(Federal
Republic of), Ghana, Grenada, Haiti,
Honduras, Iceland,
Indonesia,
Ireland)
Israel,
Italy,
Ivory Coast, Japan, Kenya,
Madagascar, Mauritius,
Nepal, Netherlands,
Niger, Norway, Peru,
Portugal,
Romania, Sierra Leone, Spain, Sweden, Trinidad
and
Tobago, United States of America, United Kingdom of Great Britain
and Northern
Ireland,
Upper Volta, Venezuela.

Nicaragua,

Paraguay.

323. The representatives
of Nigeria,
Pakistan and the United Republic of Tanzania
stated that they had thought the two parts of the Cuban amendment would be put to
the vote separately.
Their delegations
would have abstained
on the second part.
The representatives
of Australia
and Turkey also thought the Cuban amendments
would
be put to the vote separately.
Their delegations
did not consider that they
had voted on the second one. The representative
of China stated that she too had
thought the vote was on the first
of the amendments. Her delegation
had not
participated
in the vote.
It was opposed to the second amendment.
324. At the request
of the representative
on an amendment proposed orally
by Israel
should be added to paragraph
89:

of Iraq, the Conference voted by roll-call
to the effect that the following
text

"A number of participants
stressed the importance of implementation
of
United Nations resolutions
and respect for the right of the Palestinian
One speaker asked the Conference to bring
people to self-determination.
together
in the interests
of mutual understanding
and reconciliation
the
women of Israel
and of the Arab nations around it."
325.

voting

The amendment was rejected
was as follows:

by 53 votes to 21, with

40 abstentians.

The

In favour:

Australia,
Austria,
Belgium, Canada, Costa Rica, Fiji,
France,
Germany (Federal Republic of), Guatemala, Iceland,
Ireland,
Israel,
Italy,
Monaco, Netherlands,
New Zealand, Nicaragua,
United Kingdom of Great Britain
and Northern
Norway, Philippines,
Ireland,
United States of America.

Against:

Afghanistan,
Albania,
Algeria,
Bangladesh, Botswana, Bulgaria,
Burundi,
Byelorussian
Soviet Socialist
Republic,
China, Cuba,
Czechoslovakia,
Democratic People's Republic of Korea, Democratic
Republic of Viet-Nam, Democratic Yemen, Egypt, El Salvador,
German Democratic Republic,
Guinea, Guyana, Hungary, India,
Iran,
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Iraq, Jordan, Kuwait 9 Lebanon, Libyan Arab Republic,
Madagascar,
Mali, Morocco, Mongolia, Niger, Nigeria,
Oman, Pakistan,
Poland,
Qatar, Republic of Viet-Nam, Senegal, Somalia, Sri Lanka, Sudan,
Syrian Arab Republic, Togo, Tunisia,
Turkey, Uganda, Ukrainian
Soviet Socialist
Republic, United Arab Emirates, Union of SOViet
Socialist
Republics,
Yugoslavia,
Zaire, Zambia.
Abstaining:

326. Part
Conference

Argentina,
Bahamas, Barbados, Central African
Republic,
Chile,
Colombia, Cyprus, Denmark9 Dominican Republic,
Ecuador, Finland,
Gambia, Ghana, Greece, Grenada, Haiti,
Holy See, Honduras,
Indonesia,
Ivory Coast, Japan? Kenya, Mauritius,
Mexico, Bepal,
Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Portugal,
Romania4 Rwanda, Sierra Leone,
Spain, Sweden, Trinidad
and Tobago, United Republic of Cameroon,
United Republic of Tanzania, 1Jpper Volta, Uruguay, Venezuela.

two and chapters V and VI of part three
were adopted by 78 votes to none, with

327. Statements
Algeria,
China,

of the draft report
13 abstentions.

in explanation
of vote were made by the representatives
Iraq and Jordan.

of the
of

328. At the 25th plenary meeting, the Conference adopted its report as a whole,
consisting
of the Declaration
of Mexico, the World Plan of Action and the
resolutions
adopted by the Conference (part one of the present report)
and, in
addition
to the texts concerning the background and proceedings
of the Conference
adopted at its 22nd plenary meeting (part two and chapters V and VI of part three),
T.he
the reports
of the First and Second Committees and the Credentials
Committee.
Rapporteur-General
was authorized
to complete the report on the proceedings
of the
It was understood
22nd to 25th plenary meetings and to include certain
annexes.
that the necessary editorial
changes would be made by the Secretariat
in accordance
with United Nations practice.
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Chapter

XI

PROPOSAL FOR THE CONVENING OF A
SECONDWORLD CONFERENCEIN 1980
The Conference
adopted without
329.
representative
of Iran to the effect
the General Assembly at its thirtieth
world conference
on women in 1980.
part one, chap. III.)

a vote a proposal
submitted orally
by the
that the Conference should recommend that
session consider the convening of a second
(For the text of the recommendation,
see

Statements were made by the representatives
of Finland,
Poland, the
330.
Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics
and the United Kingdom of Great Britain
Northern
Ireland,
Chapter

and

XII

EXPRFSSION OF THANKS TO THE HOST GOVERNMENT
by the representative
of Canada, the Conference adopted a draft
331. On a proposal
resolution
of thanks to the Government of Mexico, which had hosted the Conference.
(For the text of the resolution,
see part one, chap. III,
resolution
35.)
Chapter

XIII

CONCLUDING STATEMENTS
Speakers on behalf of groups of countries,
in assessing the results
of the
332.
stated that the World Plan of Action adopted by the
work of the Conference,
Conference
constituted
the beginning
of world-wide
efforts
to remove the
injustices
from which women still
suffered
and to enable women to participate
fully
It was
in the economic, social,
political
and cultural
life of their countries.
noted by some that the Declaration
of Mexico enunciated
principles
and guidelines
for action which would lead to the full integration
of women in an international
community based on equity and so to universal
peace.
The speakers on behalf of all groups warmly thanked
333.
its President
and Government for the generous hospitality
welcomed the delegations
to the Conference.

the people of Mexico and
with which they had

The Secretary-General
of the Conference described the Conference
as a
334.
turning-point
in history:
women, who had in the past formed the largely
silent
had
become
vocal
through
their
sisters
who
majority
of the world's
population,
accounted for more than two thirds
of the participants
in the Conference.
The Plan of Action adopted by the Conference was the first
comprehensive
335.
global programme for the realization
of principles
which were recognized
in the
Declaration
of Mexico.
The host country and its capital
city had been the scene
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of an epoch-making meeting during which bonds of sisterhood
and brotherhood,
of
solidarity
and partnership,
had been forged,
a memorable event which would continue
to inspire
all those who had been privileged
to attend the Conference,
of the Conference said that the purpose of the Conference had
336. The President
bee& above all, to seek agreement on ideals and to translate
them into principles
and programmes of action conducive to the well-being
and equality
of all human
beings and therefrom
to peace and justice.
337. Reminding the Conference of the central
themes of the International
Womengs
Year, equality,
development and peace, he recalled
that all participants
in the
Conference shared the conviction
that creative
and lasting
peace would be
unattainable
SO
long as half the world's
population
was denied the opportunity
to participate
actively
and on an equal basis9 from the economic, social and legal
points of view, in efforts
to achieve development
and to share in its benefits.
The Declaration
of Mexico laid down the principles
governing
the position
of women
the Plan of Action specified
the measures to be
in the family and in society,
taken by Governments in order to give tangible
shape and effect to those principles.
If the new international
economic order was to become a reality,
it was
indispensable
that women, particularly
in the developing
countries,
should be
and social backwardness
involved
in efforts
to overcome the economic , political
To achieve this objective,
the
from which most of mankind was still
suffering.
provisions
of the Charter of Economic Rights and Duties of States needed to be
resources for ameliorating
implemented, lest the poor nations lack the material
and of their women in particular.
He
the condition
of their populations,
expressed the hope that all States would take legislative
and other action to
He was confident
clothe the principles
approved by the Conference with reality.
that the historic
Conference of Mexico would be regarded as the first
step in an
irreversible
process towards the creation
of a society in which all human beings,
women and men alike, would enjoy greater
justice.
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The integration
partners with
Draft
Establishment
Agenda
Message by H.M. Queen Alia
Message from His Holiness

Message by H.E. Mr. J. B. Tito,
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia

E/CONF.66/4

E/CONF.66/5
and Corr.1

E/CONF.66/6

E/CONF.66/7

E/CONF.66/8

E/CONF.66/9

E/CONF.66/10

of committees

World Plan of Action

President

Pope Paul VI

of the Hashemite

and organization

as equal

of the Socialist

Kingdom of Jordan

of work

of women in the development process
men: report of the Secretary-General

of

peace

The involvement
of women in strengthening
international
and eliminating
racism and racial
discrimination:
report
the Secretary-General

E/CONF.66/3/Add.2

of the Conference

Current trends and changes in the status and roles of
women and men, and major obstacles to be overcome in the
achievement
of equal
rights,
opportunities
and responsibilities:
report of the Secretary-General

of procedure

E/CCNF.66/3
and Add.1 and 3

rules

Provisional

to the provisional

E/CONF.66/2

agenda and annotations

documents

Provisional
agenda

Title

Main Conference

E/CONF.66/1

Document symbol

A.

SELECTED LIST OF DOCUMENTSBEFORE THE CONFERENCE

Annex I

3

4

11

10

8

9

2

3

Agenda item

I
sWI
I

Letter dated 20 June 1975 from the President
of the
delegation
of the Palestine
Liberation
Organization
addressed to the President
of the World Conference
of the International
Women's Year

Letter dated 20 June 1975 addressed to the
Secretary-General
of the Conference by the Head
of the delegation
of the United Kingdom of
Great Britain
and Northern Ireland

Message from H.E. Mrs. Indira
Ghsndi, Prime Minister
of India to the World Conference of the International
Women's Year

Message from H.E. Mr. Gaafer Mohamed Nemeri,
of the Democratic Republic of the Sudan

E/CONF. 66/U

E/CONF. 66/18

E/C!ONF.66/19

E/CONF.66/20

on behalf

Written statement
Human Rights

E/CONF.66/16

President

of the Commission on

President
of the
People's Republic

Message from H.E. H. Jablonski,
Council of State of the Polish

E/CONF.66/15

of

Message by H.E. Mr. W. Staph., Chairman of the Council
of State of the German Democratic Republic

President

of

E/CONF. 66/14

Message from H.E. Mr. Nicolae Ceausescu,
the Socialist
Republic of Romania

President

Message by H.E. Dr. Joaquin
the Dominican Republic

E/CONF.66/12

Balaguer,

Message by H.E. Mr. Todor Zhivkov,
President
of the
State Council of the People's Republic of Bulgaria

Title

E/CONF. 66/U

Document symbol

Agenda item

c
?

Message from Brigadier
General Cmar Torrijos
H.,
Commander-in-Chief
of the National
Guard of Panama
Message from H.E. Professor

E/CONF.66/29

E/CONF.66/30
Council

of Ministers

of

Italy.

Lara,

Aldo More, President

General
Guillermo
Rodriguez
the Rep&Xc
of Ecuador

of

Qessage
president

E/CONF.66/28

the

Message from Brigadier
General Teferi
Bante, Chairman
of the Provisional
Military
Administrative
Council
and Council of Ministers
of Ethiopia

E/CONF.66/27

from
of

Message from His Excellency
Minister
of Japan

E/CONF.66/26

Prime

Message from N. Podgorny, Chairman of the Presidium
of the Supreme Soviet of the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics

E/CONF.66/25

Mb-. Takeo Miki,

Letter dated 27 June 1975 from the Head of the
delegation
of Israel to the President
of the
World Conference of the International
Women's Year

E/CONF.66/24

Mrs. Maria Estela
of Argentina

Message from Her Excellency
Martinez de Per&, President

Credentials
of representatives
to the Conference:
report of the Credentials
Committee

Message from H.E. Mr. Mohamed Siyaad Barre,
President
of the Supreme Revolutionary
Council of
the Somali Democratic Republic and Chairman of the
Organization
of African
Unity

Title

E/CoNF.66/23

Document symbol

6

b)

Agenda item

President

of the

Messsge from Constantin
Bellenic
Republic

E/CONF.66/33

Tsatsos,

Message from Ahmed Sekou Tour'e, Secretary-General
of the State Party of Guinea, President
of the Republic

of

E,'CONF.66/32

Prime Minister

Message from Mr. E. M. Gairy,
Grenada

Title

E/CONF.66/31

Document symbol

Agenda item

B.

Draft resolutions
and draft Declarations
considered
by the First Committee under agenda item 11

,Document symbol

Title

and sponsors

Observations

g/

E/CONF.66/C.l/L.22

Germany (Federal
Republic of) 9 United
Kingdom of Great Britain
and Northern
Ireland
and United States of America:
draft Declaration

See part two,
para. 153

E/CONF.66/C.l/L.23

Research and training
for the advancement
of women in Africa - Algeria,
Mali, Senegal,
Somalia, Togo, United Republic of Cameroon
and Zaire:
draft resolution

Draft
resolution
I
in report
of the
Committee
Adopted as
resolution
1

E/CONF.66/C.l/L.24

Rural areas - Chile, Colombia
Paraguay:
draft resolution

See part two,
para. 146

E/CONF.~G/CJ/L.

25

Education
resolution

- Chile

and

and Colombia:

See part two,
para. 146

draft

E/CONF.66/C.l/L.26

International
co-operation
under projects
designed to achieve the objectives
of the
World Plan of Action - Madagascar,
Mauritania,
Niger, Rwanda and Senegal:
draft resolution

Draft
resolution
II
in report .of the
Committee
Adopted as
resolution
2

E/CONF. 66/C. l/L. 27

Maternal
and child health programmes Chile and Colombia:
draft resolution

See part two,
para. 146

E/CONF. 66/C. l/L. 28

Women and human development
draft resolution

See part two,
para. 147

E/CONF. 66/C.l/L.29

Communications
draft resolution

E/COI!?F.66/C.l/L.30

Development and participation
Colombia:
draft resolution

- Bahamas:

media - Chile

and Colombia:
- Chile

See part two,
para. 146

of the First Committee, see
of resolutions,
see pa.rt one,

a/ For action taken in plenary on the report
$art ho3 chap. VII, sect. 13; for the final texts
chap. III.
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and

See part two,
para. 146

.

Document

symbol

E/COW. 66/C.l/L.31

E/CONF.66/C.l/L.32

Title

and sponsors

Observations

g/

The status of women in South Africa,
Namibia
and Southern Rhodesia - Afghanistan,
Algeria,
Burundi, Congo, Dahomey, Democratic
Yemen, Egypt, Equatorial
Guinea, Ethiopia,
Gambia, German Democratic Republic,
Ghana,
Guinea, Guyana, Iraq, Jamaica, Madagascar,
Mali, Mauritania,
Morocco, Niger, Nigeria,
Romania, Rwanda, Senegal, Sierra Leone,
Somalia, Sudan, Togo, Trinidad
and Tobago,
Uganda, United Republic of Cameroon,
United Republic of Tanzania, Yugoslavia,
Zaire and Zambia:
draft resolution

Draft
resolution
III
report of the
Committee

Participation
of women in the seventh
special session of the United Nations
General Assembly and in other meetings of
the different
bodies of the United Nations
Australia,
Congo, Dahomey, Gabon, Ghana,
Guinea, Iraq, Jamaica, Madagascar, Mali,
Mauritania,
Niger, Rwanda, Senegal,
Somalia, Togo, Tunisia,
United Republic
of Cameroon, United Republic of Tanzania
and Zaire : draft resolution

Draft
resolution
VI in
report of the
Committee

in

Adopted as
resolution
3

-

Adopted as
resolution
6

Role of the United Nations system in
implementing
the World Plan of Action Finland,
Ghana, Guinea, Honduras, Jamaica,
Jordan, Kenya, Libyan Arab Republic,
Nigeria,
Philippines,
Somalia, Sudan,
Sweden, Thailand,
Togo, United Republic
of Cameroon and United Republic of
draft resolution
Tanzania:

Draft
resolution
in report
Committee

E/CONF.66/C.l/L.35

Women and health - Australia,
Iran, Norway,
United Kingdom of Great Britain
and'
Northern Ireland:
draft resolution

Draft
resolution
V
in report of the
Committee
Adopted as
resolution
5

E/CONF.66/C.l/L.37
and Rev.1

Afghanistan,
Algeria,
Argentina,
Bangladesh,
Barbados, Botswana, Brazil,
Burundi,
Central.
African
Republic,
Chile, Colombia, Congo,
Costa Rica, Cuba, Dahomey, Democratic Yemen,
Dominican Republic,
Ecuador, Egypt,
Equatorial
Guinea, Ethiopia,
Gabon, Ghana,
Grenada, Guatemala, Guinea, Guyana, Honduras,
India,
Indonesia

See part two,
para. 152 for the
final text of the
Declaration,
see
part one, chap. I

E/CONF.66/C.l/L.33
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IV
of the

Adopted as
resolution
4

-

Document symbol

E/CONF.66/C.l/L.37

akd Rev'. 1
(co~tiiiued)

Title

and sponsors

Iran9 Iraq, Jamaica, Jordan, Kenya, Kuwait,
Lebanon, Lesotho, Libyan Arab Republic,
bladagascar, Mali, Mauritania,
Mexico,
ivlorocco, Niger, IVigeria, Oman, Pakistan,
Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Philippines,
Qatar,
Republic of South Vie-t-&m, Rwanda,
Senegal, Sierra Leone, Somalia, Sri Lanka,
Sudan, Swaziland,
Syrian Arab Republic,
Thailand,
Togo, Trinidad
and Tobago,
Tunisia,
Turkey, Uganda, United Republic of
Cameroon, United Republic of Tanzania,
Yemen, Yugoslavia,
Zaire and Zambia:
draft
Declaration
of Mexico on the
Equality
of Women and their Contribution
to Development and Peace, 1975
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Observations
- .--- I .- __ _ ._.-- aJ

Draft resolutions
-considered
under
agenda
item
tl b-/
-..
Symbol
E/CONF. 66/~.2

EICONF. 66/L.3

E/CONF. 66/L.4
and Add.1

E/CoNF.66/L.5

Title

by the Second Committee

and sponsor

Women's participation
in promoting
world peace and international
co-operation
- Ghana, Indonesia,
Malaysia, Philippines
and Tunisia:
draft resolution
Women's participation
in the
strengthening
of international
peace
and security
and in the struggle
against colonialism,
racism, racial
discrimination
and foreign
domination
Bulgaria,
Congo, Gambia, German
Democratic Republic,
Guinea, India,
Mongolia, Nepal, Nigeria,
Sierra
Leone, Somalia, Sri Lanka and
Venezuela:
draft resolution
The question of the.Panama,nian territory
called the "Canal Zone" - Argentina,
Costa Rica, Cuba, German Democratic
Republic,
Guinea, Guyana, Honduras,
Iraq, Jamaica, Libyan Arab Republic,
Mexico, Panama, Peru, Republic of
South Viet-Nam, Somalia, Sudan,
Syrian Arab Republic,
Venezuela and
Yugoslavia:
draft resolution
Women's contribution
to world peace
through participation
in international
Barbados,
conferences - Austria,
Canada, Ethiopia,
Gambia, Iran,.'
Thailand

b/ The Conference decided that
resol&ons
submitted under agenda
Committee (see part two, paras. 57
c/ For action taken in plenary
sect. B; for
part two, chap. VIII,
chap. III.

Observations

Draft resolution
XXII in
report of the Committee
Adopted as
resolution
28
Draft resolution
XXIII
in report of the
Committee
- Adopted as
resolution
29

Draft resolution
XXIV
in report of the
Committee
Adopted as
resolution
30

Draft resolution
XXV in
the report of the
Committee
Adopted as
resolution
31

after the general debate was concluded draft
item 8 would be considered by the Second
and 297).
on the report of the Second Committee, see
the Final texts of resolubions,
see part one,
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g/

Symbol
E/CONF.66/L.5

E/CONF. 66/L.6

E/CoNF.66/L.7

E/CONF.66/2.8

Title
.-~
continued)

and sponsor

Observations

Tunisia,
United Kingdom of
Great Britain
and Northern Ireland,
United Republic of Tanzania and
United States of America:
draft
resolution
Palestinian
and Arab women .Afghanistan,
Algeria,
Burundi,
Congo, Cuba, Democratic People ps
Republic of Korea, Democratic
Republic of Viet-Nsm, Democratic
Yemen, Dahomey, Egypt, Equatorial
Guinea, Gabon, German Democratic
Republic,
Guinea, Iraq, Jordan,
Kenya, Kuwait, Lebanon 9 Libyan
Arab Republic, Mali, Mauritius,
Mongolia, Morocco, Nigeria,
Oman,
Pakistan,
Panama, Qatar, Republic
of South Viet-Nsm, Rwanda, Saudi
Arabia, Senegal, Somalia, Sudan,
Syrian Arab Republic, Togo,
Tunisia,
Uganda, United Arab
Dnirates,
United Republic of
Cameroon, United Republic of
Tanzania, Yugoslavia
and Zaire:
draft resolution
Aid to the Viet-Namese people Algeria,
Argentina,
Congo, Cuba,
Guinea, Guyana, Jordan, Libyan
Arab Republic,
Madagascar, Mali,
Mauritania,
Mexico, Peru, Poland,
Somalia, Syrian Arab Republic and
draft resolution
Yugoslavia:

Draft
resolution

XXVI

Adopted as
resolution
32

Draft
resolution
XXVII
in report of the
Cormrtittee
Adopted as
resolution
33

Draft
The situation
of women in ChileFinland 4 German resolution
XXVIII
Algeria,
Australia,
in report of the
Democratic'Republic,
Greece, Mali,
Mexico, Netherlands,
Norway, Sweden Committee
draft resolution
and Yugoslavia:
Adopted as
resolution
34

c/

Symbol
E/CONF.66/L.P

Title

and sponsor

Women!s participation
in promoting
world peace and international
co-operation
- Germany (Federal
Republic of) and United Kingdom of
Great Britain
and Northern Ireland:
amendment proposed to the draft
resolution
contained in document
E/CoNF.66/L.z
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Observati.ons
--...e.
--rri

-c/

D.

Draft resolutions
considered by the Second Committee
under agenda items 9 and 10

Symbol
E/CONF.66/c.2/~.10
E/coNF.~~/c.~/L.~o/
Rev.1

Title
Prevention
and girls

of the exploitation
draft
- Thailand:
:

Observations

and sponsors

revised

draft

a/

of women
resolution
Draft resolution
I
in report of the
Committee
Adopted as
resolution
7

resolution

Draft resolution
II
in report of the
Committee
Adopted as
resolution
8

E/CONF. 66/C.2/L.59

The situation
of women in the employ
of the United Nations and the
specialized
agencies - Canada,
Dominican Republic, Ethiopia,
Guatemala, Japan, Norway., Philippines,
United Kingdom of Great Britain
and
Northern Ireland,
United Republic of
Tanzania, United States of America
and Uruguay:
draft resolution

E/CONF.66/C.2/L.60

Protection
of maternal. and child
health - India, Iran, Mexico,
Pakistan, Peru, Thailand and
Turkey:
draft resolution

E/CONF.66/c.2/~.60/
Rev.1

- Argentina,
Cuba, India,
Iran, Mexico, Pakistan, Peru, Thailand
and Turkey:
revised draft resolution

Draft resolution
III
in report of the
Committee
Adopted as
resolution
9

Access of women to financial
assistance - Ghana, Guinea,
Ivory Coast, Jamaica, Kenya and
Nigeria:
draft resolution

Draft resolution
IV
in report of the
Committee
Adopted as
resolution
10

E/CONF.66&2/L.62

Research on population
and the
integration
of women in development
Iran, Jamaica and Trinidad and
Tobago: draft resolution

-

Draft resolution
V
in report of the
Committee
Adopted as
resolution
11

&/ For action taken in plenary on the report of the Second Committee, see
part two, chap. VIII,
sect. B; for the final texts of resolutions,
see part one,
chap. III.
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Symbol

Title

and sponsors

Observations

$/

The establishment
of a United l!Tations
Fund for Women - Afghanistan,
Dominican Republic,
Nepal, Philippines
and United Kingdom of Great Britain
draft resolution
and Northern
Ireland:
~/coNF.66&2/L.63/
Rev.1

Special measures for the integration
Afghanistan,
of women in development:
Dominican Republic,
Indonesia,
N'epal,
Netherlands,
Philippines
and United
Kingdom of Great Britain
and Worthern
Ireland:
draft resolution

E/CONF. 66/c.2/L.64

Social security
for women, including
the elderly
and the disabled
- Peru:
draft resolution

E/CONF.66/C.2/L.64/
Rev.1

Social security
as a means of
providing
family security
for women,
including
the elderly
and the
disabled
- Bulgaria,
Colombia, Panama,
Peru and Poland:
draft resolution

Draft resolution
VII
in report
of the
Committee
Adopted as
resolution
13

E/CONF. 66/&2/L.65

Research for the formulation
of
policies
concerning
the integration
of women in the development
process
Australia,
Netherlands,
New Zealand
and Sweden: draft resolution

Draft resolution
VIII
in report of the
Committee
Adopted as
resolution
14

Family planning
and the full
integration
of women in development
Egypt, Ghana, Guinea, IliJigeria,
Sierra
Leone, Sweden., United Kingdom of Great
Britain
end >Torthern Ireland
and United
draft resolution
States of America:

Draft resolution
report of the
Committee

Popular participation
- Cuba,
Dominican Republic., Mexico and
draft resolution
Venezuela:

Draft resolution
report of the
Committee
Adopted as
resolution
16

Costa Rica,
The family - Argentina,
Cuba, Dominican Republic,
Panama,
Paraguay,
Spain and Uruguay:
draft
resolution

Draft resolution
XI
in report of the
Committee

E/CoNF.66/&2/L.68
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Draft resolution
VI
in report of the
Committee
Adopted as
resolution
12

IX in

Adopted as
resolution
15

Adopted as
resolution
17

X in

Symbol
E/CONF. 66/c.2/~.69

Title

and sponsors

Observations

Political
and social participation
Ecuador, Panama, Peru and Portugal:
draft resolution

-

a/

Draft resolution
XII
in report of the
Committee
Adopted as
resolution
18

E/CONF. 66/C.2/L.70

E/CONF.66/&2/L.71

Women and communication media Canada, Cuba, Dominican Republic,
Lebanon, Mali, Norway, Peru,
Portugal
and Trinidad
and Tobago:
draft resolution

Draft resolution
XIII
in report of the
Committee
Adopted as
resolution
19

Integration
of women in the process
of political,
economic, social and
cultural
development as equal
partners
with men - Algeria,
Cuba,
Czechoslovakia,
Dahomey, Egypt,
Ghana, Greece, Guatemala, Honduras,
Hungary, India,
Iran, Jamaica, Mexico,
Panama, Peru, Portugal,
Romania,
Somalia, United Republic of Tanzania,
Venezuela, Yugoslavia
and Zambia:
draft resolution

Draft resolution
XIV
in report of the
Committee
Adopted as
resolution
20

Condition
of women in rural areas Colombia, Cuba, Guinea, India,
Kenya, Mexico, Sri Lanka, Thailand
and Venezuela:
draft resolution

Draft
report

resolution
XV in
of the Committee

Adopted as
resolution
21

Women in poverty
- Holy See and
Mauritius:
draft resolution
E/CONF.66/c.2/~.73/
Rev.1

E/COtiF. 66/C.2/L.75

Women and development - Holy See:
revised draft resolution

Draft resolution
XVI
in report of the
Committee
Adopted as
resolution
22

Revision
and expansion of the
International
Standard
Classifications
of Occupations
New Zealand:
draft resolution

Draft resolution
XVII
5n report of the
Committee
Adopted as
resolution
23

-

Education and training
- Argentina,
Brazil,
Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica,
Cuba, Dominican Republic, Ecuador,
Greece, Indonesia,
Malaysia, Nepal,
Pakistan,
Paraguay, Peru, Philippines,
Sri Lanka, Somalia, Thailand,
Trinidad
and Tobago, United States of America,
Uruguay and Venezuela:
draft resolution
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Draft resolution
XVIII
in report of the
Committee
Adopted as
resolution
24

Symbol

Title

and sponsors

Observations

A/

Draft resolution
XIX
in report of the
Committee
Adopted as
reso&tion
25

E/COm'.66/C.2/~.76

Equality between men and women and
elimination
of discrimination
against
women - Brazil,
Bulgaria,
Byelorussian
Soviet Socialist
Republic,
Dominican Republic,
German
Democratic Republic, New Zealand,
United Kingdom of Great Britain
and
draft resolution
Northern Ireland:

E/CONF.66/C.2/L.77

Draft resolution
XX
International,Research
and Training
in
report
of
the
Institute
for the Advancement of
Women - Australia,
Bangladesh, Egypt,
Committee
Ghana, Iran, Jamaica, Mexico, Pakistan,Adopted
as
Romania, Senegal, Trinidad
and Tobago, re,$lution
26
Turkey and United States of America:
draft resolution

E/CONF. 66/C. 2/L.79

Measures for integration
of women in
development - Australia,
Austria,
Barbados, Brazil,
Canada, Colombia,
Egypt, Ethiopia,
Guatemala, Haiti,
Honduras, Morocco, Nepal, Netherlands,
Nicaragua,
Norway, Republic of Korea,
Sierra Leone, Trinidad
and Tobago,
United Kingdom of Great Britain
and
and United States
Northern Ireland,
draft resolution
of America:
E.

E/CONF. 66/11w.i

Information

E,'CGBF. ~~/INF. 2

List

Information
for

documents

participants

of particii-ants
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Draft resolution
XXI
in report of the
Committee
Adopted as
resolution
27

Annex II
PARALLEL AND ASSOCIATED ACTIVITIES

AND RRLATED EVENTS

1.
On the occasion of the World Conference of the International
Women's Year a
great many parallel
and associated activities
and related
events took place in
Mexico City.
These activities
and events were arranged in consultation
with the
Government of Mexico and the Secretary-General
of the Conference.
2.
The Seminar on Women and Development, which met from 16 to 18 June 1975, was
sponsored jointly
by the American Association
for the Advancement of Science
the United Nations Development
the Mexican Council on Science and Technology,
Programme and the United Mations Institute
for Training
and Research.
Working
groups met to discuss the following
topics:
food processing,
nutrition,
rural
development,
education,
urbanization,
health and women's self-help
organizations.
Reports were presented
to the Seminar on the final day and were also circulated
Several of the participants
in the Seminar were
informally
at the Conference.
also members of governmental
delegations
to the Conference and hence were able
to participate
in the Conference also.
which was held in Mexico City
The International
WornenDs Year Tribune,
3.
as an independent
activity,
concurrently
with the Conference,
was organized,
by a committee appointed
by the Conference of non-governmental
organizations
in consultative
status with the United Nations Economic and Social Council and
It served
in consultation
with the United Nations and the Government of Mexico.
by non-governmental
organizations
and individuals
as a forum for the discussion,
interested
in the position
of women in society, of the theme of the Year,
"Equality.,
development
and peace",
health,
nutrition,
agriculture
4.
The Tribune discussed such topics as education,
and rural
development,
urbanization,
family structures,
population
and family
planning,
law and the status of women, employment, professions
and the srts,
migration,
political
participation,
decision-making,
armaments and efforts
It had platform
speakers, arranged cross-cultural
for peace.
dialogues
and
received
a daily briefing
from representatives
in the Conference and
United Nations staff on the progress being made by the Conference.
The Tribune
participants
came from all parts of the world and included also Mexican social
scientists
and academics.
There were formal sessions, at which papers were
read.
In addition,
there were film shows and handicraft
and photographic
displays;
an information
and documentation
centre provided
other opportunities
_ for the participants
to exchange views and information.
The Tribune
as a body took no formal decisions on issues discussed, nor
5.
did it adopt formal resolutions
or recommendations.
Throughout the duration
of the Tribune,
a daily newspaper, Xilonen,
was published which gave up-to-date
information
about developments
in the Tribune and the Conference.
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6.
A Journalists
Encounter organized jointly
by the United Nations Centre for
Economic and Social Information
and the secretariat
of International
Women's
Year was held at the National Medical Centre from 16 to 18 June and on 27 June 1975.
The Encounter was funded with the help of grants from international
development
agencies of Denmark, Norway and Sweden and from the United Nations Fund for
Population
Activities.
The Encounter, primarily
intended for 53 journalist
fellows
from developing
countries
(who were also able to attend the World
Conference),
was open to all journalists
accredited
to the Conference.
It
explored
and debated each of the themes of the Conference - equality,
development
and peace - on the first
three days of the Encounter.
Morning sessions were
devoted to addresses by three internationally
known personalities,
followed
by
a question-and-answer
period.
Afternoon sessions were devoted to group discussions.
to International
The final
day, 27 June, was devoted to the theme "Media attitudes
Women's Year".
After the closure of the Conference, the United PITations Scientific
and
7.
Cultural
Organization
organized on 3 and 4 July, in conjunction
with
the Centre for Economic and Social Information,
a Media Workshop for
journalists
and broadcasters
producing
material
selected
editors,
publishers,
of particular
interest
to women.
8.
A number of related
including
the following:

(a) An exhibit
sponsored
of women in history;

role

n exhibit
of

events took place

Me220

group

on the occasion

by the Government

on "Women and &to',

of the Conference,

of Mexico illustrating

under the auspices

the

of the Government

;A

(c) "The Confessions
of Mexico.

of Sister

Juana",
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a play

staged by the Spanish-Italian
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